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ABSTRACT 
1his Thesis consists of three parts. In the first part a theory of 
integration is constructed for supermanifolds and supergroups. With this 
theory expressions for the invariant integral on several Lie supergroups 
are obtained incuding the super Poinoare group and supers pace. 1he 
", 
unitary irreducible representations of the super Poincare group are 
examined by considering the unitary irreducible representations of a 
certain set of Lie groups equivalent to the super Poincare group. These 
irreducible representations contain, at most, particles of a single spin. 
In the second part a detailed examination of the massive representations 
of the super Poincare algebra is undertaken. Supermultiplets of second 
quantized fields are constructed for each of the. massive representations, 
\-1hlch allows an unrlers tanding of the auxiliary fields of supersymmetry 
theories. 
In the third part super Poincare invariant superfields on superspace are 
constructed from the supermultiplets of the second part. This enables a 
connection between the the representations of part one and those of part 
two to be established. An ex~nination of action integrals on superspace 
is made enabling the relationship between the integration theory 
constructed in part one and the Berezin integral to be established. 
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INTRODUC'l'ION 
2 
In this 1hesis we will examine the formulation of supersymmetry theories 
on Ninkowski space and on supers pace and determine the precise 
mathematical relationship between these different formulations. 
A supersynlmetry, in its broadest sense, is a symmetry that relates 
particles which have different spins. Thus the 'non-relativistic' su(6) 
theories of the 1~6o's could be considered as an early attempt in this 
direction. This was doomed to failure since it could not describe high 
energy dynamics. These failures motivated a study by Coleman and Mandula 
that resulted in the famous theorem [1] which states that, under quite 
broad conditions, the only group of symmetries in relativistic field 
theory is the direct product of the Poincar~ group with an internal 
symmetry group that must be the product of a compact semisimple group and 
U(l) groups. 1he direct product structure indicates that no Lie group 
can be used to connect particles of different spin in a quantum field 
theory. 
It was not until 1971 that a way of avoiding the Coleman-rvlandula theorem 
was discovered by Gol' fand and Likhtman r 2]. They achieved this by 
adding additional generators to the Poincare Lie algebra such that the 
law of composition of the new generators was by ananticommutator amongst 
themselves and by a commutator with the Poincare generators. 
This work went unnoticed until after its rediscovery by Wess and Zumino 
(3) in 1974. frbe new generators introduced by these authors had the 
property of turning Bosons into Fermions and vice-versa. flhey are what is 
now known as supersymmetry generators. Using the algebra they had 
constructed they built a supermultiplet the component fields of which 
transformed into each other under the action of the supersymmetry 
generators. They were also able to construct a Lagrangian for the 
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supermultiplet that was invariant under supersymmetry transformations. 
It was not long before it was noticed that the supersynunetry algebra 
extending the Poincare group was a class of mathematical constructs 
called Lie superalgebras. These had appeared previously in the context 
of string theories [4] , (5] and had in fact been studied by Berezin and 
G.I.Kac (6) in 1970 which even predates the work of Gol'fand and Likhtman. 
The classification of the simple Lie superalg'ebras was announced in 1975 
by V. G. Kac [ 7) • 
The paper of Wess and Zumino spawned a vast amount of papers on 
supersymmetry. 1he next important steps were by Salam and Strathdee who 
described irreducible representations of the supersymmetry algebra (8) 
and introduced the concept of a superfield [91. In the superfield 
approach it was realized that it was possible to construct a 'supergroup' 
from a superalgebra using 'odd' and 'even' parameters and to define 
superspace as a coset space of four even and four odd dimensions on which 
could be defined superfields. 1hese superfields, when expanded as a 
Taylor series, mimicked the structure of the known supermultiplets. 
In fact supergroups had been considered previously by Berezin and G.I.Kac 
(6] for very different reasons. It had been noted by Berezin (10] in 
1961 that there was a remarkable coincidence of the fundamental formulae 
of the operator calculus for Fermi and Bose fields, the difference being 
that the Bose fields required the use of (normal) commuting variables and 
Fermi fields required the use of anticommuting variables. An ticommuting 
variables had in fact been studied before then by Martin rllJ in 1959 who 
is credited (by Berezin) as being the first person to study the subject 
now known as 'supermathematics'. 
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In the course of his study of second quantization Berezin defined what 
has come to be ~lown as the 'Berezin integral' in his own words it is 'a 
type of linear functional on a Grassman algebra' (12 J. This led to a 
study of analysis on Grassmrul algebras and the study of supermanifolds 
and supergroups. 
'l'he concept of supermanifold has been refined over the years reaching 
what, in our opinion, is the most useful definition in the work of Rogers 
(13') , (14 J. Meanwhile physicists have continued to use superfields as 
a tool for constructing supersymmetry and supergravity theories without 
worrying unduly about the underlying mathematics (cf. [15 'J, C 16 J, (.171, 
r 18 J , t 19 J ), but knowing that the same results oan be obtained using 
the component fields on Minkowski space. 
This gap between the mathematics of superspace and the component 
formulation of supersymmetry theories is what we intend to fill with this 
thesis. 'rhe work involved in doing this divides naturally into three 
areas covered in ~arts I, II and III of this Thesis. 
In Part I 'Supermanifolds and Integration 'ilieory' we firs t review the 
superma thema tics that we will need in this rl'hesis. rilien in the second 
chapter we study linear Lie supergroups and are able to construct matrix 
representations for some of the supergroups corresponding to the simple 
Lie superalgebras. In the third chapter, using the fact that 
corresponding to each 1ie supergroup there is an ordinary Lie group which 
we call 'the equivalent Lie group', we construct a theory of integration 
based on normal measure-theoretical methods. With this theory we are 
able to obtain invariant integrals on several Lie super groups and on the 
super Poincare group and superspace. In the fourth and final chapter of 
Part I we examine the unitary irreducible representations of the 
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equivalent Lie group of a general Lie supergroup. We are able to show 
that for any linear Lie supergroup all its unitary irreducible 
representations can be obtained. We obtain some of the representations 
of the super Poincare group wid are able to demonstrate that each 
irreducible representation obtained in this way describes particles of a 
single spin value. This result is rather disconcerting and it is not 
until we study superfields in Part III that it can be understood. 
In Part II 'Super Poincare Invariant Theories on Space-Time' we make a 
detailed examination of the irreducible representations first described 
by Salam wid Strathdee (8). We are able to construct from these 
representations, in the massive case, sets of second quantized fields 
that form supermul tiplets labeled by an index j = O,~,l,.... The j = 0 
supermul tiplet is the well known Wess-Zumino multiplet C 3 J. These 
results have never previously been obtained in an explicit form even 
though it is generally assumed to be possible. ~bis construction is 
based on the series of papers by Weinberg (20) and allows a complete 
understanding of the auxiliary fields that occur in supersymmetry 
theories. 
In Part III 'Superfields and the Irreducible Representations of the Super 
Poincare Algebra' we are able to reconcile the theory of Part I with that 
of Part II. We begin by using second quantized fields that transform 
according to some representation of the Lorentz group to construct second 
quantized fields on superspace that transform according to the same 
representation of the super Lorentz group. We find that the field 
required for this decomposes into a reducible representation of the 
equivalent Lie group of the super Lorentz group. This representation is 
not fully reducible but consists of lower triangular matrices with 
irreducible representations occuring along the diagonal. frhese 
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irreducible representations can be identified with certain of the unitary 
irreducible representations constructed in Part I. We then extend this 
in the third chapter to construct fields on superspace from the chiral 
supermul tiplets of Part II. 'l'he oomponen t fields of these chiral 
superfields are then a 'Grassman extension' of the component fields of 
the supermultiplet defined on Minkowski space. In the fourth chapter we 
show how a general superfield can be decomposed to reveal its component 
Buperfields and thus determine the irreducible supermultiplets that it 
contains. In the fifth and final chapter we consider how, using the 
theory we have developed, a Lagrrulgian function for a supermultiplet can 
be extracted from a superfield. We show how a Lagrangian function can be 
constructed for a scalar superfield and how the component Lagrangian mass 
and kinetic energy terms arise as one dimensional representation spaces 
of the equivalent Lie group of the super Poincare group. This gives an 
understanding of the 'Berezin integral' in terms of our integration 
theory as an operator that projects out the required representation 
spaces. 
A t the end of the 'rhesis is an appendix which details our conven tions, 
and contains several identities relating to the Pauli and Dirac matrices 
that we use. 
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PAR'r I 
SUPERMANIFOLDS AND INTEGRATION frHEORY. 
8 
CHAP'rEH. 1 
PRELIMINAHIES. 
9 
1.1 Introduction. 
In this Part we examine the theory of supermanifolds and supergroups with 
a view to constructing the irreducible unitary representations of 
supergToups and relating these to the irreducible representations of 
superalgebras. 
'l'he mathematical theory of supermanifolds and supergroups has been 
developed by many authors following two approaches 
(1) r1'he sheaf of algebras of COO functions over a differentiable manifold 
n 
locally homeomorphic to ~ is extended to a lfgraded sheaf of algebras 
such that the algebra contains both commuting and anticommuting functions. 
'l'his line of argwnent has been pursued by Berezin and Kac C 6 J, Berezin 
and Leites (21) and Kostant (22). Serezin has in fact considered this 
and (2). 
(2) Commuting and anticommuting coordinates are introduced in the base 
manifold by making the coordinates copies of either the even or odd parts 
of a Grassman algebra. There are many variations in this development, 
mainly in respect of the topology endowed on the coordinates. 
We shall follow the latest development in this second approach that was 
initiated by Rogers t. 131 , (141., (See these articles for references to 
earlier work and the relationship between the various approaches. See 
also the review by ·Berezin [6') .) This approach endows superspace wi th 
a much finer topology than any of the previous approaches. 
In the remainder of this chapter we give the definitions in 
'supermathematics' that we use. They are, in the main, as used by Hogers 
for the basic superspace and differential geometry and as given by Leites 
(23) for the supermatrix analysis. 
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In Chapter 2 we examine linear Lie super groups and obtain some new 
results, which enable matrix representations of certain Lie supergroups 
to be easily constructed and differential operators to be constructed for 
superalgebra generators. 
In Chapter 3 we construct a theory of integration based on normal measure 
theoretical arguments using the topology endowed on supermanifolds by 
Rogers [131. That is, as for complex and quaternionic manifolds, we 
'" view the manifold as a differentiable manifold locally isomorphic to ~ 
with additional Grassman analytic structure. The work in this chapter 
has been published in the article 'The Haar Integral for Lie Supergroups' 
(241. This contrasts with the integration scheme previously used by 
physicists which has followed the heuristic scheme proposed by Berezin 
[ 25] in the context of path integral quantization. 'rhis has been taken 
to be the correct method of integration on supermanifolds constructed as 
in scheme (2) above and is widely used in the physics literature (see the 
review by Nieuwenhuizen [26] ). We conclude this chapter wi th a 
discussion of the Berezin integral and various other later developments 
i.n superintegration theory. 
In Chapter 4 we apply the integration theory constructed in Chapter 3 to 
the construction of unitary irreducible representations of supergroups. 
We are able to show that it is possible (in principle) to construct all 
the unitary irreducible representations of linear Lie supergroups 
(defined later). We are also able to show that each of the irreducible 
representations of the super Poincare group contains particles of a 
single spin value SO that they cannot be directly related to the 
irreducible representations of the super Poincare algebra. 
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1.2 Basic Defini tions. 
1.2.1 Grassman Algebra and Superspace. 
'lThe definitions given in this section follow those as given by Rogers 
(131 , (141 except for the norm on EL• For this we use a Euclidean 
norm (hence EL) rather than a Banach norm (vis. Rogers BL). We note that 
Boyer and Gitler (27) also use a Eucidean norm. 
L 
Let L be a positive integer and denote the basis elements of rR by 
L 
Let EL denote the Grassman algebra over rR with 
antisymmetric product given by /\. 'l'hen EL has basis E.. E. c • 
- 0 , - ~ , 5: ~" .) 
£.i.I'o.,l"'\<)" g.:."~",\<:" .. ,,,l. where So is the unit element of EL • }t'or 
nota tional convenience we have defined l.. ~' ::. l.. A E.' etc. so that: 
- ,-".) -\.. -.) 
(of course s:'o"Si.:::: ~L. etc.). 
EL has a natural Z grading in which (for (= \, '2.,'" ,L) the homogeneous 
(t) 
part EL consists of all real linear combinations of basis elements 
~i."j""'''k involving l indices, with E~ = {1R~o}. Elements of E~C.l 
will be said to be of level C, denoted by (,<.1 = C. if 'X.. ~ E~~ 'l'his 
{ (C.) induces a Z'l. grading EL = ELO E:E>E L \, with ELO = EI... I <. even} and 
ELI = {E~(\ tOdd}. 'ilien ELO 1 ELI) E L are vector spaces over IR with 
1...-1 
dim ELO = dim ELI = 2. =.K and dim EL = 2.JV. 
'!'he degree or parity of a homogeneous 2.2 -graded element 'co E: E La.. is 
defined by 1')(.\::. 0... I o..E:{O,I}. It will be said that ')(. is 'even' if 
lx.l = 0, and is I odd' if \x.\ = ,. 
It is convenient to denote the basis elements of ELO by gL.\l.=-O,I,''',.N-\ 
and corres pondingly the basis elemen ts of ELI by fj ) j -= " '2. I ... tN with 
the assignment ~o= £.0' and the restriction that if L.< k then (gl)~ C(~IC) 
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and l.(tJ~e(fk)' (Where a specific basis is needed it is better to 
revert to the ~ basis rather than have complicated index assignments.) 
A matrix representation of EL can be constructed by assigning for each 
0. eEL. the matrix (0.. J. (0..\) N\.I'V\' defined by 
G\A(~ L I £j)1'Y'\ = (s.~, fj)rI\' (~c.\.(~))M'JV\ 
wi th ( ~ i... \ f.i ~= (~o '\ ~, ., ... I !""-I ,of I \ -f 1. ) ••• I -IN ) m • 
As an example the matrices of ()..c1.(E,) are given by 
o o o o 
o o o o 
o o 
} 
o 
o o o o 
o o o o o 
o o -\ o 
o o o o 
o o o o 
o o o 
o o 
o o o 
o o o 
o o o 
o o o 
o o o 
o o o 
where we have pu t ( e . -f.) - (t: E. E. ~) 
- .. 1-.1 IV'\ - -0 I-IA'l. I-I ''''Z m' 'l'he matrices o...(l(~) 
are then supermatrices as defined in seotion 1.2.5. To demonstrate the 
nilpotent nature of the Grassman algebra we can choose a different order 
ie. (,~O)L')~2'l~Ir.1.)", that is, ordered by level to obtain 
o o o o o o o 
I o.~(~,,) :: 
o o o o o o 
o o o o o o o 
o o o o o o 
o o o o o o o o 
o o o o 0 o o o 
~I'\(\ o.c1.' ( t ,,.1.):: 
o o o 0 o o o 
o -\ o o o o o 
'rhe representation is now by lower trirulgular matrioes. 
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A typical element of ELO will be denoted by :x. ':. ")(. \. ~ L (swnma tion 
wri te an element of EL as :x. -\- e, 
.,.,. - I 'Z. ..N 'Z..!. 
We define a norm on EL by l\,)l-\-91\ = (~bli,.) + ~ (6) }2. and the 
1 .. :=· 0 .,.- \ 
corresponding distance function as clbt .. d~,"I.\-+a')=u,(.-')(..·-\-a-e·l\. EL is 
then a topological vector space with a Hausdorff topology. The basis 
vectors in EL (~t 1-£.> or equivalently .f'-"'j" ..... " ~ ) are defined to be 
orthonormal. 'l'he complex Grassman space is defined by G:E L = E L (£) i.. EL , 
Supers pace is defined as 
ie. the Cartesian product of m copies of CLO and n copies of ELI' A 
typical element of E ~\~ is then of the form be.. .. ")c. ~''') .,c.W; e\ . " e") 
tN-I 
where xfA - ~ .,c..r. e., ")(.~ e. rR I for each Aft.:' I, '2.,' , • I ~ and 
..N' 
- ~:::.o 1.-'- ~ I 
fi>J:=. ~ e~ f· e"! € (R for each v = \, '2.., .. " I r\. rrhis will be written j:I J J ') J ) 
(x \ e) unless we wish to consider explicitly the real variables ")(.'1 and 
e~ . t j 1.n which case we will wri e That is the Greek indices 
which appear as superscripts distinguish the various copies of ELO or 
E L \ ' while the La tin indices which appear as subscripts indicate the 
component 'wi thin' E LO or ELI' 
indices including those that are 
rY\ 
o..M. ,")<..}A = :£... 0..."" x1. !:: i-
F J'" -::'-\ I 
1.2.2 Superanalysis. 
(a) Differentiation. 
Summation is assumed over all repeated 
suppressed ego 
Y'" .1\1-1 
- L' L O\AA, ')l.~ e . , 
- <::.- c::::. I c.-I.. 
I"'=-\ i."'- 0 
We define differentiation in the standard way, as a l"rechet deri va ti ve, 
following Rogers (13 ) • rY\, " 'l'ha t is if U. is an open set in ELand 
f: u.--", EL then f is said to be once differentiable on Ll if there exist 
tv' -+ n func ti ons of df 'lA.-!)o. E for r: \ '2. '" m' "" =:l '2. , .. , '" o.,(.~ I ~e-v .. L \' I) " I 
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and a function 'tt·.E~'''~EL. such that if (,c.,6),(,c.+",.e-+k)e\A. the 
func tions -af ClF v satisfy 
-ax/'''' de 
f(x-+ h ,9""k) =·f(';c.-+e) +"'r~<.1'\ + K"" ~tv +1\(h,k)l\ttz.(h,k) .... (I) 
and \I ttt. ( h I k) \I -'> 0 as 1\ (k , k) 1\ ~ O. 
A full discussion of this is given by Boyer and Gitler (27) • 
Differentiation with respect to the components ,c.'i, and ej is also 
defined in the same way, we denote this by ~ t" and 2- v . 
C)')c. i.. ()$ j r.I'here is an 
analogue of the Cauchy-Reiman equations ien 
and f j ~e'" 
which was proved by Boyer and Gi tler (27]. The normal rule for 
differentiating a product and function of a function are valid if one 
notes that \ ~e \ = I. So that 
~e C.fC)) == (~e-f) ~ + (_,/~el \+ \..f Ch <3) 
= (~e.f)9 -t (_\)I~\+(~e5)' 
'l'he parity of a function of is defined by 1+ I = 0 if of: E :'''-.,. ELO 
and 1+1=' if f:E~'~El..." To differentiate a product of two 
functions when the first is not homogeneous we decompose it into its 
homogeneous components. 
There are essentially three types of superfunction (i) not differentiable, 
(ii) once differentiable denoted as ~' and (iii) infinitely differentiable 
deno ted as C. ~ This is proved in reference [27] where examples can be 
found. 
(b) Superadjoint Operations. 
Two 'adjoint' operations have been proposed in the literature initially 
by Rittenberg and Scheunert (28) and later with more detail by Rittenberg 
t 29 ) and Ne I eman (30). The aim being to cons truc t analogues of 
hermitian conjugation for supermatrices. This works and it is possible 
to construct supergroups using these operations analagous to the unitary 
groups, but such groups are not Lie supergroups (see later). The first 
of these operations is also used in the book by DeWitt (311 in defining 
15 
a real Grassman algebra (see later). 
Definition 1.1 
An'S' adjoint operation in c(. E l... is a mapping 0. -7' 0..'4:t: which satisfies 
# 
(i) E LI< C ELI<, for \<=0.', 
(ii) (o..b):¢= (,~o..~ for o..,6E<tEL 
and (iii) o.:U=#= 0.., for ~ € <I:EL. 
An operation satisfying these constraints complex conjugates and reverses 
the order of the Grassman indices ie. for 
we have 
«(o..-+~(,)~''''l.''~1'\4)="' = (o.-i..6)g~",,,,,,\. 
In particular we note that 
:W ~=E. f.~=E. E~ €. f::o -01 -I -I I -''''2.=--''''t. f:: I" 'l.1\ ~ = - ~ ,I\, '2." '3 and 
:\\= 
f:: \1\"l."~"4 = f:. I "'l."'?1 "4 . 
In general we can see that if 
(. (g i..) = 4", , ,,= 0 I \ , 7.. \ . . . then 
Co (~ .) =' 4 f'\ -+ , t"\ =- 0 , "2. .•• then 
-j I I I I 
.( (~ i... ) = 4"" -\0 'Z. ,n=- 0 1 , , '2.., . . . then 
and if e.. ( f j ) = 4" -+ 3 I ,,= 0 I \ , '2. I . . • then 
I 
fJ.'he function ':tF\:)c.. -"> ")c.~ or ~ .. e ~ e-:tf. is clearly not 
differentiable. 
fJ.'his operation is used by DeWitt (31) as follows. He first defines a 
complex Grassman algebra DL and then specifies its real subalgebra ~DL 
by the prescription 0... e IRDL if a..= ~. This clearly gives a subalgebra 
of DL but is a very unwieldy procedure. 
Defini tion 1. 2 
A superadjoin t operation in a:: E L is a map ~ ~ e.g which satisfies 
j (1) ELk C ELk .for k -= 0,' ) 
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(ii) 
§ § § 
(o...~) = ~ -f:, for 
and 
In order to constuct an operation satisfying these requirements it is 
necessary to 'pair off' the generators of the Grassman algebra so that it 
Can only be constructed if L is even. 'rhe following assignments for L=~ 
§ § ~ 
~ 0 ::: ~ () 1 §: \ ::: - §., \ ~ '2. ::: §" and 
§ 
~''''Z.::. E,,,"2.. 
satisfy the requirements of Definition 1.2, note that this operation 
affec ts real and imaginary parts of the algebra in the same way. '1'he 
operation is clearly not differentiable. 
1.2.3 Lie Superalgebras. 
The theory of Lie superalgebras has been the subject of many research 
papers. '1he most comprehensive description of the basic mathematical 
theory is the article by Kac (32 J , the book by Scheunert (33) is also 
useful. Here we give only the basic definitions. 
A Lie superalgebra. of dimension (m \ n) over a field F is a 2.2- graded 
vector space L =LoEBL, with dimLo=rn and dim L,= n equipped with a 
bracket operation [ , ] as produc t defined for every I " (f({ y eL 1 I 
such that 
(a) [L",.,L<'J CLQ,,,,,4) 
(b) [~)f -+ -h({\ 1(" J :: o.(1S'') 1(") -+ -6[1(1, ~") 
for all ~l -6 e F , 
and 
(c) ['?f I )fl) ::: - (_,)I~Il((\\[~\ I 1S") I 
I II 1 1\ 11(1I1J' r I " (d)[(((')¥],~ J =('l$,C¥,1f )1-(-,) (ef (?f,¥ n. 
The identity in (d-) is known as the 'Graded Jacobi Identity' it is in 
fact valid for any algebra if we replace the bracket operation with the 
appropriate product. It is given in many forms in the literature we 
choose the version with the least number of commutation factors, all 
other quoted versions can be obtained from this by repeated use of (0) 
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above. 
If we have an associative algebra S -= SoG> 5 I and define a new 
mul tiplica tion on 5 by 
, , )'51\5'1 , [ s ) S J = S S - (-, S S for all s, s' E S 
then we have a Lie superalgebra and conditions (b), (c) ,and (d) are 
automatically satisfied. In particular if S is a matrix algebra with a 
z ~- grada tion then with mul tiplica tion defined as above we have a Lie 
superalgebra. 
1.2.4 Super Differential Geometry. 
'I'here has been a considerable amount of work carried out in super 
differential geometry in the literature. We in fact only need a limited 
amount of this as constructed by Rogers [13] , (14]. Most of this work 
concentrates on the construction of fibre bundles (341 on superspace and 
the use of these to construct gauge theories in superspace [35]. In our 
opinion it is first neeessary to establish precicely what superspace is 
and its relationship to Minkowski space before theories constructed in 
this way can be given a true meaning. 
We denote supermanifolds over E ~,,, by large latin letters ego M and 
.N ( "" "'" r\ ) 
the corresponding manifolds over IR by script letters 'rrlL} the 
subscript being a reminder that we are in fact considering a whole family 
of manifolds (one for each L). 'l'he dimension of M is denoted by (rn\n). 
'Ille space of vector fields on M is denoted by D'(M) and admits a 
grading DI(M) = D'(M}o e:> DI(M), (see Rogers (13)). The I tangent' 
space at a point p of M is denoted by oSTr(M), and again is graded; 
the even part, which I corresponds I to the tangent space of 11'\.L' being 
denoted by Tp(M) so that 
Tr(M)~ 'r(md· 
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Lie supergroups are denoted by large latin letters, ego ~ and we denote 
the equi valen t Lie group of <; by 'a-L. 'l'he formal defini tion of a Lie 
supergroup is as follows. 
Defini tion 1. 3 
An ll'V\.\n) dimensional Lie supergroup is a set <; such that: 
and 
(a) the set 4 is an abstract group, 
(b) the set Ct is an em l") dimensional analytic supermanifold 
(c) the mapping (C;\ 1\ Cj'l,) ~ ~,~;:: \ of the produc t 
supermanifold C; X <; ~ C1 is analytic. 
'!'he equivalent Lie group ~L then has dimension #(N'\-+ 0) when 
considered as a vector space over R or 4: (as appropriate). 
'l'he 'tangent' space at the identity e. of ~ is denoted by ..(c;) so that 
;(c..) = S'e(c..) and forms a 'Lie super module' (or 'Lie left BL-module in 
the terminology of Rogers tl3J). That is if "'If I 1f Ie L (<;) and 0... E. E L 
I \0..\\«1 , 
then ()., ( ")5' I "''If \] - t. 0.. () ) () ] = (-,) [1S' , 0.."?1 ) 
\ \"1(1\1$'\ \ 
_ 0\ (enS' - (- I) "If If) E L(e..). 
'1'he even part of L (~) is denoted by ..(o(~) and called a 'Lie module'. 
'l'he basis of the Lie supermodule of a Lie supergroup of dimension (min) 
is denoted by {otr \ ~'V} wi th '01.,...... \ -= 0 , \ f>v \ :: , , fA -= \ ,'l., ... ,I'V\ and 
v -= \ \ '2. ~ ... ,n. We note that [a"" E.t., (<;) but ~,,4 J....o(~). It can, 
however, still be considered as a basis element of J... 0 (c..) since this 
consists of all vectors of the form 
xlAoI.l" -+ ev~-v wi th x E EL 0 and e EEL \ • 
A basis of the Lie algebra of caL is then given by {f?:i..o(.JA)fj~v} and 
is denoted by J... (~L) 
1.2.5 Supermatrix Algebra. 
(a) General 
li'or an extensive review of this subject see Leites (23J. Although it is 
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possible to construct a very general theory of supermatrices that are 
rectangular, in the work we have done, we find that it is only necessary 
to consider square matrices that are partitioned in block form as 
M:: [~ ~] and row or column vectors. Superma trix mul tiplica Hon is 
defined as for normal matrix multiplication. 
The set M(pl,\-')E L ) I P~\ I '\..~O is defined to be the set M=[~ ~] 
such that A is r x p and 0 is q,. x q, wi th entries from E LO' while 
Band c. have dimensions p X ~ and 9,.x r and have en tries from ELl' The 
set M(r\~')Edl p~1 ,9,'>--0 is defined to be such that A is px.p and 
D is ",x.<t with entries from El..I , while B and C have dimensions ?X~ 
and "'>< r and have entries from E LO • We define 
M(p\"\",EL):::' M(p\~;Ed E9 M(p'~'1 ELl, 
Parity of supe:r:matrices is defined by If'l\\=o 'if ME.M(p,,,,·,E L ) 
and 'rv\ \ = \ if M Eo M (p I q, " ELl. 
Row vectors -i!: are of the form .;! = (,<. I e):::. b<.' I )<.\ ... I e', e~ " . ), 
wi th x E E LO and e E: ELI if I ~ \ = 0 and of the form ~ = (e I x) if 
\=tl= I. Column vectors are of the form =l.=[~] if ,~\= 0 and of the form 
~ = [~] if ,~, = , ' 
To multiply a matrix M € M(p\~;EL) by a scalar o.E EL we associate 
to the scalar 0.. the matrix Ir .., I<t- unit 
matrices of dimension respectively. 
'!'hen 
th ' th t' f "IV\:::. (_, ),O\,\\t-r\\ M,.., 1S en sa 1S ies ~I~\ ~ 
This rule is also valid for multiplying vectors by scalars ie. for I~\~' 
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~ ['k] -= [0... I r 0] [ )c.] :: [ 0.. 'X ] :: [ ")(. c.o..] ::: [ ')(,] 0.. • 
e 0 -o.I~ a -(I.e eo.. e 
Also it is applicable when we differentiate a matrix function. Recall 
that I}" \ '::: 0 and I ~e' ::: \ so~tha t 
C) [A(e) 
oe C ( 9) 
B (e) 1 
DCel 
SCe)] 
o(e) , 
'l'his is particularly important when we differentiate a colwnn vector ego 
but for a scalar function ~e(e} = \. 
(b) Operations Defined on Supermatrices. 
We, detail all the operations we use in this 'l'hesis. 'vIe do not provide 
proofs since the results are 'well known'. 
( i) 'lrans pos e • 
rrhis is defined in the normal way. Its importance is when applied to the 
set M(p\o:,ELL ''1'hen we have for X
1
'( E M(P\ o,E L ) 
t: 1)( l\ '( I t:- t (Xy) = (-1\ '< X. 
Note that this result is not true for general supermatrices. It is used 
in proving many of the following results. 
(ii) Supertranspose. 
'l'his is defined by 
This is as defined by Lei tes t 231. Some authors interchange the sign 
"" .. , M 
factors (-'\ and (-1\ ego IUttenberg and Scheunert (281. 'rhis has no 
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effect on the properties of 8upertranspose. It satisfies the following 
Lemma. 
Lemma 1.4 
For all X I '< E M ( r \ ~ ') E L \ 
and 
(a) (st:)"l = \.d..
j 
i.e ((((X)st:-)~t)~I:)st: = X l 
(b) (X'< )sl:' = (_ dXUY' ,<sf:- Xst: 
(c) 
(d) 
st::' st 
0.. (X) = (o..X) 
[X I '(),>I: = _( Xst: 
The action 'of supertranspose on even row or colwnn supervectors is given 
by 
(ii) Superdeterminant. 
'l'his is defined for all invertible X E M (p \ 9,.', EL ), so that 
X e: M ( P I 9,. l E L) • 'l'here are three al terna ti ve defini tions, which are. 
equivalent to each other. 
I 
= c:\e t: A clel:: D 1 
_ie _I ) 
=. de t A. d. e t: 0 - c. A B I 
') -' =cle.\::(A-BOC det; 0, 
with and 
, )-' 
c.\et 0 = (det:' 0 . 
Lemma 1.5 
rv 
For all invertible 1\ I X 1'< e M (r' ~ " E L ) 
(a) Sd.el: (X'<) == Sc1et: (X) Sdet('(l, 
(b) Sdet: : M(r ',\-', £L) -4> ELO I 
(c) Sd.et:- (X S ,=) - Sdet (X) I 
(d) Sde.l': (')(-\) -= (Sc\.e.t: (X))-' 
and (e) S del': (A X ",-I) -= Scl.e.t (X). 
We note that X EM (p" " EL) is invertible if and only if 
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Sd.et(><) -== a. eE LO and Cl..C\"* 0 (ie. the component in the §.o= ~o 
direction) • 
(iii) p-transpose. 
This is used in the defini tion of the supergroup B (1'\., E L) (see 
Chapter 2, section 2.2.5) it was given by Scheunert (23) for real valued 
supermatrices in the context of superalgebras and has also been given by 
Ritt(;mberg (29) and Ne'eman (30). Kac (321 avoids this in his 
defini tion of the superalgebra Pen) (in our terminology '6 (Y\., £ L l ). It 
is defined by 
and satisfies the following Lemma. 
Lemma 1.6 
For all X ,ye M (p \ 9". ., Ed) 
(a) (XP)p = X , 
o IX 1I'<1 0 0 (b) (X'(), = (-\) yr X r ) 
(c) (o..xf -= (_\),o,'o..(X)p 
'')(1 + I t:-(-\) B] 
At: 
and ( d) [X I '< ) p =. - (_ , )1)( II '( I [ X p , y PJ . 
(iv) Supertrace. 
'l'his is defined by 
S1 IX'I D = tc-(A)-(-d tr(O). 
Here tr (A) means the trace of A. in the normal (matrix) sense, ie. the 
sum of the diagonal elements. 
Lemma 1.7 
]'or all X,y e M(pl~·,EL) I 0.. fi EL 
(a) S I::r (0.. X) = 0.. S tr ( X) I 
(b) Sf:r (XY) =- <_1)1')(11,(1 S~r ('(X) ) 
(c) St;t"" (X Y X-') =5~r('() ) for >< invertible I 
(d) 5 ~r ()( S \:: ) =- St:-r(X) 
and ( e ) 5 I: ... ( X -+ '<) = S t: r ( X) ;- S t:-,.. ( y ) . 
(v) Sadjoint. 
fl'his makes use of the adjoint operation # defined in section 1.2.2. It 
was originally given by Rittenberg and Scheunert (28) and has been 
repeated by Rittenberg (29) and Ne'eman (30). We use it in an example 
in Chapter 2 of a supergroup that is continuously parametrized but is not 
a Lie supergroup. It is defined by 
Lemma 1.8 
For all 
X"= [: :r-
>< ,'( E M ( P \ ~ ") E L..) and 0. E. E L ) 
(a) (XSA)SA: X » 
(b) (XV )SA :::. ySA. XSA. ) 
(c) (o..X)SA = <_\),o.\\X\ 0...'* X SA 
and v SA = ('V SA. >< SA] • (d) [r. ,'<] 'I 
(vi) Superadjoint. 
fl'his makes use of the superadjoint operation § defined in section 1.2.2 
of this chapter. \1e obtained it from the same sources as the Sadjoint 
operation. It has the same drawbacks when used to construct supergroups. 
It is defined by 
X=-\:: [cA 8 ]:f= [p..~ o C~ 
Here tj acts on the individual entries. 
Lemma 1.9 
l!'or all X, '( E M (r ' ~ ; E L..) and (>, EEL.. 
( a ) «( ( X )=t: ):t ) ::t ):t: -= X 
(b) (X'Y)"* = y"*x* 
(c) (o.X)"* = ~§X* 
and ( d) c.)(. I '< ] * :::. -[ X *" I ,<:1: J . 
B~] s t 
~ . 
D 
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(vii) 1be Exponential Function. 
This is defined as for normal rna trices by its series expansion ie. 
e")C.p (X\ = eX :1: .... >< .... J.. ()q'1. .... .l.. (X)?' .... • "" 
2! 3! 
for all X EO M ( r I 9- ., E L)' In prac tice we only ever exponen tia te even 
matrices in which Case e')(.p ~ M(p'9-;Ed ~ M(r'~,"')EL)" 
Lemma 1.10 
For all X \ Y Eo M ( p , 9- ". E L ) 
(a) Scle.t (e.x.p)(') = e')c.p (Scr-X) 
(b) e')(.p(><#) = (e"p><)~ 
§ § (c) e')c.p (X ) - Ce')(.p Xl 
t: st-( d ) e ',)c.. p ( X s ) = (e ')(. r X ) 
( e) e')(. p ( >< SA) = (e 'X. p X ) s A 
(f) e.">C.p(X*) = (e'Xp><)* 
(g) e.')<..p (X'()C') = x(e')c.p'<) X-lifX is invertible 
(h) e. 'c.. p (X p) = (e")C. p X ) P 
(j) e ')(. p (X y) = e.x p X e.')c..p '< if and only if eX 1'< 1 ::: 0 , 
(k) (e')c.p >< )-' -= e OX? - X 
and (1) (e:xpXr' exists for all X Eo M(r\~·)EL)' 
We note that it is possible to define the logarithm of supermatrices as 
the inverse function of expo 
(0) tEbe Super Jacobian Matrix. 
E "",,, Consider a change of coordinate system in L written in the form 
where [Ae :] E M (p , '\. ) E L) and i8 invertible. 
('::) , <p) :. (')(., e) [ A f:: 
_at: 
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So that 
We can then construct the matrix of these coefficients which we call the 
super Jacobian matrix and denote by ~('1 14». Then 
o( ')c., 8) 
r; 
Now the rule for differentiating a composite function is given by Rogers 
[131. In our terminology we have 
~"",cT +(~{'<'I e), Q>(-,c., e)l = O':Jr"df ~v d~ 
o.-..J • d"<7' d'jt' + d'X.CT 'dcJ>"" 
and 
1bese equations are more conveniently written as a matrix equation 
So that if ('j I ct» and (,c. Ie) are related as above we have 
Inverting this we obtain 
-\ 
[it] = [: : n l~:] 
st- \ 
We note that if t"'(~) is a representation of a supergroup then (r(~)) 
is also a representation of the supergroup. Since 
t-- I ~-I ~ st: -\ s~-\ 
r(9)S r(<jI}S = (r('j')S r(C"j) ) -::: (r(~) r(':)I)) 
:: r(~~1 )s.~-\ 
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CHAPTER 2 
LINEAR LIE SUPERGROUPS. 
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2.1 Generalizations. 
In this chapter we examine linear Lie supergroups, that is Lie 
supergroups for which we have a matrix realization. Much of what we say 
is used implicitly in the physics literature but formal definitions seem 
to be absent. fvjatrix supergroups were first considered by Ri ttenberg and 
Scheunert (281 as purely algebraic constructions from Lie superalgebras, 
they have been given by Rogers (36) as examples of Lie supergroups and 
are the reason for the study of supermatrices as given by Leites (231. 
The book by DeWitt (31) mentions matrix representations of 'super Lie 
groups' and implies that these representations exist for all 'super Lie 
groups'. Since there are Lie groups for which no matrix representations 
exist (cf. ('37] ) and we can obtain a supergroup from these simply by 
extending the base field IR to the ring ELO it follows that there are 
Lie supergroups for which no matrix representations exist. 'l'hus we see 
the need for the following formal definitions. 
Definition 2.1 
A matrix supergroup <1 is a subset of M (p \ 9, 1 cr. E: L) such that for every 
and 
(i) u.-\e~ 
(ii) U.v e ~ 
(iii) the identity element e e ~ is given by 
We note that as for matrix groups we do not need to specify associativity, 
this is implied by the definition of multiplication of supermatrices. An 
immediate consequence of this definition is that all elements of a matrix 
supergroup are elements of M (p l~ i E. L)) since they must have an inverse, 
ie. they are even supermatrices. 
Definition 2.2 
An em I n) dimensional real (complex) linear Lie supergroup (4 is a Lie 
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supergroup wi th a faithful represen ta tion by rna trices from M (p \ '\,', <t EL ) 
depending on ~ even and n odd Grassman real (complex) parameters. 
Since x. Eo El.. O (e € ELl) can be wri tten X. = ,c. \. ~i.. (9 = Bjfj) and the 
!'li...'S (:£.;'5) can be considered as matrices (see Chapter 1, section 1.2.1) 
we can deduce that if ~ is a linear Lie supergroup then ~l.. is a linear 
Lie group for each L. One can therfore oonsider the matrix 
represen ta tion of c; as a I coded I matrix represen ta tion of ca.l..' 
As with linear Lie groups we do not insist that a linear Lie supergroup 
requires only one coordinate chart we simply insist that if several 
charts are required then each chart can be expressed as a set of 
supermatrices. 
Gi ven a Lie supergroup we can cons truc t a basis for 5 i e. (~) by 
differentiation with respect to each of the parameters in turn and then 
evaluating the result at the identity of the supergroup. Then,in general) 
we have to check that we have sufficient linearly independent matrices 
and if necessary use the commutators to make good any deficiency. All 
the parametrizations we use will be such that e the identity of 4 is 
obtained by setting ?(. = e=-O in the chart containing the identity. 
'l'he basis we obtain is then a set of m even supermatrices and n odd 
supermatrices, they need not have real or complex numbers as entries, to 
illustrate this point consider the following example 
Example 2.3 
Consider the linear Lie supergroup defined by 
c; :::. [' "og,S ~~)<. - f, ~t s,<] . 
\ -+ £ e 
-I 
SO that C;;Je [: :' 1 (~~)e :: [!' -: 1 - and -I 
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'I'hen the rna trices '( d ~ ) (~C. ) 
'aX. e \ ~e e. form the basis of a Lie superalgebra 
with '(~~)el =0 and I(~~)el = L 'lhis can be demonstrated by 
evaluating the commutators 
t C;C~Je '(~~)e 1 - 0 , 
( (;t;Je l (!~)eJ - ~l], [!' 
-~~'] - [: 0) 
and r [E: -I 
o [~ _: 1 = o. 
-I 
'rhus we have exhibited a Lie superalgebra that has a supermatrix 
representation wi th entries from EL . Clearly many examples can be 
constructed, and they each form the basis of a Lie module. Hence one 
should not assume that a matrix representation of a Lie superalgebra is 
in terms of complex valued supermatrices. 
vie can of course reverse the above process and starting wi th a Lie 
superalgebra L::: Lo ~ L, we can construct the corresponding Lie super 
module .... ( \) 
Now .... /e take the even part of this - the Lie module 
and exponentiate to obtain the corresponding Lie supergroup. 'lhe use of 
the exponen tial func tion can be jus tified by recalling that we can 
express the Grassman algebra as a set of matrices (see Chapter 1 section 
1.2.1 ). 
'Ibe simple Lie superalgebras have been classified by Kac t 71 , (321 and 
the real forms of these algebras determined by Kac t321 and Parker t381 
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who gives precise details fOJ: the cons truc tion of the real forms. Since 
we can always construct faithful matrix representations for the 
\)(Il'fl 
superalgebras which obey the commutator eX t Yl '::. XY - (-l) '(x 
(noting that in some cases it is necessary to use the adjoint 
representa tiOl~ we can define simple Lie supergroups as follows, knowing 
that they must be linear Lie supergroups. 
Definition 2.4 
(a) A simple Lie supergroup is a Lie supergroup with a simple Lie 
superalgebra. 
(b) A semisimple Lie supergroup is a Lie supergroup with a semisimple 
Lie superalgebra. 
For terminology for the superalgebras we follow Scheunert (333)so that we 
Can consistently use small Latin letters to denote the algebras and Lie 
modules, and large Latin letters for the corresponding supergroups. Our 
terminology is such that S p t. (t"\ I m j I'R l is a real form of the complex 
superalgebra Sp{ (I'\IM). rr'he corresponding Lie module is denoted by 
sp(.(nlm"J EI...) and this is the Lie module of the linear Lie supergroup 
In the sequel we need to use the adjoint representation of a linear Lie 
supergroup 4 and know the relationship between this and the adjoint 
represen ta tion of its Lie module. rilie defini Hon of the adjoint 
operator in the context of Lie superalgebras has been given precisely 
by Kac (32) and Scheunert (33J. The defini Hon of the adjoint 
representation of a supergroup has been given by DeWitt (31) in a form 
that leaves the action of the matrix realization of the adjoint 
representation on the Lie superalgebra undefined. Our definitions enable 
the adjoint representation of a Lie module to be determined as 
supermatrices with the action precisely determined. 
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Definition 2.5 
Let L be a real Lie superalgebra of dimension (n\~) with basis 
{01..,... I ~-v)-. Le t J... =- E L ® L be the Lie supermodule cons truc ted from L. 
For every ({ t:;. J... define the (n \m) dimensional superma trix (o.d (){ ))0..-6 
by (({\(<<I~)-6J = (oilf?>}O\(o..d('2f))o.~· ·····(3) 
Here (01.. I ~)-6 = (eI.. \ ) cX.1. \'" ) 0(." 1 f?t. ) ~'Z.) ••• » 13m >" 
which is thus an even supervector. 
Proposition 2.6 
The set of supermatrices {(o.cl(1r)}o..{,) '2fE:.(} form an ("1m) 
dimensional representation of Jl which will be called the 'adjoint 
representation' • 
Proof 
Le t (J I If' e;L and 9 I :J' E: E L then 
[ ( ~ If + ~'If') I (al, f»6] 
= (0/. I ~)O\ (o.cl (~if -+ ~' tf I ))C\.{, ) 
= (0/. \ ~)o. (o.d.(~11'))o.." + (01. ,~)o.. (C\C\ (~'(f'))o..~ 
Now consider 
, 
But using the Jacobi identity of seotion 1.2., of Chapter 1 we have 
CC1f I 1r'J I (01. I ~)o..] 
I 11f1l'?S" , 
=[1$,(11' \ (ol d3)o..J] -(-1\ ((f \(CS' \(ol.r~)o.11r 
, 1~1I1f'\ , ) 
= [ )f I (c.L \ ~ ) b (o.d (¥ ))60.) - (-l) [1f , (0/. , J?>) {, (o.c\ ( "IS) 6 Q. J , 
= (oj. I (3) c. (o..c\ ( 1f ))c ~ (o..c:\ (0" )) 6 0.. 
\~ 111f'1 , 
- (-\\ (01. I F»c. (o.d.(1f ))c.~ (o.A(If))(.o. ) 
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= (ol I ~) (, (o.e\ ( '"t ) I 0..('\ (1f' ) ] ~ 0\ • 
Combining this result with equation (5) we see that 
o.~ ( C (f • '1fJ) (,0.. -= C o.~ (If) I O\d. (~ ) J (,0. . 
'rhus 0.0 (<<$) provides a representation of L in terms of (f\' I"t\) 
dimensional supermatrices. 
Note that we make no claims that this representation is faithful. The 
crucial point in the above definition is in choosing to write 
(d-.. f»0I. (o.d.("lf\)o..b ie. the order in which they are multiplied as 
supermatrices. If we had chosen to follow the customary practice used 
for Lie algebras ie. by writing (o.cl(71)) .... ~ (0(.13)0. we would have had 
difficulty in deciding how to define multiplication by anticommuting 
scalars. 
Now we want to construct the adjoint representation of ~ we observe 
firs t that since ~ can be considered as a coded represen ta tion of ~L 
and £..0 is isomorphic to the Lie algebra of ~L the proof of the 
following Lemma follows from the theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras. 
Lemma 2.7 
Let <; be a linear Lie supergroup and J... o its Lie module. 'l'hen for any 
<J € G and "?f E 1... 0 
We now give the definition of the adjoint representation of 4. Again we 
insist that the supermatrices are written in the appropriate order for 
matrix multiplication. 
Definition 2.8 
Let Ct be a linear Lie supergroup of dimension en, m) and let {eXfA. ~..;>} 
be a basis of its Lie superalgebra L. J!'or each 9 6: ~ let A.d. (9) be 
the matrix defined by 
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for CA. ':;: l I '2.. I .•• I M + f\ . 
Lemma 2.7 demonstrates that Ac.H~} is well defined. 
rl'heor:em 2.9 
(a) The set of rna trices Ac\ (<<3 \ form an (f\' 1"1\) dimensional 
representation of c.: 1 called the adjoint repI'esentation of 4. 
(b) 'l'he associated representation of ~o defined by equation (3) is the 
adjoin t represen ta tion of t..o' That is 
o..d. (~) '::: (~(. Ad. ( e ')c.. P }c.. col ) ),~ ::: 0 
and 
Proof 
--
(a) We have to show that AJ..(C;\) I\d-.(S') :::; Ac:.l(9<jt). 
Consider (QI" ya.), (Ac.\.(lJcJ'))~o.. == (~iJ') (ol, ~)o.(C:>Cj'f\ 
since 9'" is even. Thus 
= ~ (Cj \) (ot.., (?» 0.. c:l''''' :f I 
:; <j (cl.d~),(Acl('3'»){'o..~-' 
= «j (01., ~)b ';)-' (AC\(<!)'})"o.. 
(00/.. 1 f> ) <. U-\c\. (c:Y:J\ >l" 0.. = (of.. 1 ~ ),l> (A~ (<<J)) {,c. ( A c\ (':)' He. 0.. • 
'l'he rna trices Ad (C)) , C::) Eo Or are clearly of dimension (n \ rn) . 
\ (b) Let <3 '::: e. ')c.(> ,Co 0(. then from the defini tion of Ac.\ (CJ} we have 
(cJ.. \ ~)(, {Acl(e"X.\, )(.ot.l))(,o.. 
:; e.')c.p ()<.o(.') (0<., ~)o" e., .. p -(,)I".c(,') ) 
. , .. ('l) 
.... l\ 0) 
::: (\ -;0 ')~ ..... \ .;- (1<.:\) 'L.t ... )( 01., ~) 0. (\ - ')<. ~ \ "" (1<.':\) ~ ... ) ) 
:::: l -+ (1<-01..', (eL, r.:-)o...'l -t te.t'"ms i" 1C.'2. l 
Q l '"" ")(. (ol. , ~) ~ ( o.e\ (oC.') 1 {, Q" -+ t; e r M ~ \.1"\ ')c. 'I. J 
'l'hus differentiating with respect to X we obtain equation (9). Equation 
(10) is obtained in a similar way. 
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2.2 Examples of Linear Lie Supergroups. 
2.2.1 The Ueneral Linear Lie Supergroup. 
We define this by 
P L (p \ '\0 " ELl = {u e M (p , 9. i E lJ cv,d. u 'E M ( P t 9,. , E L} 1 .... (It) 
for p~' J~~O. We note that if ~=O we have PL(p'O;€l.l=~L(pjEL) 
(see section 2.2.2). If we suppose that u = e'Xp X, then the only 
cons train t on X is X e M ( p t '\. 'l E L)) so that the Lie module of 
PL(p\~\EL.) is given by 
pC.(p'~·IEL) ={XE:M(pl~;ElJl. · .. ·(I~l 
But if U = [~ ~] EM (r' ~; ELl and is invertible then A-I and O..J\ 
exist and 
_I -, 
SD 1 [po. - B 0 C 
1:,. 0 
o ] [ I p 
D t>t. 
wi th 
-I 
o 1 [(A-SOle) 
It 0 
We can reparametrize these expressions to give 
and 
tA= 
-, 
\A = 
[
lr 
-C' 
6'] [ A.' 
i«t,. 0 
0] [t,-' 
I<J.. 0 
:J [:~ 
0:] [; 
~] 
-B' ] 
1,.. 
:J 
-SO'] 
ICf-
.... (, 4 ) 
, , 
Here the parametrisa tion can be chosen such that A I 0 , S and C. depend 
on different sets of parameters with the parameters of ~' and 0 even 
and the parameters of 8' and c.' odd. Thus PL(p\~')EL) can be 
decomposed into three subsupergroups. We can identify the Lie modules of 
these subgroups wi th Lie submodules of the Lie module p ( (p \ ~ " E L) as 
follows 
X = X_I ED X o E9X
" 
[: :H: °HO :] = .... (11) ~ Co 
with X· It.:::: -, ,0 ,\ a submodule of p (. ( r ' 9- " E I.. ) and 
... 
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B'l [A' 01 I ) ex p (X 0 ) :: 0 D (\nQ., 
~ 
with ~I ,,: C, L ( PiE l.) and D == C; L ( '\, " E: L ) . 
We note that the important point here is that the Lie module can be 
decomposed as in equation (6), that is we have a ~ bTading as well as 
the 7L 2 grading I and this ~ gradation gives a decomposi tion in to 
submodules. 
'l'he dimension of PL(P\t't,i E L ) is (p'l.-+'\.?"I'Z.p9.-). vie can construct 
PL (p' ~ i <tEL) in a similar way. 
He note that P L ( P \ Cl, '\ E L) is a four component supergroup if ~"* 0 and 
two component if ~:::. O. 'l'his is because if \.A € P L ( (' l'l. i E: L) then 
Sc\,et (LA): o.GE: LO with 0. 0 ,* 0 Cie. the component in the ~o 
direction) but 01. 0 can be either positive or negative so that the 
supergroup splits into two sections. If ~* 0 then we have four cases 
(i) c:J.e.t:: (~\l o-nd de.t(D') (see section 1.2.5 (ii) of chapter 1 for the 
definition of 0') are both positive, (ii) c.le\::.(A,\) and ~e.\; (0 1 ) are both 
negative, (Ui) o'-fl.t::(A') is positive and c;le.\::.(D') is negative and (iv) 
cJ.el:(A') is negative and J.e\:(DI) is positive. Thus we have four 
disjoin t components. If 'I- = 0 there are only two components. 
2.~.2 Supergroups O.btained from Lie Groups. 
Gi ven any real linear Lie group parametrized by ")(. fA Eo- (R , po. = \ 1'2. I ' • , 
we can allow the parameters to take values from £L.O and thus obtain a 
Lie supergroup. We denote this such that S L (n ') E L) is obtained from 
SL(njlR). 
2.2.3 Heal Lie Supergroups Obtained from sp( ('" \ ..... ). 
'l'he Lie superalgebra spC(nlm) is defined by 
Sf> <. (r \ ~) -= {x is a complex valued supermatrix, S t::dx):: o} "~(I8) 
for p, tt, ~ I. Note that S p { ( I \ \) is not simple. 'l'he real forllls are 
given by Barker (38) and Crul be classified by their Lie subalgebras. We 
list them in the following table with our designation. 
Designation Lie Subalgebra Lo HestrictiollS 
s p<. (r \" ; ~ ) S {( p; ~)Ql s< (Oy 'IIR) Q) IR p);. I )~>, '2.. 
s"'*(p \~., CR.) S\A-t( p) 6> S\A~(~) Et> ~ p,~ e.ven 
~u. (m, p- W\' 1\ ,'- n°, IR\ s,",(r-n,p-"",ED s"'('" ,p-n}6ll.lR P.,.>, , 
If P -= '\- none of these algebras is simple, they have a one dimensional 
ideal that is a multiple of the identity. Parker identifies the case 
separately for sp{(p'Pj(R) but the others do exist as can be 
established by evaluating the Killing form (see Scheunert t331 for a 
definition of this) in individual cases and obtaining different values. 
Each of these algebras has dimension (p1. .... '\-1._1 l'2.p,.) with the even 
dimension reduced by one if the ideal is factored-out. 
To construct the corresponding Lie module we form the tensor product 
EL®L J and then take the even part ELo®Lo ee:LI~L,. To construct a 
basis for the real forms we choose a set of matrices as basis for 
sr<"(pl~\ considered as a real Lie superalgebra ie. if the set {Xl is 
a basis we consider the set {X I i.X}. Then we determine the possible 
ways of imposing a complex structure on this vector space. 
'l'he superalgebra spe.(n.1rnilR) is obtained simply by restricting the 
domain to IR. The definition of the corresponding Lie module is 
'I'his admi ts the"Z grading such tha t 
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Clearly each Xc: I\"-= - \ I 0 I \ is a submodule exactly as for 
Now recall from section 1.2.5 of Chapter 1 that Sc1e\: (Ci!1<.pX) =e·)(.p(S\;rx.) 
so that if 5 rr X::: 0 then Sc\e t:" (e')t.p X) =, thus we can define the 
linear Lie supergroup S PL (r' '\- ') E L..) by 
5PL(p''\..\EL.) = f UE PL(p'9,')EL.)) Sc.\e.t:(u.,::: ,} ..... ·(22) 
This has been given previosly by Ri ttenberg and Scheunert (281 as a 
purely algebraic supergroup. It can be decomposed as 
= LA_\lAo LA I ) 
[:r BD-I] [ A- BO'e OJ[ Ip ~] 1 ::: I 9,. 0 D r5'c 
= [:r :J[ PI' ° ][Ip ;J .... ('23) 0 o D' 
Here the last line is simply a re-parametrization. We can now identify 
the subsupergroups \.A, I U. 0 and U. _ \ wi th the submodules X I I X 0 and 
X_I respectivly and so construct the supergroup in a very 
straightforward way. We note that X \ and X_I are abelian so that 
e.xp (Xt) '= \ -\- Xi.. =LA~ for \. = \ I-\' 
It is well known (cf. Scheunert C:Bl ) that the submodule X has an 
o 
, 
[
-poIo ideal with generator I o .] 
9,I~ ) 
[
0..' 
sO tha t X 0 ::: 0 0] G:> [':jl P T P 
c:J.I 0 
o..lE, S<"(PjE"L) o..l'\c\. ell E sc...(~j E L ). It is convenient to factor out 
this ideal to give. 
Sl ] [All 
I" 0 
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.... (Z~) 
) 
\I I I II A ) B I C and 0 depend on disjoint sets of parameters. 
If P =- 9, then [ 
e."lt p ~/p I r 0 ] 
o e. ')(. p '}~ I CJ., 
is a multiple of the identity 
and so is an invariant subgroup of SPL(ptP;£L)' To obtain a simple 
Lie supergroup in this case we need to factor it out. frhis limits the 
representations of the supergroup (and its Lie Module) that have 
straightforward matrix representations (the adjoint representation is 
faithful). To obtain a Haar integral (see Chapter 3),in this case,it is 
better to leave in the ideal and construct the required supergroup as a 
coset space. 
Case (ii) Su."* (p \ 9-- \ EL ). 
itt -\ 
In this case we set ex = M X t-I\ , for X € sp( (r I ~ ) <.tE L) and 
obtain a complex structure by taking the set {~ = X ~ ex} with 
0 
-Ir- 0 0 
'Ir- 0 0 0 
M=- and '2 r- = p , '2 s = 9,-
0 0 0 -r s 
0 0 Is 0 
A basis of SCA76e(p\ '\.') E L) is then obtained by evaluating y for each 
basis element X and i.X. Now if XEsp{(p\c\..')E L ) so is X~ films 
'( -= X -\- M X ~ M- \ 
and '( "* = )(';it-\- tv\ X M - \ 
are elements of S IA ~ ( r l <t- l E l.. ). Combining these two equa tions gives 
_ .... , + t'\-' y-lt M -= M- \ X" t1 - t.I\ )(~ M\ 
) 
= M-'( X*t1 - M M X*M-') 
= t-'\-'{X'" MM - MM X* )M-\ 
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Bu t rv\ M :: -I 'l. r ~ '1. S. so tha t 
",,-\ '<~ M = '( . 
'1'hus the de fini tion of s v..:>t« ( p , 9.- 'J € ,-) is given by 
su.-\ir(pl~·)Ed = {X€:SP<'(P''t-i('E L\ I M-'XilfM = X}. 
'1'he defini tion of the superalgebra sv..* (p 1 'l-'I \R) is 
SlAiI!(p ''t-', tR) '::: {X e sp( (p\ ~) I ""-'X"""", -== X 1. 
Now if X ,Y€: sv..-lIt(P\'\.·\E.I..) then 
M-'[X ,Y")'*fV\ = M-'(Xy-(_\{)(II'(\YX)-MM 
I 
:: \'-'\-';-'(""'1"'\ _(_\)\')(\\,(1",,-' '(..t X'*t--1 
I 
\')(\t'l\ 
= x'< -(-l) ,{X 
-(X,'<1. 
So that the Lie module is a closed algebraic system as required. 
Now if we put ~= e)tp X we have 
lA :: e..,c.. p X :: e.,(. p (M - \ X"" M ) I 
= t,/C' (ex? X"" ) M I 
-= Y\-' (e?t p ,><)-IIt M I 
:: M-' U"" M 
Thus we can define the supergroup S lA -lit ( P \ ~', E.. L) by 
S LA '* ( p \ ~ i Ed :::- {LA ~ S P L ( p , ~ ., (tEL) ) u * ::. M LA. M-' } . .... ('2. ,) 
Now consider a general element of sp(P''l-'I£L) given by ><=[~ i] 
which of course admi ts the 'Z gradation 
} 
and suppose that it iA also an element of Sv."'(p '9,.'1 £l..) so that it must 
satisfy the constraint given in equation (25). 'l'hen 
o -1 r o o 
o o o 
o o 
o o 
Thus 
[0 -I r-] [0 :r yo 0 0\. -'I,. ~] 
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o o o 
-'1,.. o o o 
o o o 
o 0 -"1\ 0 
[:r -:r] 6 [:, I;] 
[;. -:,] d [_:, :,] 
6* ]. 
-'Ie 
cl 
which demonstrates that we have preserved the 7L gradation of sp«r'ti<l:c,). 
We can thus use the procedures of Case (i) to construct group elements. 
Example 2.10 5 uill ( " \ c. " E L ) 
Using the above procedures we find a basis of the Lie superalgebra 
SIA-llt ('2.. , '2. " IR) to be 
Basis of Lo 
i. 0 0 0 0 \. 0 0 0 -\ 0 0 
0 
. 0 0 i.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I.. 
ot. \ ::: 0( l.:: I ol~= 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
cJ.4\"::. . ) of. r; ::: ot b ::. 
0 0 I. 0 0 0 0 t- O 0 0 -I 
0 0 0 
. 0 -t.. 0 -t- 0 0 0 O 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
oJ,-= 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
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Basis of 
000 o 0 0 i. o 0 0 0 
o 0 -\ 0 o 0 \. 0 o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o -\ 0 0 
o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 000 
o 0 0 0 o 0 0 o 0 L 0 
o 0 0 0 000 . o 0 O-c,. 
o o 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 
i. 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 
o 0 0 l.. 0 0 0 
o o 0 . o -c.. 0 0 
We note that the sets {~I ,r.>'l..,) ~S,f?>6} and {~~"I~3~~'''1 F>S} form 
abelian subgroups which we can identify wi th X_\ and X, respectivly. 
The general group element can be wri tten, wi th the parameters ,c.'" E ELO I 
"" JA ::::: '\ Z I .. , I I and e 'E L \ 1 "II:::',,, I ... ,8 as 
vii th 
4' ) 
[
Co C ~ ~ e")t. P.!:: ( ")t. C; - ')(.l. 
D:: 1. 1. 
- St.1'\ ~ e.)t.p - ~ (,)I.S - ')c. <..) 
and 'j :: e,)lp ')(,., . 
Here we have noted that SlA"*('2.) = SlA ('2.) and used a standard 
paremetrization as given by Cornwell [39] Chapter 3. We note that since 
we have p = 9,. the ideal of L 0 given by the genera tor ell is an ideal 
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of the whole algebra so that we do not have a simple Lie supergroup. 
Case (iii) S\A(m,p-rn\ ", q,.-W\', EL.) 
In this case we have to use a different operation for odd and even 
elemen ts of the basis of 5 p< ( P l ~ ", E L.). We have 
CoX == - N X-tN for even elements 
and c.,X'= LNXtN for odd elements I 
with xt::: eX t:)'* and N '::: 
- "I I'Y\ 0 
0 'I p_ W'\ 
0 
0 
0 0 
-I" 
0 0 0 
A basis of S''''(~IP-~\t'\I~-I''\·)IR.) is then given by 
'{ =- X - N X;-N for even elements 
and '{ = X + l N X'''N for odd elements, 
these can be combined to give 
y =. X -+ (\.. )\)(\~'2. N X+N. 
0 
0 
0 
I~_I'\ 
It is straightforward to characterize the Lie algebra and Lie module 
following the procedures of the previous case. We obtain 
!;\A. (YO, P - rn , 1"\ 1'1.. - m "I 6." ,-) = {X e s pc. ( P \ 'l- .) It' E L ) ) 
X = (\.)')(H'2. N)(T N). . ... (29) 
We can find no straightforward way of characterizing a supergroup element. 
Neither can we find a way of giving a 2 gradation, with a decomposition 
into submodules, of the Lie Nodule. We give two examples of the Lie 
superalgebra generators. 
Example 2.11 Sv. (\ I'll " IR) 
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Example 2.12 SI..\, ('2.' \ i lR). 
[: 
0 
:J 
[0 , 
:J I ~3= [: -\ :J [: 
0 
=} 0( \ ::: -l. ~t= ~ 0 0 \ t>l<C\::: I. 
0 0 0 0 ,~ 
[~ 0 "] [0 0 :J [: 0 ] I ~~= [: 0 ]-{i!>, ::: 0 : I h~ ~ 0 \ ~~= 0 0 0 0 . ... 
It is worthwhile noting that there are many papers in the physics 
li tera ture (401 that deal with a • supergroup' denoted by ·s U. (N / M): 
In our notation this is sf» ( (N , t-I\ ) (£ E. L ), so that the fac t that the 
\ 
Lie superalgebra ' S lA ( N 1M) decomposes into three subalgebras (which 
is implicit in some of these papers), is not in dispute here. 
2.2.4 'ilie Real Orthosymplec tic Group 0 S P ( l" \ 'Z.,. i E ~ ). 
We do not consider all of the real forms of the superalgebra osp (n \ '2.r) 
only the simplest case obtained by restricting the domain to ~. 
It is possible to decompose the superalgebras o\p('2..I'2rj(?.) into three 
subsets each of which is a subalgebra. In the general case, which we 
treat, there is a decomposition into five subsets as X=~1.(i>)!\QlXo(9)<IQ)X2. 
such that {~1.t}}X-,} ,{X o } and {X,$ X~} are subalgebras. Both of 
these decompositions, for the superalgebra, are given by Kac (321 • 
Our definition of o5p(nl'2.r) lR,) is given by 
~t IX\ 
OSp(",I'I'jR)={XGsp((r"'2."jlR), X "' .... (-1) hx=-01 .... (30) 
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st:" 
wi th X as defined in Ch8.pter 1 sec tion 1. 2.4 and 
[
1",0 0] 
h= 000 lot"'· 
-I r 
'I'he superalge bra has dimension 
corresponding Lie module is then defined by 
'l'he 
osp(r·"'2.r·,E L ):: {XCiisr<'(t'\\'2.f'·,EL)) Xsth -+ hX - O}"{31) 
noting that every element of a Lie module is even. 
With these conventions a general element of o~p(n\'2.r·}El..) can be 
written in the form (see Kac (32] ) 
with 0..6- ~o(n·)EI.\') ~E.<3<'(r·)EL}1 c. and do symmetric with entries 
from ELo,and ~ and ~ having entries from E L ,. We then have the 
decomposition 
=[: ;: =J(p[: : :16)[: : :]~[:b;: :]~[: ;: :], 
o ~ 0 '1t 0 0 0 0 -6t lo 0 0 0 0 0 
with the sets {>(7.,E9X_,},{'><) and {x 1 ex'2,) as submodules. We can 
exponentiate each of these submodules separately and construct a 
supergroup element as 
8 o ] [ I" o -~\: 
(B)I:-' 0 
o C-:~3!]"'('32) 
'2. • 
Iv-
o 
o o 
We note that 
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o 
o 
o 
61:: 
] [ 
I ~ -'( 
o 1,.-
-,(I: -D-t'(ty 
Z 
connected to the identity, e and Yare conveniently parametrized by a 
different odd parameter (e") in each position and C and Dare 
conveniently parametrized by a different even parameter (')(.1-') at each 
position. 
'llhis construction certainly meets the condition normally given for the 
orthosymplectic. group (see equation (35) below) and in fact meets the 
more restrictive condition 
S OS P ('" , '2. r ) E l.l = {lA Eo S P L (1'\ \ '2. ... j E L) I lA co t h LA = h }, .... ('~~) 
'lliis definition can be obtained from equation (31) using the properties 
of exp and st given in section 1.2.5 of Chapter 1 as follows 
)(~~h. -= -hX 
s~ , 
e..xp(X ) = Q.')\.P (- h. >< h ) , 
c;~ (e'ltp X) - h (e"lc.p-X ) h'\ 
thus 
~~ h :: (e ')\. p ><) h e,c. f' X . 
So that wi th lA = e.?C.p X we have \AS"", lA:: h as required. 
It is clear that the only element in common between the three 
sub-supergroups of equation (33) is the identity so that the 
representation is faithful and that the product of any two matrices of 
this form can also be decomposed in this way. So that we can deduce tha,t 
this construction does give the complete group, provided we choose a 
sui table parametrization for A and D. 
'rhe defini tion often given [28 j , t 291 , t 301 for the orthosymplec tic 
groups is 
OSP(n\?ritl.) - {tAEPL(f\\'2.r,E L ) ,LAC;~hU.=h1·····(3S) 
It is clearly obtained from equation (34) by replacing SO{"i£l..\ by 
oC"·,E.\..) and <;'-e(rjE:\..) by C;L(",·,E.l.). Since these are both two 
component supergroups OSP(n\'2..ri'::lo\ is a four component supergroup_ 
2.2.5 Heal Lie Supergroups Obtained from ('(t'\). 
'l'he Lie superalgebra ~ (t\) is defined by Scheunert 031 (see also Kac 
[321 who denotes it Pen)) as 
lXI (,( .... \ ::: {X E. Sr<. (",,~), x P = - (-1) X} 
with X~ the 'p-transpose' of X, defined in section 1.2.5 of Chapter 1-
'l'he definition restricts the matrix X to be of the form [0.. .-b t:] 
Co - ca. 
wi th (, b :::, and c. ~ = ..... c.., so that there is a 7l grade.. tion· .of the 
algebra such that 
X :::: x_ \ ~ X 0 EX> X \ 
=[: :]$[: ;J$[: :]1 
and each X t. I i.. = -, , 0 I \ is a subalgebra. 
'l'he dimension of the superalgebra is (n ~, , n'l.) • 
'l'here are two real forms of this superalgebra which are 
~(n ',lR) = eX ESf{(n\n·,lR) 1 X P = ... (_~{X:IX} 
and (:,1f(r..,lR.):::t {x G S",.pj(nln·,IR) \ ><P=_("'I)n<\X}. 
.... (31) 
.... (38) 
. ... ('3 q) 
Both of these algebras admit the decomposition of equation (37) and both 
sa tisfy the cons traints (, b:s (, and co\:'10 ..... C. • From these we can cons truc t 
the corresponding Lie modules as 
and 
6(n',Et..\ -::::,·lXE-sp<'(n\~·IE .... )\ X'P= -X1 
-6~(r\'J E.l.) ~ [X IE. ~ u. if( (n \ n.', E.l.. )) ~ P -::. - X} . 
.... (40) 
. ... ( 4 ,) 
'rhen since, as stated in section 1.2.5 of Chapter 1, e'l.p(xt>}:::;(e'll.p'X)f 
we can define the supergroups B(njEd and B..'ft(n.ElJ 
B("'I E L ) ::. {v.. E SPL(n\nj El..) Il-\\.A.?= \ 1 
and S"'( t'\', E lo) ':!. [LA 6 S U. '* (n , n', E L. ) \ lALA (':: \ 1. 
as 
.... (4'2.) 
. ... (~3) 
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The supergroup B(""',E L ) hafl been given previously by Rittenberg (29) 
and Ne'eman (30) (who call it P(n-l)). 
'rhe decomposition into subgroups of these supergroups is inherited from 
2.2.6 lJ.'he Supergroup Us, PL. ( \ \ , ). 
'rhis is an example of a matrix supergroup that is not a Lie supergroup, 
even though it is parametrized by continuous parameters. All that we say 
applies immediately to lA S P L ( '" \ m) I '" m = \ , Co , • ". This supergroup 
was originally given by Rittenberg and Scheunert (29J as an ~lalogue of 
the unitary groups, its definition is 
l.A S P L (, \ \) :::: {LA. e S PL (\ \ , ; <L E L \ 1 USA = u' 1. 
Its Lie module is 
~!t P ( (\ \ ,) = {)( ESp <. (\ \ \ " ct. E L ) ) X Sp.. = - Xl. . ... (45) 
We can easily check that the supergroup is closed using Lemma 1.8 of 
Chapter 1. Consider U \ V E US P L (\ \ \) then 
(lAVfiA U V :::: V sA USA \..\ V ": \ . 
Also the 'Lie module' is closed since for >< I '( €. I.A cr. p <. (\ \ • ) 
( )( I '( J Sf\\ C '( SA )( Sit. ] 
- I 
= (-'( ,-)(.1 
=['( ,X) 
= - [)( I '<) since , >< \ -= \ Y \ '= O. 
Now consider a general even element of the 'Lie module! ~lis must satisfy 
[~:"~ o f" -[~:'~ 0 tJ c..-+i..6. = o..,ob J C. ,d. E: E'I.O c-+ 
L" . (,~ 
... O&,] :. [-~:" -,~t~ l ()... - \. so that 0 c. -\0 
Now recall the effect of* from section 1.2.2(b) of Chapter 1. We see 
that the real part can only have elements of level 4n+'2.,t'\::: 0,',"2..,'" 
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and the imaginary part can only have elements of level 41'\-\0 \ .. 
Consider also a general odd element. This must satisfy 
x*!.i.e-t.t] = [ 0 -cp- i.tf- ]. 
o -')C -i.e 0 
l'hus <fit\:= -x and e = '+'~ wi th no other restrictions on the entries. 
A general odd matrix then has the form [ 0 cp -to i. '-r] ~ 
-q,~oo\oL~~ 0 
The result of these considerations is that we cannot obtain a basis for 
the Lie module \A'!op ( ( \ \ I) of the form El. O ® cJ..r (J) El..I ® ~'" I or 
lA~p{(' '\) is not a submodule of sp«\\\jtI:ELl but is in fact a ring 
embedded in S p <. (\ \ , ., d: E L ) • 
Now consider a general even element of US PL ( \ \ ,). This must satisfy 
So that e:x .. p (')c..="" - ~ ":)~) e. ')c..p ( ,c.. ~ '- ':») = , ) 
ie. = O. 
Thus )C.~:: -')(., and ~~::. 'j exactly as for the Lie module. But)<.. \ Ij 
are not then differentiable elements of ELO so that this group is not a 
Lie supergroup. 
These arguments apply to the supergroups 5 UP L (1'\ \ I'Y'\) and UO S p(" \'2.1") 
constructed using the superadjoint operation detailed in section 1.2.5(vi) 
of Chapter 1. ~hese were given by Rittenberg and Scheunert (28)and have 
been repeated by Rittenberg (29) and Ne'eman (30) • 
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2. ') '1'he Linear Differential Opera tors Corresponding to the Lie 
Superalgebra Generators. 
Linear differential operators have been given previously for the 
generators of the super Poincare group (cf. Fayet and Ferrara (41) ). 
1be general case of any linear Lie group acting on some carrier space 
has never previously been determined. 
Let M be an (J'V\ \ r'\) dimensional supermanifold on which the ac tion of a 
linear Lie supergroup C1 is defined. Let (LA \ y.-) be a coordinate chart 
on M with coordinate functions (')C.t\e""'). Let c:J.., ~ be, respectivly, 
even and odd matrix representations of elements of the Lie superalgebra 
of <;. (0/.. \ ~ may of course be part of a reducible, irreducible etc. 
representation depending how we wish the group action defined). 
Let f 6 C, oD(M) wi th '+' 0 f = -4! (.,..,.. , Ei"). We define the group ac tion on 
~oO(~) by extending the definition for left translation of functions 
defined on <;. That is for 9 I c:J' Eo ~ and -t ~ £;~( C\ l we have 
So that if ~ is the linear opera tor corresponding to ~ we define 
~ .f (":)t."', Ei"') = ~ ( cf' ( 't.I" lEi") L 
Proposition 2.13 
With the above definitions the linear differential operator 9 
.... (41) 
corresponding' to an element ''If of the Lie superalgebra of C\ is given by 
Proof 
l!'irs t recall Taylors theorem (cf. Rogers I: 13 J ) which for our purposes 
is best written 
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We are able to make the identifications 
(dt (-,l"Ij, 8+4») = ~ (')\.,8) dlj"'" Ij ~" d"l~ 
ct::. o 
and 
So that equation (48) can be written 
~(,,)tM+'j''', eV-i.<J>V) -=:.fhl"\ eiV) -+ Cj~ ~bt,8) 
d.,t~ 
Now put 
-to cp""<>¥ ()l,B) -+ o\:he. t;-errY'\S. 
~e" 
with IXI::::: O. 
Now consider an even supergroup element in a small neighbourhood of the 
identity such that 
~ = e ,)tP (t: ol) ~ \ -+ t:- 01. It:-'" E L 0 • 
"-Since ~ is a linear Lie group this must apply to ~ so that 
A 1"'0 
~~I-+('=d.), .... (5 I) 
A A 
with I the identity operator and (l:-cl) the operator corresponding to l::ol 
If we combine equations (47), (50) and (51) we obtain 
(i ... (;;J. ))+( ".9) " - (", el (~ .. \,Ie [~~] + -I' ('" e\. 
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So that 
"'-
'l'hus with the identification (tel, = t (~) we have 
This argumen t can be repeated for a group elemen t ~ =. e:x.p ("t: P, ) I 't': E' £' L' 
to obtain 
provided we remember that \ he. \ e)l ::. 0 so that "c (')(, e) = be., e) ~ 
as was shown in section 1.2.5 of Chapter 1. 
'!'hese arguments can readily be extended to mUlti-component functions, 
tha t is func tions that transform under some (p 1<).) dimensional 
represen ta tion of the supergroup C; ie. 
"to.. = (r("))c..4tf'~l +or ~:\\"2.I·"I('" 
Here r(~) is a (pl~J dimensional matrix representation of the Lie 
supergroup C; ac ting on a vec tor space "Yo.. \ 0.. = I , '2. ) .. , p + 9,. wi th 
\lto..\=a. for o..:.II'l.,·"d' and \4"01.\:.0. .. ", for o..=p-tI)···IP~~" 
and cJ... e {O I \ }. 
The result is 
" of. ~ r [~x 1 
'?5 - (r("'lS'))o.. - ()<. 1 9 ) '15 ~e' .... (52) 
Exampl e 2. 1..4. 
We use the matrix representation of SIA ('2. \ \',~) as given in 
Example 2.12 considered to be acting on a carrier space f'c.,~ I e)~ 
with ")(.I'jG.E\..o,eE.EL..\' Then 
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o 
:Ilt:l o 
Similarly 
'" . d . ~ cI. - - ... ~ - - ... ')(. 1. - '()')c. '() '::) 
Q ::. ~ - ')(. ~ 3 'j ~')c. ~';j 
'" ot.q = -,-:><.2. -i..'j~ -"t~e~ <>")(. '::l 7> e 
" Xle ~e£ ~ \ ::. ~')c.. 
" i.,c. 'te 9"'cl ~'Z. =. "a)(. 
'" -i..9g ~ ~l - C»':) -+ ~ ~9 
and 
" -e~ -+i..'j~e ~4 - .,~ 
These operators then satisfy the same commutation relations as the 
matrices eg, 
,... '" ((?>, ,f>.") ::. '2. ( - i.. ")(. 'i -\- i.. ")(.. 9 'C) ""--
'()t. ')eax 
-'2.(-\.)<.2. -"e~ ) d)t.. a9 
A A 
= 01., ~ 014 . 
2.4 A Review of Super Poincar~ Groups. 
Super Poincar~ Groups can be constructed in any number of dimensions. 
They are real supergroups only if it is possible to define Majorana 
spinors in the chosen dimension. For example with ~ time dimension 
this is possible in (2,3,4,8,9,lO)mod 8 dimensions but not for 
(5,6,7)mod 8 dimensions. TIle generators of the superalgebra of the super 
Poincare group are 
(i) L ~ fA -::. ... L ~).., the Loren tz genera tors, 
and 
(ii) Ker, 
(iii) Qc.l. 
the translation generators, 
the supersymmetry generators. 
Their commutation relations are 
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[. L>-r 1 K (J" ) ::: ~~(J" K'r -~r\TK>- .... (53') 
tKcr,K{J ::: 0 ·· .. (S3c) 
(L>-r , Q""J :. ~ ('¥).«r)c:.l.~ ~~ .... (';;3<:\) 
CK(J" Q.J. ) = 0 .... {53e) I 
and ( Q~ I Q~ ) :- ('lS"6"'C )ol~ Ka-. . ... (5 3f) 
Here if d- is the number of dimensions "I/A,""d: :I,","',J.. and 
o<.,~ =1,'2.) ... ,?.' with S given by 5= ~(~-\) for"" odd and '!,:::'ic\ 
if c;l is even; 9).).=-\ for a spacelike dimension and 9'x').=- \ for a 
time like dimension wi th Cj~,",::: 0 if A * fA' . 'l'he Dirac ('6) rna trices 
are as appropriate to the number of dimensions and are taken to be purely 
imaginary for a Majorana representation, likewise C. is taken to be 
purely imaginary in this case. Our conventions for the Dirac matrices 
wi th cA.::: 4 and one time dimension are given in the appendix. Note that 
we choose 9>-1-'- -= a\Q.c;) (-\ I-I I-I I \) ie. we choose to order the 
dimensions as spacelike followed by timelike. 'l'his superalgebra as 
specified above will be called S \. so (~- tit: "I tR) where t is the 
number of time dimensions and we have assumed that ct and t are such 
that we can construct a real superalgebra. 
A supermatrix repr~sentation of the superalgebra can be constructed in 
the block form 
with 
o 
(L )..r-)~o.. :::. -~, >- fjo,.r- -\- S (,r <jo.~ 
(K(J")~ ::: ~c>...cr 
r(L).~)~o.:::' 1. ((0). (fr\t-)~o. 
\/(Qol\c>... ::: ~<:olo. 
and (U (Gl..,d)0..(, :::. t (o'o..C )«. '"" 
) 
) 
This representation has been written in the standard block form 
.... (S.q ) 
· .. ·{s 5) 
.... ( s ,) 
.... (51) 
.... (s 8) 
.... (s q) 
[~ ~] 
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(see chapter 1 section 1.2.5) and acts on the space (")C.~\ \ ) e") t: wi th 
r': ','2. I .•• c). and v = ',1. I ... '2..'1 ie the extended Minkowski space 
(superspace) of supersymmetry theories. 
We note the choice of representation r( L).r \ used (and correspondingly 
the [L 1 Q'J commu ta tor), this is the nesa ti ve transpose of wha. tone 
might expect, and is chosen to conform to standard usage in the physics 
literature. 
The algebra, of course, admits the semi-direct structure 
[L:: :: ;: ]®[:: 
o 0 r(L).f") 0 
o ····(60) 
V(Q.fJ, , 
of the Loren tz algebra so ( a - t: It:; R ) genera ted by {L >'1-' 1 and the 
supersymmetry algebra S t: (0.- t- I l:; (R) genera ted by {Kcr I Q.,( }. The 
translations generated by {KCT } also form a subalgebra, but the 
supersymmetry generators on their own do not form a subalgebra. ~be 
subalgebra wi th generators {L1""V I Kcr)- is the algebra of the Poincare 
group and will be denoted by L roo (cl-t: ,I: ·Im.)· 
Corresponding to the decomposition of the algebra we can construct the 
super Poincare group elements as 
o 
-1: o 
o o 
o I ) 
I'(l\) o o 
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~: T t't}P(I\)] 
, 0 • 
-"t; r'(~) 
\tTe note that the inverse is 
[ 
,,-\ 
-\ 0 ~= 
o 
[ 
,,-\ 
= 0 
o 
o 
o 
-I\'t 
-r((\'h:. 
.-,,_IT('l!)] 
o . 
r(K') 
o 
In these expressions A is a Grassman valued Lorentz transformation in 
the appropriate number of dimensions, r(l\.) is the representation 
correspoding to r(Lr"'" l, \:: -:. t:: cr E: E L.O a column vector correspoding to 
the' translations', ~' :; "Cd. 6 E~o a column vector corresponding to the 
'supertranslations' and 
Note the negative sign in the last expression which arises from the rule 
for multiplying supermatrices by scalar quantities. We also note that 
T ( - "l:: ) 't ~ - ~ cl. ( "1( C\ C. ) 0(. {, "t: 4 = 0 .... (~A ) 
'Z. 
since ~f'\c. is symmetric and 'l:c.l "t:.b is antisymmetric. 
Consider now the subgroup obtained by setting t:::: 0 and "c: '::I' 0) and its 
action on the even coordinates only ie. A. This will) in general, be a 
four component supergroup corresponding to the four components of the 
Lorentz group. These will be linked by the operators corresponding to 
Space Inversion P, Time Inversion T and Total Inversion PT. We identify 
the subgroups 
(i) SOo(ck-1:: I t"'j Ec....) consisting of the component connected 
to the identity and called the proper orthochronou8 super 
Lorentz group, 
consisting of two components and called the proper homogeneous 
super Lorentz group 
and (iii) 0 (J.-t:: It:: 'I EL.) -= [he. SOo (~-~II: i EL ) Ph, Th, P1h '\ 
called the homogeneous super Lorentz group. 1\ 6 0 (c.\- t:- I tiE I-l 
sa tisfies 1\ t;~ 1\ = Cj" 
The group action defined on superspace t (')<.~ I I 6"") does not give a 
representation of these super groups because of the presence of the 
representation r(l\) which is obtained from 
[ 
f' 0 r\( L,,,,,,) 0 1 
o r\,O(L/",v) 
5-\ 
for some matrix S. When exponentiated this gives a representation of a 
covering group of the Lorentz group. We note that the definition of a 
covering group remains unchanged and that all its properties are the same 
in the case of the super Lorentz groups. We indicate the covering group 
by a bar ie. the covering group of O(r."1 El.) is denoted by (5 (r'\"\ El.). 
It follows from the above discussion that there are three Poincare 
super groups 
(i) the proper orthochronous Poincare supergroup denoted by 
ISOo(cA.-I::,t: 'IEL)} 
(ii) the proper homogeneous Poincare supergroup denoted by 
, SO (a- \: I l: '\ E L.) with two components, 
and (iii) the homogeneous Poincare supergroup denoted by 
, 0 ( J.. - \: It·, E. L) with four components. 
It also follows that there are three super Poincare (super)groups 
denoted by 
(i) S' S 00 (ct- t:::,1: i E L ) the proper orthochronous super 
Poincare group, 
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(ii) SIS 0 ( c;:). - t: , t: 'I E c...) the proper homogeneous super Poincare 
group with two components 
and (iii) 5 l 0 (c.\ - l:: , t "' E c...) the homogeneous super Poincare group 
with four components. 
Each of these supergroups will have its own set of covering groups. We 
concern ourselves mainly with the proper orthochronous group in which 
case the covering group can be taken to be isomorphic to 
for d = 4 and t: -= \ . 
In the sequel it is convenient to denote an element ~ of the super 
Poincare group by 
c;= {I\\t:\"c) 
where 1\, t and ~ refer to the matrix blocks of equation (61) and, 
respectivly, denote super Lorentz transformation, translation and 'super' 
translation. We use the same terminology to denote an element 9 of the 
equivalent Lie group to the super Poincare group. Similarly an element 
of the covering group of the super Poincare group will be denoted by 
~ =CI\\c\""c::]. .... (be) 
l1ultiplication of group elements in this notation is deduced from the 
matrix representation of equation (61) and is such that 
and 
[1\\ t; \"1:.1C.~\~\~') 
= [ 1\ 1\' \ "'c' -+ t: -to" ( "c ) r (1\ ,,,,' \ r ( I\. \ "c.' -to "t:. J 
C f\ \ \;- \ "1:.1-' = C 1\-' ,- ,,-' t: \ - r (,,-') "I:. ) • 
.... ( b q) 
. ... (1 0,) 
In the sequel we will need the adjoint representation of the super 
Poincare group. If we choose the order of the generators to be such that 
for 'lSE. Sl..SO (cl.-I;jtj ELl the supermatrix a..d(1f) is given by 
1: ~ I (L.,.~ \ K e , Q(?> t ... J:. (L E~ ,K5 ' Q-t \(, (0..0\ (cn)lso. 
then it can be determined from the commutation relations of equation (5~) 
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to be the (-\. (d. 'l.. -\' d.. ) \') dimensional superma trix wri t ten in block form 
as 
h 
lIere a.. is -=t(~l.-a..) x-ttd.'1..-~) with the double index 'lt~ labeling its 
rows and £1< labeling its columns and each pair taking the values 
\'2...,13 1 \4,'2...'?1'2...4.34·) e. is ck')(o\wlth e labeling its rows and ~ 
labeling its colunms and j is ~ x, wi th ~ labeling its rows and 'tf its 
columns. The dimensions of the other blocks follow from these. We find 
that the matrices of the adjoint representation are 0 
~~I~ S \ ~ ~"l.A 1 0 0 k') od(KD") : 0 0 
0 0 
o o 
and o 
o 
As before we can obtain a matrix representation of the supergroup by 
exponentiating the subgroups generated by {L)"f-A l' and {Kcr , Qa( 1. 'I'his 
representation is then the adjoint representation of the supergroup as 
given in Definition 2.8. We obtain 
o o 
:r 1\ 
o o 
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[ 
Acl(l\) 
== (V-t"LA)A~(f\\ 
lAAcl(l\\ 
o 
A 
o 
Here 1\ I rCA) are the rna trix representatives of the covering group of 
the super Lorentz group as used before in this section, T is the matrix 
defined by equation (63), Ad.(I\) is the adjoint representation of the 
super Lorentz group, the matrix V is given by 
~ CT( ~ 1 ) 
""l.) = I:: C?>10" ~,. - <.3'Y).<r b-S 
and the matrix U is given by 
lA fV}.) I Y = ':Sot (( ¥ ~ )( ~ ) c- ) ¥ ol • 
2. 
We note that the matrix TU, can be rewritten as follows 
(TU.)'tt~ ~ = -",eI.(·i~c.)ol.V> ib«"'tnz. "'(J)I:)~b I 
= - "c~"CS (l/~C)ol~ (C.-')(1 If", c.)f>S) 
'2. ~ ~ ) =-~ (<$ tl1trnz.C o(~ 
'2.. 
= -"c.¥.?."C';,i., E.~)<>tE:('~eC)otb' ····(1') 
Since only the antisymmetric part of the matrix (If~o:s ¥"l c.) gives a 
non zero contribution. 
The differential operators corresponding to tho generators of the super 
Poincare group can be constructed using l~oposition 2.13. they are 
'L).r = ")t.~ ;.,1..1"' - ?(.r ;.,J- + i eo!. (lS'>- Y r )01.~ *e~ .... (,So.) 
\< = - '0 .... ("1S,) 
($"" ~'L <r 
and Q 01. = -i ( ~ <rC) 01. ~ 9 ~ ~')C.cr - %eel.. . . ... (,ee) 
We do not make use of these in this Thesis. ~hey are presented for 
comparison with the corresponding operators for second quantized fields 
which are constructed in Chapter 5 of Part:rrI. 
In Chapter 5 of Part III we also need a matrix representation on a vector 
consisting of the derivatives C;xfv\ 1 ~e-v). This is obtained by 
construoting the Jacobian matrix as given in section 1.2.5(c) of 
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Chapter 1. We obtain 
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CHAPTER '3 
INTEGRATION ON SUPERNANlFOLDS AND SUJ?k,1iGROUPS. 
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3.1 Measure and Integration on Superspace and Supermanifolds. 
N\,I'\ Using the topology endowed on supers pace ELand consequently on 
supermanif01ds, Rogers (13) was able to establish the fact that to each 
real supermanifold M and given value for L there is a topologically 
equivalent real differentiable manifold mL • It is convenient therefore 
l~,,, to define the topological homeomorphisms ... as follows 
Defini tion 3.1 
?..N (a) For each L let IL be the topological homeomorphism I L! EL ~ lR . 
l ri',n (b) For each L let L be 
I
M,n ~ E MI " tn.N(n'\~l"\l 
l. l. ----- ..... . 
the topological homeomorphism 
-, 
Clearly we can define the inverse (I~'''). 
"" \ 1'\ The mappings I L are displayed below. 
u· .. 
In this figure M is any real supermanifold, 1nL the equivalent real 
manifold (for fixed L), '\A.. is a coordinate neighbourhood in m L 
corresponding to the 'Grassman' coordinate neighbourhood U. \.. with lYe) 
)P~ respectively their coordinate chartse 
1 I IY\,h To avoid cumbersome notation we will write simply Linstead of L 
-, rM,,, 
where it is clear to do so, and also IL instead of 'Pt 0 L 0 'f't . 
We can then regard I L as the map I L: M -? 1Y\. \... ' for which the 
-I 
inverse IL is defined (since l'YlLwas constructed from M). 
E M,h Now to each open subset AC L there corresponds an open subset 
.N(M.n) 
.A.=IL(A)CIR ',In terms of measure theory (cf. Cohn (421) the 
""(M-+I"\ .N(m-+n\ 
open subsets of fR genera te the Borel sets of IR , so that 
E rl'\," we oan construot an equivalence relation between the Borel sets of L 
1f)..N'(,...,.. -+ "'. and the Borel sets of ,~ It is then natural to define the 
"" " measure of any subset of E L' as the Lebesgue measure of the 
.N ( 0"0 .. H\ ) "" • '"' 
corresponding subset of lR • For every function f. ~ E \.. -. E.L 
-\ ..N(I'1'-\' .... ) rI\,n.AI 
we have the functions .f. or\. ~ IR __fo_ El,. '1 IL o~ : E L. ~ (R 
_ \ .NCr.,,,,, n) oN 
and 1 \... 0 ~ 0 I \... ~ lR ~ tR , which we can regard as al terna ti ve 
descriptions of the original function -f. It is natural, therefore, t.o 
-\ 
define the integral of f to be the integal of the oomponents of ILo~ oIL 
rewritten as an element of E\..· Formally the definitions are as follows. 
Defini tion 3.2 
(a) The rv'\, '" measure fA of a set ACE L is defined to be the Lebesgue 
..Af ( I'Y\ -+ n ) JA L of the set I L(f\) C lR ie. measure 
I" (p..) = f" L (Il.. ( p..)) e lR. 
( b) The integral of a func tion .f ~ E ~,r\ ~ (R is defined to be the real 
_\ .Nem-+ n) 
number obtained in evaluating the integral of of- 01. \... : IR ~ \R. 
That is J f J..r -::. J" oI~' ~L <C liZ. • 
(c) Let Pi.. I C).l be the projection functions, 
i. ': 0 \ ... J-J-\ 
I "I 1 \':\ "2.. ... .N oJ 'I I 
suoh that p .. (respectively '\.-j ) projects the component in the direction 
~i- (respectively fj ), so that p\<.(->c.""G) ': PK(')C.i.~'- ...... 9jfj) -= xk 
and '\.«(')(.-\-9) :::.",«.,c.\.~.:. ...... e~fj)= et, Then the integral of a 
function ~: E ~,n.-. EL is defined to be 
J ~I J ~ '1 c;)..r:::. ~~.. Pi. 0 Q cJ..,.,.. ;- ~!.j SCI . 0 C\ elM ) """'0 .) J:O\ \',) J ( 
so that 
t f f t ' \ .. c-ML,n - EPL,q.. The definition of measure and integra ion or uno ~ons ~ ~ -~ 
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is a straightforward extension of the definition above and need not be 
given separately. In keeping with the standard coordinate representation 
n 
",. - . 
on IR in which for ')(. '" e (R, \. -;:::. " '2.. I ... ,n we have rAJA:: tL d.")<.. .. , 
1'0 " , I 
we will wri te ~"')(. -::: d.fA or 0. e :: cJ..r for the line element in E L 0 
and ELl respectively, the volume element in E~'" can then be written 
"" 1"\ "'" ..N-, "J>J ~~ ~"e -::: n ~xp. IT ~ (i" = n n cl?c.#:' n n c!e~. ····(5) 
IA,:q "'17::.' ,M.::'\ ,,-::.0 \. "II=" j':q J 
We see that the integral, as defined, provides a positive integral on 
E~'" (ie -t~ 0 implies that Jf ~ 0) and that the set of integrable 
,.", f\ functions on E L \ can be constructed from the set of Lebesgue 
"" (YV\ ~ " ) integrable functions on (R • \-/e will denote this set by 
r'(Ert'\L,n \ E L ). I . I th t t t th ~ • t 1S C ear a we can cons ruc e spaces 
LP (E ~. n 1 E L) for p ~ \ modelled on the lY spaces of normal 
integration theory. We now give the definition of measure and 
integration on supermanifolds. 
Definition 3.3 
Let M be a ~oO supermanifold over E ~\" , let '1l\1.:' I\.. (1'1\) be the 
.N ( t'Y\ -\0 r'\ ) 
related manifold over IR and let r:AJA L (md be a volume form on 
ll1. L • 'l'hen: 
(a) '.'the integral of a function of: M -+ m is given by 
J.f. d.r(M) = Sf oI~\o\rL('YY\.L) 
-, '( \ -, '( ) '() for all foIL Ek, 11lL\ (RIo If .foIL eJ.. 'YllL\1R then .feJ.. M,IR I 
where l' (1llL ,\R) is the set of integrable functions defined on 'Yl\.V 
(b) The integral of a function 9: tI\ ~ E\.. is given by 
vJ-' f~ cAr (H) = ~ g\.SPi.Ofj oI~' cl!'L(m L) 
\.-1 .N' 
-\- ~ :f'J~' 0lj oI~ rJ.t'L(ntL)· .... «,) J';.' J J 
Now if {xfA, e"} are coordinate functions on an open set Uk eM then 
{x~ ) e ~} are coordinate funo tions of I L ( u. k) -::. 'U.. k C ?it L and the 
volume form oan be written 
where h ( ")(. ~ I e j) '. I l. 0 LA. ~ IR • 
This is conveniently abbreviated to give 
( ) 
~fI\ ""(\. cAr M -= h ( "")(. I &) ex "'Ie.. 0\ e I 
with h (...'-\ e) ~ u --.. m. ) 
and such tha t h t ')(., e) -= h ()(. \.., 6) j ) . 
.... (8) 
. ... (9) 
Note that h must be a real valued function since we have defined a real 
valued measure. 
Given a set of one forms 
';'/_1 VV\ • 
t oL = ~ ~ f:r" (-X.k I Gd ohc.~ s .. ""0 r-::.\ 
for of. :=. \, '2.., ..• I t'V\" 1'\ '/ s ;:: 0 I I I 
01. \.. .N'(W\-+") 
and f sfA' : IR ---.. IR on an open subset 'lAC)(. of 'rilL tha tare 
linearly independent, a real valued volume form on U~ can be constructed 
as I cAet: [f~~ ( ')(.\< ) eC. )) In. ck,c.~ n 01. e~ 
1"'," "",j 
.... (\ \) 
Ql..i. 
where ..(: sf' is in the (oL, s) row and (JA ,t) column of the 
(tt' + n ).N )( (m -+ n \.N' ma trix of coefficients of the one forms. The 
function \ o\e\; [-f~; ('")(..\<. \ 6()], will be called the weight function on 
'U. el (or U. oJ. ). 
We now have to consider what happens when we need several coordinate 
charts to cover~. As in normal manifold theory we need simply to 
insist t.hat the Jacobian of the coordinate change on each 'U V"\'U.j is 
equal to 1 so that there is no 'change of scale' over the manifold. rrhe 
Jacobian here, being the one for the charts of 1nL • It is not the 
'Super Jacobian' for ~. We assume that we are dealing with orientable 
manifolds. This means that we define a supermanifold M to be 
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orientable if lllL is orientable. All Lie supergroups are therefore 
orientable together with super coset spaces, which are defined in section 
3.2 Invarian t In teg-rals for Lie Super groups. 
The theory of invariant CHaar) integrals for topological groups is well 
known. (See Nachbin (431 or Hewitt and Ross (44)). Since every Lie 
supergroup 4 is equivalent to a Lie group s"L (for given L ) we are 
thus able, following section 3.1, to define the invariant integral over a 
Lie supergroup Gt as equal to that over its related Lie group S L (for 
gi ven L). In this way the exis tence of an invariant integral for each 
supergroup ia guaranteed. 
Our problem, then, is to learn how to evaluate invariant integrals for 
this class of Lie group. We will see that for the simple Lie supergroups 
SPL(\,,\\M'/E: L), OSP(\"\I"2.rjEL) and e,(I'\',E L ) this can be expressed 
in a very convenient way in terms of the (known) Haar integrals over the 
simple Lie groups. In this section we examine techniques for evaluating 
Haar integrals over Lie supergroups in general. 
Definition 3.4 
If G is a Lie supergroup, f~,('(c,\ tR) and \.A,\IGCr the left 
translation U·p E.s:..I(~, IR) is defined by Uf(VJ =-F(U'V). Similarly 
the right translation ia defined by f. (\I) LA.. = f (VU). Clearly if e is 
the identity of C, then ef = f = -Fe. Also U(Vf) = U \I (.f) J 
(·FLA)V=(.f)UV and tLA.f)V=U(-fV) for each Ll..,Ve<;. 
Derini tion '3.5 
(a) A positive integral on a Lie supergroup ~ is said to be left 
invariant if for every f 6..t:. I (~ I (R) and I.A I V ~ C, we have 
ff(LC'V)O\!" (v) ~ J .f(V)c\r(V), ··· .. (12) 
(b) Similarly a positive integral is right invariant if 
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(0) A supergroup for which the left and right invariant integrals are 
equal is said to be unimodular. 
In particular we note that if a subset A C ~ is measurable and fA (~ ) 
is left and right invariant then 
----(\4 \ 
for all U I V E ~" 
Proposition 3.6 
The left and right invariant integTals over a semisimple Lie supergroup 
are iden tioal for each L. 
Proof 
If a Lie supergroup G is semisimple it is equal to its olosed oommutator 
subgroup. It follows that this is true for each related Lie group SL" 
Then by proposi tion 15 p.83 of Nachbin (43l Ca L is unimodular. Hence '1 
is unimodular. 
We can also see that any oonnected Lie supergroup oonsidered as a Lie 
group is the semi-direct product of two components one of whioh 
corresponds to the Lie subalgebra of the Lie superalgebra the other being 
a connected nilpotent group. By proposition 1.4 of p.366 of Helgason (451 
the nilpotent part is always unimodular. Now a semi-direct product of 
two groups is unimodular if both groups are separately unimodular. (See 
Hewitt and Ross (441 p.2l0 section (15.29). (The fact that the 
funo tional r, (h.) is equal to 1 is mos t easily seen from the s ta temen t in 
section (15.23) of the Bame book.» Thus a Lie supergroup is unimodular 
if the Lie group corresponding to the Lie subalgebra of its Lie 
superalgebra is unimodular. In particular, sinoe the Poincare group is 
unimodular, the extended Poincare group is unimodular. (It also 
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coincides with its closed commutator subgroup.) 
We note that since the Lebesgue integral is a Haar integral for the 
(\ 
additive group ~ .(see Naohbin (43) ) we already have one example of an 
E rt'\ , r\ invariant integral for a supergroup ie. the additive group L. 
We now restriot our attention to linear Lie supergroups whioh were 
defined in Chapter 2 and to left invariant integrals. It is possible to 
oarry through the following prooedure for right invariant integrals but 
all the groups of interest are unimodular SO that this is unnecessary. 
In section 3.1 we stated how the weight function is obtained from a 
linearly independent set of 1- forms on a manifold. There is a well known 
presoription for finding left invariant I-forms (sometimes oalled Maurer-
Cartan I-forms) on a linear Lie group (cf. Chevalley (46) ), which is 
oonveniently expressed in the following Lemma. 
Lemma 3.7 
Let ~ be a matrix representation of a ohart containing the identity e 
of a linear Lie group Co- parametrized by LX""}) xJA E \R • 
Evalua te the matrix elemen ts A':s from the equations 
'lA' 'd1A =. A~~ Q.. q" \ '2. d ")(,.1'" ..... ) fA:: , I' ... 
The left invariant I-forms wJA.. are then given by wfA -= A';. <Ax cr in 
the chart 'U.) and a left invariant weight function is given by I d.e.t- ~: \. 
Theorem ~.8 
Let C. be an (m In) dimensional linear Lie supergroup and let LA be a 
rna trix represen ta tion of a chart con taining the iden ti tyee C; expressed 
in terms of the parameters {'X~ Ei"}. Let ot..l-" = (;~fA)e and ~v= (~~"'ie 
Suppose further that if U ol \ t;;I.. =- \ ) '2. J • •• is an atlas for C; the 
Jacobian of coordinate change on each lA..c.1"\ LA.~ is equal to one. r!'he 
left invariant weight function 4fq can then be obtained from the 
equations 
and 
as 
Proof 
Consider first the equation 
-lalA IT ~ e 
LA. ~<...M- = 0... r c:J... cr -+ 'b r ~ (, . 
Multiply by gl on the left then recall from Chapter I section 1.2.5 that 
\ ",\\')(\ 
o.}( := (-I) Xo. for 0.. E: EL I X E. P\ (p \ ~) E L ) to obtain for each 
-I dLA. ($' e 
lA gi.~,v.. - o..rg,(,cJ.. cr + I:.I"~\..F->~ 
Now expand o..r and -G ~ in terms of the projection functions PI<: and 
~( (see Definition 3.2(c)) noting' that by construction 10...\ = 0 and 
, -b I -= I ) and tha t 
obtain 
e· 'du. _ 'dU (see section 1.2.2 of Chapter 1) to 
- \.. d ")t.1--\ =a;J'1. 
Po(o..r)~.:.oto" -+ PK(o..~)gk~\'o(cT 
+ '\- j ({, ~ ) fj ~~ r>e ) 
wi th k:: I \ '2. I . .. I.AI - \ and j = \ ,'1.. I ... , N. 
If we now consider. the Taylor expansion of o..~ in all the real variables 
XC, e1, '-=0 it is clear that po(o.~(")<'Je))= Po (OI.rhc. o , 0») 
so that 
By a similar calculation we obtain 
- -~(.(c.~)£t£jolc:r +Po(~~(:x.o,O})fjre. 
+PK(~~)gk£j~e' 
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Suppose the left invariant l-forms on <aL. written as a matrix equation 
take the form 
[ 
w ~] _ [P Q.] [~.,c.. k ] 
W"j R S cJ. e~ 
with the indices ordered such that 
(clx.~1~9~)1;: 
_ (~ I -' M d. \ j '" _\ m I \ ,(\ 1 (\)1: 
- ')(,.0 \'" 100~o I ')(,., ")' .• \Q\")C., \-··.v..~J.I_I.O\ell·,·""e, ,"'6'l.' "',deN 
and the indices of the matrix 
t. ( wi;A- W"~) having the same ordering. 
'-) J 
A 
comparison of Lemma 3.1 with equations (18) and (19) (assuming the same 
index ordering) then shows that the left invariant weight function for 
C, can be written as 
1'\-11 'h1. 
0 CJ..n 
/0 P~j 0 '\-n ~~j 
o 
o o 
o 0 
o 
o 0 
0 11.., . ..,., 0 'I-.... H,,w-I 
0 0 ~ 0 q,""N I S" 5\1, 
o o 0 S1.'l 'in 
S· . 
0 Sn '-J 
r .. 
o 
'-J 0 
o o 
o 
o s . J,J.\ ,.N. 1 
where Pl.) \ 9-l..j ) ("i. j and S~j are m ~ m J mX r'\ I 0>0" and n x: n sub-matrices 
such that 0, ... J/-I- crv..-:::11", N\' 
1 I 1 I, \ I I I 
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(s~~)~ :::: po(~~('l.o, 0))1 ~::1,1""JJ.f·J f!.,r--::: ',1.""'''; 
and where f~ ~ \ ~ i.. ~ \ 5 \..) are zero for i. '> 3 and f' \. j is zero for ~),. j . 
The values of the elements of the other sub-matrices are irrelevant, 
Thus 
.JV 
W" ct - \ ( cle. t: [V 0 ( (). ~ t ')t. 0 I 0))) o\eJ: [ p., ( ~ ~ ( X 0 I 0))] ) \. 
To extend this to a Lie supergroup ~ containing several charts there 
are two cases to consider (i) ~ is one connected component, (li) C; has 
several components. 
In the first case the answer for real manifolds is to choose the Jacobian 
determinant on the overlapping regions to have value 1. 've can acheive 
this in the case of a Lie supergroup by insiating that 
cAe.\:- [po(~~i-)e;~))J=' on each lA..J.1\ U~ where ~~~ .. ~~) denotes 
the super Jacobian matrix as constructed in section 1.2.5(c) of Chapter 1. 
The weight rUllC tion is then the same in eaoh chart, that is, for eaoh \.Ad.. 
W~J,. ::: W-~ ( (1c.l", e") o£ ) • 
This requirement is different to requiring that the superdeterminant of 
the coordinate change is equal to one. Since suppose the super Jacobian 
matrix is given by 
c 1 ::::. [Ao 
o. 0 
wi th the entries of A. 0 and Do elements of fR and the elements of A. n\ 
Bh) e" and 0" nilpotent. Then our requirement is that 
Whereas requiring the superdeterminant to be one gives 
-l 
cle.t(Ao\rAe.I:-(O.,) =q. 
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Thus the requirements are the sarne if and only if 
In the second case it is clear that each component of a many component 
supergroup is a topological copy of the component cormected to the 
identi ty. So that we just need to use this fact to obtain an integra.l 
over the whole supergroup. 
3.3 Invariant Intesration on Homogeneous Spaces. 
Having obtained an invariant integral on a supergroup we now consider how 
to construct invariant integration on a homogeneous space ~ IH wi th ~I 
H Lie supergroups and H a subgroup of C1. A homogeneous space is 
defined by: 
Darini tion 3.9 
Let ~ be a Lie supergroup and H a Lie sub-supergroup of~. The set 
<J H -::::: {'1 e C, \ '1 =- C)h \ h~ H') is called a left coset of H. These 
cosets then partition C, into a set of mutually disjOint subsets. The 
set of left cosets is then called a left coset space of ~ by H and 
denoted C,/H. 
Suppose in addi tion that the space C; I H inheri ts a topology from the 
projection map iT: c; ----- c../H then the space is called a left homogeneous 
space. 
Right cosets, coset spaces and homogeneous spaces are defined in a 
similar way. 
Here we use the same terminology for coset spaces and homogeneous spaces 
ie. ~ I H 1 since our spaces are assumed to have the inheri ted topology. 
We consider only left homogeneous spaces though everything we say applies 
equally to right homogeneous spaces. 
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We refer to the discussion in Hewitt and Ros~ (44) to see that there are 
three possibilities (i) there is a ~ invariant integral on C./H, 
(li) there is a relativly 4 invariant integral on 4[H or (iii) there 
is a quasi C1 invariant integral on Cd \-\. r.J.'he definition of rela ti vly 
invariant is as follows. 
Definition }.10 
Let C; be a Lie supergroup and H a Lie sub-supergroup of G. '!'hen an 
integral is said to be relativly left invariant on ~ {H if 
(i) 0.$ \rf~("/H)\<oD , 
(ii) J{{ +.f')cJ..(~'H} -= S.f.o\(<;lH\-+ S.f'cl(C,fH) ) 
(iii) J o...f a(<;IH) -= o..Sf <A.(c..IH) 
and ( i v) S C).f J,. ( 4 I H) ::. -"\< (~ ) S of cA. (" I H) 
for all .f)~~E J..\(4IHI \'R.) I g6~ I ~ G(R. 
In a similar way relativly right invariant integrals Can be defined. 
Conditions (i),(ii) and (iii) are self explanatory, but condition (iv) 
requires some comment. Left translations of functions defined on C; I \-\ 
are defined by analogy with those on the group ie. 
'!'he group ao tion on ~ I H is defined by 
-I Ll __ ...... _\ Ll 
Cj ~ en ---~ e,n, 
ie. we carry out the group multiplication as usual, then factor out H. 
Now since ('3<j')F = c)(,}'f) it follows that the function 1<. must satisfy 
~('j'}I) ~ 1«~)'"K('j\) 
and also that ""K (~) C [0 I 00) and that 1< is a continuous funotion of 
Ct (see Hewi tt and Ross (44) ). 
Definition }.ll 
If 1< (5) = I for all <j E; Ct then the integral of Defini tion 3.10 is said 
to be C;-invariant. 
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Both of these cases occur in practice, there are also important cases in 
the theory of Lie groups where the integral is not even relativly 
invarian t (eg. ~l ' Bee II.witt and Ross (44) ,p21) ). 
To cover all possible cases a quasi-invariant integral is defined, this 
and a relativly invariant integral can be taken to act on any spaoe on 
which the group action is defined. (eg. some Hilbert space on which we 
want to represent the supergroup action.) ~be definition of a quasi-
invariant integral is then as follows. 
Definition 3.12 
Let 4 be a Lie supergroup and \-\ a Lie sub-supergroup of ~. Then an 
inteb~al is said to be quasi-invariant if 
(i) 0 ~ \ s-~ d. (c../H )1<' ~ , 
(li) J(.f~-fl) d.(~IH) = J-fd.(C/H) + J.(:'c>..(CdH)) 
(iii) S 0. of. d. ( c.1 H) = 0.. J of d. (C.I H ) 
and (iv) S -f ck(C./H)== 0 implies that S~.fJ.(C{H) = 0 
for all -f'l.f' E .r..' (41 H \ (R) 1 ~ e ~ I 0.. E (Q. 
Tha t is we require the measure defined on ~ I H to be suoh that the 
ac tion of 9 E 4 leaves the null sets of ~ I H invariant. This can always 
be done. In fact if we choose our measure to be a volume form on the 
manifold ~L/'JtL then the null sets are those sets which are of smaller 
dimension than the manifold S,L/'X. L ' The aotion of <; on a subset of 
~/H cru1not change the dimension of that subset so that our chosen volume 
form is a quasi-invariant measure on ~ I H . 
There are two important cases to note. 
(i) If c../ H =. K with K a subgroup of Ct then a C; invaria.nt 
integral exists and can be taken to be the Haar integTal on~. (see 
Hewitt and Ross p206 (441 ). 
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(ii) If ~/H is not a subgroup of C; then the integral on 4/H 
is invariant if the modular functions of ~ and H are the same. Thus 
if C; and H are both unimodular (ie. their left and right invariant 
in tegrals are the same) then < there: is a Co -in varian t in tegral on ~ I H • 
In particular if ~ and Hare semisimple there is a ~-invariant 
in tegral on c..1 H . 
3.4 Examples of Left Invariant Integrals. 
3.4.1 Supergroups Obtained from Lie Groups. 
We consider Lie supergToups constructed as in section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2. 
Let C.(x. I rR ) denote a Lie group and ~bc., E.Ll denote the Lie 
supergroup obtained by extending the domain of the parameters to E LO ' 
Now if W-~(1C.llR) is the weight function of ~(-,<.)EL) the weight 
func tion of <; (1< I E L) is given by Theorem 3.8 as 
W"t; bl, E L.l :.. ( We; ( "><-, (R) ) ..Ai 
, for each L. 
3.4.2 'l'he Supergroup 5PL (pl9..; ELl. 
.... (2 3) 
Recall from Chapter 2 section 2.2.3 that a general element Ul of the 
supergroup can be written 
with 
tAl: [1. 0 1 [ e-Wpr P ',Y,.0 ] [1\' ~,] [I -13] . 
-c.. 1 0 e ~l\ 0 D 0 0 
Deno te the parame ters of the matrix blocks "', B) c.. and 0 by x. ~ e (?> 
elr and 'X.~ respectively. Consider first a parameter from the set {x.o(,}, 
then 
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By similar calculations we obtain 
[J>,-''aB DC -ldB 
-''d1A _ ~ef.> A dt9~D ] 
lA de~ - -CI\-\de~DC. 
- C A-I dB f.> 0 I de 'de 
0 0 
] I -''d'' [ lA ()ecf :::' 
_'de 0 
'Co1f 
",-•• tA _ [ 0 0 ] I '(n(..b - D-' db C. -I dD o -~ c),)<.b "dx 
~.~ ~ [ lp 0 l 0 :[1-
Now applying Theorem 3.8 the weight function of <; = S P L (p I Cf., i Ed is 
given by 
~ :: (I cl e I:- [ { A I ~ ~ 0/. 1 ( ')<. ~ I 0)) tho t: [ { 0 - ~ ~<. ~ 1 hL ~ I 0)] .At 
X de t- [ { -; ~ -t J (0)> 0 ) ) o.e. \: ( { ~ I ~ ~ 0 ] ( ")(. ~ I -x. &0 I 0 )] I) ) 
~ LV" LV 0 LJ c. (I de\:; [ {A \ ~ ~ ~ D ) (x. ~ I ')(. ~ » 0 \J \ ).At 
where we have written VS'A = l~ ~] etc. and the expression {J\-\ t~<:i.} 
means the matrix of coefficients obtained when A-I ~d. is expanded in 
terms of the superalgebra of (>.. etc. 
Clearly we can choose a parametrization such that v..r c =, and W"e. and 
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WS are the weight functions for SL(p'jEIJ and SL('\.', EL.) respectively. 
Now B is an arbitrary rna trix wi th entries from ELI so that we can 
choose its parametrization to be such that B ~~ '= e\.~) for i. ':: \ , 'Z., ' .. I P 
J' - \ '2. "and e·, e. E Then 'dS = e" ie the matrix wi th one - , ,"', \.. t.J L..'. o<9,-.>"'J· 
in the i..l posi tion and zero I s elsewhere. So that 
and 
Therefore 
The weight 
{p;' oB 
<>e .. 
~J 
(A-')" Djf 
(~-').1. \) jf 
(A-').lD.lf 
(1\-')1.1 D.>t 
l A-') 1.l. D j f 
function for S PL (p \ ~', E. L..) can then be written 
JJ 
lJ"SPL(pl~iE,-) = (tVSL(p;lR) W-SL(",IR)) . 
) 
.. .. (25 ) 
The decomposi tion of 5 U* ( P \ 't; Ed and P L ( p , 'l- jEd is identical to 
tha t for S P L ( r I <'p E L') so that the analysis of this sec tion can be 
repeated for these supergroups. The results are 
and 
3.4.3 The Supergroup 0 S P ( t'\ I '2.,.. i E. L ) . 
.... (2 b) 
.... (21) 
The procedure we follow is identical to that of the prvious section. We 
denote the parameters of the matrix blocks A I B J C I 0 J Y and 13. of 
equation (32) of section 2.2.4 of Chapter 2 by xoJ..J ')C.f!./1<.~XS, e'and 
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e~ respectively to obtain [ ,..-. ~" 0 A-I '(;)1\ ~ l ~(.c:L d)C....t lA-\~ .L:::: - ~ t:- A-\ ~ 1\ 01. 0 --:e'=' A-I 'dA ~ (»)(. ~)I: <>xal. 0 0 0 
0 0 -o;e Be d(a'=r' 
ch(.~ 
lA-I ~\.\ - 6-\aB :et:- e-I()B S-\~ (c.oot e~:C) 
";)'x{'!> d~\\ " d")l.~- ·c"l-~ +(-c.'""~"e) e,'=' ~B"r' 
2. C>,)l.~ 
0 0 st:- ~(al:)-\ 
d'"f" 
0 0 0 l -.~ [ 0 0 2E: u () 't== c.)(,"i" ')1- 0 0 0 
_r.B~C)t) b e,~\:: ~~ 
_T;St:-"C)D s(c."*e'="r) 
,C»)C.. -"i B C)C.~ B d)('~ 1:"" 
(-Cot "t\:~)B\:;d\) f,B~t; (-(",,~I:-~)8td\) B (_ c.,",,~I:-~)al::dD -\ aL.\ 1. C))(.b 
lA ~)t.~ = G"l')<. '2. d)c'S. XB(C."*~"'~) 
'2-
et: C)l) s:ct; 
<» .. ~ B~d\}~B d)(. Bl::"lO (e,l:rl d)('~ 
l-\-\;~,= [ C\" 0..\1. 0\ '1 l 01.1. \ 0.. 1.1. " l.. 3 0;. ? \ "~1. 0..33 
with 
) 
) 
) 
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and o.:n = - St: ;~; A ~ -+ at: (';.1: ;~, - ;~~ 1) B ( c. -+ ~ ~i!) ) 
and 
lA-I dU [ ~) 
o 
o 
o 
NO\of,aS for SPL «(>\'}')EL.,l we can use Theorem 3.8 to obtain for 
C\= SOSP (n\'2..r ',E:L.» 
WG-: ('o\4tt-({A-';~ol}(")<'~IO)]de\-[{B-'"t~I.~ 1(.,l.t, 0)] JV 
)( o.e.\: ({ e t ;~I.b &} (X~, x;.O)]c.\e.t [{ P..-' ;'(9"\ B J ("I.~ \)t.~, 0)] , ) ) 
- tS A lAYS (, ch. t;- [{ B t" "t': b s J ( ")<. ~o I )<. ~ I 0)] .N 
)< G\e~ ({ I\-'~~, Bl (->1...Lo, ,)I.~, 0)] \). 
Here LVA is the weight function for SO(njE:d and !"'vet is the weight 
func tion for C, L (f" j E:.l,.). Now if we choose a parametrization for Y such 
that it is parametrized by a different odd parameter at each position we 
can use equation (24) to obtain 
cl.ec [{ A.-I ~~ B 1 (-)(.~ I )to Po Ion 
n r 
... Je\: [A-I ()C."!'o)1 c;h.\:[B()to~)]) 
(" 
= (d.e.\:; [ B (-x..~o ) 1), 
By a similar calculation (noting that Dis symmetric) we find that 
J. 4t t ( { B \:;' ~<. So B 1 ('")(.. ~o I )(. ~ \ 0) 1 
-::(cl.e.\: [S(1<.~o)1{~' 
The weight function can now be written 
.JJ' ( 2. r -\- I) 
W-<;- == W ~ \..J" e, (\ de. \: [ B (,1. ~o )] \) • ····('2.8) 
A parametrization that is often used for BeGL(r,lR) is by a different 
real nwnber at each position, with the constraint that ~e.\::; (6 J '* O. 
-r 
The weight function is then I(cJ..et: (B»)). This parametrization is clearly 
Bui table in this application wi th the additional constraint ~e.t:CB)>,. O. 
The weight function now becomes 
""(r+l) 
lJ<; =- W A (I el.e. t [ B (1L ~ )] I) . . '" ( "l ~ ) 
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3.4.4 The Supergroups B ("', E L \ and S"'("', e: d· 
We recall from section 2.2.5 of Chapter 2 that the supergroups B("iE. L \ 
and e""(,,·, E\..) inheri t the decomposi tion in to subgroups from S P L (" \" ·,E.). 
Determina tiOIl of the weight function follows the same procedure and we 
arrive at (essentially) the same result ie. the weight function depends 
only on the weight function of S L(" " E: \..) or S lAi '(" ., Ed. The weight 
functions are 
~ . ) I:!>(", , E,-
and W '0*<" ., € &.) 
JV 
= (lJ51.(";~)) 
.AI' 
= (tJsu, .... (n·,U\)). 
3.4.5 1'he Super Poincare Group and Superspace. 
In this section we construot the left invariant integral for the covering 
group SL(2,([E L )/S>ST(3,I;El..) of thl3 super Poincare group as given by 
equation (66) of section 2.4 of Chapter 2. We do this by oonstruoting 
the left invariant integrals for 5 L ('2. I a: E L) and 5 T(~) \', Ed and then 
combining the results. 
First consider the supergroup SL(2. )<tE L ). We choose as parametrization 
. . _. 
with :c) = :x) -t- i..'jl I ")<.), 'jJ E:. E LO for j=', '2,3. 
'1'11e inverse 9-1 is then given by 
and a basis of the Lie algebra of S L ('2. ,<r:. Ed (considered as a six 
parameter Lie group) is 
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and 
Now using the prescription given in lJ.'heorem 3.8 and noting that 
and 
l. s i.h '2.'1') we find that 
-'do. 5 ~ :-
d')(..' 
<)_1 ~ '1. ~- o! '2. 
d')(. 
«3-' ~ , = ('1 'l. s~ '2. 'j' - 'X 1. c...O s '2. 'j' ) e'2. 'It. \ ell 
0')(. 
- « ( ")(.. '1. \ 1. _ ( ':) 'l. )1..) (.. 0 So 2. 'j' _ '2.")(.'1. 'j 1. !> i. t"\ '2. 'j' ) e 1. ')t.' 01. '2. 
-+ e. 'l. " .. \ ~ n '2. 'j' ol. 3 - (")<..'1. S i. h 1. 'j I + 'j'to Co 0 s t. 'j' ) (ly><-' 01.. "\0 
- (( ( "c. '1..11. - ( 1.j'1.) '1. } ~ ~ n '2. ':) I -+ '2. ')c. 1. 'j 1. (., 0 s '2. 'j I ) e 1.. ')(. I 01. S 
, 
-+ e'1..")(.. c.os '2.'::)' 01..6 
, 
_ {'j '1. Co 0 S 1.. I.j' -+ ')(.'1. S ~ ,,~ , ) e'l. ',)(. 0( , 
+ ( '2. "c.. '\. '::) 1. C. 0 S '2.. 'j \ -+ ( b<.1. \1. + ( lj 1. ) 1.. )s c:. n'2.lj \ ) e 1. ')(. 'ol.1.. 
1. ')(.\. , 1.. 1. ')(. , 
- e s l. t"\ '2 ':l <::of. ~ + ( 'j 1. S i. n 1. 'j \ -)<.. c. 0 S '2. 'j' ) e ot c\ 
- ('t")(..t..'j1.si..t"\'2.'"j' -\- ((")(.1..)1.+ ('"j1.)1.)c.OS2.l;:ll) e,1..')c.'0I. 5 
\ 
-+ e1.."')t c.oS '2. ~\ c:I.. b . 
Thus using equation (17) we find the weight function of SL('2., (tEL) to 
be 
· .. ·(32) 
Now consider the group 5 i (:, I I ) E L ). Equations (61) and (63) of Chapter 
2 tell us that a representation of hE: ST(:,,"J E L ) is given by 
-~ "col (lreC. )olr I 
o ) 
14 
and equations (63) and(64) tell us that the inverse is 
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+l;. 't.<t(:ec ).1.,..] 
I~ 
Then using the matrix representation of the superalgebra given by 
equation (54) of Chapter 2 we find that 
and 
Thus the weight function is given by 
W"ST (1),'', E'L.) -= ,. ····(33) 
Now using Propositions.28 and 29 of Naohbin (43) we oan see that the 
weight function of the covering group of the super Poincare group is 
equal to the product of the weight function of the super translation 
group S. T (3 I I j E L) and the covering group of the super Lorentz group 
S L ( '2.. , II: E L) if each of the three groups is separately unimodular. 
I L (ST(3,1 jE\..)\ is a connected nilpotent group 80 that it is unimodular. 
(See comments after Proposition 3.6 on p.6? of this Thesis). Proposition 
3.6 tells us that 5 L ('2. I 4: E l.) is unimodular since it is a simple Lie 
supergroup. 'rhe covering group of the super Poincare group is unimodular 
as noted on p.6? of this Thesis. Thus the weight function of the 
covering group of the super Poincare group is given by 
Now superspace is defined to be the homogeneous space 
SIS 0 (3, \ j E L) /5 0 ( '3 ) \ ') E. L \ 
=ST(3,'j E d· 
.... (34) 
. ···(35) 
Since this is itself a group it fits the conditions of special case (i) 
of section 3.3 so that a super Poincare integral on superspace is just 
the Haar integral on superspace itself. 
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2.5 A Critique of AlternativtJ Integration Theories on Supermanifolds and 
of Superforms. 
3.5.1 An Overview. 
fI'he theory we have developed has been based, in a natural way, on the 
E m," topology of L' This is closely analogeous to integration on complex 
manifolds. This gives results very different from the theory normally 
used in the physics literature ie. 
(i) Integration is not the 'inverse' of differentiation (or even the sarne 
as differentiation!). Of course, neither is the Lebesgue integral. 
(ii) The Jacobian used for transformations is that for the components 
("lc.t:' e"! ) , I I ~ 1 J not the 'Super Jacobian or Berezin function. 
(iii) 'l'he result of integration is an element of EL ie~ f:f --.. EL 
for f E.:t' (M , E L.) no t a real number. 
NOst authors who write about supermanifolds accept the Berezin theory of 
integration (25) unchallenged (eg. (15) , (16J , [19) , [30) , C47J and 
(48J ) and many others use the, related, notion of a superform as if it 
possesses the same properties as a differential form on a real manifold 
(eg. (15), (16), t19) and [49) ). We can find only three other 
authors (Rogers [50) , DeWitt (31) and Rabin [51) who have questioned 
the validity of the Berezin integral, and then they have simply tried to 
modify it to conform to their particular criteria. Rabin {511 has done 
little but repeat what has been said by DeWitt (31] • 
At this stage our theory bears little relationship to the theory of 
Berezin (or Rogers or DeWi t t) • 'rhe fac t tha t the Berezin theory can be 
understood in terms of our integration theory must wai t untn Chapter 5 
of Part III. We content ourselves, here, wi th noting' what these other 
authors have done. 
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3.5.2 The Berezin Integral. 
The Berezin integTal was originally defined in the context of path 
integral quantization (25) • It is applicable to 'odd' variables and is 
defined such that 
s I cl9 ::: 0 \ e J eels =\. 
It has passed through several stages of development in its adaptation to 
supermanifolds the latest that we are aware of is given by Leites [23J • 
'!his is formulated in terms of the 'sheaf' definition of a supermanifold. 
" Consider a superdomain which is a region R of nR parametrized by 
[""JAlr ,:: 1,'2., ... 10), a set of generators of a Grassman algebra 
{"~ t.. \ l. ': \ \ 1., ... ILl and the set of functions 
l.. H={f\+(IA~,~~, =.fO(lAoM) -+ ~ .f~("'"}~i. 
L ~~I 
+ ~_ .fi.l("''"'')"!''-''j -+ •.. -\0 ~'1. ••• dlAoJA}!'''\1.'' ... ''Ll) 
~,.) -I 
wi th each of. L j ... <. (lAo"") 6 c. cO ( R). 
A superdomain is denoted by S,,\L and is said to have coordinate system 
(\A, l). A supermanifold is then (roughly speaking) a manifold together 
with a sheaf of oommuting and antioommuting funotions that admits an 
'atlas' consisting of superdomains. Note that the definition used by 
Beredn and his co-workers for di fferen tia tion is such that f E. H is a 
differentiable function. The class of differentiable functions is then 
considerably larger than the one we use. 
The Berezin integral of ~ e H is then defined by 
6 (-L.(L-"-tLn) r f+ ::: (-l\ 'i. J ~\1. ••• l.(vi')J.."v... 
We note that it is the sign factor on the right hand side of this 
expression that has been the subject of the changes in definition 
mentioned above. 
e 
It is easy to see that S ~ H ~ IR. The transformation of coordinate 
factor is given by the superdeterminant of the super Jacobian matrix. 
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It was shown by Rogers [13Jthat a 4~supermanifold can be constructed 
from a sheaf-supermanifold, but unfortunately the Berezin integral cannot 
be transferred to give a notion of measure on a ~~-supermanifold. 
It is clear that Berezin integration is a linear functional defined on H, 
that is similar to a projection map. It is stated in reference (12J that 
invariant integrals can be constructed with the Berezin integral and that 
the result for SPL (p \ ~ ., £1..) (called there lA (? I q.)) is zero. 
The Berezin integal satisfies the requirements of physicists in that it 
can be used to pick out a Lagrangian function for the component fields 
from some quadratic form of a 8uperfield. Provided, of course, one 
chooses the correct quadratic form. 
3.5.3 The DeWitt Scheme of Integration. 
Devli tt [3D defines integration on the even variables as a contour 
integral taken on the 'body' of the supermanifold ie. the normal manifold 
contained within the supermanifold - all DeWitt's manifolds are complex. 
For integration on the odd variables he defines a 'volume' element by 
el"e = ~n(n-'\/2.oI.elcl.e1. •.. ~ef'\ 
and then uses Berezin integration. The most appropriate comment we can 
make on this theory is given in a quote from his book 01] p.lO "Measure 
theoretical notions play no role here. Integration over Ro.. (a: E L ) 
becomes a purely formal procedure, the utility of which rests ultimately 
on the naturalness with which it oan be used to encode certain algebraic 
information". We need say no more. 
3.5.4 The Rogers Scheme of Integration. 
The scheme given by Rogers (50) is a modification of the DeWitt scheme. 
Essentially she notes that by a suitable change of variable one can 
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I f'\ t\ t'V\ 1'\ 
convert certain manifolds over E' L' = E LO >< ELI to manifolds over 
M f' ~ )( E Lt' She then defines integration as for the DeWitt scheme. This 
is claimed to remove inoonsistenoies that appear when trying to integrate 
in different even coordinate systems, effectively by using only one 
speoial coordinate system and a restrioted olass of manifold. 
3.5.5 Differential forms on Supermanifolds. 
As mentioned in section 3.5.1 many authors make use of differential forms 
on supermanifolds as if they were precise analogues of differential forms 
on real manifolds. These were originally proposed by Berezin [52) in 
order to oonstruct his theory of integration by analogy with the theory 
for real manifolds. All other authors seem to follow this without 
question. 
Here we consider only I-forms on an (m In) dimensional manifold M. A 
I-form on ~ is then defined as a map 
<p : DleM\ ~ C;cP(t'\) 
and it is assumed that q, E. 0, (M) the dual space to D'{M}. Thus at any 
poin t P Eo M we require that 
4> : Tp (M) -to- EL 
and cl>p ET~(M) the dual spaoe to Tr(M), But Tp(M) is isomorphic 
to Tp('Jn L) the tangent space to the equivalent manifold 1Yl.l so that we 
would expect T;(M) to be isomorphic to Tr(1Y\.l). Then we must have 
and therefore 
CPr ~ DI(M\ ~ R(M} 
the set of real valued functions on ~, which (appart from the constant 
functions) are not differentiable. Thus the definition above is 
inadequate and needs to be modified in some way. We do not pursue this 
since we have no need to use differential forms in this Thesis. 
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CHAPTER 4 
UNITARY IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF LIE SUPERGROUPS. 
88 
4.1 Preliminary Discussion. 
In the previous chapter we were able to obtain a theory of integration on 
superspace and Lie supermanifolds by considering integration to be 
equivalent to that on the real vector space underlying a supermanifold. 
With this theory\we were able to obtain expressions for the weight 
functions of several important Lie supergroups. 
In this chapter we are going to study the unitary irreducible 
representations of Lie supergroups. We will do this by constructing the 
unitary irreducible representations for the equivalent Lie group. 
'rhe method we are going to use is the theory of induced representations. 
This concept was discovered by Frobenius (53) over eighty years ago in 
his study of finite groups and used by Wigner(54] to construct the uni tary 
irreducible representations of the Poincare group. Inducing was revealed 
as an indispensible tool for constructing representations of non compact 
groups by the work of Mackay [55). It has even been suggested that it 
is the only method that has been used so far to obtain non-trivial 
representations of such gTOUpS [56). We are able to use this theory 
because the equivalent Lie group can be expressed as a sequence of semi-
direct products each of which contributes representations (see section 2). 
Firs tly we need to define "/ha t we mean by a uni tary representa Hon of a 
group s,_. We suppose that we have a Hilbert space c;}{ with scalar 
product ')(.'!:J for ")c. / '1 e 2t and that the action of the group elements on 
this Hilbert space is by operators U(<;)),9 6 CJ- such that 
( LA. (:l ) ~ ) . (u. ( CJ ) ")c.) = 'j . 1C. .... ( I) 
Now consider an arbitrary group <;r, and the set of complex valued square 
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integrable functions on <a-1l.'Z..C<a, ,<1:). This set does not form a Hilbert 
space but if we define the set of functions!!. = {.f €. /...t..(~ I Cl:)1 
S.(.'+-l\(~r(ca.) '= oj, then the set d{(Sl) =.L'2.(Sl,d::)/e is a Hilbert space. 
Now the group action on of E 'JHS) is given by Definition 3.4 of Chapter 3 
as <)+(1)'\ ': +(~-I'3I) for ~I<jl E S then f('3-'C)') € 'J.«(~) and equation (1) 
is satisfied. ']'his then gives the archetype of a unitary representation. 
Thus the existence of a Haar integral on S. guarantees the existence of 
unitary representations. 
Consider now a locally compact (but not compact) abelian group C;, which 
is then isomorphic to {R'" for some n, and consider the set of functions 
-;)t (S \ as defined above. This forms what is known as the regular 
representation of <;. 
But all of the irreducible representations of an abelian group are one 
dimensional, so that we would expect X(Cj) to decompose into a sum of one 
dimensional subspaces. This does in fact happen and a oonvenient basis 
for these one dimensional subspaces is given by the characters of ~ 
defined as follows. 
Defini tion 4.1 
(a) A character of an arbitrary locally compact group ~ is a oontinuous 
func ti on X ~ ~ -+- iC suoh that 
\-X:(<j)l= I 
and for each ~ I Cj' EO <j.. 
(b) If ~ is in addition an abelian group isomorphic to ~n then for 
x :::. (x I J ')c. ~ ••• J .,Cot') E: SJ. and each p E IR n the func tion 
Xp=expi..p.x ····(2} 
is a charac ter of ~. rI'he set {p} 9r rR n is called the dual group of 1-
" and denoted by ~. 
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Now each x: p is no t an elemen t 0 f ,t', (Ca- I CL \ since 
J "~ "",-lk I - Je'-P·"t. -"p . .,c. I _....r.. I'- P ,.... r CI\'X - e CA.'X. - .,..... 
Bu t we can wri te any f E J.. 7...( <a- \ <I: ) in the form 
-f(x) = J <j(p) e.c.p.'X. ckr 
wi th ~ (pl = J (! ex.) e-~p·x cA.?<. • 
····(3) 
····(4 ) 
'rhat is eaoh element of the regular representation can be expressed as an 
integral that can be thought of as a weighted sum of the irreducible 
representations. This is oalled a direot integral decomposition. If we 
had chosen to consider a compac t abelian group then p" { 0 I :t ~ I ~ I , ... 1 
and 0 ~ xl" < 2. n so that J'Xr"Xp cA,C. = '2.'\\ and we would instead have 
had a decomposition into a direct swn of irreducible representations. 
This decomposition into irreducible representations given by the 
characters is not unique) for instance we can alter the characters by 
adding any element of the set e. without changing the substance of what 
we say. But)whatever we do) the representations remain equivalent to the 
one we have constructed. 'Ibis then typifies a Type I representation. 
'l'here are other types of representation called Type II and Type III that 
do not possess this property. .I!'ortunately groups wi th 'rype II and. III 
representations do not seem to ocour in particle physics. Examples do 
exist in other branches of physics ego the 'magnetic translation group' 
which has Type II representations and has been discussed by Brown [57) 
and Zak (58) • 
'Ille following classes of Lie group possess only Type I representations 
(1) compact, (2) locally compact abelian, (3) semisimple, (4) nilpotent, 
(5) Eucidean group and (6) Poincare group. 
M,n Now E L is a locally compact Lie supergroup and is topologically 
.N(M~I'\) 
isomorphic to ~ , so that the above argwnents apply. If we 
recall the definition of inner product as given in section 1.2.1 of 
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E ....... ,n Chapter 1 we can see that the characters of the supergroup ~ = L 
can be labeled by (P, cf» € E ~,(\ and wri tten 
X (p, q,) ::: e:x.p t (P, 4». (x, e) for b(., e) E.~. 
These characters then serve as a basis for the one (complex not Grassman) 
E I'Y\ I (\ dimensional represen ta tions of the supergroup L and any complex 
E ",",,(\ valued function f on L can be wri tten as 
f(x,e) = S~r ~t"\cI>{5(PICP) e;'r·"('e.~P·cf> 1, ·· .. (6) 
for some fUllc tion g" E ~' n --.. a:: . 
Of course a function taking values in d:. E L must be wri tten as a sum of 
integrals of this type. So that if of': E'2'''-. <t£1... with component 
r' .L"I'V'\'(\.r IE"""" IC' func ti ons .,. !l: i. . t:. L ~ u. and f £j : L -fiooo "- then 
for some choice of· the functions ge. and 5.p.) which can be determined 
-I. -J 
from the inverse Fourier transforms 
and 
.... (81 
.... ('1) 
Equations (6), (7), (8) and (9) give us the foundations of the theory of 
Fourier analysis on superspace, which we do not pursue. 
4.2 Non Abelian Lie Supergroups. 
Consider any (m \") dimensional Lie supergroup 4 with Lie superalgebra 
generators {~, ~'\)}. The equivalent Lie group c;.A then has generators 
~-, ~-\ { ~ i.. 01.1-'" I f j f>'V} ) \. :::. 0 \ \ I ••• I '2..: -", j = , I '2.. \ .. , ) 2. and the 
equivalent Lie group S-A"" I has generators [Ili. d r I !;I\-'t,'fj ~ I :fjP'\lI'A'H~~P",J. 
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The additional generators in the step A-'ii>A+\ ie. [t",,,,,,f~o(f"J~A-+I~L.(3"\1} 
form the basis of an abelian Lie algebra 80 that the coset space ~~~I'~A 
is an abelian subgroup of ~ 1\"" \ and we have the deoompoai tion 
Here the symbol ® signifies semidireot product and we adopt the 
convention that H@K satisfies 1-\ H CHI KK C K and H K C K . 
.... (\ 0) 
Clearly then we can construct S L for any L as a sequence of semidirect 
products as follows 
~ L :: « ... ( ... « ~ 0 ® S J So) (ID S 'L' 'a I • • • )® Ii A-t I / SA )® ... )® a L / Si L- I )~ (" \ 
wi th <Jo the Lie group wi th genera tors (~o ott'1. 
Now consider any group ~ that admits the semidirect product structure 
Ca. = 1f®n. with n an abelian subgroup of~. Let ~h(n) denote the 
au tomorphism of n. by :H. given by 
o..h(n\ = hrd ... -') 
for each n E: 'Tt and fixed heX. 
A 
For each ~ € n we define the transform of the character X~ by h as 
X''j(I'\)h = 'X'!j(h .... h- I ) :::0 X~.(n)) · .. ·(13) 
and define the orbi t of X ~ to be the set 
{X~h I ,-,e X). 
'1'he 6TOUP 
xx~ :::: ('jE :H) X~" = X~} 
is called the s tabili ty group of X:::t. 
····('4) 
With these definitions we can state the two main theorems on induced 
representations that we will be using. These are as given by Mackey(551. 
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rl'heorem 4.2 
"-}l'or each x:~, '::.J E.n choose an irreducible representation lJ.;}( of ::Kx A::~ ~ 
and consider the subgroup S'j -= }{"X~C5J)n consisting of all hn. E J-{®11 
with h E. }(x~. Then ~s~ =~)-{ X~(,,) is an irreducible 
'X~ 
representation of S!:j and the induced representation (~S~ )t~ is an 
irreducible representation of ~. 
If )C ~ and X!j' lie in the same orbit then every (~){ X!j(I'\\)1'<J. is 
X:;, 
equivalent to some (A){X~,X~'("l)l"S.. Thus it suffices to choose just 
one )::!;J from each orbi t. 
Let C be the set of characters which includes just one member of each 
orbi t. Then as X~ varies over C and l::::. varies over the set of 
irreducible representations of){)C the irreducible representations 
!j 
(ll X'j )'i'<a are mutually inequivalent. 
Theorem 4.3 
Suppose it is possible to choose the set C of X!j such that C is a Borel 
set. 'Ulen every irreducible representation of S is equivalent to some 
Since the representations we are discussing here are on a Hilbert space 
we can replace 'irreducible representation' by 'unitary irreducible 
representation' in the statement of these theorems. 
Now consider equation ell) in the light of these theorems. We have the 
following results. 
Theorem 4.4 
Let ~ be a linear Lie supergroup. Then given a value for L we can 
proceed through the sequence S 0 ~ <j, ---;:. ~h ~ ... S l and obtain all 
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the uni tary irreducible representations of S L provided we can ascertain 
the represen ta tions of So' 
Proof 
Suppose we have all the uni tary irreducible representations of ~o. The 
stabHi ty group for each character of ~,I <ao is a subgroup of ~o for 
which we can obtain all the unitary representations by restricting the 
domain of the represen ta tions of ca o' Then using Theorem 4.2 we can 
obtain all the representations of ~I' We oan repeat this procedure for 
each f\ '::": 2 \ 3 I ... I L • 
Now since CaL is a linear Lie supergroup the orbit of an element 9 of 
ea,,-+, lea" is a closed subset of SlA .... ,/'iJA and every element of cafl..-'tI/S{l. 
lies in one and only one such orbit. 1he set C is obtained by choosing 
one element from each of these olosed subsets and must clearly be a Borel 
set. 
We thus satisfy the requirements of Theorem 4.3 this completes the proof. 
'lheorem 4. 5 
If So has only Type I representations then C; has only l'ype I 
representations. 
Proof 
If ~o has only Type I representations then every subgroup of ~o has 
only rry-pe I represen ta tions, since if a subgroup of ~ 0 had Type II or 
Type III representations it would induce to give Type II or 'ry-pe III 
representations for ~o. Now the stability group of n E 'd, I~o is one 
of these subgroups so that ~I has only Type I representations. rrhen 
proceding through the sequenoe A':= 2. , '3 I .•. I L we Can see tha t ~ Can 
only have Type I representations. 
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Theorem 4.6 
At each step caA~'3A-+1 the stability group of the character 
')t-== e,c.p i..(OIO,.·· ).(->c..,e) ie. X:::. \ for all ~ e. caA"",Ic;,p.. is SA 
so that we retain all the representations so far obtained. If we denote 
the uni tary irreducible represen ta tions of ~ A by R (<a/l>.) then 
R(tJIJ J R('jL-I)",)'" )R(caA~I)) R(l3A)) '" ') R(cao). 
Proof 
This is &1 immediate consequence of Theorem 4.4. 
1hus it is clear that to obtain all the representations of a linear Lie 
supergroup we construct the representations obtained in each step 
<31' -4;. ~/\-t I for A:: 0, \, ... I L. To construct the representations at 
each 8 tep we need to determine the set C and the s tabili ty group for 
,..., 
each ~ ell. In practice we cannot do this in two seperate steps. 
11'his analysis then tells us which represen ta tions we need to induce to 
representations of ~L' To carry out the induction process we need a 
further theorem. For this we refer to Cornwell t39) Chapter 5 section 1 
from which we obtain the following theorem (rewritten in our notation). 
'.theorem 4.1 
Let V6, be a carrier space for the representation t::.. of S!:) ~ X"X.~ 11. 
and let ~o.(5) be a set of operators defined for all s e.S!::J to act on 
VI), in such a way that 
.... (\6) 
where \}') 0/'2. I .... J '-\' ct are a basis for VD..' Let V be the vector space 
of all mappings cp(S'I) into V6.)of right coaets 5't., 5'11..,'" of ca. 
with respect to s. For each 9 e <a define the operator £2(9) by 
~(~)4>(S'\I<} = ~A('Yk~';') cI>(S'TjL ·"(11) 
where cp e V and Ij is the coset representative such that 
.... (\s) 
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Then 
(a) for any <), ';j' E. ~ 
!i(~r:l') =: ~(r:l':i(':)') 
and 
(b) there exists a basis ..J..kl.. of V (k=\ 2 ". m'/:"-=\ '2.. '" c:l) 
'f' \. I , J' I, J 
such that for all ~ €. ~ and j =. 'J 2. J ••• m j r'::::. I, '2.. J ••• J cl. 
~ (':}\ cPjr = r(<:;))kt:,jr <Pkt: .... (2.0) 
where r is the induced representation of ca defined in equation (17). 
Thus V is a carrier space for the induced representation r of ca and 
the ~ (<3) are the oorres ponding a pera tors ac ting on V. 
'" Now suppose we choose )C as a representative character for a given orbit 
then the set of charaoters in this orbit are given by 
Eu t 9 admi ts the decomposi tion 9 ':: 5 'i.. for some coset 1" i.. and S E: 5 ~ , 
/' A 
Tha t is X. = X 5 'Ii ::: X Ii, and this relationship rous t be one: one so that 
we can put 
and label the cosets by our representative character and the characters 
in the corresponding orbit. Thus equation (17) can be rewritten as 
~(~, p (S'Y(X, xl) = ~A.("r(X,-Q)~'i(X,-Q))<p(s"r(x,QL·(n) 
NO'r{ equa.tion (18) imposes the condition tha.t 
.(X I~) 'j ,,-C-x', xl € s ) 
so that 
Thus 
I 
'l'here fore X rous t satisfy 
.... ('23) 
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or x ':: XI~_I. 
Also since the coset representatives are labeled by X we can put 
Equation (22) can now be written 
¥(,:))4>(X) =~ld'Y(XIt;f'.X)~'1(XII-Q})4>(-X:~). ,.j. (25) 
Now define if 'X:; Xl 
.... (2 6) 
otherwise. 
So that 
I 
if X ="" CJ 
otherwise) 
and 
[
'V if Xl: X~ 
cP ")(. i ,,('X <;) \ := ... 
I 0 otherwise. 
.. .. (28) 
If we consider the ac tion of ~ (9) on these mappings we have, from 
equation (22) using equation (28) 
A ... \ I " 
!2(Cj) cp'>' ..... (X) = ~l). ("r (1"<) I X) ~ 'I( X I')L n 4>~"f\ (X~) 
=. {~("Y (')lIe;) I Q) tj "f'(')C'. X}) m ... ~n"\ i..f ~ I:: X. 
o otherwise I 
:; ~ ('Y (x',:)-' J -Q) 5 "f"'( X ~ X) )rY\ ... <p')CI<)_\ "'" (X) ;"'{2 4) 
where we have used equation (27). Equation (29) then satisfies condition 
(b) of 'l'heorem 4.3 so that the mappings defined by equation (26) are 
indeed a basis of the induced representation. We can delete the argwnent 
X of the mappings and replace X' by X to obtain 
A -I /'0 
!I?(';3)<PX n == ~("r(X«l_IIX)~"r(')lI1'nJ'V'\P'\ CP-v -'.-' 
1 ~~ ,'" 
· .. ·(30) 
Now the characters X are in one to one correspondence to the elements 
A 
~ En so that the above equation could equally well have been wri tten in 
terms of ~. In fact this is the most convenient way to express equation 
(30) • A '1'0 do this we first have to determine how the group :H acts on n 
in some convenient way. In our case n =. <a.A.-+,/S A and :K ';: caA: Let 
9" Eo 1\ and 9 E SA.' Now since n. is abelian all its elements can be 
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written in the form 
.9,,= 1-+ cJ..rxP- -T f?>""e"") .... (3\) 
wi th .... v...J ")c./A = XI .. ";""! j fA"'"' and e = e L ~\. ~A+' • 
'TI1e action of the automorphism Cl\h(n) of equation (12) is 
== 9~n'3-\ 
then given 
by 
:: Cj (I + cJ.fA ')tJ.A -+ f''V ef") 5-\ 
= 1 ... '3 ( al , ~)", [: L'.I-' 
= I ... ~ ("', ~)0.'3-' r: L 
.... (32) 
Now using the defini tion of Ad (9) given by equation (8) of Chapter 2 
we have 
Now the characters of n = S,A+1/CaA are given by 
X('j,tP)(<<;l,,\ -= e:><-p t{('j,cp).(')(.,e)} 
and combining equation (13) with equation (33) we have 
X <",,,,, ('3") ':l = eo<p .. [( ':l, .p \. ( A'/'(~ )4", [: 1..11 ) 
.... (33) 
::. e.Kf> i. f «lj, 4»'(' (f\c\.(C;))).(,0..)' (")(., e)}. ····(34) 
That is we can view the automorphism 0. 9 in three equivalent ways 
.... (35) 
t 
where (x. Ie) parametrize n, 
(ii) Cl..c:} : ('j, cj» (., -t;.. ('j, q, 10.. (Ad. (Cj }}0..1> 
" where (~I <1') parametrize n 
or (iii) a. : X --. X 9 (~Ic$>\ H!:lI <!»~cl(9\)' 
A 
'l'hus rewritting equation (30) in terms of (!j, cpl the parameters of n 
we obtain 
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Here (9, <P 1 are the parameters corresponding to the choice of a 
~ " ~ 6 
character )( in a given orbit and we have written ~'j, I X and 
..... A ~ Ij I i:I>, ~>( 
to indicate the dependence of the representation on the choice 
of irreducible representation of XX" ~. 
t1,"t' 
We note that equation (34) above defines the orbit of a character and can 
also be used to obtain the stability group but in practice it is easier 
to make use of the Lie algebra of <jA acting on the Lie algebra of 
<;'A+l/eaA for this step. To see this we observe that there is a one to 
one correspondence between the elements of the Lie algebra of Sp..~, llaA. 
A 
and the elemen ts 0 f Tt:) so tha t requiring that h is an el amen t of the 
stability group of an element (lj,4» is equivalent to demanding' that h 
leaves invariant the corresponding element of the Lie algebra of SA-t/SA' 
Now h must lie in some one parameter subgroup of 'JA so that we can put 
h:=. e.,c p (.\, '1f I 0.. Em.. I 1l E t... ( £3 A) • Then our requiremen t becomes 
h S hi = 6 
where b is in the Lie algebra element corresponding to the character ie. 
exp (0..1f) S, exp (- 0\ '11') = s 
(l ~ 0.. --0 -+1. 0..'1. ($'l..-+ ••• ) & (l - 0..(( +1 o..'Ltf'l..-+ ••• ) - CO 
- b 
so that we require 
4.3 'The Unitary Irreducible Representations of S = SlSOo('?>, \; E.J. 
4.3.1 Preliminaries. 
In this section we will construct some of the unitary ix'reducible 
representations of the covering group of the proper orthochronous super 
Poincare group. Extension to the homogeneous super Poincare group can be 
carried out by introducing unitary operators corresponding to P, T and PT. 
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A review of the super Poincare groups in any number of dimensions was 
presen ted in sec tion 2.4 of Chapter 2, here we put d. .... 4 and t:: ":: ,. lJ'he 
Dirao matrices then beoome the four dimensional ones as specified in the 
appendix. 
We are looking for representations that we can assooiate with the well 
known representations of the Lie superalgebra s t so (3, , ., Ed as 
originally described by Salam and Strathdee tel. These are known to be 
labeled by a 'superspin' index j = 0J~' \,'" and a 'mass parameter' M. 
We deal with these representations in Part II of this Thesis in some 
detail. These representations consist of the direct sum of four Poincare 
type representations (except for j= 0 which has only three such 
representations) with spins of j, j+~, j -\' j (the j -~ representation 
does not exist for j = 0) together with the supersymmetry generators 
which link the representations. 
We will show)by a series of examples I that the unitary irreducible 
representations we can construct act on state vectors which have at most 
one index that we can associate with spin and that this is such that an 
irreducible representation aots on state vectors with a single fixed spin. 
The connection between the representations we construct here and the 
Salam-Strathdee representations is the subject of Part III of this rr.hesis. 
We consider group elements of the form 9 -= c.f\' t' "c) for 9 E caL 
parame trized by "tal.. E.. E. L.' , t::J.. :. ','2. , '?> ,4 for the supertransla tions, 
t c:r e E Lo I 0" =- \ 1'2.. I'?, ,4 for the translations and for the Loren tz 
trans forma tions we parametrize by ~ fA v j JA i" -= , I 2. , ~, 4- j r- '*"\) and 
!:jt-'''': _'jvt' E..EL.o so that there are six independent parameters which 
we take to correspond to the Lie algebra genera tors L f'''' ie. 
1\ -:::::. e;x p (':JI""Lr " ). We will need to wri te the parameters of f\ as a 
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vector in which case we choose them to be ordered as 
.... (3~) 
We also use another order but this is best specified later. 
The elements of SA.~I I~A =n are then parametrized by 
{~f:(A"H)£j~A+' ) t:jl\(A"'I\!)gA"+I \ "(.1"(A"+I\ i\..~A"I} ····(40) 
A-\ 
wi th ~t a basis of E#l.o sO that \. =. 0, I) ... 12. -, and fj a basis 
11-- , 
of E ltd so that j = \ , '2..) •.• J 2.: • 
A 
Correspondingly the elements of 11. are in one to one correspondence to 
the vector 
= ( (, :'I\(A·H) k j"(A~I) .J. ~"(A04.'» rv ) ~ I ~~ , 
wi th f" I v I "'", cJ.. J j I:" taking the values specified above. The 
characters of 1\ are then given by 
.••. (C\ , ) 
The action of a group element 9 E. SlA. on a character is then specified 
by equation (37) to be 
-x ( "') 9 - X ····(43) t,KI'" - ((<.,k.4»A"-<',:)l) 
with Ad.(9) given by equation (74) of Chapter 2. ~/e note that the 
" 'translation' element of n is often denoted by p (we do in Parts II and 
III .) this corresponds to the Hermitian genera tor of the Poincare group 
Pcr::~K",", 
It 1.S related to our parameter k by 
"'-
The action of 9 = [1\' t: \ "1::.) E. SA on n is given by 
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(e I k, q,) (V .... TLq M (1\\ " '2.Tr(l\\ 
[ 
AcHI\\ 0 0] 
u. Acl. ( 1\ ) 0 r ( 1\ \ 
.... (46) 
== (!AJ.(I\\ +k(V .... TU\M(I\) + 4>UA",,(l\\l p", 4>r(J\) +'2.pTr(l\\) 
with the matrices V,Tand Uspecified by equations (75), (63) and (76) 
respectively of Chapter 2. The representation r(l\) is given by 
0\ l" 
",,[ r I~(J\-I) 0 ] 
r(I') -= S !. 0 -I.,.t: (5-1)*) ·····(41) 
or'l.l (1\1 
1 ""( t1 M)t: 
-::: e'Xp "i. 'jf" )( r Yv 
wi th the similari ty transformation S defined by equation (36) of the 
Appendix and the Dirac matrices being those defined by equation (35) of 
the appendix. 
The matrix AJ.(f\) is equivalent to the representation [rOII(I\) 0 ] 
o rIIO(I\}' 
It is convenient to have an explicit representation in this decomposed 
form and to have the corresponding charaoters for this decomposition. \tie 
find that a suitable matrix representation of o..d. (LJAv) is given by 
0 0 0 0 0 
-I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
o.d. (LI'2. \ = 0 0 0 o..J.( L 13):: 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 ) 
0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 0 -I 0 
0 0 -I 0 0 t 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o..d.(L·n)= 0 0 o..d.(LI4)= -\. 0 0 0 0 -I 0 0 -I. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 I. 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -4- 0 
0 0 I- 0 . 0 0 0 I. 
o..d.(L'2.4) -= 0 -I. 0 o.~(L34 ):: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '- O· 0 0 0 -I. 0 -I. 0 0 
0 i. 0 0 0 0 
····(48) 
Corresponding to this representation the vector ( takes the form 
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( ~ ( i I ~ .. l. i 1. <:\ \ I ~ ( (u- l. (, 4 ) I -h ( -( I 'l.. - L {104 \ I ~~ ( (11, - c: ("t.q) , 
i~ (l1. '3 ~ '-('4) ~(in -+ U:yt)) 
..... (49) 
4·3·2 'l'he Represen ta tions of S, L Ob tained from the Represen ta tiona of 
Slo'= SlSOo(3,';Eo ) = ISOo ('?>,' ·,lR). 
The represen ta tions of '30 are the well known represen ta tions of the 
Poincare group. In our terminology we consider elements of the form 
c (\ \ t I 0") which admi t the semidirec t produc t decomposi tion 
(.J\lt 10):::: (I \t:: \ 0)(1\1010). ..... ( SO) 
t 11.'" th f k O -- ( kO, ' I< ~ I k~ I k~) and the The elemen s of are e our vector • ~ • 
A 
ac tiol} of " on the elemen ts of n is given by 
'0 0 ( ) k..., = kr 1\ 1"",,0 ..... ( S \) 
The ac tion of " on kO leaves invariant the quadratic form 
_ (k : \7. _ ( k C;) 7. _ (k;) 1. -+ ( k: { :: (~ c ) ~ 
where we have wri t ten the cons tan t on the righ t hand side in its standard 
form with M being the 'mass', c the veloci ty of ligh t and '" Plank's 
constant. 
We are able to see that there are six distinct types of orbit, for which 
the set of representative characters forms a Borel set so that we obtain 
every representation. These are: 
(i) 'l'he orbit consists of four vectors kO for 
A convenient choice of representative is ~o = 
1-
which (~C) > 0 
,A ° ) (0, 0 , 0 I "'4 . 
s tab!li ty group is isomorphic to a covering group of SO (3'J lR) which 
has finite dimensional unitary representations labeled by j,::; 0, ~, I J •• ", 
'lhe labels M J j thus serve to label all these represcn ta tions. The 
vectors of the carrier space of these representations are interpreted as 
being particles of mass M and spin j. 
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?. (ii) The orbit consists of four vectors k O for which (~c) > 0 and 
k~ < o. A convenient choice of representative is k O = (0,0,0, 'k: L 
1'11e s tabili ty group is again isomorphic to a oovering group of SO (3,1R). 
lfue represen ta tions are labeled by M) j but we require M to be 
negative. The particles corresponding to these representations are thus 
considered to be 'non physical'. 
'2. (iii) The orbit consis ts of four vec tors k 0 for which (M;) < 0. A 
/">0 A ) 
convenient choice of representative character is I<. = (k, ') 0) ° J 0 . 
The s tabili ty group is isomorphic to a covering group of SO ('2.. I' ) lR). 
'2. 
The condi tion (M;) < 0 implies that M is imaginary so that these 
representations are again considered to be 'non physical'. 
(iv) The orbit consists of four vectors kO for which (M1;C.)~ 0 but 
o "'0 ( 1'01'0) k4 > 0 for which a convenient choice of representative is k ::: 0,0, k4,k4 . 
The stability group in this case is isomorphic to a covering group of 
SO('2 " IR)® T('2., IR). If we induce up from some representation of T(Z,IR) 
we obtain representations that are infinite dimensional and labeled by 
two real numbers (apart from the 'mass' which has been set to zero). 
'l'hese representations are again discarded as 'non physical!. The unitary 
represen ta tions of SO ('2. , (R) are all one dimensional and are labeled by 
'-0 4.L -+\ .•. 
1\- ,-'2..'- I . After inducing to represen ta tions of So they are 
still one dimensional and are interpreted as massless particles of spin A. 
'2. (v) The orbit consists of four vectors kO for which (M:) '= 0 but 
The analysis is the same as for case (iv) but these representations are 
for particles of negative momentum, SO are discarded on physical grounds. 
o (vi) The orbit consists of the four vector k = (0,0, 0, 0). The 
resulting representations are then induced from the infinite dimensional 
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uni tary representations of SOO(~I \ ; (R). These are interpreted as 
representing space-time symmetries and not particles) since any resulting 
particle would have zero mass and zero momentum. We note that these 
representations require two half - integer labels corresponding to the 
two Casimir operators of 500 (3, \', lR). 
We note that the representations above that are of physical interest 
«i) and (iv», in that they serve to provide representations of physioal 
particles, can be labeled by a nwnber that takes half-integer values (j 
or >-.) and a real positive number (M). These labels are insufficient to 
classify all of the representations. 'ilie same is true if we try to 
classify the representations above by the eigenvalues of the two 
1. 1.. .... "V independent Casimir operators K = 1\ Kr K"\I~' - and 
W? =-1;"-.4 ~ol.\!, £o£>-rE.L>-r Kf. E.f'ttt~~L~~ \<5 of the Poinoare group. 
In Parts II and III of this Thesis we make use of the representations of 
massive particles as described in (i) above. We quote the result as 
° gi ven by Cornwell (391 in terms of the four vee tor k tha t we are using' 
here and also in terms of the alternative four vector pO, 
~o Ao' ~k ,j(tl\I I::-IOJ\ CPk:M == ~PIJ([I\If:1 OJ) cPp~m 
= e1('p i.{(ko/\-'}ol t~l Dl([B(kol\-\-k°)'I\B(kO,kO)IOIOJ)Jn'M <P,fl\-', ",,;"(53) 
. -I 
: Q.1<-p-t.f(l\ro).,( t;~J Dl([B(l\ro, po) J\a(I'°,po),otOJt~,W\ cf>A po''''''':''(S4r 
Here DJ is the (2j-H)X(2j-H) dimensional representation of SU(2.) 
( ° "'0) the covering group of SO (:; i IR). 'ilie coset representative B k) k is 
( 
0 "'<» 
the inverse of the coset representative .. k I k and is known as the 
..... ko l~ 
'Lorentz boost' from to K. This may be chosen so that 
8(k O kO) ~ s + (k>''';'d (C-o~h e -I) 1 .for AIM == I, '2. 13 ')"(S5 ... ) I >'J't ¥ ll<0ri I -
B(kO 1.;0) ::; B(k01k°)'", ::: (k>') 'Eo~l'\h e ) for )..::: I, '2 I ~ • .. ·(55<.) 
I A4 .,.", \ \<:.0\ 
and ( 0 '" 0) r. B \( I k "\"\ == c.o .. ho .... (SSe) 
'1. '1. 't .!. Ikol 0'1. 01..)\ 
with \ k 0 I ::: « k ~) -T ( k;' ) -+ ( k;) ) l. I S ~ 1"\ l... e ::: G.Y\ cl C. 0 $ k e ::: (lie I -I- (1<'4) • 1<'4 'k0 
"1 
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We also note that (k°{\~\)cl =l{\kO)cI.. = ~(l\?O)ot)this was used to obtain 
equa tion (56). 
Now \ole want to construct a representation of ~L from any representation 
of So' Consider first inducing to a representation of Sl, = So®S./cao 
we choose the character of fa./Cao defined by q;\ = (0.0,0,0) and the 
representation of cao given by (say) ~So«(/\\t;IO]). 'l'he orbit consists 
of a single element and the coset representative is thus '1( <t>\ $'} ::. I 
so that the operators of the induced representation are given by 
'rhis argument can be repeated at each step of the sequence 
so that the operators ~S.L([1\1 t: \"e)) of a representation of SL obtained 
by inducing from a repI.'esentation 9?So(c.I\\ 1.:, 0)) of cao are given by 
S?3L(["\ I.: l'"'t:l) = ~~o(["'t;\O)}, ····(56) 
A consequence of this is that any operator corresponding to a group 
transformation of SL/cao leaves the state vectors unchanged. Thus the 
eigenvalues of the operators ~i..K<T I ~LLI"" and fj Q.ot for i..-:::I,1.,·'·,""-I 
and j = , l 1.. I ... ,..}\f' are zero. In particular for the represen ta tion given 
by equation (56) we have 
and .(? or \ =, '2. ... .JV 
.J J J I 
for each (j" I r ) v I d.. -::. I, '2. I ~ I 4 • 
4.3-3 The Representations Obtained in the step So ------ <3,' 
A basis of the Lie algebra of £Jo is 
.... (15 1) 
· .. ·(sa) 
.... (5,\ 1 
{ ., l ~ I< 1 .... (60) ~o }-'v,:o cr 
and a basis of the Lie algebra of ~,/5o is 
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.... (61) 
The action of the Lie algebra of ~o on the Lie algebra of SH / So is 
given by 
(~oLfA"'l ~, Qol1 = - f, -i (eJ)A "1('\1 )olf> Q ~ .... (6'2) 
and (SoK(I) ~, Q. at 1 = o. .. , ·(6~) 
We can deduce immediately that the translation subgroup generated by 
{~OKD") is part of the stability group for any character of Ci,ICao' Now 
consider equation (6Z) with ~=,. Using the Majorana representation of 
the Dirac matrices given by equation (35) of the appendix we find 
and 
Thus 
and 
( ~o LI'2.. I~I Q, J = -~ €:, Q", 
(~o L\,~ ) !:.,Q,l = .!.. Q z. g" t 
(~() L'4 ) t, Q,) :. 1:!;, ~ 
[~oL~~I~,Q,1 :: -1: !; \ Q~ 
[ to 0 L 2.<1\ I ~,Q,) , = l.f:,Q\ 
[to L 3"\) ~\ Q,1 = --\.~, Q~ . 
tl~oln. + t;o L,.q) I ',Q,] :: 0 
[(~oL"l.~-~ol'3<=\'1 ~,Q,1 ::. O. 
So that the group generated by 
{( ~o L ''1. -+ ~ 0 L '4), (~o L 1. '; - ~ 0 L 34) 1 
.... ( 640.) 
. '" {CA {,) 
. '" (64 c.) 
. "'(b4a) 
····(64e) 
.... (641') 
····(650.) 
. ., . (65 ~) 
.... (6bJ 
leaves the character X{O;O;~I.,O,O,o) of <a/cao invariant. It is 
also clear from equations (68) that the orbit of the character 
corresponding to the choice of any non zero <P: E IR is the complete set 
of charaoters of 'a1/CaO' 
r.-
'l'hus if we set 4>'1 =, the representations of <al are given by 
(~)-{ c?'Kp i. ~:. e) 1 ~h .... (61) 
wi th ~':)-( some unitary irreducible representation of the group .}{ 
generated by 
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.... (66) 
Thus before we can induce we need to determine the representations of X. 
1he Lie algebra of Jt is given by 
«€'oL,'Z. -+!-oL,,,) ) (~oL'Z.l-!;ol?l~) ] = 0 .... (690.) 
[(~o Ll1. -to f, 0 L\~) , ~ 0 KCT ] :: ~l"'!.O \( 1. - ~VJ'!:o Kl "'" ,)'(1 ~oK~ - ~~oK, ·"(69') 
[t~o L1.~ - to L~q) I 10 Kc:r) = c;}1.P toK'!I - ';)~<T ~o Kl. -~3q~OK4 -+~q!.:oKi"(6"l') 
and [ ~o \<0- I 10 K t 1 = o. 
This algebra possesses the obvious semi-direct structure which we can 
write symbolically as L~K with £lboL 1 and {~oJ<o-} both 
, n' generating abelian groups .. which we will call respectively)-( and • 
These will both have one dimensional representations given by their 
characters. I . To determine the nature of the group}{ we exponent1ate 
using the matrix expressions for LjA"" as given in equation (55) of 
\ Chapter 2. Thus h Eo:H. is given by 
h. = e"'-f 0.. (!'oL\1. -\- !.oL\4) e.)C.p i.(f,oL1.~ - !oL"3<!\) 
0 0.. 0 -IX 0 0 0 0 
-0- 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 
:. e'X.r e')(..p 
0 0 0 0 0 ... ~ 0 ~ 
-0.. 0 0 0 0 0 (, 0 
0.. 0 -0.. 0 0 0 
0..1- 0 
0..1. 0 I_il. ~ .f:.'l. -~ \- - "i 1: 2- Z 
= 
0 0 0 0 -6 
'" 
-0.. 
0..1- 0 I 0..1. 0 _ <:,1- b \ .... ~1. 2: +-1. 'Z. 
So that H' is isomorphic to JR~ It thus has characters labeled by 
continuous parameters. 
construct four possible stability groups - each of which we need. It is 
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convenient to deal wi th these in descending size order. We first note 
that the cOfmnutators of equations (69b) and (6CJc) can be rewritten as 
(toL,'Z. -+f,oL,,,), !l:.oK'2, + ~oK4 ] ':::::. 0 
{,oK) 0 
····(10) 
to K, - (~oK2. -+ $:0 K4 ) 
toK1. - ~o\«(\ cr £. '0 K, cr 
0..,,'" ((~oLB -~oL~)1 ~oKt -+ £oK(\ J 0 
f:oK3 f-o Kl.. -+ ~o K4 
.... (11) 
toK, 0 
~DKl. - ~oK4 (j -2fo K3 0'" ' 
(i) Stability , Case group = 'H. 
I Since both generators of )-£ conunute with (~oK"2. +f"oK4) we can identify 
the character of yt' corresponding to this choice of stability group as 
• '.'_0 t . ( A 0 A 0 
ex.(> '" .... = e)t.p '" 0) K'l.l 0, k,). t ",' (12.) 
for any k~ E: IR • 
I The representations of J{ are given by 
AO 
e')C.t> i. { • 'j 
= e:x.p q {~1. \ 0, t~'1, I <.;~ ,0 ,- (~? ) • l 'j'; ) '1'~ I '1': I ':l~\ ':l~\ '1 ~4} '::'(13) 
for o 0 0 0 £,1...) c.,") e.1R I <','2..\ Cl.~ 9=- O. 
~1US we obtain the one dimensional representations of 1t given by 
/I.. • 1'0 ,A 0 w.* = ex.p I. '- • ~ e",p 10k .t, ,- .. (14) 
which are labeled by three real numbers. The corresponding 
representations of~, are given by equation (61) as 
AO "'0 ~') (ex\, \.. <. • 'j e'X-p i.. k • I: e')(.p \.. 't" • '1: It' fa \ 
and we can use equation (38) to obtain these explicitly. Since these do 
not seem to have any physical significance we do not carry out the 
induction. 
From equation (10) we can see that this generator oommutes with 
llO 
{ E._oK ... 1£ K '""" l. K \} and from equation (,I) we see that 
" l \- 0 1. - 0 .q , 
(~oLn-~oL34),goK31 = !.oK2. -t-'oK4 -
A "'0 "0 
'rhus the orbi t of any fixed element of n , k = (0, 0, k?, 10) consists 
of all elements of the form (0,0.) 
-"0 
k 3 ) 0\) for 0. EO lR. To obtain all 
p08sible characters we need "0 range over all to allow k 3 to non zero values 
(",0 k'3 = 0 is covered by Case (i) above). 
The representations of the stability subgroup of }{ are also given by 
characters of the form 
with 
The representations of :H: can now be obtained by induction ie. 
( ,"0 ,Ao t)AI. 6.)( :=:. exp I. c..~ e:x.p I. k. -,)of. 
'rhis will then be an infinite dimensional representation of }t labeled 
by two real numbers, one of which must be non zero. 
Case (iii) Stability group generated by (to L'Z.? - foL3.q)· 
Ijrom equation (, I) we see that this genera tor commu tes wi th 
{SoK, ) ~oKl."" f.o K4 ) and from equation (-10) we ,see that 
(l~oL,'l. -\- ~oL'4), toK,l = -C~oK'l. -t-goK4C\)' 
"I AO (0 ) Thus the orbit of any fixed element of n I k = k,) 0 I 0 1 0 consists 
of all el.ements of the form ('k'o I 0.. I 0 ,0..), for a.. Eo. lR. To obtain all 
r. , 
possible characters we need to allow ko to range over all non zero 
values (1<'0=0 is covered by Case (i) above). Then,as in Case (if), we 
find that to obtain the representations of}€ we have to induce, to obtain 
That is the representations are labeled by two real numbers. 
Case (iv) Stability group is the identity of }(I. 
This case includes all the characters we have not covered in Cases (i) -
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( ( 
1'0 "'0 -"'0 ) iii). We can identify the following possibilities a) k = (k. \ 0, k3 \ 0 ) 
'-"0 "'-01'0 "'0) (b) \< :::: ( k, , k'2, \ 0 I - k1. » 
1'0 ""0 "0) (d) \< :::. ( 0 I k'l. , 0 ,k4 I 
"'0 /'0 "0 1'~0 "0) 
or (f) k ::: (k, \ k 't \ '" 3 \ - k '2. • 
1'0 AO "'0 ,",0 
Here k I ) k '2. \ k'} and k 4 are real numbers wi th all of them non zero. 
For each possibility we obtain a one dimensional representation of r1 
given by the character 
'l'b.e representations of :H. are then obtained by induction 
~)-{ == (e,c. r t k o . .,c. ) -1' 'H 
and each representation is labeled by (at most) three real non zero 
numbers. 
~/hat is clear from this analysis is that any representation obtained in 
the step <jo~~, is labeled by a set of continuous parameters. Non of 
these represen ta tions has an integer label that we can aS80cia te wi th 
particle spin. 
4.3.4 The Represen'l,;ations Obtained in the Step S I ~ <a2 
A basis of the Lie algebra of cal is 
{~oLr-v) f:oKO" , ~, Q...I.J 
and a basis of the Lie algebra of S2..' <a I is 
[f.1~1. Lrv) ~''''1. K(T") ~2. Qot J . ····(80) 
The action of the Lie algebra of '3, on the Lie algebra of ~'l./Sl is 
given by 
[~OLAr I ~I"l. LO"e 1 :::. <3).cr !,,,1.. Lrt:. - J)..e {',I\1. Lr cr 
-~,M-"" ~'I'1.L).e. -+ ~r~ ~'''1.L>..,..) 
( ~o K(T"·) ~'''1.. L >-r 1:::. ~rv f: IA1.. K,>. - j)..c'T t:.,A1. Kr ) 
( ~\ Q 01..) !: ''''1. L >-1"'1 :. 0 
····(8 J c.) 
.... (8 J ,) 
.... (g I c) 
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(fo l>-r ) ~'''2 Kv 1 = ~ >-0" ~ '''1. Kr - ~r cr 'I" 2. K >- , .. "'(8 I J..) 
(~o Kcr ~II'2. Ke J '= 0 ) ·····(8 I e) 
[ ~, Q.". &',,,1. K a-1 = 0 ····-(BI n 
t~oL>-r-) ~1.Q.ol1 -::: - ~ ( <S' >. (S'r t~L f!> !; 1. Q r-> ·····(81';» } 
[~oKO" ~1. Qal. ) ::: 0 ) ·····(9 I l.,) 
and [t, Qol ~l. Q~) =:. - ("~cr C. ) olf> ~ '''1. K a- , ..... (81 j) 
The charac ters of ca '2..1 ca 1 are in one to one correspondence to the vec tor 
( -,';,.:. IA1. ",'2. ) 
'-,v \ kc:r I 'Yo(. • It is convenient, first, to deal with the three 
cases such that the representative character in .a given orbit is chosen 
to be of the form 
(1) {'At. =- 0 <p~ ::: 0 for each fA ,"'" 1 al. rv 1 
(li) (. ,,,1. _ 0 r"" - ) k'I\'l.. = a cr for each )-\,"",0-
and (iii) \<,'''"1,. "::. 0 cr , cf~ = 0 for each 0-, oC. • 
Case (i) Representative character ~ ?C(Ojk,O)' 
He can see from equations (aLe) and (91 f) that the stabili ty subgroup 
genera tors mus t include {~, Q,o<) ~ 0 K c:r} and that, depending on our 
choice of character, it will also contain some subgroup of the Lorentz 
group genera ted by {{ 0 l >-."" 1. In fact we can recognise that the 
possibilities are the same as for the representations given in section 
4.3.2 for ~o. That is we have five possible types of orbit for which we 
can choose the representative characters (i) 1<.1I\'l.. =- (OJ OJ 0, k'~1.) , 
with 1< ~ 1. > 0 J (ii) 'k' '" '2. = ( 0) 0, 0 I 1<'~ 1. ) with 'k ~ 'l, < 0 , 
(iii)k 'i\1 .. -= (k IA1. 0 0 0) with k ''''1. € (R - {o} (iv) k ,,,~ (0 0 ~"l. k'I\?) 
, ) , J " I 41 4 
with 1<'41..> 0 or (v) 'k'''?' = (0 0 1<'1'04 'k''''Z..) with '1<'4"1.< o. VIe do 
, J 4 J 4 
not consider the possibility 1<.,1\'2 = 0 since this gives us the 
represen ta tions of <3, that we already have. 
For each of these five possibilities we have to consider representations 
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of the appropriate s tabili ty group. 'Ihis again is a semi-direc t produc t 
of the form (Some subgroup of the Lorentz group)av(The group generated 
by {~ , Gt..t ISO K 0" ) ) • 
Now if we require that any representation we obtain is a candidate for 
the representation of a physical particle, we need the representation to 
be labeled by a number that takes integer or half integer values, which 
we can associate with the spin of the particle. This implies that the 
stability group must contain a representation of a covering group of a 
rota tion group in two or three dimensions. 'ilie obvious candidates then 
are type (i) and type (ii) above. 
ffype (i) 
'ilie stability group is generated by 
{~oL"j J~oKc:r, ~1Q.oI.) with '-,1 =\1'2.1~' · .. ·(82) 
This admits the semi-direct structure '}{I~ n with 'H,' generated by 
, '" I Now suppose we choose some character of n such that ct> * 0 then the 
I 
stability subgroup of}{ will be generated by the intersection of 
{~oL':j) and the set {(~oL,'t.+~oL\,,\), (g,oL,,; - SoL'?>4n. Thus for 
I 
this character choice the stability subgroup of r£ is just the identity. 
'lbe resulting induced representations will not be labeled by any integer 
or half-integer valued parameter. 'Ihus we conclude that we require 
$'",=0. 
Now consider the choice of a character such that k o-=#: O. The obvious 
choice is such that we do not alter the stability group. So that we put 
"'0 ( /\0 /\0 k = 0,0 10, k",) wi,!: ... k4 > O. 
The representations of }{ are then given by equation (51), which we can 
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then induce to a represen ta tj on of Sa a.' Al terna ti vely we can recognise 
that the result can be obtained in one step by considering tho character 
x '" "0 AII\,) (0) k I 0) wi th k =. (0. 0, 0, k 4 'J 0 I 0, 0) k 4 • The result is then the 
same as equations (57) and (59) with kO and 'k0 o .... 1. replaced by k -= /q; +1<£ 
o -11\1. 
and '" 0 '1\'2. -k-:::: (0.0. 01 k~o+k ~11\'2.) respectively, I\E: SOo("3,",E z ) 
and <Pko rn replaced by cf>k m' Specifically we have 
I I 
'" . ~k'J(("\I:\"c)) <Pk m 
I 
= e")c.p ~ { (\<1\') at t~ 1 Di([ B(kt\'/k)"'A B (k ,I< )\ 0' 0 J)m'm cP k"-" rY\' • 
We note that this formula is valid for all k such tha t k~);' ° and 'k~'l.€lR 
with at least one of them non zero, it then subsumes the representations 
given by equation (53). 'rhe representation is complex valued even 
though it is written in terms of Grassman parameters, we have 'encoded' 
~a in Grassman form. The eigenvalues of the translation generators are 
and 
. () 
== l. k cr 1>k: rn , . "'(84(\) 
·· .. ·(a£1 G) 
This representation can now be induced to a representation of ~L' in 
which case in addition to equations (84a) and (84b) we have 
g\.K", <Pk,,,,, == 0 for \.=',~,".,.N-\ '~i.*~'''2.:··(84c.) 
We observe that it is also a represen ta tion of ISO (?', liE L)' 
Type (iv) 
The arguments given above for type (i) can be repeated, we obtain 
'massless' type representations with a spin index. vie do not consider 
these. 
"0 Any other choice of k , for either of these types of representation, will 
I" \"1. 
result in a reduction of the 'Lorentz' part of the stability group of k 
VIe do not consider these. 
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Case (U) Representative character XCo,o,,\-l' 
We can see from equation (81~1) that the generators of the stability 
group contain t§:.oKcr} and from equation (81j) we see that [s.,Qot1 are 
excluded as generators of the stability group. The stability group 
genera tors contain some subset of {~o l,rv}. In fac t we can see that we 
have a repeat of the arguments of section 4.3.3. TIle representations we 
obtain will be a copy of those cited there. Since these are labeled by 
a set of continuous parameters non of them are suitable for representing 
particles with spin. 
Case (ii i) Represen ta ti ve charac ter X «. 0 0). ) , 
We can see from equation (81~)that the stability group generators must 
include {~" Gl.t>lJ and equation (SIb) excludes {~o Kc:r} from being 
generators of the stability group. 
1be stability group is thus generated by some subset of the generators 
{~oLI""} and by {§:, Qo(.}. If we choose a representation of the 
stability group to be such that ~'10 then any representation we obtain 
will be labeled by continuous parameters. We thus choose ~'== 0 and 
examine the possible subsets of {~oLrv} that can generate stability 
groups. 
\ 1\'1 
Recall that the action of the Lorentz group on the characters (~)Av 1 
is given by the adjoint representation. A matrix representation of 
O\~ (LJA,,) is given by equation (4S) and the corresponding six-vector 
,,,'1 ) 
cons tructed from (r-v is given by equation (49 • We clearly need only 
consider one of the 3')( '3 sub-representations of the adjoint 
representation. We choose to use the top left hand one acting on the 
t ( ... '"'' r'I\'l, r''''l..) '::;: r''''l. ith r\L·I\7, E,([. for v= ','2.,3. This vec or , , I 1. I 1> w 
representation is isomorphic to 50('3 ,([.) considered as a real (six 
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parameter) Lie group_ This leaves invariant the quadratic form 
'i!!.'L = (r'~'t)'L-+«("~'t)1. -+(r'i"t)"t) ~~((. 
'l'he parameter -e then serves as a label for the representations (except 
for the case when r~"'l. =: r';:'t = .-';1. = 0 which we ignore since it just 
gives us the representations of S.). We can identify two types of orbit. 
Type (i) t= O. 
We choose as represen ta ti ve charac ter r- = (o I i.. J \). rr'he s tabili ty 
group for this character is then the abelian group generated by 
{(~oL,'l.. -~o L\4)) (~o Ll.3 -+ f.oL~4)J. We note that in the 
representation defined by equation (48) 
('oL,'L -!oL\4) = i..(toL'l.~ -+ ~oL~'\). 
To examine the structure of the stability gTOUp we exponentiate 
e,,"p 0. (l:o L,l. - f:o L\<\) 
[ ~~ 0.. 1.01. 1. ~', ] = ,-~ ) wa" 0... ~ <C • '2. 
• 1. 
1.01. "a. \ -+ ~ 
"""i '2. 
So that the stability STOUp is isomorphic to ~ and has representations 
labeled by continuous parameters. 
Type (li) ~ e ([ I 'i! ::t- O. 
'filere are two possibilities for a representative character X(r, 0, 0) 
ei tner (' =: (0,0, i!.) or .- -= (0 ,0 J -~) in e1 ther case the stability 
group is isomorphic to SO ('2. I <1:.). So that, in this case) we do obtain a 
character label that takes integer values,ie. the parameter corresponding 
to the subgroup 50 ('2. I IR). 
\'lhen, in Part III, we come to consider superfields, we will be looking 
for fields that can be expanded in terms of the plane waves on superspace. 
Representations of tile type described here are invariant on superspace. 
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These three cases cover a large number of the possible orbits in the step 
~,~s, but not all of them. The others can be obtained by choosing 
character representatives of the form X({)'k)~) with at least two of 
[ { ,k ,.1 non zero. The B tabili ty group in each of these cases will be 
the intersection of the stability groups of the appropriate characters of 
case (i), (U) or (iii). What is clear is that very few of these 
representations will have a discrete label. For this reason we do not 
investigate them. 
4.3.5 Final Remarks. 
We have considered many of the representations of <aO)ca, and Sl", If we 
continued to examine ca"" S4) ". we would obtain a larger number of 
representations at eaoh step, many of whioh would be similar to the ones 
we have already obtained and the majority would be parametrized by 
contlnuous parameters. 
It is clear that any irreduoible representation we obtain that can be 
associated with an elementary particle - ie. it has a spin index, will 
have only a single spin value. 'rhus non of these representations can be 
related directly to the Salam - Strathdee C81 representations. 
1he representations constructed here act on state vectors in a complex 
Hilbert space, but we can anticipate that any representation on a 
superopace will have some sort of Grassman structure, which is absent 
here. 'rhis suggests that we have to combine these representations in 
some way to give such a structure. It is not clear how to do this at the 
moment. This is why in the next part of this Thesis we approach the 
problem from the opposite side and construct the irreducible 
representations of the super Poinoare algebra. In Part III we are 
finally able to obtain the connection. 
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PART II 
SUPl!."'R POINCARE INVARIANT rrHEORIES ON SPACE-TH1E. 
119 
CRAPTER 1. 
INTHODUCTION .AND REVIE.'W. 
120 
1.1 Introduotion. 
In this part we examine some of the representations of the super Poincare 
algebra. These have been described by Salam and Strathdee (8) , [9] and 
this general description is given in most review articles on the subject 
(eg. Fayet and Ferrara (41) ). 
The method for producing the representations is based on the Wigner (54) 
method of induced representation, as was used in Chapter 4 of Part I. 
To make use of the theory in this instanoe it is re-formulated in terms 
of Lie algebras and then assumed to be applicable to Lie superalgebras. 
This oertainly produces a set of representations, which have labels that 
can be associated with mass and spin, but we cannot be sure of obtaining 
all possible representations. It is also possible to construct Casimir 
operators which again can be used to classify the representations so 
obtained. As with the Poincare group these do not give a unique 
classification but do give sufficient labels to differentiate the 
representations of physical interest. 
In Chapter 2 we examine the representations of the super Poincar9' algebra, 
primarily in terms of the 'little algebra', for the case of a massive 
particle. This extends all previous work in that although the mass/spin 
content of the representations is well known general expressions for the 
particle states in eaoh representation have never been given. 
In-Chapter 3 we construct, using the theory of Chapter 2, second 
quantized fields •. Our methodology in this chapter is based on the 
series of articles by Weinberg [20]. This approaoh has a number of 
advantages, the most important of which are: 
(i) There is a precise meaning assigned to the effect of a STOUp (or 
algebra) transformation on the fields. For instance a second quantized 
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field transforming as a represen ta tion r (1\) of the Lorentz group has 
the trans forma tion property 
\A(((\\~)) 4'",,(,)(.) U(t:I\\t:lr' = r(K')mm' 4--rw'\' «(\"x ... tt:) 
for each C 1\ \ tJ in the covering group of the Poincare group. Whereas 
a classical field, as discussed by many authors, transforms as 
( C 1\ \ \:.1) * m (")(.) ::: r (1\ , t'n ..... ' ,-\,-11"'\ I ( (\ \")(.. -+ t:) 1 
with 4" some other field. 
(ii) We are able to construct supermultiplets of fields such that each 
field has (2j + I) components, here j is the (integer or half integer) 
number specifying the spin of the field. These fields then form the 
building blocks for constructing the fields more usually encountered in 
supersymmetry theories. 
(iii) We do not, at this stage, need to concern ourselves with a 
Lagrangian since fields constructed in this way oboy only the Klein-
Gordon equation. 
'l'his approach has never previously been taken for supersymmetry theories. 
In Chapter 4 we examine methods of constructing combinations of these 
chiral supermultiplets in such a way that the fields obey equations other 
than the Klein-Gordon equation. y!e need to do this in order to have 
fields that transform in a simple way under the action of the parity 
operator P. Thus we introduce additional field components in such a way 
that the required equation is satisfied. These additional field 
components are constructed from the same creation and annihilation 
operators as our original fields. In keeping with standard terminology 
we will call these auxiliary fields. 
The need to introduce additional field components is not unique to 
supersymmetryas often claimed (cf. West (59J). It happens in many 
particle theories •. An example is the two component photon field in 
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quantum electrodynamics described by the vector field A.I" which has four 
degrees of freedom (components) consisting of (i) two physical degrees of 
freedom, (ii) one gauge degree of freedom and (iii) one 'auxiliary field' 
of spin zero normally eliminated by requiring aP-Ar == O. 
This has nothing to do with the particle in question being 'on mass shell' 
or 'off mass shell' since in all cases the field components satisfy the 
Klein-Gordon equation. The term 'off mass shell' implies that we do not 
satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation. 
In Chapter 4 we also consider the construction of LagTangian densities 
for supermultiplets that satisfy non-trivial wave equations. We end 
Chapter 4 by constructing a combination of two chiral supermultiplets 
that we will need in Chapter 4 of Part III. We complete this chapter 
with a review of the super Poincare algebra in the form we need it in 
this part of the Thesis. This is additional to the review given in 
section 2.5 of Chapter 2 of Part I. 
1. 2 A Revie.." of the Super Poincare Algebra. 
We gave a review of the super Poincare algebras and the super Poincare 
groups in Chapter 2 of Part I. Here we consider the four dimensional 
real super Poincare algebra written in terms of the six Hermitian 
generators MAl-' -= ~ L)"JA I )...,f"- -= \ I'l.., ~, 4 J M >"/-A -= - Mf"~" the four 
Hermi tian genera tors P cr = ~ K cr , 0-::: \ I '2. , :', 4 and the genera tors Q 0(" \ 
of. -= \ 1'2. I!> 14. Note that it is the set {l)..}J\) I< cr I Qa(} that generate 
the real Lie superalgebra. The commutators between {M>-/A \ Per] are 
and 
(M>-r I Mcl V-1 := ~ lC)>-1JI. Mf'f?> - gAP Mr~ - 9,MolM"F' -t ~r~ M)..~l) · .. ·(1) 
(M~rl Pal] == 1[ {~)..~~ - ~rQ/..P~) ····(2) 
[ P...t \ Pf> ) =- O. 
The set {Q.o(.} must form a representation space for a representation of 
L 0 which mus t, in terms of M >-,.. and PO" , be purely imaginary. Thus 
and 
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[ M).." \ Q 01.)::: r ( M >-r ) fl ol Q f3 
[ P,," , Q 0( J '= r ( p,," ) f?>ol Q ~ • - .. - (5) 
Since {Per} form an abelian Lie algebra r(pcr) ':: O. Vie are free to 
choose the representation r(tv1'>'JA-)' Our choioe is the four dimensional 
representation given by 
if ). *r 
if A:::' fA . 
. - -(6) 
M 
Here ~,M are the Dirac matrices in the Majorana representation as given 
in equation (35) of the appendix. 'Then combining equations (4) and (6) 
we have 
Here the superscript M on G. indicates that we are considering the 
Majorana representation. Note that in defining r(M.>.,J we have used 
the negative transpose of the representation generated by (j>-r =1lf'.>. "lS'r1 
this is sO that our algeb:r:a agrees with that normally quoted in the 
literature (eg. C9J). 
The an ticommu ta tor [Cit') Q'" J is determined by the graded Jacobi 
identity as given in section 1.2.3 of Chapter 1 of Part I as 
1'\ M ~ f'I cr t1 
(Q.oIl Q~) = k~«({ C )olv>PU-' 
We choose the cons tan t k = I to give 
This choice of k is determined by the fac t that we will be dealing wi th 
second quantized fields, where we will require 
) cr) ~ [(QotIQv-),"X.. -= ((f C o«(3a'JC.cr)C 
(see equations (6l) and (bS) of Chapter 3). If we had chosen to work 
wi th classical fields we would have been obliged to choose k::: -,. 
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In the sequel we will need this algebra in two component form and also we 
have nee.d of the adjoint of the operator Q.o( in two component form. We 
M ta..i'ic. T put Q 0( = e. ~oI.. with Sol.. =. So(.' Then 
([Q.t1 ...,)+ -;'2(>."5 cJ.. I Q ol] = '2. e. o! Sc( 
'\ 
. + 
== -=R P.q 
= -:t; P4 
::: - C Q.a.(. I QoI. 1 
_'1 \..'2..o..\\c. 5 
= ,-e ;;]0( 0(-
Thus 0.. ::: -* 
M-t- ""' Qol :::\.Qo(. so that 
Now if (S~\()(f!' is the similarity transformation. given by equation (36) 
of the appendix. that links the chiral and Majorana representations of 
c. M ( C \-\ C. • the Dirac rna trices ie. it sa Hsfies 5 M ~r S M I ==)f r then l. t is easy 
to verify from equation (8) that 
.... (10) 
where the superscript C indicates that the Q.~ are the operators 
corresponding to the chiral Dirac matrices. ~lUS 
c.i' Co ,. tJ\t . c. )~ M 
Q.oI. = (S"" oI..~ Q~ = L(SM oI..~Q~ 
• Co )* C. ,-\ C 
:. ...{SM cX\?>((SMI )~'ZfQ(f. 
So that 
c.+ 
, [_o,,"~ ,,",] c ~ot - Q.~. 
o ot1S' 
Now we define 
Q L .!. ::: Qc. 1- I 
Q L-.!.l. = Q~ 
QRl. :::. ~c. 
'1. '3 
.... (12) 
and QR-! ::: Q~ 2. 
Here our notation reflects the fact that in the chiral representation of 
the Dirac matrices {~L..!.. ~L-'} form a basis of the irreducible ~ \ a. 
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J. 
t t · nO, 2. of th i f th L t (th '1 ft represen a 10n ,- e oover ng group 0 e oren z group e e 
handed' representation) and {QR~ I Q.R-\} form a basis of the 
irreducible representation r~' 0 of the covering gTOUp of the Lorentz 
group (the 'right handed' representation). Thus 
+ 
(i.<T1. )nn' Q{tn' QLn = for n:: i,-1 •... (, 3) 
+ 
-(l. C5i)nn' QLn\ .... {I~) and Q RI'\ - for '" - 1 .p. - , ;e. 
There are only four linearly independent operators in the set {Qt..n) 
1:\1" r:.. t:\ -t -" ) 
IJ\ L.n, "< R n I ..,( Rn I n - 'i J -1. bu tit proves convenient in the sequel to 
make use of all of them to cast our formulae in convenient forms. 
Thus with these conventions we have the following two alternatives for 
equations (7) and (8): 
(i) 1he left handed set 
CM)..,.. QLn] -= -k L R =i'"i. (0"'). 0-", )nn' QLn' 
[ t-'\ >-".. -t 1; ( R R L I.) + QLn] :: U 0"1. O"~ 0"1"" 0''2. "n' Q Ln' 
[Q"'n, Q Ln' ) ::: 0 
1- 1-t Q ...... Q ...... ' ') :::; 0 
[ QL.n 
t 
') I ( 0"';- ) n,,' pf'. and ~L.n' ::::. oJ; 
(ii) The right handed set 
[, M),.f' Q~n1 :. ~ ( R l. ~ <T). C'r) nn' Q RI'\' 
[M).!" + ~ ( l. l. R, R) T QRn ") ::::. fi c1"z. 0"),. O"r (l" 2. nn' Q Rn' ) 
( QR,n QR.n' ) ::: 0 ) 
t t-( Q RI'\ QRn' J ':::. 0 
[QRn t , (R) ". and QRn' ") ::::. =E wI'" ",,,' p . I 
It is also convenient to have equations (13) and (18) written 
( QLn Q~,,\ ) . R R Pr ::: -~ (O"'r- CF7., )n,,' ) 
• L 
:: -..!. ({J' L tr ) I Pf4 -t;, r 2 ",n 
.. ··(lS) 
.... (1(,) 
.... (11) 
.... (, B) 
.... (19) 
· .. ·(20) 
.... (21) 
•· .. (C?2) 
.... ( 23) 
.... ('2 l\) 
as 
.... (2 S} 
.... (26) 
In these aqua tions cr);. and 0-:;' are as defined by equations (3) and (4) 
respectively of the appendix. We note the symmetry in exchange of Land 
R that these equations possess. 
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In Chapter 2 we will find i"t convenient to use the operators ::r+):r_ 
and J3 defined as follows 
:r+ = M~~ ..... i.M?\ 
J_ 
.... M'2.~ - \..t1~, 
and 'J"~ - M,'2. • 
Equation t15) can now be written 
[ J-+ I QL\ J -= -1; QL-.!. 1-
[ "J-+ , QL-\) :.. 0 
( :r_ Qvt ) '= 0 
"t. 
["J_ Qt.-\ ) ':: -.f:" Q L .!. 1. 
(:1'3 Qt.-.} J :::: _i:. Q I '2 L-=t 
and [ :1"3 QL-! ) '= t. QL-.!. 
"l. 'Z. 1. 
\ve note that equations (30e) and (30f) can be written as 
(1 3 ~Lt'\ ) : ~ l.. I - "2. (O"~ ) t'\t'\' Qt.t'\' 
Equation (16) can now be written 
[ :r-+ -to 1 0 Qt.'!' '= 
"l. 1 
[J'-\- T "*' Q +LJ. Q 1.-1. 1 -= 1. 1. 
['3_ t ) l' Q L.1 '= 1;, Q L-.L 
1. 1. 
CJ'_ T 0 Q 1.-\ J '= 
(. J3 T ") 1;. + QL.\ - 2. QL~ 
(':1'3 t 1; T and I QL--\. 1 -= - "l.. QL-\. . 
\Ve note that equations (32e) and (32f) can be written as 
('j~ -t = ~ (q~ )t'\t'\' Q"t \ I QLn) Ln. • 
.... ('21\ 
·· .. {30'\) 
.... {30') 
· .. ·(3 0 c) 
.... {3 0 el) 
.... (30e) 
.... (30-n 
.... (3 'l 
.... (32'\' 
.... (32 G) 
.... (32c.) 
.... (32 c\) 
.. , '(3i?e) 
.. ··(32f) 
·· .. (33) 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE SUPF~ 
POINCARE ALGEBRA (THE LITTLE ALGEBRA). 
128 
In this chapter we construct the representations of the super Poincar~ 
algebra using the method of induced representations formulated in terms 
of the superalgebra. This is different from Chapter 4 of Part I where 
the representations were in terms of the Lie group equivalent to the Lie 
supergroup. We have to do this since on space-time alone we do not have 
the concept of a supergroup. A review of this procedure for the Poincare 
Lie algebra is given by Weinberg (60) • 
l"irstly we observe that the operator Per P c:r commutes with every 
generator of the superalgebra so that its eigenvalues serve as a label 
for the representations we obtain. As usual we denote this eigenvalue by 
.". a. 
M c. J where C is the veloci ty of light and M is interpreted as the 
rest mass of the particle. Here we consider only the possibility ~>O. 
We now choose a particle state and look for the 'little superalgebra' 
that leaves this state invariant. As with the Poincar~ group it is 
convenient to choose the rest state ie. a particle with four-momentum 
( 0 I 0, 0 I M c. ) • The' Ii t tIe superalge bra' is then s panned by 
{t,,\..)) i.,j"" ','2..,3 ; Ql..n, Qt";,, =~,-~), ·· .. (1) 
1bis corresponds to the stability subgroup of Chapter 4 of Part I. We 
note that it is not a superalgebra in its own right since the commutator 
of the Q '5 gives a P. This suggests that there are in fact other 
representations) but. we do not pursue this point. 
Now 1 e tiM c. } j,m '7 with j = 0 I --i I I I 1. I • " and m -= j I .) - I I ... ,-j + I J - j ) 
be an eigenvector of 'J'3)Pcr and "1. :r such that 
j-z.lt-1c., ))tv\') '::::: -t;""j(l~\)\Mc. ) ) ,'M) .... ('2) \ 
J~'MC., ~ ,fV\') ::::: 1; fV\ \ M c. I .l \ "'" '> · .. ·(3) 
Pi. I t1 e. I j I W\ '> =: 0 .for ,-= 1,'2.,~ .... (..q) 
0.1'<\ Pi!\ \ Me. I j \ "'" ') = Me. \ tv'lc. ) j I W\'> • .. .. (5) 
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That is we are insisting that our representation includes a particle of 
spin j at rest. Our conventions for angular momentum operators are as 
given by Cornwell (39) Chapter 12. We also suppose that 
QLf' \ ""c. ) l ,"'" > = O. 
Lemma 2.1 
.... (1\ 
If the representation incudes a particle of spin j then it also includes 
a particle of spin j -+ \' and if j ~ ~ a particle of spin j - 'i. 
Proof 
We consider the particle state Qtn\t"\c.,j ,m» which we assume is a 
basis state of the representation. '£hen 
J3 Qt" \Mc.,l,W\) 
-=(CJ'3 ,Qto] -+Q~":r~)lMc:,j,,",,,,> ) 
= ("~ (O"~) "0' -+ ~ m b"n') \ Mc., j I"''> 
where we have used equation (33) of Chapter 1, 
and 
:r-+ Q:" \ t-'\ c. I j ,t'Y\ '> 
= (t:T+ I Qt,,) 4- Qt,,:rot ) 'He. ,j 1M') ) 
.1-
-= ~ ( () - t'Y\)( j + """, I yp. Q l" + , Me, l , "" -T I ') 
+ C 'Jot , Q~", 11 M c., j ,I'Y\ > 
:r _ Q t" \ M c. 'l ,rn '> 
'= (C 1'_ ) Qt,,) ~ ~t,,:r-) \t-1c., 1, w. '> ) 
= ~{(j+tn)(l-~ -to' l),1QtnlHc.,.) I"' - ,) 
-+ [J"_, Q~t\]IMc.,j,",>. 
In particular consider the s ta te (il-tL.J. H"\, j I f> for which 
c.. 
.... (ct J 
:J 3 Q:\ I tv1 ~,j I j '> ':: ~ ("' ... 1. ) Q tll .-1 c,j J r> .... (" ) 
and :r1.. Q-t.i I t'1c., 1 , ~...., :; (J' 3)"3 -+,",,:r 3 + :CJ'+) Q~1 \ t1c,,) d '» 
:; ~{(j-4r-\)-4r 'In+~l ~t1IMC:,J, j'> ..... (, 2) 
Now if we apply the 0 pera tor J"' _ success i vely to Q. \ \ I M I j I j'> we can 
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conclude that these represent the various states of a particle of spin 
'-+.1. 
.l 2 • 
Now consider the state QtL-1.'MC.d,j'~ 
J'3Q.TL_\\Mc.,ll}) =. -t;(j-'i)Q:-\\Mc.dd">, 
"l... , but this state is not an eigenvector or 'J" unless J -= O. Consider also 
-\" "" the s ta te Q. L ~ I M c. J J JJ - I ~ 
:r~ ~t~ \Mc.dd-\) =~(j_'i\QTL\'Mc.d ,j7, 
which again is not an eigenvector of ]"'2.. unless j:: 0) but we can 
consider the state 
ClLQ,+L-\lMc..,l,j) ~~Q,t-i\Mc..,j)j-'>l 
wi th 0( and J=!t two complex numbers chosen so that 
J.\-(d. Q t_\\t1c..,.),j') -+ ~~t.l.2.\t1c.,j ,j-'» '= O. 
Now 
:r'l. (d- Q. t -\ \ M c., II ) '> + f' Q TL -\. \ t"\ c. , j I l - \ '> ) 
= ('J'3"J'3 -+.t;:r~HoI.Q.-\'L-\.\MC.)l)Y> +f>~t.~\V\C.d)}-''») 
:: -\;.'l.(<l-1.)-H)(~-\)(olQ.'t-\\Mc.dl.l') -+~Qt-\HI\C.»))j-I'» .,,-el,) 
So that we can conclude that this state represents a state of a particle 
of spin j-~ and by successive application of 'J"_ we can obtain the other 
states. 
Lemma 2.2 
The represen ta tion includes a second particle of spin J. 
Proof 
Consider the particle state Q'tL \ QtL--i \ "" c.,j) j'7. 
Then 
:: ~ Qt-\ Qt-~ \ t\c.., j ) j'/-
=- ~'l. \ ll-T \ ) Q t.1. Q t -1 \ tI\ c. J ) ) j'> • 
<l 1. 2. 
Thus this state can be used to construct the various states of a particle 
of spin j. But we. must be sure that these states are independent of our 
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original states IMc.,j,j>. To see this we need only observe that 
Q. Ln ,M c. I .} \ ) '> "::: 0 from aqua tion (6») 
but Q L"\ Q. to\. Q t --\. \ t'\ c. I l I J'» '::: Q i. --\. \ tJ\ (. I j I l'>. 
So that we can conclude that our representation contains: two particles 
of spin j, one particle of spin j -+~ and if j ~ t a particle of spin 
. \ 
J -'"i.' This is in fact all of the particles contained in a representation, 
we have not demonstrated this since it is an obvious deduction that we 
can make at tho end of the chapter. Our next step is to obtain precise 
relationships between these various states. This result has never 
previously been given in the literature. 
Theorem 2.3 
Suppose the rest states of the particles in a representat.ion are denoted 
by 'Me) jIm}, \Me, j-t-tl M) I IHe, )-\ I ~') and \.-1c.) j \"''» with 
spin values j, j-\o~, j-'i and j respectively) and m .... )l)-\'···I-j+\,j' 
tn'::. j+1. d-\,'" )-(j"'~J-+\,-C.)+-i) and m"=l-\)l-\)'" ,-<l--i)· 
Then \va can choose the reI a ti ve phases to be such that 
and 
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( \ . \':!: 1 ) Here ~ ~ ~ ... ~ are Clebsll-Gordan coefficients of SlA('2.). If j= 0 
then the j - ~ represen ta tion does not exis t and the represen ta tion 
consists just of the vectors IM~,jI""'>1 \Mc.,j-+\,""") and IMe/j,M». 
Proof 
We carry this out in several stages. 
\ 
(1) ("~cf·Qtl"\\Mc., j \ rn') 
1-
As noted in eqations (11) and (12) QL-i 'Me.} j, j'> is an eigenvector of 
:r~ with eigenvalue i;(j -t"~) and of )"'2. with eigenvalue -t;'Z.(j-+1.)-+I)(j-+1.). 
l. 
The factor (~~\~ is inserted for latter convenience. We choose the 
relative phase of tMe., j-+~ I j -+1'> to be such that 
, t 
IMc.,j"'-t,J"'"1> : (~"2.Ql."i\Mc.dd'> ····(26) 
and let the phases of I Me.} j .... 1., M >, for tvl -= j .... 1- I , ... } - (j +1) ) 
be determined by repeated application of :r_ , with the convention that 
. \ 
""J_ \Me., j"'1, "",> = ~rJ:"l. 'Me. I j-+\ I ",,-I '> 
and fA ) ~\ = f « l'" 1. ) -+ "" )( ( l-+\ \ - "' .... , \) ~ 
(cf. Cornwell t391 , Chapter 12). 
. "'(11\ 
····(1 al 
Now we rewrite equation (10) for n -= ~ making use of equation (32c) of 
Chapter 1 to give 
:C Q +l.1. H'1 '-I j , "" > ::: -t; Q+v-\. '''''e., l \ "" '> + -\:. JA j,.,.. Qtl.:\. 'M c.. ,l , ""-, ;>"('2.q) 
Similarly for n .... --1 we have 
J _ Q 1"L -J. \ Me.l l I t'Ir\ '> '::: 
1. 
Then combining equation (26) with equation (29) we have 
, 
:r _ I Me.. I j "'"1. ,j -+~ '7 = (~ J"if -t:. Q~-.! 'Me. , j d '> 
1. 
+ -t;~ ~ Q t-i. 1 Me. d ,j - \ > 1 
and using equation (27) gives 
t M~ ~ + \ I j - \ > 
( t . . l t M .. ») '::: (Mi\C.)1. ~L-~ tHe. ) l, j'> -+ fA..i Q L 1. Ie., J I j-I 
AAl .. r 
,- .• 1-
J"'-i 
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=(~J\(l'h Q~-\II'\<,i,j>" 
7. 
Now let 4"~ be a vector of the '2.j-+1 dimensional representation of 
StA.(2.) such that 
:r 3 '+'~ '::: ~"" 'f" .... (32) 
"" 
and J" 1. '-Y j :::::: -\;'l.(j-\"'\j ,+,~. ·· .. (33) 
'" 
'vIe can write 
. J. 
..\. '+~ \'r~+ 1. 
- '-Y.t ® J .... \ 
"l. J 
and apply J_ to obtain 
. \ .1. • . J_ '+' ,) -+1. ':: (J"_ 4-!")® '+~ + l\"'j ® (:L '+1) . j"'\' 1. J 
'l'hen using the standard definition of :T_ as in equations (27) and (28) 
we have 
But . , y--J4-i. j-\ 
80 that 
and 
- (~~ 
z. 
(~ 
"l. 
1 
since r t ::. , 
Inserting equations (35) and (36) into equation (31) we obtain 
..\. . 
_ ('Z. .\ 
- , . 
--). .l 
.... (31) 
Similarly applying 3"_ to equation (30) and repeating this analysis gives 
I Me. I j ... ~ , j - '- > 
1 j + " '.i t .. 
-= (15..) 2 L2,M j Q to -1. I M Co I .) I J -, > -+ r 1 f':, ~ I Q to! I t'tc. d , J - '2. '» ( 
Me:. ~ ... \ :, ... .1;. 1 j'" 38) 
r J ... 1 f'J'-l 
z. J. 
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whereas applying :r _ to equation (34) gives 
'.1. • 1. '.1. .I. .L ., rl~:i r'\-:~ *J~~;" = r; { 0 + 't_i ® (r~ *1-,) 1 
"1."1. 1. 1. 7. 
Thus 
and .... fe have 
and =: (~ 
'L 
.... (~o) 
~len substituting equations (39) and (40) into equation (38) we obtain 
, • \ • 4
1 ) ('" )1. -\' 'Mc.,l~-i\""') = (~ ~""t lrv-.1. Me. Q\.1.\t'\C.,l)t'V\ 4 -i'> 
Now recall equations (15), (16) and (17) which imply that we can write 
'Y\e., j-\ \ l-\. '> := cl (~J\ QtL-\. \Mc..j ,l-\) 
, 
-\- f> (~c.)l. QtL- l \t1c...l 1 j'> ····(43) 
wi th eJ. I f> such that 
'J+ lMc, j-~ I j-~ ') -= O. 
\H "oh S ~ defined by 
• .1 
:r+ 'Me) j-1., m)- = -t; s.)~'L, Kc.., j-1.. m+\) 
and 
. ~ 
1S!n '= {(j-m)(j-\om-\o\)1~ 
equation (9) oan be rewritten as 
t . t 
J+ Ql.i ,H c. I j I"'" '> '= ~ ~ ~ Q L 1. \ t1c. J j J ~"" I > 
and :rot Qt-\ \ .'k I j I W'\ > -=. '*' Qt1. ,He. I ), t'I\ '> 
-\0 ~ '!. L Q t -1 \ He. I j I W'\ ot I '> . 
2. 
Then, since SJ - 0, if we apply :1+ to equation (43) we obtain 
·· .. (4S) 
. ·"(41.) 
hence 
But consider 
j-\ 
"" 't j-1 
l. 
so that 
Now "5\ = \ so that 
"2-
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ott \. ® 
. 
J 
'tl. 'tj_ , 
l. 
f>' - - all 51-\ . . ... (5 0 \ 
But 1:)(.', r>' are Clebsh-Gordan coefficients so that we can compare equations 
(49) and (50) to obtain for equation (43) 
, . '.1.) .L-t 
I M Co , j - -\. I j -1. '> = (;. ~ \ 1 = ~ (~, V· Q l-1. It-1 I j I j '> 
NOw, by repeated application of ~_, repeating the above argument we 
obtain 
\Me., j-\ I"""''> - (~ -- , 
-"1. 
Let C nm I r be the '2. (c.j -tot) X '2. ('2. j -+ , ) matrix of Clebsh-Gordan 
coefficients for SlA.(2) defined by 
with o",E:. SU('2.) and Ok(o..) the irreducible representation of Su,('2.) 
in ('2..k+\)~('2.k-+') matrix form. Then equations (41) and (52) can be 
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combined to give 
1 
('Me, ~-t.\. Ie.> I\H"l-1.I~'»r = (C.-\)r,V'\Mt~t!Y·Q+l. ... H'\c.,.)\",,>, 
1hen inver tine this we have 
.!. (ftc. yl. G:l t 1'\ \ t'\ c.., j , "" '> == C ... W\ If' ( I Me. I j ~1. I Q. ') J H" e. I .) -.1.,. I 0..' '> ) r ... , (s 4 ) 
which is the same as equation (18) ie. the first of our results. 
We define 
\""(., l' ""'';» -= (~,) Q:~ Qt-t H"\c., ~ I""'>· 
'TInen noting equation (18) of Chapter 1 and using equation (54) 
1 l' (~)'Z.QI.~l'&. \t-'\c., l+1. I jot-\.> -= - \ Me. I j I j "» 
and J"_ (.~c.)\Q.+L1. \Me. I lot", lot\ ') :: -"!_ \t'\c. J j I .l ». 
No", using equation (27) we have 
.1 • .\. + (~JLr~:\ QL--i lMc.,l"'"{ ll-i'> ~ . /" ~ \ Me. , j , j -, », 
thus 
\ t1c. I j , ~ - \ », 
····(SS) 
Clearly the argument proceeds as in (i), by applying 1_ successively. 
The general result is 
J. (ftJ? Q~-l \ Me. I j+\ ) .... ,,"t> __ - (-i 
- J. 
t 
• • .1. 
J \.)+'I.)\Kc. ~ ..... " .... (5') 
W\ "" .. .1 I ~ I ;'/. 
1 
Aeain from equation (55) using equation (54) and applying :T+ we obtain 
\ . 
(ttj1. 1;- Qtl 'Me. 1 j-\'{,- (j+l) 
to 
:; :r;- \ t .... k., j I - j ». · .. ·(51) 
The argument proceeds as before using the coefficients S~. The general 
result we obtain is 
.I. (~c. y Q ~1. \tv,e., j +1./ --\ -i ') ':: 
Equations (56) and (58) can now be combined to obtain equation (19), the 
second of our required results. 
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Now if we oombine equations (54) and (55) we obtain 
)1. t {-\' '+') (:ftc. Q.I.~!. L ~ \ :':-J. \ Mc. , ) +1. I ~+f> 
1. 1. "',.. 
Then using equation (58) we have 
thus 
Now the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients must satisfy 
( ~ j 1 j ... \ )'l. -+ (t l \ ~ -\. )1. ':: \. 1.. '" "" -to \. 1. FV\ W\ ""1. 
So that 
By a similar procedure we find that 
Now oombining equations (59) and (60) we obtain equation (20). 
Lastly apply the operator 
I ( ~I'ji ~:1. \ M Co I ) ) ~ "» :: 
similarly 
So that we have proved equation (21). 
Finally we note that if j ':::I 0 then the j - \ representation does not 
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exist but the formulae given are still correct. 
(iii) The action of the operators Q,Ln' 
Firstly we note that equation (22) is true by definition. 
Recall equation (19) of Chapter 1 to obtain 
( Q L V'\ I ~ t ~\ l ~ Me. ~ \ ~ t'\t\ 
when acting on the particle rest states, so that 
~ ~~ ~ T Q.1..1t'\ Q l.,,,,' ~ ~ 01"\'" - ~ L",' QL,,· 
Now apply C!tc.fQl.\ to equation (18) with n=~ to obtain 
_ (.l.!.: \Mc.)~\~> ... 
and to equation (18) 
+ (-t l 
1.. 
wi th n..:; -~ to obtain 
.l. • \'-.).) 'k t + ( "1., j ) 1.. (-) Q 1 \ tJ\ Co '\ _.1. M ~l >. 
-1 ........ \0\ "", .. 1 Me. L L ).J 't ) 1-
1.. 1.. 
Now consider equation (62) with tf\ ":oj, ie. 
I 
I Mc.) ),j '> -::. (~j'i~L\ tMd""1. lM""t') 
then apply Jr_ , noting equation (30c) of Chapter 1, to obtain 
Clearly the analysis proceeds as before, in general we have 
Now substitute equation (64) into equation (62) to obtain 
····(&1 ) 
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So that 
1. (fu.yZ.~l.-t'Mc:.,l-\)""'''''\'> '= 
Now put ,,-: - ~ in equation (18) and 
First we put m:. j and then act wi th r +, following the previous 
argument. We obtain the general result 
I 
(~c:.)"i Ql.-t \ Me. I ~"'"\, WVd-i '> :::: 
Substituting this into equation (66) we 
Thus 
So that combining equations (64) and (67) gives equation (23) and 
combining equations (65) and (68) gives equation (24) • 
.\. 
Now we apply the operator ('~e.r~L.\ to equation (55) to give 
.... (45) 
to give 
····«(:,8) 
( 1, \1. . _ ('" )~/l t t . ~\c.J Q L.!.. \t-\c. , l ,,,,,,» - 'Me. Ql..l QL.l Ql.-J. ,til Co,j \ ..... > 1. 1. t. l. ) 
then using equation (61) we have 
J. ~ (~~)1. bll.-i lt1c. , j I ""'II = (*,)1.( (~) - Q:\ Qt.l,,.) Q~-1. \ \1e.,j \ V'f\?) 
( -I; )1. "'" \LA' .... -\- T • -= 'i'i'c. Qt.-la. ndl~;' -T Ql.l. Qt.,...J.1. Qt.-\. \Mc.) J I h'\» 
.1 
::1 (~)1.Qi.-{ \tI\,j\ ..... ~) 
by equation ('7). 
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Now using equation (18) we have 
- (-\ 
- \ 
-1. 
. . .I. 
l \.)~1..)IM . \ ') \ c:.. \1-_ I'V\--V¥\ ""'-1 IJ 1..1 1. 
+(-t 
-.1 
'2. 
.... (C,q) 
). 
Similarly applying (-;'c.1-z. Ql.-'l to equation (55) we obtain 
• • 1-l \.)""'-z.)IMe. '1- i V¥\1-.l.) 
W'\ "'" .. .1. 1 oJ 2. ) 2-
'1 
- (1 l \ ;--\.I.)\HC. \_1 W\1-.l7 ·· .. (10) 
'Z. """ rv\""t. ) ... 1) 1.. 
Combining equations (69) and (70) we obtain equation (25). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. It is convenient in the next 
chapter to have, in addition, some of these formulae expressed in terms 
of the operators n and ~+ 
...... R'" ~RV\ • We have, respectively, from equations 
(19), (20) and (25) 
, 
(~Cof'QRr\ \MC'.,l+\ I VY\ .. n) -= (t ~ \~~) \Mc., j I W\»), 
, 
(~J1.QR"It'\C.,)-'iI~~"')::: (~ 
and 
We note that each of the vectors I Me. I j I rv\), \Me., j -+-1 I rn'> I 
IMc, j -~, ,","," > and 'Me, j ) rn» is needed in the representation 
derived above and no other vector is needed. We thus have the following 
resul t. 
Corollary 2.4 
'l'he set of vectors {IMc.,j ,m>, \""c,j1-~, M'>, 11"\e.,l-1.)m"), 
'Mc, jim» '} provide a basis of an irreducible representation of the 
rest state algebra of the super Poincare algebra. 
'vIe could now construct the 'boosted' states from the rest states but it 
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is more convenient to le8.ve this until the next chapter. 
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CHAnER 2 
~rE CONSTRUCTION OF CHlRAL SUPERMULTIPLETS. 
143 
3.1 Preliminaries. 
In the previous chapter we obtained expressions for the action of the 
supersyn~etry generators on the rest states. From this we can recognise 
that a supersymmetry representation consists of a reduoible representation 
of the Poincare group consisting of two particles of spin j, one of spin 
j"""\ and one of spin j - -\ and the action of the supersymmetry generators 
is to transform the 'fields' between these representations. 
Firstly we must consider how to construct operator fields that are 
Lorentz invariant from these Poincare representations. Then we need to 
determine the action of the supersyu@etry operators on these fields. A 
method for constructing Lorentz invariant fields has been given by 
Weinberg (20) as mentioned in the introduction. In this section we 
review this procedure and note an identity that we need in the subsequent 
sec tions. 
As noted in section 4.3.2 of Chapter 4 of Part I the unitary irreducible 
representations of the Poincare group corresponding to a particle of mass 
M and spin j with p -= (0,0,0, Me..) is given by 
" . ~rd([,,\t)) c\>r,rn 
== e.x.~ ~{("p)crl:<7"l Dj((e(l\r'f)'''S(p,r)\O))~I'n4>"p,I'''\' .... {I) 
for W\ :::::. - j ,-j "'" , , ... ) .) - \ , j . 
Here we have simplified the notation of Chapter 4 of Part I by 
suppressing the indices on t and p which we have no need of in this 
pal:t of the 'l'hesis. We have also put c/\ \ t) ':: C f\' t: 10). This is 
because we only consider l'1inkowski space- time in this part and do not 
oonsider how (or even if! ) it is embedded in superspace. The indioes 
will re-appear in Part I II when we consider the embedding of 11inkowski 
space in superspace and how these fields are represented as superfields. 
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Now define the one particle ll'ock state 'p I j , m> and identify it wi th 
l. 
(P4 )2~ The ~est' Fock states can then be identified with the \ Me.. 't' p, "'" • 
states used in Chapter 2. Now by comparison with equation (1) we define 
the uni tary 0 pera tor tA ( C " \ '= 'J) by 
U«(I\\\::'J) \ p, l'~) 
.. "l2) 
:. (!'f)4).!.1.e.'X.~~{(I\P)0"l:0"1 O)(CS(l\p,~\\I\e.(p,?)\o)L \1\(,,),"":>' 
~ ~~ 
Next we introduce the single particle creation operators ~p,j,O'\ and 
the vacuum s ta te '0> by 
'P,.l,M,) =. o..T",) \1\"\ \0>, 
and suppose that 
U(Cf\\\:.1)lo') = \0) for all CI'\ t:). ····(4 ) 
Equation (2) can now be written 
U(Cf\\l:.1) o..*l'I.l'JV\ U(C", t1f' 
,. ·· .. (S) 
= (l\p)q)-:z.Q.')(.r~t(l\r)CTt:O"J O)«(B(f\rJP)\I\B(pl~)lO)) ,0..""" . fV"\' p", ~,"" P,lI • 
In particular we note that 
o..t . p,.},M I 
:= ( I~: f LA. «( e ( p, ~ ) , 0 J) 0. 1"p , jIm U-\ ( ( B ( P, r) \ 0:\) . .... (<;) 
1'10\,1 we define the corresponding annihilation opera tors a.. p, l' m by 
• _ fo..-'f. ):t 
o..V,.),rv'\ - \ Pd,"'" 
and take the adjoint of equation (5) to obtain 
\A(C"\~1) P..V,l,M U(CI\\l;)) -\ 
::: ((I\:~4)~ e.xf -~ {(I\p)q t:0" ~ 0)«( S(I\V I P)''' S(f, f\\OlL'm o.."f,:W"", 
Since the rna trices OJ are uni tary we can rewrite this expression as 
It is convenient to rewrite equation (5) 80 that the indices are in the 
same order as those of equation (8). We recall that since the 
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representations DJ of 51A(2.} are real or pseudo-real (cr. Cornwell (39) 
Chapter 5) thElreexistsa ('2j+')X('2j+\) matrix Lj such that 
• -!II ,. 
Ol(CRIO) ': ~j Ol(CR' Ol)Zj .... «U 
Here [R \ 0) denotes an element of SU('2.), the covering group of 
S 0 (:~ I (R ), that maps on to the pure ro ta tion R in the 2: 1 homeomorphic 
mapping of S U ('2 .. ) on to SO (3, rR.). We note that the matrix 'Z.j can be 
chosen to satisfy 
and 
. \ 
For J -= 1. we put 
-\ T 
"i,. =~. J ,J 
-III 1.' ~j ~j == (-1) J 
2.1. '::: a-~. , 
·.·.(10) 
.. "(&1) 
Next we assume that if the particle has a corresponding antiparticle its 
creation and annihilation operators t~,j.m and -tp,j,tv\ have the same 
trans forma tion properties as o:!" p,j ,m and 0.. p d I rt'\ respec ti vely. 
We can now construct Lorentz invariant field~ defined on space-time 
using these operators, but it is advantageous to use an intermediate step 
in the construction. 
( .) 
To this end we let f' J (CI\I 0) be a ('2.j~l))«('j""l) 
dimensional representation of the covering group of the orthochronous 
) 1\ t r (jl Lorentz group that coincides with D when is a ro ation. Thus 
can be either r j 1 0 the 'right handed' represen ta tion or rod the 'left 
handed' representation. 
(. ) 
We note that r J is!!.QJ. a uni tary representation. 
Now vie define the ancilliary operators o<.p,j,rT\ and f!tpd,n'\ by 
, 
C){~lj,,,,, = (2~~rrCl)(CB(p,r)\O'))FV\M'Q.p,j,,,,,, .... {l3) 
and f> 1', j ,rn -= C::.r: f (r Cj~[ B( r. pl I O)~j \,...."" .(.Tp,j, "" '. .. .. (\ 4) 
The transformation properties of these operators are 
and 
-\ 
U{CI\\tJ) clpd,"'" U«(I\\l:1) 
, { tTl (n( -I 1) :. e.~f' -:R (I\r)a'= r ((\ \ 0 ~",,' f.1I,l\p,J ,~' 
lA(e,,\!;.")) \?>P'JI"" u(CI\\I:Jr l 
:: e.xp~{(l\p)O"tt1') r(.)\(ti\'\ OJ)"" ..... ' F'l\p,.)1 "",'. 
We note that if the particle under consideration is its own antiparticle 
Finally to obtain the field for a particle of spin j transforming as the 
(lj "'" I) ( .) dimensional representation r J of the orthochronous Lorentz 
group we define 
wi th '5 ,'l't complex numbers such that 15' ':: 1trz.1 =: \. 'tIe note that the 
field X j 1 rn (,Co) is Lorentz invariant for any value of '5 and 1't but if 
we require crossing sy~netry and causality then we need this restriction. 
This field then has the transformation property 
v..(tl\\tJ) 'XjlVY\(')(.) U(CI\\ t) 1
_, 
:::: r(j)(CK'\ 0))...""", Xj, ..... ' (1\")<.. -+ t). · .. ·(18) 
We complete this section wi th the proof of a resul t we will need later. 
Lemma 3.1 
(cf. equation (53) of Chapter 2) and the matrices ~\ l :ej , :ej-t1. and 
~j~l defined by eqations (9), (10) and (11) are related by 
1. 
-I) «( ( -I -I I {) (c ,. W'\- i!,!. L ,® ~.i) ,C .... ' ..... ' r' ~J .... .l. E:& i!J' _.1 ) I ,,== ,.,.1\'" '20 
I •. , "L' ,n ""'w> , 1.. Z. r ... 
Proof 
Take the complex conjugate of equation (18) and note that C.nm,r is by 
convention (cf. Cornwell (391) real) to give 
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'rhus the matrix 
o ] 
_I 
'!l j -1 r'r" 
commutes with for all R. 
So that Shur~ Lemma implies that it mus t be of the form [trtI '2,) +1. ,<::> 1 
o '"t 12j • 
are chosen such that their determinant is one. ~he Bu t c. r. m ,f'" and 'i!:: j 
I:esul t follows. 
~.2 The Left Handed Supermultiplet. 
We assume that G>..ol\O) -= 0 so that we can express the action of Qo(. on 
our rest state. creation operators as a commutator 
.1. 
(:frt:.YCGtol, o.'""p,k\M1 -= M(Glol\M1k11r'f'k o."\~'\<'.""'" ····(21) 
Here M (Q,cI.) h#' Lo is a matrix whose coefficients can be determined M",vn" 
from Theorem 2.3 of Chapter 2. We order the operators such that 
+", . 
0. r I.b"' 
+" . 1 o.r'.\~1..\m 
O::f'J-\''''''' 
0.+ I:! • 
"",r,.),Yf'\ k 
(12) 
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with ~+r III ~ \ 0)- ::: 'r,.)II"n> 0:::: 'Me.. j \ ""''). ···t23) 
~r-,.i"'1.\ ~ \ 0') ':: l r I l"'\, "'" '> - , Me. • j"'.1.2.. \ "" '> ····(1A) 
~~,j-1YV\ \ 0) ::: \ p , j -\ , W'\ '> -=- \Me.,j-\" ...... ') .. '.("2 Ii\ 
and ~ r I j I JV\ '0> ":::: I p, j , """'» ::: IMe., j I ...... >'> .. "(16) . 
Here the vectors IMe) j \ m,> etc. are as used in Chapter 2. Note that 
the operators O:'P. j 1M and ~-\'r, j 1M create different particles and are 
distinguished by the tilde ie. o! for the operator that creates the 
IV 
particle with two braces! 
Then the matrices M (Q.d.) can be written 
M(Qi.n) "k' 'k = 
"" JIn 
0 0 0 0 
(~ j \ j"\) 0 0 0 n'\ ro\~1'\ 
"'(11} (i j I j-hl 
" m ",,-t 
0 0 0 
'11'\( t j \ l-tl) 11'\( -1 . '-\' 0 
m*ni ",~i p\~J~"i) 0 
-" 
-n 
"k' 'k ~ , .... 
and H ( Q t. t'\ ).nll k\ yn' k ::. (! j \ l+l) (~ . ., J ) r-) 0 m..-.\"n M-t\ ~·I'\-i ~-; 0 (1 ) \ j +1. ) 21"\ -n m m-n 0 0 0 
'In(~ j 1'\-\ ) ··-('28) 0 0 0 
"" m-n 
0 0 0 0 Ilk 'k 
In ,'" 
The parity of the creation and annihilation operators is defined by 
'6~,j,rn\ 
if j is an integer, 
if j is a half-integer. 
This is conveniently expressed as 
'1,\ 
, '\'. \ - (,) t O"PJJ, ..... - - e c. 
'l'he order of the indices of the rna trices M ( Qal) is chosen so that the .. 
matrices obey the same commutation rules as the operators Gto(. , in the 
same "laY as the rna trices Q.d. ( 'If) as defined in Chapter 2 of Part I. 
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Now we combine equation (20) with equation (6) to obtain the action of 
the Q 0(, on a boos ted s ta te. Thus 
.!. (~c.)t.(QJ.. ,o..Tp,k,rnJ 
.l J. _, 
:::: t~c.)'Z.(Qal) e"'r~r-U((B(plr}'O))o..p,k;II'Y\U((S(rIP)'O)) J) 
J. .1. 
::: (::tJ'Z.(~~ r{~U«(S(rlr)'O) 0. Tp, k-. w. U(CB( P, pH O)r' 
,. t -\ 1 
- (- II .) U(CB (r,~)'O)OI. Pi k, "'" u(C B(p. pH 0)\ Qet 
('" ).\( He)-\. f -, :::: Me. P.q U{(S(p,rllo1) U(CB(p,rlIO))Q..tU(tS(PI{HlOl)o..-tplk,f"l 
- (-I f.io..) ,kim U(CS(p, pH Ol)'Qel UCtB(I',~)t 0))) U«(B(I'I~HO)}I) 
-\ -\. 
= (~J (~) U(CS(p,pHo) 
>< (,1A(e B( 1'. pH O))'Qet uO,s{ p.1Ho)) > OI.Tp, k,,,,,,J U(CB(P'f)1 O).I;.(~o) 
To proceed we need to determine the action of the operator corresponding 
to a boost on the supersymmetry generators Q~. Since, later, we also 
need to work in two-component form it is convenient to do this at the same 
time. Recall equations (15)and (20) of Chapter 1 which are 
-t::. I.. R) ( M).,M \ Qt. .... J ::: -:Z=-t to"" CTJ" "f" Ql.."\ 
and 1:.. R I.. [ M)'fA 1 Q Rn J '= '2..t (0"'). (5',.,.) "''' \ Q ~ ,,' • 
1bese equations imply that 
and 
-\ 
u( (1'\\ 0,) Ql..n U(CI\' 0)) = 
-\ 
lA(C 1\ \ O))QRn Ultl\ \ 0)) = 
or alternatively 
-\ o-\. 
lA(( 1\ \ 0)) ~I..n U(c" \ 0)) ::: f1 ' (C/\ \ 0))",,' QL,,' 
) 
-\ J. 0 
and U(CI\, 0) QR"U(CI\\O))::: p?' (tl\\ OJ)"n\Q~'. 
.... (:~ I) 
·· .. (32) 
····(33) 
· .. ·(14) 
.. ··(~S) 
..··(36) 
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So that 
0..+ , I P, k ,"'"' • 
Similarly 
J. 
( i1. )1. -\-Yr(. C Q a" ) ~ p, k,M 1 
::. r\,O{(B(pIPl'O)n,.'M(~R",) ..... 'k',f'/\k e>.,Tplk ,,,,,'. 
Now if we put 
I 
(~C.)7.[Q.ell o..p.k,,,,) -= 
'\{e have 
(~ )\ 'Me.. I: Qt.,. ,0.. 'P, kIM 1 
-:::: rO,l.'l, (r 8(r(r)\ 0)) ,.n' N (Q \.",'),....' k'i '" k 0.. ' , p,k, .... 
and 
J. (ftJ 1: Q \l. ... I 0. r, k, '" 1 
':: r-\'o ([S(r,pH 0))"", N(QR"')"",,~ ,"""" C>.p, k,~'. 
The transformation properties of the antiparticle creation and 
annihilation operators bp,J',m and tt-, are obtained simply by P, J ,I'l'l 
replacing 0... with b in equations (37), (38), (40) and (41). 
To determine the coefficients of the matrices N(Q,L,,') and N(~R"') we 
consider equation (2l) and take the adjoint as follows 
M (Q J. ) .... ' k' I'" k 0..+ PI k', m' 
0.." k' ,M(Gl..l) 'k' ""k PI I'" '" I 
M ( Q. do ) ",' WI I "" k 0.. P I k' , ",,' . 
The next step is to define the ancilliary operators following equations 
(13) and (14» which we choose to all be left handed. Thus 
.!. • 
ol. 1... = ( "l.. P 4)' r ° I J ((. 8 (D ~)\ 0 ) ) '0.. ' , r.,l,f'/\ \;::rc: rl,""""" paj,~) 
and 
and 
c.. 
~ r,j ,"" 
'-(3r.j"'1 1"' 
t. p. ., 
r 1'1 r'il W\ 
\.. 
~ 1'1 j I W\ and 
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····(440\) 
····(4«\{.) 
· .. ·(4q c) 
· .. ·(44cl} 
To proceed we rewrite equations (37), (38), (40) and (41) in terms of the 
ancilliary operators and reduce the resulting equations. The analysis is 
very similar in each case so that we only detail one of the calculations 
then quote the results. 
Consider equation (38) for the field f3 ~ I jiM 
1. 
(*J7.(~Rh \ ~~,j,~) 
1 
':: (!1c:. Y [ -'-l (r 1. Q. \ ) h c.. ) (?> p. j,M) , 
Here we have recognised that 
((1. j.lj~1.')~({1 
n' "" ""' .... '" n 
j \ j-1 )) 
M' "",': ro' ::: C,..' _, ) ",,'-\ ",' 
is the Clebsh-Gordan matrix as defined by equation (53) of Chapter 2. 
Now using equation (20) vie obtain 
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( 'k. )1. \.. t:rL tQ~",\>p,j,1'V\1 
::= ( r -i 10 ( ( S ( p , p ) l 0) ) ) I'\f\' ® ( r 0, j ( ( 6 ( p , P 1 , 01 \ ) M I'V\' C ,,' W\ \ , m" 
J. • ,-' 
:::: (r l.,O( C B( p, r II O))",,,,'® (r 01.1 tB (r, pH oJ ))W\tV\.(rOq.$JH (" ~\l0,))",.J'\" 
®rO'l«(B(rl~),o)f~,,,",,, C"II.n",rv\'" [~!,j~\I"'] 
~r)j-\.Ir mil' 
) 
using equation (53) of Chapter 2. Then using equations (46) and ( 1 ) of 
== 0 
-0 
and 
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J. 
(~c.r(Gh..", 1 ~~'l ,w.) '::: 0 .... (5'1 
and 
We can now construct the fields that form the left handed supermultiplet. 
'l'he phase factors 11. and 5 of equation (1'1) have been chosen with some 
foreknowledge. We define 
l. (' )'?IJ ~ (n){ 1.j L. -ip·')(. L \P·'X.1 X j,,,,,, (xl == In-t:\ 0\ p 1.;<\ (-\) ol. p d, ~ e. - L~ r,j ,W\ e J}(,\o.) 
... (' ~r ~ (He.){ I.. -~p.')(. L. ir·~ 
Xj .. \,m(x)-= ~JJcl:r 2p.q olrd~\lm e +~r,l"'\pV\e..-t.. j~~«,\{.) 
L. (' )~ r, (He:){ I.. -i.P·'<' L ~ p.')(. 
Xj-\,m(")(.)-= ~ Jo.p ~ o«.p d-1lt'f'\e.. +~rd-\ll"ne.~ }"'(6'e) 
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L (' )"'f ~ ( ){ 1.'; -i p." L i P''Xl 
and ~l,,,,,,Cll) '= "Lit""" ~r ~i", l.(-\\ ~r'lll'l'ei\ +f\Plllf't\e~ J:'''(<<:.\el) 
So that 
LA (CI\ 1 t:)) 'X LJ, ~ be.) u(e 1\ \ t )f' ::: rOll(CI\" 0)) 'XJ~ "",' (I'V)l. .. q:) '''('-1Q) I ""'tv\') 
) t. )-' 0 l~.\ _, t. lA(tl\, \:) X~ .. I "",( ')C..) lA(t/\ \1:') ': r I «(/\ I OJ)rn.""I')CJ't.l. ,(I\1<.-\-t:\.·(b'2-{.) 
oJ 1.\ 1.,"'" I 
\A(CI\\tJ)1l~ I "",(')(.)lA(C"'t;')f' =ro)j-(\:I\-'lol)"", ,X~ 1 1(1\1<.-It)·'C6Le) 
.. -1.\ "'" .)-l-\W\ 
~ . -\ 0 j 
and u.(t:I\\\:))~j,W\(')(.)U«(f\\t:)) =r' I (t(\'\OJ)MM,X:h f't\'(I\')(.""t:.):·(6'2.J) 
The action of the supersymmetry generators on these fields can now be 
evaluated as follows • 
.\. (-k)'L '\" L Me. (~\..n , 16. ~ ,W\ ") 
So that 
Similarly 
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and 
This is not the most convenient way of expressing these relationships in 
the sequel. L We define the field X i I r\ " j I \"r\ by 
) 
so that 
l -1 
lA (I: 1\ \ t::\) X -i \ n 'd \ n'\ ()(.) lA. (( 1\ \ \:;. ) ) 
-= rO'\«(t\'\ OJ)nn,{"'o,.l«(J\'\Ol) __ t XlI.. t.· \ (1\,c.··H:) ····(6S) 
...... 1.,,, ,.)1"' • 
The final result of this section can now be expressed as a theorem. 
rlheorem 3.2 
Let the fields XL Xl. j\m) ~In)j ,m 
I.. 
and ~ j,m be as defined by 
equations (61) and (64). Then the action of the supersymmetry generators 
QI..I'\ I Q.Rn on these fields is given by 
J. 
[ r.. Xl., {Mc.)1. X . ~I..", .l\"",..1 ~ \ ~ ~\ni.l\m 
- (He. ).!.l. (<r. L) X ~ ~ 1. nf" """" 1 \ I'V'\ (<:ilLI'\ l-"XI "'j' _)-.:: 1." I ,.n 
J ':::: 0 
( Q 9.n 
and 
Wi th 
\ 
•• .. (6(;-(,) 
·· .. (<;.6c.} 
half-integer values. vIe call these the left handed chiral supermultiplets. 
Proof 
]rom equation (63a) we have 
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I 
;- L - l. 
[Q X ) -= -~ {~)1.(c:r. (J" ~ ) )( I '.' LI'\ I ,.....) 1 W\ ne. 1. r a')~'" "",I i. ,n I J I f>"\ 
':::: ( i. (cJ1. Q R)" I ~ j , """ J I 
using equation (13) of Chapter 1. So that 
\ \.. (~ )1.. "() \.. [QRn I ~jlW' ') = - Me. (O"r~xfA)t'\ ... \Xi,I'\':,jl\'V\· 
From equations (63b) and (63c) we have 
t (L l.. 
[QLt\ ) X j+1. \ \'V\+.11. ) X j-{ ,tn-~) r- 1 
1 
:: -(~c)l.. t(cr'2.O"'rcra\n~dC~:",,,,,,, ;,c.1" x-j,n'\'" 
So that 
thus 
, 
L (~)"i. d L (QRn X-l \""j lI m ' ') '= - t-\C (<TrO"1. :;r')<..t-' )1'\", X j,,,,,,'. 
The other equations are derived in the same way. It remains to note that 
err "'" C)rL as defined in the appendix. 
A check of the Jacobi identities in the form 
C C QLn I QR,,,I") I ')C) == C QLI'\ It G>.R"I , X J) 
-i- (QRI'\\ ,[QLt'\ IX)) 
gives the result 
···.(61) 
for each of the three fields in the above theorem. This is as required 
by equation (25) for second quantized fields, since 
(1; Per J ;t) :: ;,,"0' ~ . 
\.,rhich is proved as follows 
uleI It:J)X('){.) u(e! 1-1:)) 
- (-1- )"?>JJ.1 (Me. ){t::i. e~ p.(')(.+ C::\ ~ p·e')(.+!:} 1 
-- ,TI1; P '2.r", r +~re ) 
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But U(CI'I:)) 
so that 
Then comparing equations (69) and (10) the result follows. This should 
be contrasted with the corresponding result for classical fields, which 
needs a negative sign inserting. 
\-Je observe that with j=O in Theorem 3.2 we obtain the two component 
form of the Wess-Zumino model n J • 
3.3 Construction of Right Handed Supermul tiplets from Left Handed 
Supermul tiplets. 
We could repeat the analysis of section 2 and thus construct a set of 
right handed fields. It is much easier to construct one from the other. 
(', Ul 
We first observe that if {AJ~, LAt ,l.-=I,'-,3} are the generators 
. ( . \ . " (j) 
of rO),)(I\) with the Ai antihermi tian, generating rotations and l."'i.. 
generating boosts, (j) ,ljl , then {A ~ I -l. A ~ } are the correspondwg genera tors 
Now consider the action of the matrix ~j as defined by equation (9) on a 
Lorentz boost 
_I 0,) ( 1\) Z::j r (B Plr) ?:j -, q) ".: e')(.p(p.~)(':'J\ ,-:ej) 
( 
'I\. (j)*) , 
:::: Q.')i.r p .... '"' Slnce 
('\ .. 
-= <!.")(..p ( p. (-,-~,) ) \ I 
'= rl'O(B(f>'~))~ 
'rhen since for any rotation R 
r""jCR) 'l:: rl,oCR)) 
we have 
-, 
Z' J 
for some p) 
l) ) 
the (So. gene:t.'a te O)(R)) 
.. ··(1\ ) 
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Similarly 
No\-, let 't'~ (x) be a second quantized field that transforms as 
( ) l. )-1 0) ,) ( ~') L \A (l\lt) 4-'.,t(x) U«(I\\t:J = r tK \0 eLd.''+'.,l.'{I\''<.~I::) 
ie. as a left handed field, and consider the field 
R l. )'* 
'f' eL he.) '= ( =!. j ) ..L.t' ( lY cl' (')c.) • . "'(14) 
Thus 
In the last line we have made use of equation (11). This clearly 
transforms in the required manner ie. 
U{tl\\t;))4-~·bc.) u(C/\\tJf'::: r)IO«(i\'\O))o(cL' 4-'~dl\")(.""t:) • 
\oJe note that '+': he.) is constructed from the adjoints of the operators 
used for lY;' (:x:.) so that it is the an tlparticle field of 't ~ be.) • Also 
(=ej)cLoL'('+'~'()<.))· '::: (~j:e~)olol' '+'~(')(.) I 
'2.j t.. 
':::: (- \\ '-t c(, < ')(..) ) 
so that applying the transformation twice does not return us precicely to 
the starting point but includes an overall phase factor. 
Now using equation (74) we can construct a set of right handed fields 
from the left handed fields in equations (61). We obtain 
and 
with 
and 
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· .. ·(11C\) 
····(11<..) 
R for k:: j 1 j +\) j -'1 and of course similar defini tiona for S'!; PI .\ \ ~ 
R 
and ~ p,j I I'V\ • 
It is in fact oonvenient to work with a slightly different set of fields. 
We define Po '1.j ,~ ····(lBo.} 
')C j I 1'1'\ (')' ) -::: t - \ ) X.i \ '" (.,,) 
R. '1' In. 
·····(18') and ?£ j \ 1'1'\ (-,(,.) -::: l-\)JX' (')(..). ,.... J1n'\ 
The action of the supersymmetry operators on a field is obtained as 
follows 
So that 
and similarly 
+ R 2j( i' t.. )-1\! ( Q t..r'\ 1 -X j I V'V' 1 ':: (:~ l)..V\ "",d - \) C Q. Ln 1 X j, ..... 1 
Thus for the field ~ ~ \ vn be.) as defined above 
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L L _\ ( ) 
vlhere "fe have used the fact that r.\. -= 0"', = (c:1'-z) and used equation 11. 
Now if we use equation (20) and equations (l'3) and (4) of the appendix 
Similarly 
T 
( QLV\ 
and o. 
.... (Bl.f) , 
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As with the left handed fields, it is convenient to construct a single 
field from the j +'l and j - ~ fields ie. 
R 
[
X.) ""\ , """" ] 
= C "'\Y'n I (" R. 
'Xj_\.,_" f'" 
'rhe final result of this section can now be given as a theorem. 
Theorem 3.3 
L "V'R l) R. (x) d R et the fields ""j\""" ')<. I "X1.\",·,)Itv\ an ?£j,m(x) be as defined by 
equations (76) and (82). Then the action of the supersymmetry generators 
Qt." and QRn on these fields is given by 
, 
R _' (i;_)1. Rd R. [QI.,.", I ~j,rt\bc.\1 - '- ~, (o-r a')(.~),,(" X{,r-;.h",,()l.l 
R • ( .... ~t( R It R..) R tQL" I X~\ii :hM(-,t)) '::. .. it,) Cij-\ (1'"1. ~.,(.I'" "r'X j,m(')(.) 
[Qt,.n I x~,W\ (,c.\) ':: 0 
t:' QRn I ")C~,t"'\ ex)) :: l. {~(.t'l. xtn·,j1rn(X) 
tQR" I 'X~,rij,,,,,,(,\,))::, -qJ-t;)\(U~)"f" ~~IJV\(,I..) 
and 
R.. _ 
t Q R" , ~ j \ M be. \") - 0 . 
) .... (83o,) 
. '''(8?'{,) 
... ·{B3c.) 
.... (S'3 eL) 
.... (83 e) 
vi i th n r -..!.. -1.. tv\ = \) \ - \ ) I -'l.l 1.) oJ oJ ) - j -+ \ I - j and j taking integer 
or half integer values. We call these the right handed chiral 
supermul tiplets. 
Proof 
This follows the procedures of the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
vIe note that a check of the Jacobi identities on these right handed fields 
gives the resul t s ta ted in equation (67). 
3.4 Supermul tiplets that are Symmetric under the Interchange of I, and R. 
vfuile the fields used in the previous two sections are perfectly adequate 
as they stand it is more convenient, and more pleasing, to redefine them 
so that the commutators of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 become symmetric under 
the interchange of L and R. \'/e acheive this by al taring the relative 
phases of the fields) this leaves an overall phase factor undetermined. 
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To reduce this choice we demand that the differential operator linking 
the fields is also symmetric in the interchange of L and R. This still 
does not give a unique choice. Our choice is such that the Dirac 
equation takes its standard form. 
VIe define 
and 
with 0. I {, , c e IR . 
Now from equation (66a) 
\ 
-i.e... \\ ",,\~ 1 _ (M<:')1.. -Lo.:""", L . ( Q Ln I e /f.. JIm - ":i:'" e. A. In' \ rn 
.,.. 'it J..I' 
and from equation (8;d) 
( i.t." ""I,R "'\ ~ Rn I e J'.. J' m ." 
·· .. (B40.} 
. ·· .. (8"1 ') 
.... (S4c) 
.... (a4cl) 
· .. ·(S4e) 
.... (S4.f) 
If we require these equations to be symmetrio in the interohange of L 
and R then 
Thus Co - ~ \ 
- 0...-"''4 . ·· .. ·(as) 
Hepeating this procedure on the rest of equations (66) and (83) we obtain 
the additional restriction 
vie are thus free to choose (say) O~ 0.. < '2. Ii , the parameters ~ and c 
are then fixed. 
l.. R To restrict this choice we require that if X, n' J' """ and 'X.!.. n' j' _ 1.' ) I'"~ " , I'"~ 
are self conjugate for j : 0, that is in terms of the creation and 
annihUa tion opera tors we put Q. PI jim -= -bPI j I rn' then the differential 
operators relating the fields are also symmetric under the interchange 
of Land R. Since for j ~O the differential operator aoting on the 
index", can be constructed from the j =~ by a sieries of tensor 
products this will be true for all j . 
By its definition in equations (61b), (61'0) and (64) we can write 
and use equation ( ) of the appendix to obtain 
( l.d) \. (j fA:;1<. "",,")l. -i' ""',0 I ° ('X.) 
:::. (-~ )'Ja;p (Me. )'i{_'-t'\C'. r-i'O([B(o ~l\ 0) ,0" \ ilp,'X 
"Z. \\-\:. '1.p~ ~ I " 1'\'" P, " I 0 • 
+ i.. ~( (r1.,O(CB (PIP)' 0)) 0"1. ) ..... ' O""'p, .... ' e"i.P' X} . 
So that 
== i. ~ X~ n' 0 0 (')(..). 
-\1\ 1" I 
Similarly 
R'L R 'M I.. (0'1" ~')(.~)J\J\,-.x.\\n'io,ob(.)= l. ;X\, .... jo,o(-,«.l. 
The requirement that equations (89) and (90) are symmetric in the 
interchange of Land R gives the restriction that 
01.'= hi!. n'= 0 '±\ ~'- ... 
'2. , ", 
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ie. 1\0- '=' 0, ±fi -:.tn, ... 2. , 
Our choice is 0....-= 0) .... (q I) 
so that -b= 5 .... ('\ 2\ 
+ 
and c..-= I .... (en) 4' 
Theorem 3.4 
With the choices above the action of the supersymmetry generators on the 
. { • R ( I R. ' R 1.. {'I. f1elds ~j,t"'n ')t.) I )(\'''';.11'''''(')(.) I Xjl"'(")c.l,l and ?(l'~ (.,l), 
1 I.. I L } )C, n" \ W\h(.) I X J' yv\(x\ of the chiral supermultiplets can be Z \ I.J I I 
.... (~t\o.) 
· .... ('\46) 
.... (q4c) 
.... (94d) 
.... (q4e) 
and t CI ¥~ ) = 0 
"<; RI"\ I ..... J, ...... 
. 
..... ( '141) } 
and · .... ('150.) 
..... (~5<>\ 
.... (9!;c:.} 
.... (qScl) 
.. "('lSe) 
and 
.. ··("15-1= \ 
These sets of equations are then symmetric in the interchange of Land H. 
I L Also the differential operators relatiilg the fields ""-\,F\',j,m()(.) and 
'")(~\njj\M b<.) for j::= 0 (if they are self conjugate) are symmetric in 
the interchange of Land H. ie. 
~ ( I.. "2l- ) 
t1e. cr r ~~fA n,,' 
and .:5..( n~ ) He. q r 7,)')tfA 1"\('\' 
• 'v lR I.I"-l,,,'oo 
1.. I I 
• 1 t.. l.'XJ.~'oo. 
'1.' I I 
This is the form we will use for these expressions from now on. 
· .. ·(qb~) 
.... (q€.(,.) 
CHAPTER 4 
NON-CHIRAL SUPEFU1ULTIPLETS. 
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~.l Introduction. 
In Chapter 3 we detailed the construction of the chiral supermultiplets 
for both left handed and right handed fields. By choice we constrcted 
the right handed fields as the antiparticle fields of the left handed 
set, but we could have chosen to construct these from the same set of 
creation and annihilation operators. In all of these chiral super-
multiplets the number of independent field components was the same as the 
number of independent creation (or annihilation) operators. That is each 
fi e I d had 'l.. k + , ) k "= 0, 1. I " components with k -= j I j -+-\. I j - ~ 
as appropriate. Such fields describe particles of a single spin value 
and obey only the Klein-Gordon equation. 
In this chapter we want to examine supermultiplets of fields that do obey 
field equations other than the Klein-Gordon equation. This implies that 
not all the field components are linearly independent, conversely we can 
say that if our set of fields do obey some field equation in addition to 
the Klein-Gordon equation then not all the field components are linearly 
independent. 
In the remainder of this section we will examine fields that do obey 
field equations following the methods of vleinberg (20). In the next 
sec tion \-Ie discuss the \oJess-Zumino model r. 3) ie. the supermul tiplet 
constructed from both left and right handed supermul tiplets \-Ii th j '=' O. 
In the third section we extend this to the case for general J. In the 
fourLh section \-Ie consider invariants that can be constructed from these 
supermultiplets. Lastly in the fifth section we consider a combination 
of the j= k-+~ and j -:::..l<-~ supermultiplets that \-Ie will need in Part 
III of this 'l'hesis. 
The reason for introducing additional field components according to 
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vleinberg (20) is that if we require a theory to transform simply under 
P (parity), C (charge conjugation) and T (time reversal) this cannot be 
acheived ,'lith a '2. k + I component field. The '2. k -+ I transform simply 
under T and CP but not under C or P. 
To obtain a theory that transforms simply under C and P it is convenient 
t ( as r o,k(/\)"", nk,o({\) o use '2. '2. k '*,) component fields that transform ~ I -
and are constructed from the 2k~ \ creation and annihilation operators. 
The antiparticle field (if it exists) is given by the adjoint of this so 
that in total we have 4('2..k-+ i) field components constructed from the 
2. ('2. k -+ ,) creation and annihilation opera tors. These can al terna ti vely 
be combined into a 2.('2.k+I) component complex field, ego the Dirac 
field. 
We note that fields construoted in this way consist of particles of a 
single spin value. Many other types of field are considered in the 
physics literature (eg. the field AI'" transforming as l\,:::sr\,1.(I\)S-' 
for some similarity transformation 5). These consist of several spin 
values unless constrained in some way to remove unwanted components (eg. 
d~)(."", A.r =:. 0 removes the lspin O· component of A.JA)' 
Given the left handed field '+kl. we now \-rant to show how to construct 
, m 
R 
a :::ight handed field 4' k, m so that the field 
4'k,cr"[ 'I'~,m ] .... (1) 
't- k', W\ 
satisfies a differential equation (in addition to the Klein-Gordon 
equation). In sO doing we construct the differential operator connecting 
the left and right handed components of the field. First consider the 
spin zero field. We have 
'- (' )'?>} "> ( t-1 < )-i{ 
'+' 0 (")C.) '::: rr.i; 0\ r ~ '" p 
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since in this case the particle is its own antiparticle. 'rhus the 
equation relating the two fields is 
\'Ie have already determined the result for the spin -:i field in Chapter 3. 
This is given by equations (96) of that Chapter as 
i.t; ( I.. ~ l. 
He. (f'.r :;;«..t-' '"", 4--1., n' 
and i..-l\ (o-R ~) P-H c. /A ~"fA t"o"f" lY 1. \ 1"\ \ 
The combined result is then 
which we can recognise as the Dirac equation. 
.... ("1) 
'''-(5 ) 
·· .. (6 ) 
In general the differential equation will take the form of equation (6). 
L. -R 
'rIe define the operators TTj (-a) and IIJ· (() to be such that the field 
fj,u satisfies 
-R 
[ 
0 \ \j(d)] 
L 4" I - ll.; '" -('7) n J I (f' - .. j I cr. . ("c.) 0 cr 0" ' J 
The following propos! tion then enables us to evaluate n ~(d) and 11>;) 
successively for each j ':::: I, '\ J • - -
Proposition 4.1 
Suppose A and 4-" -+1 0-'" are a set of fields 
.) 1. \ 
related by 
for A. - L or R· and C r"r" r as defined by equation (53) of Chapter 1. 
-p.. 
J!'urther suppose that we know the differential operators I I k Cd) for 
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I\. ':::: l Of" R and k -.:::.1., .l. 'I'he differential operators relating the left 
and right j +1. and j -\ fields are then given by 
Proof 
Consider equation (8) for A-= L so that 
::: (TI~(d)) ,~~ n' ® (TI~(C))) , ~~ w.' 
1. no~, oJ tV\JV\ J' 
-=: (fT~(~)t", ® (n?("()))tnm' 'tr,,,' ® q-j,,,,,1 
:- (nR.1C~)) ,@(n~(~)) ,Cn'r'II'o' ""('+~~l 0'" R ) 
1. no oJ tn"'" I l~ 1.' '- 1 '"Yj_\ I e,' r'. 
So that 
But C nm r is the Clebsh-Gordon matrix so that we have I 
I.. (-R) R 4'j .. \.,CT ... , \ . C.~) , 4" ... \ 0- 1 
-'"'1 crcr J 1 
-=(~ .\ lj~)(n:("<))) ,®(n~(C)l) ,(\ j \ j ~\) R W\ 1. 1'\ t\ W\ IY\ r"\ t>'\' ~ 'tj-\1'~ 
and ::: (nf_-\(d)Lro-' 4-'jR_11 0", 
;L t j~1. )(TI~()))n",®(n~ (C)))mM' (~, l 1l-1) R w.' ~ z. Y-'.i--i Ie.· 
'I'hese results are s till true if we replace R by L so that equations (9) 
and (10) follow. 
We note that the degree of the differential operator n~() is given by '2.j 
J 
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so that vIe only obtain a first order equation if j "::: ~. 
4.2 The Vfess-Zumino Nodel. 
This is the simplest supersymmetric model and was first given by vless and 
Zumino (3]. It is obtained by putting j=o in equations (94) and (95) 
of Chapter 3 and then combining these into a single supermultiplet, 
no ting that the j -~ does no texis t. 
\O[e recall equation (12) of Chapter 1 
and define 
x ~ =: ["X~I",i 0,0 1 
X 1.,1'\ i 0,0 
·· .. (\2) 
similar to the definition of equation (1). Equations (94b), (94e), (95b) 
It is convenient to define new scalar fields A, B, F and C; by 
~L 
-= ~(F-4ri..~) .... (I~ 0.) 
"'-°1 0 \ 
){:R 
-
-f;.(F-i.<1l · .. ·(1"<.) 
_0,0 
l. 
== ~1. (A "'" l. B) .... (14«:) ")loo , 
R 
=·h.(I-\-i-B) .... (I.q el) and ")Loo I 
Now using these definitions and noting the definitions of the chiral 
Dirac matrices in terms of the left and right handed Pauli matrices as 
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Similarly, using the above definitions we obtain the following 
.... (, S-{,) 
.... (\ Sc.) 
.... {\ 5'J.) 
.. ··elSe) 
These equations were obtained using the chiral representation of the 
Dirac matrices. vIe can transform from these to any other representation 
so that we can delete the superscript C and consider them as valid for 
any representation. 
The supermultiplet defined by equations (15) can be demonstrated to be 
closed if the Jacobi identities are evaluated on each of the fields. We 
include the calculation since it demonstrates that we do need all of the 
fields (we have not yet required the spinor field )C~ to satisfy the 
Dirac equation), and shows the use of the Fierz identity as given in the 
appendix. This check is usefully carried out at every possible stage of 
these calculations as a check on the algebra. 
The Jacobi identity takes the form 
CCQ'll I Q~), XJ :. CQ,el, (Q~, X)) -\' CQ~ I (Q<:l, XJ) ·· .. (16) 
wi th X' any field of either parity. Thus for the field A we have 
[CGtcl,Qf»,A1 == CQ~ l~ei.~(~)\X~1 
- I 
-+ (. Q~ ,~ e.\.~ (~fi ')Cd] 
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Here {o( ~ ~ 1" indicates the same expression wi th the indices d.., 13 
in terchanged. Now using the symmetry properties of the rna trices C) '2(s C 
"lIftc and "2f'51ff'>C as given in the appendix we have 
[( Q ol I Q ~ ") I A) ':::' ("t JA c ) al f> ~')c.1'" ~ 
as required. Similarly we obtain the corresponding result for the fields 
B I F" and ~. 
Now consider the field x: 71'-
[( Q,J.., Q~ 1, ",,«J ::: t Q...t I C Q.~ I X'~:11-+ (Q~ ,t Qel, 'X1fJ) 
_~'il(1)1: I -;"(l1)\ 
:::: [ Q oA. ) -f?o e. "4 t~ (c. ) ~"!' F + (i e"4 i (If s C. ) ~ c( l. <; 
--h, e.i.~ (~c.1\(-{,MC.)~~~A +& i-~ f~c.)-i(lfs1ff'C.)~1(l;fA i.BJ ) 
+ { 01. ..;--:> ~ 1 
, -i.'ii (r1c.)1. (c.) eL"ill (-k )-t ('1ff") ~ ')C 
::: -1. e :q * ~11' "l He. 01. f, GI)\f" ~ 
-\-1 ei.~ ('!' )t(lf5 c.)~"b' e,'-"W (ftc)-\C-is ~,t\)al ~ ~xfA JL& 
-1. ei.'~ (~J\ «(fft c )f.'1I' ~,c.fA e. \.~ ("".;J1. x~ 
~ ei.1>] (~ )\(1(. '"'II"c.)"}.. tA ei.~ (tic. )-\.(""1) -v 
"2. --.. Me. S ';»u -:g So J.~ ...... ca 
J 
:: -1. (c) ~~ ("),fA ~xfA 'X) cI. -+ 1 «(('5 c. )~"i ("$ ~JA ~ltA -X) 01.. 
+1. (If'" c. ){?t1S' %)(..1" 'X aI. - ~ ("'60; 1SI"C. )r--11 ("l{s ~)c.r ll) ol 
-+ {el.~f!>1 
Now we make use of the ]'ierz identity as given by equation ('"\~) of the 
appendix to rearrange the indices. We obtain 
(tQel, Q~J 1')(~1 
= ~(f'p..c.)ctV' (r~«'"*'d"'X)~ -~{rS1fsC)o{f' (f's~s"",r~'),f"X)-,( 
+ ~ (rc.j{JAc.) tlf' (re. }")(.t' 'X)(( -+~ (r'\(s lrf\c. )oL~ (f'p '1S'S ~)l~ -x.)<f 
+[oL~fl) 
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Now only terms wi th the rna t:r:'ices ( ) 0( i2' symmetric will con tdbu te so 
that this becomes 
[C Q. cL I Q V> ") I ")( ~ ) 
::: ~ (r"e. )cL\?> (rA ((f'lx", ')()1( -~ (rSlfs e. )ot~ (rB 11'S Iff'~"XfAX)({ 
-+~ (rC.""3'J4e.)oL~ (r'c.%-x.r 1")(( -\-~ (f'°~s '1!'"c) .... ~(ro 0'5 %-'It'' 'X))( . 
With these limitations we can replace the matrices rAJ'··· as follows. 
and 
Now 
If r" =: 1)'" then rp.. -= ?lOt. 
if rA .... /fCoo/f" then flA ... 11"" (JOt. 
if rC"s '::: 11'';'' then r B -= (/0.755 and r8 -= 1(5 1fe>, 
if rB 1Is '= 'lfD>. 'If' then r S -.::: if"'1f-(,"lfs and r B ::: )Is 'It Yeo. 
if r Clf!'::: 7f '" then rc.::: 7fo..l5r and rC. '= "'()f't5o.. 
if rC(ff-: "'IftA,1f-!:. then ("l Co '= if 0. £{ (, (fr and rc.:::: iff't'O{.ifc.. ) 
if rDtI's )If'::: "'If 0. then rl)::: lfD>.?l1" '21"5 and r D = ((S 1ft' (50. 
if r "if ';II' - 11 0. lf <> 5 - then r \) ::: (f1ll7f-<'(S'r ((s- and r D ::: {f 5 'if I" {f {. if e>, • 
[I: Q.ol ) Q~ 11 ')(:'~) 
:::: ~ ('6""c. )ol~ ('lS'", ~fA ~){I-' )()« + * ( (( tA, 1(.(, C )o(f' ( If{, if", £(r ~xr X hr 
-~ (lfo, c.)t>l V> ({fs "lfCl\1I'S 1(14tx/" X)"lf -~ (~'" 1f4 C. )cl~ (If,;; 1f~ If 0.. (fS ((fA &tfA ~)(S" 
-+ ~ (7f(\ C )01 ~ ('2$1"((0.. t'l.t' X) 1) "'" -:!t «S' (\ (f4c.) ol~ (((1"'(1-<, If 0. %'lfA )()?f 
'" ~ «fCl\c.)ot f!' (trs ($JA£{0.1I''S *"t' Jl)"i -+~ (if(\ tf(,c. t~ F> ('?fs «f41f{. 0" ifs. ~)(f% -X)"?) ) 
'= ~ ()fCl\c.)oLf> (~c.. "(I'f'~c.r ')(.)(f --i (1(<I\c.)Jf' (150. ({'"~')<.fAx. )l( 
+ (iff'C. )d.~ %-')(.t" ~ (( • 
) 
So that 
t ( Q c:J. \ Q f' ) I ')L 11) 'C «(S'? C ) o£ ~ ~,)(.r ')t. ({ • 
Now we want to examine the consequences of requiring the spinor )(~ to 
satisfy the Dirac equation. VIe can combine equations (96) of Chapter 3 
to give 
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lA d • Me. ((Jr- ".rxt" }o(l3)(~ == -I. ~ )( jl 
Then acting on equation (15a) with this operator we obtain 
(1I'r';XP' )((~ [Qol I "Xfo) -= C Qell - L.~ X({J I 
Thus 
Now 
- (1{i"?ff. ~')(.r ~x e ) « ~ 
a ~ 
- SCIl f> =S-xfA ~xr '-
. "'(11) 
· .. ·(I8} 
Since if fA '* ~ the terms cancel. Also all the fields must satisfy the 
Klein-Gordon equation. So that 
'Z ~ () ~ - - (t¥) A .. ··(20) 7fxf" ?j",... - .... 
2-
and ~ ~ B = - (~c) B . . ... ('21) dXf" d"X-r -~ 
TI1US, using equations (19), (20) and (21) equation (18) can be written 
Now if we compare this with equation (15a) we can see that if )C~ 
satisfies the Dirac' equation then 
A -== - F 
and 
Alternatively this may be stated as 
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and 
Now consider equations (15b) and (15d) with A-= -F, these imply that 
1. e.\.~ (n.:)~"xcI. ':: 1. e. i. ~ (~c.)1. (~~) I){p ~">'1" -X \?t 
ie. (({ f" }x/"l eL~ -= - \. ~ ")C oL • 
Thus X i!' must satisfy the Dirac equation and this then implies that 
s= G. 
Similarly consider equations (15c) and (15e) with B =: c" these again 
imply that X~ must satisfy the Dirac equation, which implies that I\~-F. 
vie thus reach the important conclusion that given the three constraints 
B ..... C; 
and (~f" :txI"L)(,r- X ~ -= - \. t-\~ X cl 
ruly one implies the other two. 
,4-3 Supermul tiplets for j,* 0 Satisfying Have Equations. 
.... (~,O\) 
.... ( 2'(,,) 
·· .. (21c) 
We observe that the spin j index m is left unchanged by the action of 
the supersymmetry generators in equations (94) and (95) of Chapter 3. SO 
_L -R 
that using the differential operators \ \j(d) or \ \j (d) as defined in 
equation (7) we can oonstruct multiplets obeying the commutators of 
equations (94) or (95) of Chapter 3, that are either left or right handed 
wi th respect to the spin j index. It follows that we can construct sets 
of fields obeying equations (15) that are either left or right handed 
with respect to the spin j index. 1bat is we can obtain the following 
set of commutators 
- I 
f>,. \ ~u. v'-ter f:i.. ... '('2 BQ.) (Q,ol, P\jlW') -= TI. e 4 ~ XcI.,.> ,1""\ \ 
i-Bj,vnl - \ P-I: Q. J.. , ' 'n.(t'\ ') .... ('28~) - fi e."A ~'2. (lS'~)e{f3 1L f31 j, rv\ , 
C Qd..., 
A 
__ I ~:'ffi(~r-(JA d p... 
.. ··('28c.) F.l,'iV' ') - n. e.q Me. (() e>l ~ ~,)LfA X. f", .h Y>'\ » 
CQeI.) i.~~,~ ) , l..,\\\ (-I; ~.l. "?Iff) ~ " :::: :r"L e. '2\'" Me. 7. (0' OS oL j3 "5;.JA ')l f.", j , Y>"\ .... ( 'l8cl) 
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The analysis of the previous section can be repeated to obtain the three 
cons train ts 
po. Po 
P\.j,,,,, '= -F· J ,r\'\ 
1\ po. Bj,r\'\ ..... <;,,; I"'" 
and ("'l(f') C>l\?> %,t../" -x: ~',j ,r\'\ =:. - ~ M~ 'X J..', j \ vn ... -('2l\c) 
for A=:. L or A,: R. As before anyone of these constraints implies the 
other two. 
Now suppose we require a combination of supermultiplets given by equation 
(28) such that each field obeys some field equation other than the Klein-
Gordon equation. The obvious choice is to combine a left handed 
supermultiplet with a right handed one and require that the fields are 
related as in Proposi tion 4.1. Vie then have the fields 
[ I.. ]~ Ajd~ ':: p... JIM .... (3 0,,) AR , j I"'" 
[ l. ]~ SJ,j3= B jim . '''(3 OG) SR , j ,W\ 
I.. 
]Jl FJ If-'-= [ F~,", .... (3 Oc) F· , J , 1"1" 
~~\~= [G~,~ ]p .... (30tA) C;. , 
..) I ..... 
[X~'j "' ] .. ·.-('~Oe) and x: . - , I o(jJ"~ - XR. .. 
ol.JJ\W\ P 
with J?s - 'I '2.. J "') '2..('2..j+I). 
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'l'hese fields satisfy the commutators of equations (28) and we can impose 
anyone of the constraints 
or 
I\),~ - -Fj,~ 
Bj\~ = C;j'J3 
( 11 ,M til?> ; ">lP' )C ~ j.i)1S' :::: 
.. ··(3\ Co.) 
.... (3\<.) 
. "'(3, cl 
which then implies the other two. By construction they obey the field 
equations 
[ nl(~l 
[ 0 -L \\.(~) 
J 
[ 0 -t. I I j (d) 
equations (32a)and (32b) by using equations C3la) and (3Ib) respectively. 
4.4 Lagrangian Densities for Supermultiplets. 
He consider first the 'dess-Zurnino supermultiplet as constructed in 
section 2, in four component form}so that we have a non trivial 
l~agrang.i.an. The standard Lagrangian density kinetic ener67 term for a 
spinor field is given by 
i ~ -= i. ~ c. )2' 11' t' ~,,-,,, 'X 
But X is a Majorana spinal.' so that 
_ t 1::-\ 
X = X (c ) • 
Hence 
···(35) 
Now the charge conjugation matrix C is defined by (see equation (:2'\) of 
the appendix) 
So that 
thus 
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C-' (fJA :::: - ('dt'{ c.-\ 
(C.-\«'")~= _«lffA)'cC.-,)l: 1 
«e') t:j{I") ~ol:::: - (c._I Cf'") oL ~ • 
Then combining- equations (35) and (36) we have 
i. ~E =: - i. -t\ Co X ~ (c -I « JA) ((i?' ~xt' ')(. 11' • ·'·{:nl 
K6' 
Now consider the action of the supersymmetry generators Q.a.(, on t..". 
kE CQc.lli~J 
:; [~oll -tt-.c. Xl?> (C'«'")lI'~ ;,d-" X1f 1 1 
== - i.:\:; c.. [(it.l I X p) ( C. -\ «1\)"1 ~ ~'(.fAX: -.0 
... i.. -\;. c. ")(: ~ ( c.-I 'lS' f4) 11 j?> ~~lt' [ Q eI. I )::: tI' ) } 
{ 'E J. ~'li! ( )1. :: -L~.[ i"'-.q (M~)"1 (c. )elf' F + 12.- "'\ M~ (Cfs c. )d\!> ~ C; 
- e;'"W C~,St.(~ec. ).,(~ ~'l(, 1\ + e.'-1tV (~c.)-i(lfs ({(c. )eLp ~'X(, ~ (3) (C'1!f\)el.~f"'}(.1f 
~ [ 'w (M )1. -i.l!I( )1 
-+ "~~ ~~(C-'tfe)¥~ dX( e\"~ ~ (C.)cL~F -t e "l 11; (y'Sc)..L){i.~ 
- e t~( ~c.)\lff4C. )el.T ;,d,,1\ + e n~ (~c.)-i(l{ s D'f~c) ell\' ~)\f' ~ (3} ) 
Now from the appendix we have the following identities 
(CI~"'C.)"!I'ol -:::: -(lfJAh)"t.,l. ':::: -(",v.)al..Y) .... (3'\0..) 
(c-\lfJ'A'lfs C)'(.,l:::: -("1I'fA~{{s'=)"lI'.J. '= -("'trp (S'1")..1.-( ::: ("((I4'"'6s \,J.-i'(~(U.) , 
and 
(c.-I.2ft'1f( c)~J. -=. 
(C'lff"'tS(((C.))(ol -.::: 
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Also as noted in equation (19) 
Inserting equations (39) and (40) into equation (38) we obtain 
Now consider the possible kinetic energy Lagrangian term for ~ 
t. ~e ~ ~~ (~~,~ A)( ~''r ~ ) 
... '(39 Co) 
····(31)J.) 
.,I<e The ac tion of the supersyrnmetry genera tors QI)(. on ..... '" is given by 
i((; (~J.. ,"LA") 
::: ~~ {[ Q..t I ;)If' f\ ') ;'tr A -+ ~-'c.t' A [ ~J. l ~(t' A) 1 
~l. ("d , ':" (t'1t.)-i )";,) 
-= i=, ::a,lt' 11 e "'\ "'=k x",- ?:x.r f:\ 
:: J{11 e. '-~ (~r- (;'lfA ')Let) (~)lr p..) . ., .. (~ 3) 
Consider the possible term for B 
i.:e _ 1;"1. (~ )(~ ) 
- V1 7),(f" B =-»"r S ····(4'"'\) 
ie. :( ICE 
- -t:..
1 (~ 'S)(~ 'B) - _ -LItE i.S - tM "';))It'l ()?'r L S· 
So that 
[ Q..l\ :(~: ) 
Thus 
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Consider the possible term for F given by 
J. ~£ ~ r'2. . 
So that 
::: '- F C Qo!, , F 1 ) 
. >\\ .1. 
::: - n Fe." '2\ (%c:. y. ( "({ JA ) al V> ~'tt' "){ f!' . 
Lastly oonsider the possible term for C, given by 
····(~B) 
So that 
t QJ.., 
Now we cons truct the following oandida te for the kinetio energ'y term for 
the supermul tiplet 
;tl<e -= 1...1<': -+OI.-L';,€:-t- -bi..~E ..... ~f...t<F(j -\"~-L~E · .. ·(50) 
wi th the oonstants 0.. ,4:. , Co I ~ ,; ct to be determined below. It is 
convenient to check the invariance in four seperate steps. VIe consider 
sepera tely the terms in A X I B 1C I F X. and ~)(. 
Consider firs t the .terms in A')(.. We have 
Now if we set 0.. ... '2.. this is a total divergence, sO that it does not 
contribute to the action integral 
Now consider the terms in B x.. Vie have 
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If we set -('='2. this is again a total divergence, so that it does not 
contribute to the action. 
Now consider the terms in FX. We have 
[ Q. e1) 1e.,.,.,...S i", F1t) 
::. -'-'~c:. e.-'-~ (H~y\. ('1{r)al.lf F (~)(I" X1f) 
~ ~~f i~~ (~r ((fe)bt~ X"¥ (';,..(. F) 
-Ji,f e"~ (~JllF«(~).J."'6 (~)(.r'~~) 
and wi th ,: -:: Me this becomes 
We can identify this as a total divergence, so t.hat it provides no 
contribution to the action. 
Lastly 'de consider terms in c:; X . We obtain 
[ Q.cL I Ter-"",> ;.... C;")( 1 
::: \. -t.; S: e.-" 1Jf (MC,)1. ("~ '" 'If 5 ) l. <; (~ ').( ) ~ -\:;. cl.. "'t 'C)'l~ If 
-\-l.~ e.;'~ (~)-\ ('1{S 1{Q.J."'6 X ~ (~x~ t.~) 
- i. <jJ1. e.'-~ (~)\ (~s (f( )eL"lf c. r~·.)\.~ -X ~) ) 
and wi th ~dJ\c. this becomes 
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'rhis, again, is a total divergence so that it provides no contribution to 
the action. 
Combining these results we can see that the following kinetio enerb'Y term 
1... K e = i.. ~ c. .:;:z 'l'r kl" 'X -+ ~ 1. {~ ..A 2. A + -.st '" B ~ B 1-
tI\ "3.,d'· dXr d'X, C>"-r J 
+ Hc..1..{ F'l. -\- C;'l.) .... (55) 
is such that the action integral 
..A.. - J -J.... KE" ~4.,c. KE - ····(56) 
satisfies 
····(51) 
Now consider the possible mass term for the field X 01.. 
1'1 -i)( -:::: -Mc.'l.. X)t 
The action of the supersymmetry generators on this term is given by 
M -[ Q..I., -(?(.) ::::. C Q.,L I - H c.1.. X X) 
:(Q..I.
1 
-Hc.1..')C(!(C.-~)(S\3 X~1 
-=l1c1..'Xp (C.-I)({f-' [Qol, 'Xt(1 - [Q..t ,lL~1Hc."t.(CI)((~ 1L'y 
'::: '2.t-1c.'L'),{(3 (c.-'l({j?> [Qol., DIfJ 
[ -;"1II (M).1. (M) _"~ii =J'2.Mc.'l. )Lo\.f e "\ ~ 1.+ .;;. e. -;;q1(5)..t.~)L~':'C; .... (59) 
- e~~ (~c.)\«({r )cl~ ¥ ~ ~"l~ P\ -+ e\.~ (~Jic1(s 'tr)o(~")(~ ~"){r r. B} 
Now consider 
····(60) 
So that 
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Lastly consider 
····(C,2) 
So that 
[Q.ol I Me-'1..BC,1 
'3- .1. MC.1.. { . ",..ll. (~ )'2..(,"", -vIA) L ::: n - \.. e ~ t1"c. Us 0 ol\!> B ?>x.f4 ")i (?> 
+ \. e\.'~ (M{)1. (IfS x) 0/. ~ } 
Combining the mass terms of equations (58), (60) and (62) we have 
.It-'\ ..t M 4o.f M .1 M 
A.. - "-X A..AF + ....... BC\ 
- -Hc.LXX ..". '2..Mc..'1.fAF ""'" Sc.) (64) 
with 
H [ Cit cJ,. I -l.: ) 
\ 
:: - -f", M e-'l. a\. \¥ <*j"i {('tf")ol~ X (?> (:;')(f" p.) + (<ft"') ol~ A (~lf" X r-) 
- CIS's 1S',u) oL~ ')l~ (~x/" i. s) - ())s ($'}A)tL~ B (~x.f'" X ~) } 
::: - ,f"? .. t-'\ c. 'l. e. \. ~ C~ c)\ i'lP' ( (1f,u)( ,) 01. p.) 
+J2 t-\c.~ ei.3~ (~c.r ;,(f" ({~s ~'"):)ot8) . 
TI1is is a total divergenoe, so that it provides no contribution to the ac 
ac tion in tegal 
TI1e Lagrangian densi ty in full is 
i... ~ c. X ~fA} "X -\- ~ 1.. { :!. A ~ A + $l B SL B 1. 
'X, M en...JA '?n<'r d')(./" ?>,)'r J 
+Mc.."1..{F'l.-+£;"l.] -Mc.."1..i~ -+"2.Mc."l..{I\F -Sc.). ·· .. (If:,l) 
Vie oan obtain the equations of motion of the fields by using the Euler-
Lagrange equation 
for ~ E:. {X J A. I B ) C, I Fl' 'tIe obtain the following equations 
L·l';c({f"-a. X -Mc.'l..)( - 0 
7>xt' 
-t.~ c.. £.. ?2."){f't - M c.' X - 0 
dXt" 
· .. ·(6B) 
.... ((,90.) 
· .. · .. «(;.9(.) 
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-k"l.. '::l d 
- M chtr' =;;"(t" A -+ M c."l.. F = 0 
- 1;.1. ~_ ~ B ..... Mc..L C1 '= 0 ~ O)lfA f)")t.t' 
M c.L(F -+ p..) :. 0 
and t1c."l..(C\- e) -::::. 0 
Equation (6ge) implies that 
and equation (69f) implies that 
in complete agreement with the conclusions of section 4.2. 
····-(c,qc) 
.... (Gqc\) 
····(G'le) 
'" '(b 'If) 
··.(10(,) 
Substituting these expressions into equations (69c) and (69d) we obtain 
(:!S...)'7. ~ :£. A ..... p.. - 0 .... (,,<\) t1 c.. ";))(. fA 7>')<. f" -
and (·th')"Z. -:;,c.I" ;,tr B --t B -.:: 0 • " ·l' \ <.) 
Then using equations (70a) and (70b) we can obtain the aqua tions of 
motion of the fields F and c,. They are ('" f" ~ d Me. d)(.r ~lrF -\- F - 0 ····(120.) 
and ("~ )L~ ~ Me.. ::;)xfA c)lr «; -t C. :: 0 " ··'(12 (,) 
Now if we consider the analysis of section 3 it is clear that we can 
construct a set of fields {fl\),fV\ I B~,,,,,,) 'X~i .ll ..... I Ft,fY\ I c.~ I"'" 1 for 
p,,::. L or ~"::: ~ which have the property that the function 
"'-II " ~ - p.. --I" 9.. {\ 
-1'')1''''-'''''' -== i.." c.. ~ jim 0 f»ll" 'X jiM' 
-+ -l; {St p..,"': ~ F\~ ,-+ 2 ~~ '?L B~ , 1. 
t--\ <n<.1'" jim 7J'Xr .lIm o')t..t" JIM <))lr Jim) 
-4 Mc..{F."" F!' \ -t G~ ~~ 11. - Hc.'2. y~ >t.':' I .. ··(13) 
JIM JIfY\ Jim Jl m ..\ JIM JI"" 
-\Mc."l.[~ m F~ \ -+ pt. m' F~ "" -sf':- c.f:'.: \ -B~ 'C;~ '1 
.. I jlrY\ JI .ll JIM JIM JIM Jlf'I'IJ 
satisfies 
[ Q. ol ) J t;t-j, "" ",,' J. 4')(.") -= 0 
for A -= L or ""'" R . 
In order to construct a Lagrangian density we require a scalar function 
built from the fields, that contains at most two derivative operators in 
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each term (otherwise we viole-te causality cf. Ramond (61). This rules 
out the use of the operators \\j(d) as constructed in section 1 except 
for j -:::. 0 and j = ~ . 
L-
'The action of the IJoinoare group on ~jl"~n-" is given by 
lA {( 1\ \ t 1) "::J.?, "'" on \ ( x) U. (C " \ I: ') r' 
. . ~ 
::: rO)lc,,') rOll (K'\'''''r\\ ~J' >,\r\.(l\x-H:) 
""'" , 
R. 
withc.8.similar expression for "'.:fj, ..... "',(')4.). 
-\ I-
.. ··(15) 
Now consider ('Z.j)VV'n'\' "4.111"1""'\ (,c.) with z.. J the matrix defined in 
equation (9) of Chapter 3. Then 
_\ L _\ 
U(CI\\\:;)) (:Cj)n-.vn' "Tj,W\W\'(x) lA(CI\\t;1) 
-, 0,:,( _1\ o)j{ _I L ( ) 
= ('Z.j)W\ ..... ' r 1'\ 1W\",r 1\ ) ..... '0' "'+~I v\v\' 1\,,,-\0 I:::. 
, . *t . L 
= (::Z:-j)rt'\I'Y\I(ro'.)(J\-') )",lV\roJ.)(I\-')"",o' fj,on\ (I\)(.+t:) 
= ("Zj' rJ'O(,,') Z j Y"'wt ('zj') r-n",,' rO)l(I\-') ..... '0' i-j, >'\0' (f\")" + 1:) 
:::: (z j' r"'O( ,,_,)t '2 j )nm ('2. t)mM' pO'l(K' ).. ... '1'\' '1 ~"'I'\' (I\.,e. -\ ~) 
'::: ('27') (rj,O(I\-')*rO,.l(,,-,)) rl-~ ,(I\x+l) 
J I'\~ W\n J,nn 
L 
= ('Z ~\) m I'V\ I ,,=+. _, ( I\")e. 4- 1:) • 
... J,n'\'" 
30 that 
J ("2. ;'L ..... m' ~ j ,m "",' hl) rA 4.,,-
is a Poincare invariant, which also satisfies 
I:. Qt>l} ~ CZ'j-')W\M\ ".fj,MI'VI\ (x) J.4x 'J -:::: 0 
-\ R 
with similar expressions being valid for l z. j ) \"V\yV\\ 1- j I ....... "'" be.) • 
4.5 The Combination of the j ': k~]. and j,;: k-i Supermultiplets. 
In this section we will combine the j -.:::: k +~ and j '::::. k-~ supermul tiplets 
in a way that proves useful in Chapter 4 of Part III, when we construct 
the general scalar superfield. 
Consicler tV/O 6upermultiplets as defined by either equation (94) or (95) 
of Chapter 3 ,·lith j::. k+~ and j -= k--la respectively. Then consider 
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the following combination of these fields wi th f:\ == L or A. -= R 
(~ 
and k \ k""l ) P. YV\ '" ... :l..ytI\ ~ -i , .... ' ; k -+~ 1 n'" rn 
( .l. k \k-.I.. ) A + ~ W\ V\ ... 'l..N\ ){'iI"lik-~,n ... rY\ • 
We adopt the convention, here, that the superscripts indicate the 
chirality of the various subscripts and are written in the same order as 
the subscripts. The commutators of these fields are identical to those 
of equation (95) of. Chapter 3 if ~~ L and to those of equation (94) if 
A. =: R J with the \, ,,' and k, m indices remaining unaffected by the 
superSYHunetry transformations. It is also easy to see that we can alter 
the trans forma tion properties of these fields by acting on the k J h'\ or 
1.,,,,\ indices of the fields with the differential operators Ti ,n) of 
J 
section 4.1 to convert them from right to left handed or vice versa. 
Thus from equations (78) and equations (94) and (95) of Chapter 3 we can 
wri te d.own the following set of commutators 
C QC'n ,,\/AI!> ;'15(-1::)1: C.~) Ac..S ( ) , ~.t , ... '" k rn J ::::: e 4 HC- (c:r ...... -:;r?<t' 1\1\1 X.! n"·.!. n l • k ~ ')'" 19C\ 
1.. I' 2.. , ) 2..' ) , , .• 
CQ;::" Ae.S i.E ('" )1 ( c. c. () AI!> X .!.,n"'.l.. n'. k "",) -= e., Me. O"'r cTz ~I'" nl\' X.I. ,1\'" k rn 
2. ) 2' J I 1. I I 
CQcY\ 
[ Qc.n 
I\S 
" ..I. II k )::: 0 1.,n i 1m I 
- .!. 1\& i,ll. (t'1c.)1. f\c.S 
')( ..I. \",1\, k, "" 1 ':::::, e 4 ~ X.L nll,.l. "'. I, I'Y\ I 
'L I 2,' 12..1 , , 
[Qc. " 1'AC"e 1 -Ll'il (M) c. V AS , 1. ,,"'.1. n', k m = e. ., --f ((1.'2. ),,1\' .A...! n",,~ I.' 11.1 J I "" "'"'1.' ,"',m 
and [ Qc...r-. AI!> '>C, "'k ]:= O. 
"'"'1.1" I , m 
These equations are then valid for A. -:::: L or A -= R, B:::: L or B = Rand 
C:::- L or C =- R vri th C = L if C. -= R or c: =. R. if c.:::: Land k::: 0) ~ ) \ I' ..• 
If k == 0 this supermul tiplet contains only the k:::. j -+.~ chiral 
supermultiplet of equations (94) and (95) of Chapter 3. In the sequel we 
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set fA. -= R) B -== Land C. '::0 L . 
RLL 
He now want to use the two spin * indices on the field X I \'. I '. k 
c;. ~lr'\ '""'Z.,V'\ I ,I'Y\ 
to construct a field that transforms as the tensor product of a vector 
(transforming as 1\ ) and a spin k field. 
Lemma 4.2 
Rl. 
Suppose the field P r n transforms as 
lA(CI'\\:J) P~~(")<.) u(el\\ \:'))-' 
:; [",0,\ «(\\> .. ",\ r.l'i,o«(\')rr
' 
P~!-,.., (I\x. -\0 1.::). 
L L Pol-
Then the field (0-2. o-JA )",rPrnbc.) transforms as 
u.(CI\\I:J) (!T1.I.."'fAl.)l"\rP~~b(.) lA(CI\\\: ))-1 
-= (f\-'),v,,, ("""2.1.. CTvl..)nr P~~ (f\::Jc.-H::). 
Proof 
From equation ("\3) of the appendix we have 
rO'.!.,.(I\) x.f\"r (rO,1.(I\))1' ::: (I\")(.)f" 0'"1" 
_ f\t' -v 
- ,,')<" c:r  
..., 
= ,)1.1'" f\ r 0'"" • 
So that 
NOvl 
····(80) 
In this calculation we have used equation (71) of Chapter 3 and equation 
(4 ) of the appendIx and in the last line we have used equation (80). We 
now have 
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) l" \", Pl. - \ \.,\((I\\I:-J (crl..O"r- ),v Pf"{'(") U(Ci\\1.:-1) 
::: (1\- \) r"" (0""1.'- 6""V L ) I"r P~~ (1\., ... "", 1.:-) 
as required. 
~Ie define 
so that 
\.. L CU. L. 
(0''1. CYp.)V"\rXl.,r·1.,r"\·\<V't\ ::::: 1. I z. , , 
L 
VM'k~ I I 1 
',ole also need the 'inverse' of equation (81), to obtain this vIe have to 
expand in terms of the components as follows 
~]. 
So that 
and 
Thus 
) 
) 
and 
Combining these expressions into a matrix we find that 
~'-L. • -.L ( L. L. L.. 
')(1.\"',1.1.lr;.)I,"", - 7. IT,"" (jz. )"f" '\Tr,JII"Y\ ····(83) 
NOVI vTe put A-=:. Rand B= L in equations (79) and use equations (81) and 
(83) to obtain the following 
. ',,(8,,\ c.) 
\ 
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.,. '(84c\) 
..• ·(8oC\ e) 
and 
A check of the Jacobi identities shows this to be a closed supermultiplet. 
L 
'Phe field 'V'ri k,¥Y\ is a four component vector (ignoring the spin j index) 
so that it contains both spin 1 and spin 0 components. It is convenient 
to seperate these, but first we want to construct a field from X RL 
....... 
that is left handed in both indices. VIe define 
x ~ L. k = '-1; (CT (to ~ •• '" ) \ X RL \ 
--"1..\" i 1 m -;:;\"c. r ()N ~ n(\ _\,1"\', \( ....... ·· .. (65) 
Now from equation (84a) we have 
'V'LL , ;.. ~ R d 
\: Q R" I ~ \' n') k,,n J = ~ Me.. (o-v C))f..-v )(\\(" 
Here we have used equation (9 ) of the appendix. Now 
LI.. ) 1f.\\V\\',I-<\V'I'\1 
::: \. ~ R '- () ~ L (-k 'I, e. <'\ (cr'fA CT~: ),,\(\ a><.1" (»<.e.. V"e ;\<,,",, M .... ) 
, t 'til Po'" ~ ~ L (-t:;, )'/2-
- 1: e. "'\ (CTe. 0"'1.. ) n'l"\ ~")<.r ~'I.I" "V"'e. .. k,1V\ Me. • 
So that using equation (14) of the appendix and the Klein-Gordon equation 
11/8 have 
Also 
We now have a 
V.IA' k IV\ and I ., ' 
supermul tiplet consisting of the fields X ~t... ..... k 
,,1"J 1 m ) 
LL X.J.. n' k VYl and defined by the commu ta tors of equations 
"l. I , I 
(84b) , (840), (84d) , (84f), (86) and (87). A check of the Jacobi 
identi ties demonstrates that we still have a closed supermul tiplet with 
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L. \Tri\~'1'V\ an unconstrained vector (ignoring the spin j index). To separate 
off the 'spin O/field we carry out the following field redefinition. We 
"-define the field ::rr 'J K,M by 
L. _ L., (t; \'7.. 0 d l. 
Jr',K,M - \Yr',.)''''' -t \y\(.) ~xr'-;,'))C..e.Ve"K,M' .... (88) 
So that 
L. 
Here we have used the fact that -V-~'l k,l'Y\ must satisfy the Klein-Gordon 
L 
equation. 'l'hue T,.,.d,m is a constrained four vector, the 'spin zero' 
component has been eet to zero. This implies that we need a \spin zero' 
.... 
fielcl in addi Hon to :r)A d I ry\. vie define 
O~ = (t::.) ~ V l, I~ j , r'>'\ \ M c:.. 'C) 'Le, e. " '" f'r\ • 
Now in terms of these fields we have 
and 
.... (q 1.J.) 
.. ··(q7.d 
.... (cnn 
I 
.... ("'25) 
'I'his then specifies the field structure we need in Part III of this Thesis. 
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We note that by construction these equations must be symmetric in the 
interchange of Land R. If we set k'= 0 we obtain the commutation 
relations of the so called 'Yang Mills' supermultiplet (cf. Sohnius (62)) 
,-"hich can also be written in terms of the field F;"v defined by 
~ _.l.(a)"1.. ~ J'.... ) J"v - Z ,:;>x-/'" violo _. ~x-') /Aio,o . 
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PART III 
SUPERFIELDS AND THE IRREDUCIBLE 
RIB PRESENTATIONS OF '1.1IE SUTh"'R POINCARE ALGE.BRA. 
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CHAPTF.Ji 1 
INTRODUCTION 
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In Part I we were able to define integration on Bupermanifolds and 
construct some of the unitary irreducible representations of the Lie 
group corresponding to the super Poincare group. Each irreducible 
representation acted on state vectors corresponding to particles with a 
single spin value. 
In Part II we constructed sets of second quantized fields on space-time 
that trrulsformed into each other under the action of the irreducible 
representations of the super Poincare algebra. Only now, when we 
construct fields on superspace do we find the connection between these 
different representation theories. 
We take space-time (1'14) to be embedded in superspace (M~4) by 
(space-time) = po (superspace), with po the projection operator as given 
in Defini tion 3.2 of Chapter 3 of Part I, so that if {:x.~ e":} are the 
coordinates of superspace then {,)t.':,) are the coordinates of space-time. 
In our opinion, superspace is simply an artifact which enables certain 
manipulations on supermultiplets to be carried out in a simple, 
straightforward way. 'vIe do not agree with the viewpoint that we actually 
live in a supermanifold (cf. Leites (23) ). 
In Chapter 2 we examine how to construct super Lorentz invariant fields 
on M~<\- from the second quantized fields constructed in Part II. We 
find that the fields on superspace are constructed from the fields on 
space-time by a 'Grassman extension' of the space-time fields. This is 
similar to the 'z-expansion' of Rogers 03] , which is used to construct 
superdifferentiable functions from COO functions. The representation 
of the super Loren tz group ac ting on these superfields is such that the 
representation of the Lie group equivalent to the super Lorentz group on 
these fields is reducible, but not fully reducible. We are able to 
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identify the irreducible blocks that occur along the diagonal of this 
representation with certain of the representations constructed in Chapter 
4 of Part I. The fact that the representation is by triangular matrices 
also tells us that ,the represent~tion on the real vector space 
corresponding to superspace is not unitary. ~1i8 implies that the 
representation on superspace cannot be unitary. ~is is at variance with 
the standard physics interpretation,(cf. Fayet and Ferrara (41) ), in 
which it is assumed that the supergroup operators constructed from the 
supersymmetry generators are unitary. 
In Chapter 3 we examine the construction of superfields from the chiral 
supermultiplets of Chapter 3 of Part II. We find the result to be as we 
might have anticipated, in that we obtain chiral super fields • This 
demonstrates that we can construct a superfield representation from any 
given supermultiplet defined on space-time. 
In Chapter 4 we carry out the reverse process by taking a general 
superfield and decomposing it into its irreducible components. We find 
that a superfield,transforming as a left or right handed irreducible 
representation of the super Lorentz group, decomposes into the sum of 
four supermultiplets (unless it is a scalar superfield, in which case it 
decomposes into the swn of three supermul tiplets), consisting of (i) a 
chiral left handed supermultiplet, (ii) a chiral right hrulded 
supermul tiplet, and (iii) an 'intermediate' supermul tiplet corresponding 
to the supermultiplet constructed in section 4.5 of Part II, which can 
be expressed in terms of two chiral supermultiplets. The fact that a 
superfield of this type can be decomposed in this way is kno'tm, the 
result was obtained by Sokatchev (63) , using projection operators 
constructed from the 'superspin' Casimir operator, but the result has not 
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been given explicitly. 
In Chapter 5 we consider the construction of action integrals on 
superspace. \ve are able to deduce the well kno"Tn results and determine 
the reasons for the known choice of terms. This enables us to understand 
the Berezin integral as a tool for extracting component Lagrangians from 
superfields. 
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CHAPTEH 2 
SUPEH LORENTZ INVARIANT SECOND QUANTIZED FIELDS ON SUPERS PACE • 
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2.1 Heprescntations of I d I ~OO (~. \ ., E d) Obtained by Extending the base 
Field from IR. to the Ring E\.o, 
In this section we will examine how to construct a representation of the 
Lie group I L (, SO(~,I " E d) from a given representation of IS o( 3.' ',IR), 
We consider only massive representations as given by equation (54) of 
Chapter 4 of Part 1. That is the representation of a particle of mass ~ 
and spin j wi th P 0= (0,0,0, Me) is given by 
"'0' ~f lJ(tl\o\t: o \ O'J)4 p O,M 
. . _\ .... (, 1 
:: e')(.f ~{(l\o\'O)cr t::!"} 0"(t8(l\oro, pO)/\o B(ro. pO)IOI O)L,", lr"opo,_' ) 
for "'" -= - j ,- .l'"H, ... , I ~ - \, j. Here we have wri tten 1\ 0 to indicate 
that it is non-nilpotent ie. 1\0 6 SOo(3.I; IR ), then later we will take 
"e. SOo(:?>,'iEd. 'I'his equation was also given as equation (1) of 
Chapter 3 of Part II. But there, since we were only interested in 
representations on space-time, the index 0 on PI band 1\ was suppressed. 
In Chapter 4 of Part I we were able to induce this representation to a 
representation of It.(SISO(3,'·,El..» and obtain a unitary representation. 
In this part of this 'l'hesia we take a different approach, we observe that 
if {<f> p 0, m J are a basis of a represen ta tion of I 5 Do( 3 I I ; (R ,) l then 
{e"o/pc>,,,,,l provide a basis of a representation of IL(ISOo(3,'iEd). 
We will now construct the operators corresponding to this representation, 
and show that this gives a reducible representation of I d l SO(3,' i ELl). 
'rhe ac tion of the Lie algebra genera tors P (T = ~ K 0" on the basis Be t 
'" 
{<i>po, W\} is well known and is given by 
p cr 4> po, I"r\ = P Ocr <t> po, n'\ • 
'r'hus the action of the generators t...:. Per of I L(' SO (3. \ 'J E d) on the 
basis set {~i. 4>pO,IT\) is given by 
In principle we can obtain an expansion for the action of the generators 
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I1rv -=. ': Lrv from equation (1) but it vlould be very complicated and we 
never need it explicitly, so that we assume the existance of SOille matrix 
Then 
defines the action of the generators ~\. t\ r"" of I,J' s,o (3, \ " E l.)) on 
the basis {gk) <Pro , ..... 1. 
NOvl vie introduce the Fock space s ta te I ~ \. l pO) I"f\ '> and iden tify it wi th 
, 
~~)"i ~ i. cp pO, >'Y\ and define the corresponding opera tor 0 ([ 1\ \ l: \ 0:\) by 
0«(1\\1:10)) 
':: o(eLII;" \ 0)) v..(C1 It; 0\ OJ) U(C /\0 \ 0 \ 0)) 0«(1\" \ 0 \ OJ) 
with tt\ defining a 'nilpotent' translation and "n defining a 'nilpotent' 
Lorentz transformation. So that 
O(CI\\~\ 0')) 
wi th i.. =- ',?. I ... I .Ai - \ that is i."* 0 as in our previous conventions. 
= (\ -+ i:. P _ e· c C; ) \ e..k 0 ° on > ¥- ~ -\. I.. - I I I 
- leo '- -+ 1:. 00 1:;0", e . eo> . 
- -,-,p IM-;- ""~O- i. -,--KIP 1M. I 
u ( C I \ I: 0 \ 0)) u t ( f\ 0 \ 0 \ 0,)) I 'b k \ f 0 1M-)-
, 
= l(~)A) e-x.f~« 1\" rO)o-t=':l D)«( B("o~O'f)~O S(p~ fO) \ 0 \ 0))1'1\''''' 
)( \ ~I< , 1\ 0 pO I I'Y\ \ > .... (9) 
and finally with ':jfA" E\R so that the transformation is in some fixed 
nilpotent direction 
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O(C~~\OIOJ) '~kIP~,~) 
:::: e.xp ~['jr" g i. Mr " 1 \ ~ k, pO I rY' '> \ 
( . " ::: ,-+ ~ 'jP' ~.:. \"'.,MV ) \ g k: I rO , "'" '> ) 
:: Ig k pO I'Y\.> +l 'j)AVM(MM."") 10 I." le.~ 10 '> .... (\0) I I -K' ,- r II'Y\ d' , ..... -\. kIf' ,M • 
Now we introduce the single particle creation opera tors ~~~) pO, m and 
the vacuum state \0> by 
.... (" ) 
and suppose that 
· ... (121 
'1'he ac tion of the Grassman algebra E\...o is defined by its ac tion on the 
vectors li?:.i. CPr", M by 
g;,. I ~k I pO, vn> -= I f!:i.<!::k, pO, "" '). 
So that 
Equations (8), (9) and (10) can now be rewritten in terms of the creation 
operators as 
) * -\ l,\(C{\o\i:;o\D] o...g,;.,p",V\'\ u.(Cf\o\tol 0)) 
I 
:: ("$~)-\re)C.p~{(I\OfO)qt:':l 
X Dl(CB(l\o\'o, po)'''oe,(pO,P°)\O\O)), o.Te. (\ d 0 I 
rl\t't'\ -"I 0, ,"" 
for which it is convenient to define the matrix U. 0'0 '. 0 \ , ..... ,1' 1 m by 
U([l\o\ t o \ 01) ""\~';"I ~o, "" u.(C 1\0\ t o \ OJr l 
-= lA 0'° ..... ' .. 0° rY'\ OI,.""e. 0 10 I I' )" -'-II.'"" .... { 11) 
with p'o -:::. 1\0\,0, 
and 
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• "[ A + + {;. 'j'" fi~ ~. 't""" \ 0.. g kiP''. "" ") 
-T1.v.,.,.....,t1(Mr'\l)plO~I.DO_C>."te..D plo 1'''(\8) ~ .J ,... J' I'" - ... '!:. k ) I rt'\ • 
These three equations specify the representation we have obtained. rro 
examine the structure of this representation we construct its matrices> 
Thus 
and 
D~o..c,)o""",\. e.",I::I':~~ 
tt-i\ I'ItS'"'' o"L~. ~. 
" , I ~ 
" -----.~~~ 
I.A '" '. .. r I"" jP ,"" 
o 
o 
"(20) 
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t + t )-' O(U\"JOlO))(o.." DO ",',"'t DC>····· o.g DO",,) 0((1\,,\0\0) 
"011 I :>'\1'0'1.11 ,"') ) oAf-III' k 
x 
! 
o :r 
o 
No,", ,*e.r-o oH- cl.io..<J0l\o..L 
e,",\:l'i~s i" \:his I'e.~' 0" 01"\ l~. 
.. , .o..+e.., 100 ...... )'! ) -""-\ r I '" 
o 
, 
, 
---------
In these expressions we have assumed that the basis vectors are ordered 
by level. 'tIe cannot be precise about where the non-zero entries are, for 
instance ~o..t.l\o...\{,tl\ll"\m = o,.+g ... t.t\~(.,g.I\IPol"'" = 0 for all o..l{,-.:.O,II···I.N-\ 
and any 1\-== i.",)" ... "~. So that there will be zero's in the regions of 
non-zero entries that we have indicated in equations (19) and (21). All 
that matters is that the matrices of equations (19) and (21) are lower 
triangular and the matrix of equation (20) has entries only in the blocks 
along the diagonal. So that the matrices of the representation are 
reducible but not fully reducible. Further reduction of the off-diagonal 
blocks is possible but this serves no useful purpose. For our purposes 
it is sufficient to note that the blocks occuring along the diag'Onal must 
again be representations of IL(lSO(?,. liEd), with bases {~Tgi.)po, rn1 
for i.. = 0 I \ I '2..) .• 'I N - I . 
The action of the group operators of these representations is then 
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•• ··('2.2) 
and 
\"e can identify these representations as being identical to the uni tary 
irreducible representations of 'IL (~\SO (?>,' j Ed) constructed in 
Chapter 4 of Part I from a massive representation of \ SO ('?» , '> {R ) 
(note that the unitary irreducible representations of this type are 
uni tary irreducible represen ta tions of bo th I L. ( 51 So ('?, , , ') Ed) and 
IL.(,c.;o("~,\iE,-}}) and given, there, by equation (56). 
We note from the structure of the matrices in equations (19) and (20) 
that the representation obtained by this procedure is not unitary since 
the matrices are clearly not unitary. 
Before completing this section we define the annihilation operators 
( -\- )t _ o..Q.. D,..." - o"g"p,\">'\. -~)r\ .. 
~1eir transformation properties are obtained by taking the adjoint of 
equations (15), (16), (17) and (18). vIe note that this gives the implied 
definition (from equation (14) that 
l' (~~) ~ ~\. ····(25) 
which is in complete agreelTlent with the definitions given in Chapter 1 of 
Part I. 
2.2 Quantized Fields on Superspace Obtained from a Representation of 
We recall from equation (35) of Chapter 3 of Part I that supers pace is 
I "'\4 defined as the homogeneous space SI&Oo('?>,\',EI...) SOo(3,\jE L) :::.M~. 
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(414) d ·· h' t E 4 ,4 't '11 'l'his space has dimension an 16 lsomorp 1C 0 L) 1 Wl be 
parametrized by {x.f\ e""'} vii th ]A -= \ 1'2..,2 I 4 and '\J:= 1, 'l. I:' 1 4 . 
Corresponding to this space we have the real space I L (M ~f\) 
parametrized by {x~) ej} of real dimension 8"", which is the space 
we are really considering. 
'ro construct a field on this space we proceed by analogy vii th the normal 
Minkowski space procedure. We recall from section 4.1 of Chapter 4 of 
Part I that the set of plane waves on IL(M:,4) are given by 
. p.. .~) "oJ }.- f' '" :x.... ~ 'f "\I e .i e'" e. 
, ..N-\ " .)' ::. \ 1.. ... ..At. \ 1 I 1 which we can v/ri te succinc tly 
as 
wi th f E. EI. O and cp €i. Et..\. Then p,..... I ~v span a superspace of dimension 
(414) isomorphic to Mi,.' 4. 
Now any complex valued function on M~14 can be vlri tten as 
····(?8) 
13ut we require this function to be an element of the representation space 
of the unitary irreducible representation defined by equation (56) of 
Chapter 4 of Part 1. Tha t is it can only be constructed from the plane 
via ves res tric ted by the orbi t condi tions 
M7.c.'l. = (P4)'2. _(?~)'2. -(p~t-(?;t and p~ '> O. 
ThU6 equation (28) takes the form 
Sr.-4 "'4 { 1.. p.1(,. i <to e ) ( 1. 1. 1.. 1. ~ 1.)~ .f.(x,e):: J.:rd-q, e.""" e."" ®(p~ b (p~)-(p~)-(r~)-{r;)-Mc.'j 
: ... (30) 
with ( 0) _ [0 i~ ® P4 - I if. 
and 
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Thus in this case \·(3 I) 
• 0 ~ 
f(')(., e) ~ J a..<\)o{~(pO) e.1; p ."Ko®(p~) s,((p~)1.-(p~)1._(p~SI:"(p;)""t'\~~ll. 
So that f(;<., e) is independent of a and the x. dependence is restricted 
to the 'real' x. values x~. 
TI1is 'four dimensional' integral can be further reduced to a 'three 
dimensional' integral if we note that equation (29) implies only three 
independent parameters for the orbit. Conventionally we choose these to 
be the three 'space' dimensions and eliminate the 'time' dimension. To 
do this 'de make use of the identity 
S(o..'t.--{,1.) = ~\{;1 (~(o..-4) -+ ~(Oo.."'" 4)). 
Equation (31) can then be written 
.. "(3 3) 
To obtain the equivalent expression for the operator field using creation 
operators we simply replace 9 (fO) with 9'(pO) O:po. It is also 
convenient to retain a record of the representative character of the 
representative element for the orbit. 1'1ms a creation field is given by 
Tc obtain the equivalent expression for an annihilation field we can 
simply t~~e the adjoint of equation (34) to obtain 
In general we have several creation and annihilation operators so that 
our field vlill be a mul ti-component field. 1'here need not, of course, be 
the same munber of field components as creation opera tors except that the 
number of field components must exceed the number of creation operators 
and annihilation operators. Conventionally we include both the creation 
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and annihilation operators in the const:ruction of the field. ThUG in 
general Vie will have 
with IV\= \\1...,'" indexing the field components. The functions <)(p~ro) 
and 'j' (po, po) are then chosen to obtain the required transformation 
properties of the field. 
2.3 Super Lorentz Invariant Second Quantized Fields on Superspace. 
In section I we showed ho't! a representation of I L (Is,o(3, \', €'l.)) could 
be constructed by extending the base field IR to the ring ELo ' The set 
of opera tors which form a basis of this represen ta tion are 0...+ 'l' pO m 
-1..\ ) 
with i. -= 0,\,'2.\'" ).N-I j po= (p~) p~, P; I P:) subject to P:"> 0 
and (p4)?-(p~f"-(p~f·-(p~)1.=M1.c'l.., and ~ -= Jlj-') ... }-j-\-',-j. 
t The subs e ts 0 f opera tors 0. ~ i.. \ po 1m) for each i.) were shown to form the 
basis of irreducible unitary representations as constructed in section 
4.3.2 of Chapter 4 of Part I. In section 2 we showed how a field could 
be conatructed on superspace from these representations. Now we will 
show ho\-/ to construct a super Lorentz invariant field using these 
operators. The proeedure, in part, is analogous to the procedure in 
j'.Unkowski space as detailed in Chapter") of Part II. 
'vie define the ancilliary opera tors <I.. e. p rn and ~ Q. r rY'\ by 
_\. I \ r -1..\ I 
'::: { \1.&: fr(j'<cS(pO, pO)! 0 \O))"'''''~~:.d)o,m' 
oi.~"'IP,"" 
o o~""e('wi .. e..) 
"'~" p, ~ = [( *I~rCj l(t S(pO, ~ 0\1 0, 0) \~~. ~~ ~" pO, ~ 
o ot-h Q.(' wi .. e. • 
iF- p=(pO,o), 
.... (31) 
.:.~ p= (ro, 0) 
.. ··{3S) 
for each i.. '= 0 I \ , '2. I ..• , .fit-I and each fV\ -::::. j I j - \ , ... I - j + \ ,- j . Here 
r(n is the representation as specified for equations (13) and (14) of 
Ch t 3 f P t II d - ( ° 0 0 0 ,,,1. IAl, ''''2.1\'''''1..) ap er 0 ar an p - \'. '} P:r. , I'~ I p", I P 1 I r 1. ) ••• , P", • 
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No\. we construct the set of fields ')C~(')c..) on superspace M~'" for each 
o \ '2. ..• .J\{-\ 
I I I I and m -::::. j 1 j - \ I • • • 1 - j -T \ J - j as 
Here 'i.. and 'Yt.~ are phase factors such that ~L. ,'Yl;,. E:. «. , IsJ =1'l'tJ:::. I. 
1~en it follows from section 2 that 
I!ia-
and that )C~(x) depends only on XO) ie .. it is independent of the 
nilpotent components ')C. n of :>c,. 
VIe can wri te do ... rn the trans forma tion properties of the fields X~': (,c.) 
under the ao tion of group elements of the form t. f\ 0 \ to I 0] by reference 
to Chapter 3 of Part II as 
~. -l 
U(CJ\olto\O))'X":(')(.) U(C/\o\to\ 0)) 
S:' -, 
-::::U(Cl\olto\OJ) -X:~(x.o)lA{(J\o\l::ol 0)) ) 
-;:: r(K;;'}"",,,,,1 ')C~, ({\.o)(.o -+ co) ) 
~. 
::: r(I\;')""' ...... \X::.:'(l\o")(. -\-1:0). 
\-Ie note that these fields are Lorentz invariant, on superspace, only 
because they are independent of 'X t'\ • 
'1'0 proceed we need explicit expressions for the action of ~\. Per and g~Mr'" 
on the fields. rl~e resul t for Po- viaS evaluated in Chapter 3 of Part II 
and given as equation (68) there. We repeat it, modified to account for 
our changes in terminology as 
'l~us 
. e. . 
~ k t ~ b P () I 'X' -;; C>(. )J 
. ~. d ~~ 
-: [1; ~ k P cr I X' ~ ('K)) ::: g k ~,<.. ~ X ...... ('K) 
'::: g- lr X g,Kg .. (x) . 
oXo "'" 
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To evaluate the effect of f:. t Mr"l1 on the fields we first consider 
with 'j E: IR. 8 0 tha t 
LA(Ce.'}'-r:k':1 HJA"I1\OlOJ) =l+:k'jMrv + ... 
Then 
. g' . 
u. (Ce.,t P~ 'j MI"",d 0 \ 01) X .:: ('K) u( C e.'}tP-~ 'j MJA"I1 \ 0 l 0 J) 
e" . 
:::- X-;;:(,<..) +~ 'jCHr "" Xg,~(")<..)J -Ie " • 
80 that 
Now 
Here we have used the expression for the 4 ')<4 representation of L,rv 
eiven by equation (55) of Chapter 2 of l'art 1. 
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Thus inserting equation (44) into equation (43) we obtain 
We can thus deduce the action of ~ !. .. M,....-.) to be 
(~~i.Mr'\l,~~(,c.)J ( 
•. , '-16) 
= - r () l(.~ HI""" )m",,' X g,~~k ('K) .... (-x, of' }x'" - X 0'\1 "i... M ) Xial«x) 
o ")(/0 ""' • 
Thus the action of a 'nilpotent' translation can be determined from 
equation (42) to be 
0([1:' tn' 0)) )c!!.~ (".) o(C I , t" \ olf' 
The corresponding action of a 'nilpotent' Lorentz transformation 1\ f\ can 
be determined, in a limited way, from equation (46) to be 
O(CI\Y'\O\OJ) X~(x.) O(CI\,,'OlOJr' 
e.k " (. S·e.1< 
:: X ~ (x) - ~JA r ~ Mf'''') "",,,,,,' X ~\ (.,c.} 
-+ M"( 2. 1 )-v!H!.k I:" . ')C. 0 r () x"'!, - ')(. co'" ., >e.~ "" ""' < ')(. ) 
with (\" = e...,e.p ~ 'j,""@.i. t1r -v = \ -+ i @. ... 1'11"''''' ie. An. depends only on 
the components in a fixed nilpotent direction. 
Equations (47) and ,(48) suggest how we can define a super Lorentz 
invariant field. It does not consist of the direct sum ~ X ~ be.) as 
one might have expected but it must contain derivatives, with respect to 
the coordina tea 'X-'6 ' of the fields e· X ~ bc.) for t '* 0, in fact we need 
to use a series. We state the main result of this chapter as a theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 
Define the field lym(x) by 
~m(')(..) 
::: "X';:(-x.) -+ 
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( 
where the field 1(;: (')1:.) transforms under the Lorentz group as 
U(Cl\o\t<>IO))X~(")(.) u.(["o\t: o \ O)r l 
';::t r(f\-;") X~I ("o')<..~ 1: 0 ), 
"",tn' 
Then for all [1\, l: I 0) of the covering group of I 500 (:?, J \ " E L.) 
O(CI\Il:IO)) ~V'f'\(,,")O(CI\It:\OJrl 
::: r(I\-')""' ...... ' 4-'"",,(1\")(..-+1::) . 
Proof 
····(50) 
Vie note that 0«(1\11::;\ 0) = o(e];1 1;1 0)) 0([1\1010)) so that it is 
sufficient to demonstrate the result for ClltlO) and ["Iolc) 
seperately. \Ve deal with [I II: I oJ first, and note that 
[III;IO)C111:'IO) = CII 1::-+ t:\\ OJ 
0"' <:r 
sO thn. t, since the resul t is clearly true for 1::0= 1:0 !So , it is only 
necessary to consider I: ~ '= t: cr ~ e I e. -= , I'Z. I ••• ) JV- \. 'Ihen 
o ( ell t; 1"\ \ 0 J) '-Y m (j<.) 0 (c:r. I - t: 1"'\ \ 0 'J , 
::: tJ~ rv'I ( '"}<.. ) + I:- 0" [ ~ g <. Pa'l if' O'V\ ( x.) J 
So that 
for any nilpotent 1:",. Combining this with equation (41) we have 
O(C I I \::\ oJ) '4-,...,(,)L) O(CI \ t: I O'Jr\ "'" Y-'W\ (')(..-\- I: ) 
for all c IE. ELO. 
To sho\'l that the result is true for operators of the form O(CI\1 0 10 ) we 
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observe that the result is clearly true for L -= 0 and L -= ,. So that if 
vie can show that it is true for L':. p.., + , J given that it is true for L"::: A. 
vfe have proved the result. 
Let /\,... be an element of SOo (3 , \ ',E A) and define the fields 
'+' A h'\ ( ")(. A) -= 4' ...... ( ')l. ) vii th x. E. E A 0 . 
Then by supposition 
0«( 1\ '" \ 0 \ 0)) 4-A I'f'\ bt A) 0 «( J\j:\ \ 0 \ 01 f \ 
::::: r (f\-~ ) "",,,,,,' *Ar...\ «(\A, :leA) • ····(52) 
Let the 
. ~-\ 
basis of EA, be denoted by {~.:, ,f.j} for I.. = O,l, '2., "', '2. - I 
and j ::::. Il>.-I ','2., "',~ • Then a basis of EA+\ is given by {t,LJ~A"",fj, 
£j \ f;,A~ I e. i..} , and 
) 
Now with a suitable choice of parametrization we have 
o(c (\.A+,l 0 \ 01) '= Q')(.r~ £ 'jrp\~I)l\j f:." .... d..iM,Mvl O(Cl\l\l 0 I oJ) 
. " 
== (\ + ~ ';1I(A"")I'j tA""£j Mr ,,) O«(J\/>..I 0 101). · .. ·(54) 
Then using equation (53) we have 
-\ 
o( C "1\ ... " 0 I OJ) If'eJl. ... q "" (XA+\) 0([ 1\ A'" \ \ 0 \ OJ) 
::::: O(CJ\,,-'l ,\ 0 \ 0))( 'tJ\n'\('KI\) -+ 'X.~'H)l\j ~~ ~ I\-'l,fj ttJ\m (1<'1\)) 
:.- 0 ([1\1\ ... .1 0\ OJ) 'f'A ..... (x,,) 0 (C 1\1\ ... d 0 \ OJrl 
) -1 X O(c J\MI' 0 I 0) ) 
+ O(C I\p.-\-\I 0 \ 0]) X~-\-'ll\j ~x.~ f. 110+ If..; 4-'" ...... (')(.1\) 0 (c 1\1\-'1" 0 I 0) )-.1 
Now using equations (52) and (54) we obtain 
O(CJ\I\;.\(O\OJ} '+'(1\-,<,)"",(1<'1\ ... ,) O(CI\A"",I 0101)-' 
-= (I +i 'j~~\)"j ~A-\\£ j Mrv) r(l\~ )""' ..... ' ~AI:>'\' (1\1\')(,,)( l-:k 4jt~\ll\jlA-\,:fj Mj'\"\1 ) 
-+ X'<'I\~\)i\~ ~x/~ !,A-\-\£j f' (I\~ )""' .... \ «+-" ..... ' (1\,,)(1\ ) • 
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. v ) Here we have noted that the operator (l-+:i:;.'jr,..41, ... j~I"H·.fjMf'l."" leaves 
the second term invariant. Now using equation (48) we obtain 
0«(1\1\.'1''' OIOJ}l/-'CI''1'')m (x 111-\-') 0([1\1\1\1 0 10"))"",,' 
:= r (I\j\') ""'"'" lYAml (I\/l,XI\) ... r(I\~I)W\" r(-Jr:"')l\jtA4\f/~;Mr"L,\~ 'fA"" (1\,,)(,,) 
-+ r(I\A')Lj~-::'l"j gA~,i..i (")l~r;"I.'~ _,c.IOV~t'~) '+'Aw,' (1\1\)(1\) 
-t .,d~1\4ql\j ~J~ ~I\~I-£j r(I\-~ )~MI tyA",,' (1\p.."XA) } 
with ")c. If",: (1\ ".-x A ) JA so tha t x '~-= ( 1\ 0 )C. '" ) 1". 
'rhus 
o(c 1\ " .... ,I 0 \ OJ) '+'CAo",\ W\ C)C.A-t') O(c f\A"'t, 1 OJr' 
=- r (I\-~) I'Y\M' [ ~A "",I (f\ p..xp..) -+ r C- 'j~~')l\j t.A-\-,fj tv\rV),.,IMII t.f'AM' (1\1\1<1\) 
+ 'jr~\)l\j t,,_\\fj (-x.'O,M ~(..~ - x.'ov}")<.,t;) Lt'p.."",' (1\1\ Jc.A) 
-\- -X~t\_",) ... j 1,c..~ ~A--'cl£j *fl..M' (I\AX,,)) ) 
-= r (J\-p! )w\M' r (I - ~~~')I\j f:.P.~1 fj ~ Mrv )VV\'rY\\I [ I""" X{;.41)l\j 1)l~ ~M,fj 
-+ 'j't~\)l\j !:I\-tl fj (.,(.I0t'~')~I~ - x'ov ~<.,~) 1 't1\nr.1I (1\1\ 1<.1\) ) 
::: r (K
1
1\1\) W'.v- I (l .... '"3'(:"''')I'j tA .. ,<\f~ (c:.\crr~~ - ~c::r"\J ~~ )")C,..~ },<.'~) 
X (\ -+ J(.~(I\"""l\j lx30 ~A""lfj) 'tAM' (J\j\"XI\) J 
where we have used the nilpotency of the terms to factorize. 'l'hus using 
equation (53) and noting that we have to transform the x variable in the 
second bracket we obtain 
o (C ,,~~, \ 0 I 0 j) lYl\-tl"'" bt 1\4 \) 0 (C I\~ .... \ \ 0 \ 0 J \ -\ 
- r ( ,,-~ .... , \ h'\ '"" I 4-11\ .... , ...... 1 (1\ "' .... I )(. j\ -t , ) 
Thus for f\ any element of the covering group of SOo(3,'iE.'L) 'Ide have 
0([ 1\ \ 0 \ 0 J) y- "'" ('L) 0 (C /\ I 0 I 0:1 r I 
'l'hen combining; equations (55) and(51) we have the required result. 
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We note that this result applies to any field ~t4-rY\(')(.) for i.= o,',"',JJ-' 
or f.j 4' ..... (')(.) for j::: ','t," ',.N. The series we have used in the 
definition of "'Y.-nbc.) is similar in structure to the 'z-expansion' given 
) rY\ " by Rogers (13 for constructing super-differentiable functions on E L' 
from C. 00 functions defined on (R"'. An examination of the above proof 
shows that it could easily be modified to cover the case of any finite 
dimensional representation of a Lie supergroup obtained from a Lie group 
by extendinG the base field JR to the ring E'LO' 
'rhe fact that our functions "Y(x) on superspace are constructed as a 
.., 
'z-expansion' has an interesting consequence. 
satisfies some differential equation, then 'f'"",(x) will also satisfy the 
same differential equation. In particular, since X~(Xo) satisfies the 
Klein-Gordon equation 
then 
tx fA ;:x.r 4~ ')(.) := - (~ ) 'l ~ ~ ( .,c. ) 
'filis fact is used extensively in Chapter 4. 
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CHAP'I'ER 3 
'l'HE CHIRA.L SUl:'ERJ!'IELDS. 
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In the previous Chapter vie constructed fields that v,ere super Lorentz 
invariant from our second quantized fields. \ve now use the chiral set of 
fields to construct the chiral superfield. That is we take the set of 
fields on l'linkowski space given by equation (6\) of Chapter 3 of Part II, 
construct from each of these a super Lorentz invariant field and then 
combine these into a superfield that is chiral in the sense that it 
contains only left handed or right handed fields. 
We choose to work in the chiral representation for the Dirac matrices so 
that the matrix representation of the super Poincare group as given by 
equation (6\) of Chapter 2 of Part I takes the form given below when 
acting on the superspace 4,4 M L parametrized by 
o 
,,€.. 
/A t(! o 
0 o o 
0 _"I::L.,"" o 
0 -"I:: 
a. _I o 
1\ ~ xf" -\- t e. 
The fields we are going to use to construct the chiral superfields are 
constructed as in Chapter 2 and are 
=: ~L§, 0 ( ) ~,M ':)0 
IL 
= 'Xj,M('Jo) .... (2) 
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and 
Here k::: 1, 2, ... ,vV -I. Note that we choose to use the va:dable y 
not x. 'l'his is because the even parameter of the chiral superfields will 
turn out to be different to the real (Grassman) parameter x. 
The transformation properties of these fields are 
and 
Now consider the field defined by 
..... (8) 
Its transformation properties are 
Also consider the field defined by 
L(\ l.. n l L. L 
e k e<. (o-'l.. )1'\(\1 :rk-!C. ~j\m(~). 
Its transformation properties are 
.... (I I) 
But 
_ eL.I'\ eLM (L) (> P 
- k (. ()t. 1'\I''t','!k1:(· .... (12) 
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L I.. R) Now we oonstruot the field !-~Irv\(ljl Bl e whioh we antioipate will be 
our ohiral superfield by 
L R) l. L", L. 
Sf: j \ M ( 'j I e I e -= '-r l I..... ( Ij) + 0.. e ~-i I 1\ i ~ , m ( J ) 
+kel."el."'(u;) 'If'~ ('-'\)"'(14) 
'2.! "" ...... JI-'" J 
with a, b eo (( being oonstants yet to be determined. Then using equations 
(5), (9) and (13) we find that the transformation property of ~jl",(~le",eR) 
to be 
L L R -I 
O(Ct\II::J)j?jll"Y\('j1 e Ie) O(Cf\1 tJ) 
;::: r°,j(f\~\ )rY\rY'\' ~~,,,,,, (I\~ -+ t I el.rO,1.( ,,-') I eR ). 
..... (IS) 
No\'[ we want to oonsider the aotion of the supersymmetry part of the 
given by 
.... (16) 
but 
This is an unweildy expression so we ohoose a parametrization such that 
e?tp "(.cL Q.,I.. :::: e.")<:.p "c.t ~, QoI.. e,c.1' "c.~ g,"t Qo( 0" e,c.p "t:~1.""'S:1"1."0" Qet o •••• (18) 
'I'hen for each Ij we have 
e.1C-P ,):cL£j QoI.. :::::: I 1 0 ,,\::o(fj QoI.. J with 'Lal E: IR. .... (\,,) 
We put 
. '" (2. 0 ) 
and define a supersymmetry group operation following the deoomposition 
of equation (&1) of Chapter 2 of Part I by 
O(CI\\l::I"CJ) -= O(CIIOI"cJ)O(Cl\lt1). . ... (Z I) 
Before evaluating the effect of a supersymmetry transformation on the 
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L 
field 9?~\~(~leL) it is convenient to evaluate t,.,ro identities '!tle need 
Proof 
Now we use the l!'ierz rearrangement formula as given in equation (if» of 
the appendix to obtain 
Lf'\ i.. L" 'i. Rr LI""'-f ) ( e k - f, K "t: ) f k ( , - (CTr 0" 1.. (}~ JA ) f" (" I 'i:: e t - .. £ <.. 
Thus 
.... (23) 
Proof 
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1 L", Lt'\ \ .c L L "I ) f' ) 
-== 2. ( eke -( (6"1.) .,.,...1 :t k .L t - '2. "c. "e ( ((j 1. "'I'\\!. i. f <. • 
NOvl consider the action of o(Cr lO 1"'c1) '::: e')<..p 'l:;cI.£\.Qot, on the field 
• L. l. ~j\YY\(~le ). 
L L -\ 
o ( C I I 0 I "c. ")) 3:- j , ~ ( ':1) a ) 0 ( t Il 0 '''c.)) 
._ ..I. 
0.:: - ~~Jir(~f 
and ~ = _ e.-~~ (M~) . 
... (24 ) 
· .. ·(2 s) 
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'l'hen since 
we have 
····(u» 
But this is true for each £i. so that with the parametrization of equation 
(18) vie have 
) ····(,1) 
with 
'l'his result was obtained in a form that is synunetric in the interchange 
of Land R, so that we might naively anticipate that we can obtain the 
result for right handed fields just by exchanging Land R. But the 
action of the supersymmetry transformation on the even coordinates is not 
the same as that given in equation (1) for :x.~ thus, as we will see, we 
need to attach a superscript L to ~ of equation (29) in order to obtain 
symmetry in L, R interchange. 
From equation (27) we can see that the action of a supersynunetry 
transformation on the coordinate t1 is given by 
I?, .IA R>'\ ( L t. ) A L,,' 
':) -= ':1'. - 1:: O"r O"''l. 1'\",' 1.7 • 
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Suppose that 
'j"'" =: x."'" -\-of{e\ e R ) ) 
with of (el.I e~) some function of al.. and e R , to be determined. Then 
using equation (31) in equation (30) we obtain 
'1',M:: ")t..fA- +-f(e'-. 1312.) - '):R.n(O";CTt,l..) .. "", eLt'\' 
) 
J.. Ro I.. L l.,,' I L" ~ R R"l 
-= -xl"' - 'l.. rt ( (5 fA c:r"l.. ) M' e - z "c. ( c::r JA 0"'1. ) "t'\ \ e 
This implies that ·f(e~e~) must satisfy 
1'(.01.., o~) I R,,( '- l..) eLn' , l..,,( R R) eRn' 
,. v v -"i 1::. <r'r- O"'-z. no' -'7. "c. CFfA 0"2, n'" 
++(el. .... "c'-l eR+ "t;:.R). ····(3Z) 
A solution of this equation is given by 
o R L,,' f (6"", n"') - ,.:. "( '- 1..) e 1;7 - -'Z. \7 0"1'" (J2. no' ) ·· .. (33) 
which is demonstrated as follows, starting with the right hand side of 
equation (32) 
.1 A. l., t.. l..n', (.o( R. (?) R,,' L R ~ ~ 
'2. '"'C. n. ( 0" r O'"'l.. ) no' e - "i "c. (J'r 0'"'2. f\f'\' e + t (e "" "C Ie ..... "c ) 
:::: 1. "cltn(o-,z 0"1.1..)r\f\' eL"'_-\. "c.1.."(CI")!-<J'l,12.) "'0' e~"~l (eR,",,"c~t(C1~(j~)nn\(el..~1:I.)~ 
, R,,{ l. I... l.",' 
= -1. e (J" r c> 'l.. ) ",,, \ e ) 
:.::: f ( e '-, eR ) ) 
as required. In this calculation we have made use of equation (14) of 
the appendix. 
Thus 
We note that '::},.... is complex valued in its nilpotent part •. vIe can now 
rewrite equation (29) in its final form, which is symmetric in the 
interchange of Land R. This result is conveniently expressed as a 
theorem. 
'l'heorem 3.1 
'l'he chiral superfields g: J\ "'" ( !:JA ,e) defined by 
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p,. (A A 1\ "li (MC.)-1 An A 9:- j \ f1'\ I:j ,e) = 4" j \ "" ( 'J) - e "\- ~ f) *'-i \ t\ i j , f1'\ ( 'j ) 
~i\ (M) A" A,,' f\) f\ ( -~ i 2: ~ e e «T~ nt" «;t .i ,"" ('j) .... 35) 
for A ': L or A. = R, j '::': 0 I -i I \ I ••. and VV\"::: j , j - \ I •.. I - j -+ \ I - j ) 
transforms under the super Poincare group as 
A A -I 
O(CI\\ t- \ "c.J) :t-j,vv.C'-j/l\, e ) O(Cl\ll: I"c.J) 
..,Aj( -I) :rJ' (A An 1\-1.( _I) ("i\ ") "P.r' 
::::: 1- {\ m I"V\' X.i, m' I\~ -+ 1:-+ e r 1\ "r (5"r (5"1. ... ,.' '\::. }'(36) 
ef.\n'rAh\-')n,n _ '""CAn) 
with 
····(31) 
. "'(38) 
and the even Grassman parameter defined by 
po. IA \ ~r'\( p..~) 11-,,\ 
'::) ,.... ="')<..1 - '2 e 0'1'" Cl"", "",' e . . ... (3 <\) 
Here -,(.1'" is as given in aqua tion (1) 80 that it is real. 
I t is in teres ting to no te tha t the parame ters !j LjA and ~ Rr are the 
complex conjugates of each other. LV\ To show this we observe that since e 
Rn' 
and e form the components of a spinor in the chiral representation of 
the Dirac matrices that is constructed from a four component (real) 
Majorana spinor then they must satisfy 
and 
Then 
So that 
···.(£\0) 
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For later use we need the chi~al superfields expressed in terms of the 
real parameter x.~ He give the result as a corollary. 
Corollaru~ 
The chiral superfields of Ilheorem 3.1 can be expressed in terms of the 
as 
o(c{\.\ t\"c)) ~~,W\(")(.) e~ e R } O(CI\II::-li:)r' 
'::: r"j (I\-')""I'Y\' .i-~ W\ «(1\.,<.)1-" -\-1;:1" -+\. el..." rO'~(K\)"c- (6"/o-:)"'h"\ "c.l.~ 
. JI 
IToof 
All other terms vanish. vie need to modify only the third and fifth terms 
to obtain the desired resul t. In both cases vfe use the Fierz 
rearrangement formula as given by equation (t6) of the appendix. First 
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consider the third term. 
1. Ah A 1>-.) An' Ar( I>-. A) Ar':sl Sl. P>-
's e (IT,..,. {Tz, fin' e e (T t O"z. i'r' 9 ()')Ir- ~>t. e. '*.i \ 'M (')\.) 
-\ A.'n 0\ ( I>-. A) p..,,' nAc- .(;, ( ~ 'P..) 'i.r' 2.. ~ fJ.. 
"=-0$ $,,, (JfA(T'l. O\r\,e 0' ~f' cTtCTl. f'i',9 ()'Xr-~,\.e.~jll'V'\(;x.) 
_ - \ ~I'\( S ~~) """nA.r( A~) 7\r' 5L d A. 
- a e r (Tr O"l. r,,' e 0' q~ <re 0'2. V'r' e '?mf'" 'Q"X.e. '-r ,.l \1"1'\ ()l) ) 
\ Af"(r~ A. A) A,,\ 'A,,( ~ P-) A.r'~";L A 
=Tf, e O"r 0" ... (,,,,e e q~cre. 0'1. "r,a ~;ll(A~)\(.~.j,fV\()l). 
Now this expression is zero unless r e = O"~ SO that f's '::: ('J"rl>-.. Also 
Thus the third term becomes 
.1. I\r( fl.) (.\r' An( A) Ai'l ~ ~ 
2. e crl. rr' e e 0'1. ",,' e ()XfA u'l;A . 
NOvl consider the fifth term. 
\ l..iI (K)\. 1\" ~ ... ( A 1\) p.r's.. A. 
"'i e. "\ ::. e e cTr cTz rr' e em"" 4'.1.1..'(' ,J,,,,,(ic..) 
~ll(Mc.)\ 1>-." f\rcO\ ( A p.) Ar'-a <:. A ::: \. ~ "'\ ~ e (7 0 r C!' fA c:r 2. 0. r' e <;m r ~ V' '-\" 1. ' <:. i ,) I I'V'\ ( )() ) 
~ . - \ 
:::: ~ e." ~ P~c.) 1.. eP." 91\r( rea,), 0"./') f'\r' eAr ~'~f" (re) ".(,. L\' ~ 10" (x) h 1.' IjlVV\ ) 
·11.(M).l. 1\,,( 1\) (.\t\' i\r( A.) s.. A 
-:::: -~ e""" t 2. e <.r... ",,,,' e e fSr r-r'.,,!..I" l\-'1.I(")~,M()(..)' 
'lue chiral superfield can noVl be written 
····(~3) 
the Klein-Gordon equation so that 
() £. A ~fA -a,t..r If' j I ....... 
The trans forma tion properties of the chiral superfields folloy, from 
equations (1) and (36). 
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CHAPTER 4 
'l'HE GENERAL SUPEIlii'IELD. 
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4.1 '1
'
11e Genex'al Scalar Superr'ield. 
In this Chapter we are going to consider fields on superspace that 
transform as the extended Lorentz group. '1'11.a t is fields that have the 
transformation property 
-·-'(1) 
-= r «(\') "" ..... ' ?e "",' (( 1\)1.)1" .... !::'" --\. el\-.'(I\-'){J\l' ((I'I1c. )Il'oI. "'c',\ el P""( "')~ .t - t:."" ) 
with r(l\.) some representation of the covering group of the extended 
Loren tz group and r['l\(/\) the four dimensional spinor representation of 
the extended Lorentz group as specified in equation (bl)of Chapter 2 of 
Part I. In this sec Han we consider the general scalar' superfield ie. 
we choose 1"(1\\= \ and consider the single component field !(x l $). We 
consider a real scalar superfield that then admits the rl'aylor expansion 
9:("){..,0) ::;A(1~) T e<le.ol.(lt) +~! E}o{e~c.,q~('~) +~~ eole(?>e<ro.,.(,~'t()(.) 
+~\ eol..ef!>e"te& E..lf.>ll"~bl.) ) 
in which we can identify 16 linearly independent components. We can 
recognize that the chiral superfields of Chapter 3 can be obtained from 
equation (2) by specifying relationships between these crnuponents or 
setting some to zero. 
Consider the action of a supersymmetry transformation O(CIIOl"C)) on 
equation (2) with "'t::oI.::: ()...,I.{j) 0...). E: (\".. so that all second order and 
higher order terms vanish. Then 
o ( C \ l 0 \ "C )) W ( ?<. \ e) 0 (C \ I 0 \ "C J ) - \ 
~ S? ()<. ,e) -'c' '"'t..t. C Q <:J, I iJ? (-?t.. \ e)] 
':::; S?(")t!"-'t-~ "t.~(lS'rAc)oI.f.\ e\?> ) e - "c.). ..... (3) 
Now we can expand each term of equation (2) as a rl'aylor sieries. 
A{7\fA-+.1.'l... ')::el.(o'l"c.)oJ.v>ef3) =: A(K) -+ e1f'(';e--(A(?I.f'\"",".1.!,. "c.."I..(({""'c.)ol.~eld-::..o 
+r! e'1'eb(~t9b ~ec) A(--,t.I"'-;. ~ "t::."l.(')'~c.)oL~ef?))tl-;;.o -t' ..• > 
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:::: A(1~) - t e)j "r::..l. (-UMc. )<>1. ~ 6 ~ ;JL1" (\L1 l ) 
4J.. e?fe~ (2 (1 'l:"J.(Q'~c.) ~\'>? A.(,)tr .v1. "cJ.(-(t'c).,l(38~))) 
z. ~ <> e-( 2.. 01 ~ -I d (,)lr'--+i(v''''c. )ol [> e ($ ) e".:-{) 
c (\ ()L) -+ 1. "coL ('6 tAc. 10/. ~ e ~ ~--;l'" (\ ("ll) 
since all second order and higher terms vanish because they con tain ("c:.,I..)~ 
'llhus 
We can no\</ use this resul t to wri te down the expansion of the other terms. 
(e -"t:tB.,«;>e.t\ -+-1 "I;:. ... (7ff'\c.l ... ~ el-'» 
eJ. I oJ.. ".'4 ~ P. d .... ( 5) 
=- e B ~ ( x) - ~Bo..cx.) --t "2 e 1: (if C ) if ra e r Cl)J~ B ,,.Jx.l I 
(19 _1:)01.( e -"tt Colf-' ( ?c/' -t'1" ~eJ.( ore L f.> er-.) 
..... (6 ) 
:: ~ePc at \3(t<..) - 2 "r13~~(?> (x.) -r ~ ed-e~ 't"1iC )1fb el!. ~J'Cot[l>( K) I 
(e - "t; ).'t.c e - "t:.) [? (e - '\: )15' DtJ.!?>"1f (Ij~ ~ "Gel. (lS"f\c)<;I.. r=- e!?> ) 
. '" (1) 
::>. e<J. efO e11' Dol. ~(!' (?~) - 2> "t. 01. e @ec:( DoI.~"6 ()l) -+ ~ eole~eilS''l::&(lf'''C )~£ sa D .. t f!>1I' (,~) 
and 
.... (8) 
Novr ",e use the expansions in equations (4), (5), (6), (7) and (8) in 
equation (3) to obtain 
"CoI..[Qcl., !\(ll1 -+ e~B~(IG) 4<1:\ ep..e(j"c.~D(,)l) -tot\ ef:'>e1l"'eSpf'\n(1l) . , .. (q) 
4~ e~e«ebe(Ef?>"lf(,£(ll)J 
~ ~ 'l:: ol (lS"'" C. L ~ e j?> ~ ")~rd\ ("ll) - "l: ot 8~ ()L) -i "c.ote f6 e 11'"((5""I"c )oIll' -; n I-" t)\3 ()<.) 
- 'Lol e i3colp. (K) +* "cel.e p.. e ~ eb (O'~c. )oL$; ~<.fA C ~~ ()<.) -~ "t:<ole Cb e7f Do1. ~lf hl) 
~11'2. "cd-eP'e-De b ee. (of"c )~E ~)ltA\)~"1i~("I<') -~ "cc;.l.e~e([e~E.,J..!?>~b ()(.). 
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'1'0 obtain the action of the supersyrnmetry generators on the component 
fields we equate coeficients of e. 
'l'he terms wi ttl no e give 
So that 
[Q.,!"A}=-BoI... 
'I'he terills linear in e give 
't:d[Q.,t. 1 ef.'>B~J -:::t -"C.tJ.e f6 CQ<>I. I Br.-J 
=1"C."'«()".MC )o£j3 ~)c.I.d\. - ~<>I.e~coLp.._ 
So that 
'l'he terms quadratic in e give 
So that 
'f:oI-(QeJ. \ ~ e ~e?f'c~"15J =- -{ "CoL.e~e ""?f(?fI"C)ot.tr %;ll" B!3 
-1 "C..,I.ep..ecrDc:J.~()' 
'.rhe ter:lfls cubic in e give 
So that 
[Q<;I.. I Dfl'l5''l> J -=:: -~ (of'C )oL.~ }1..r' C(?>t> + £ cL~cr3' 
'l'he terms quartic in e give 
So that 
[Q<>ll E f3 ¥f,E.J = -'2. (trf"C.)oI.E. ;")If-\D(-?><fS' 
' ... (I o~) 
.... (lOb) 
.... (10 c) 
.... (IOol) 
" .. (I De) 
A check of the Jacobi identities now shows that these fields do form a 
closed supermultiplet (or at least the direct sum of several 
supermultiplets). But in order to satisfy these identities we need to 
make use of the symmetry properties of the component fields (ie. CtJ.~-;;:-c.~.J.). 
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rro overcome this we define the scalar fields M be.) I N ()<.) and ~ (/~) I the 
I 
spinor fields BoI.(?c.) and FoI.(''') and the vector field ~C)(.) by 
I 
B 0<. (,e.) == - Bot be.. ) I 
Col. i?> ( )~) = ~ ( c ) ()'-I~ M (-)<) - ~H 7S 5 c ) ol F-> N (?l) - ~ ((S'f" (fS C )0( r-~ ( K) 
Dol.\?>1f(x.) = -~ «(C.)o(\?>F"1I'()(.) +(C.)~")(FoI-()l) +(C )lrolFf3(?t)) 
.... (II) 
.... (I 2) 
.... (13) 
and Ed. {3 71& ()<.) = ~ ( (C )0/. ~ ( c) ({ 0 -+ (C) t3 (5 (C) Sol} Ct ()C.) . . ... (ILl) 
Here the matrix (C)ol\?> is the charge conjugation matrix and the 
imaginary factors are chosen so that the coefficients are real in the 
l'lajorana representation as given in the Appendix. Also the coefficients 
of lVi, Nand V-,..,.. are chosen by use of the Jacobi iden ti ties (see later) 
and are not independent of each other. 
Proposition 4.1. 
I 
rrhe component fields A I Bo/.. I MIN I V"r IF.,t. and ~ of the general scalar 
field defined by 
0(' . ol!?> 15 eLf-! .9?()~, e) = A.(-?l) - e Bcl.('c.) + 8 (c ).,l.~ e e Me,!.) - 8 (Cf c)oI.p..ee N(x) 
-~ (If)Alfs c.)oI.j3 eol.ej?>~ C7C.) 
. . ... (15) 
-I- \1.-2. eol. e ~ e lS' ( (C)ol (3 F(S' (1<) + ( c.) p.o' F oJ.. ()(.) + (c) (fol. Ff-> (?t)) 
+<f-6 eol.e~e({e&((C)olf->(C)(}S +(C)~'){(C)Sol.) ~(,)L)) 
satisfy the commutators 
and 
, 
C Qol I A J :::: Bot.. 
[ QoI. , B\?» = 1 (Iff' C L f3 ~,)l r ~ - ~ (c. ) 01. i'> M -I- ~ (1[5 C ) cl. f.> N 
l. po 
+ 2: «({ 0' 5 C ) 0( f?> VI" 
d ' [ Q oJ.. 1M]:::: F of.. - l.( tl f' ),,1.. f3 ::;r'll" B f!> I 
I 
[QcI./NJ=- \.(oS)oI-j?>Ff.> -((S'~crS}olj?>~'<.fAB~ I 
. e 'd I 
[Q d I V"r] :::. -~ «(f /'" t{ 5 )01. f-> F \?> - ~ (--0 If/", Y'5 ) oJ.. i'> :axe B f.> I 
CQc!. I Ff.!o] == *' «(ff"c }cl.f.> ~')c.t" M -~ (,<((1-')5' S c) ~?> ~)(.f'A N 
+1. (0' eO'''"if 5 c. )0( ~ ~Ke Vf"\ + ~ (c }Q( f> ~ 
CQ""1 C;1=- ~«((fA)""F->~x)AF?> 
and form a closed supermultiplet. 
.... (160..) 
.... (166) 
(I 6 c) 
(I G c\) 
.... (16e.) 
· .. ·(I6-F) 
.... (I (, ')) 
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Proof 
Vie derive the commutators from those of equation (10). 
Equation (lOa) gives (16a) immediatly. 
I!;quation (lab) with equations (11) and (12) gives equation (15b). 
Now we revlri te equation (lac) with the definitions of equations (ll) and 
(12) to give 
(Qoll ~(C.)~{(M -~(oSC)~({N -i (1ff'4(fSC)j3(('''0 J 
== ({fIAc. ) ol.l$ %'If'A B't?> 1" i ( ( C. ) oL f> F 15 -+ ( C ) (?> -y F ol. + ( c ) "'101. F ~ ) I 
=~ (rI\O"I'\c.)f3«~tlA(rAB)o( -to ~ (~(r'SC.)~~(q~F)oI., 
-+- (C)?-~ F~ -* Cree. )\'l'if (re. F)ol. ) 
after performing a Fiertz rearrangement. 'rhen 
[Qd.. 1 ~ (C)(?>"i M - ~ (If 5 C. ) V>"if N - ~ ({fr7f'S C)~.r 'tJ',.....1 
I (I. fA) '.) ). 1 'S) ') :::::<\ (r Q C t3lf~ .. "" (rA a ol. +~ (-'Z. (r c 1'"( (rsF ~ 
+ (c.)I?>"6 FJ,.) 
wi th (rBc.) an antisymmetric matrix. Now we expand the matrices (rl\({f'\c) 
'S ~ 
and (l' C) in terms of the 16 components { c. I 0"'5 C) /f""c 1 ({ tfs c. I 
/{f4(fa'C ] which form a basis of the set of 4)( 4 matrices and compare 
coefficients to obtain 
and 
CQol , M) 
[Q.;.. 1 N) 
'l'hese are then equations (16:}), (16d) and (163). 
Now vie rewrite equation (lad) with the definitions given in equations 
(12), (13) and (14) to give 
[Q.J.l-~«C)f?>..,.Fb -'r(C.)(S'$,Ff> +(C)'Of.\F""Z$)] 
-::; -1 ( 0' fA c ) ell!. ~'I.'" ( ~. (c. ) "'" ~ M - ~ ( 'l{ 5 c) "" ~ N - ~ {G(IA ({ S C ).,1., ~ vf" ) 
. +~ ((C)~r->(C)'"lJ'f, +(C)~1f(C)&a/.)C; 
and by performing Fierz rearrangements on both sides we obtain equation 
(16f) . 
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Similarly we obtain equation (16g). 
A check of the Jacobi identities demonstrates that we have a closed 
supermul tiplet. 
'1'he supermul tiplet defined. by equations (16) is the subject of many 
papers and was first given by vless and Zumino [3"). It takes many forms 
depending on authors conventions and pOtlsi ble field redef1ni tions. Its 
form as a superfield was first given by Salam and Strathdee (9 J • 
4.2 The General Scalar Superfield in '1wo Component Form. 
In this section \ole take the general scalar superfild as given in 
Proposition 4.1 and decompose it into its irreducible supermultiplets. 
fro do this it is convenient to work in the chiral representation of the 
Dirac matrices as given in the appendix. '<Ie also note the specification 
of these matrices in terms of the left handed and right handed Pauli 
matrices as given by equations (38.) of the appendix. The scalar and 
vector fields remain a,s previously defined but the t\-IO spinor f1elds now 
decompose into left handed and right handed components ie. 
and 
£E.2posi tion 4.2 
In two component form the general scalar superfield takes the form 
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I L", "-"'e 1...) rtr Ch"( R) () 
-1r T6 e e lSz. "' .... ' e e Uz. rr' ~ x 
a.nd its component fields satisfy the following commutators 
and 
Proof 
, 
= BLr"\ 
, 
'" B R" 
CGk", 8'L,,')== ~ (a·z.L)t\",(N- i.M) 
I )" .1 ( R ~) ~ .l' ( R It) "t' [Q L n, B R n I ::: - z. (rr 0'2. nn' ?Jxl" p. -'r 2. L crr (,)~ nn' v r 
[ r:\ 0. I J - -.1. ( L L) d '" 1- ILL) ... r-v;,RV"\ )VLt"\1 - 1. <Tr 0'1. nn''Q)t..fAl"""\ -l..\.\cJ'r l.r'z. V"\n' utA 
[QRl'\\ BIR,,'):::: -~(cr2.R)r\V"\' (N-+ \'M) 
[QLn, M ) :::: F L " -+ ~ (O",!-) ",,' %><1'" B Rn' 
[QRY'\I M ] :. FRn -II - ( L) ,!L e I... (J""".... V\f\ 7J-xfA Ln' 
[Qt.n ,N J - l. FL", - (l.r'~) nn' %xr B R .... ' 
[QRn \ N 1 :::: -\.. FR" ~ (0-)-) n,,' ~lr B Ln ' 
[ Q ., r- 1 - -.1. (rs l.) I F .it. ( R 0'": g) ~ B lon, Vf"- - "2. r ni'\ R,,' - 1. <T(! r nn' ox.'! L,,' 
[QR" I ""Vr 1 ::: 1. (..rl)"nl F Ln , +\ (o-e,L cr)") "n'})<..e.6Rn' 
[QLI'"\ ,FLn,) :::: -i (cr; CTe,'- 0'1..'-) nn' ~")cr 1.Je ..... ~ ((,);) n/\' <; 
(QL", FR,,<l::: -~(lS,f-()z.R),,/\lt~(N- i.M) 
[QRn ) FL.!'" 1::: ~ (6'r L. 0""2,L.) ",,' ~;(.f" (N -+ i. M) 
( Q F ] -, ( L. R R) SL "I" ;.. ( R) Rn) Rn' ::: 1. lSr- cr(!, (flo nn'oxt" ve. -+1: lSl.. no'S 
(QL" I ~) 
( QR" \ Cr") :::: 
) 
· .. ·(190.) 
.... (19{,) 
.... (\ 9c:) 
.... (\q~) 
.... (1ge) 
.... (lcH) 
.... (\ 99) 
.. "(I'H,) 
.. ·.(IC\j) 
.... (t<~ kl 
. "'(1 C"i<) 
.... (I qyvJ 
... ·(19,,) 
· .. ·(\qr) 
.... (\<\<tJ 
.... (\ 9,.) 
""(I 'I s) 
'''-(191:) 
If we note the chiral Dirac matrices v/ri tten in terms of the left and 
right handed Pauli matrices we can write down equation (18) immediately 
from equation (15). 
Equations (19a) and (19b) also follow immediately from equation (16a). 
Now, from equation (16b) and the appendix we have 
I 
I: Q.". I 6\3] 
, [CT'~ 
-..!::. 
"'\ 0 
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[ 
CJa.1... 0 1 N 
-+ 0 -0-: «j:'> cr: (J":] -V"I" o o{F' . 
Hhich gives equations (l(k), (l qr ) . 'The remaining 
COlllllUtators are obtained in a similar way • 
.!:E2J2osition 4.3 
The set of fields defined by 
and 
) · .. ·(200),) 
.... (20-t) 
.. ··(ZOe} 
form an irreducible supermultiplet of the general scalar superfield. 
Their commutators are 
[Qt...t"\ I R) -::::: 0 
J.-
- ')R", CQa",,-1.. R ) 
[QLn I 'SR,)=- ( R R) <a (\-) 0'1" az' t\(" 7nC.f" 2. R 
C QRn I ~Rf"1 = R -- «(i1. ) n f" P 
(Qt.J"\) - P J ::::: (J'rR) nf" ~c.f" '5 Qr 
and [ QRnl p J -:::: 0 
Proof 
We first note that 
R) <.;) ( crr t\f" 7JxiA ~ Rf" 
(CT,f}I'f"~tr (SRr' 
( CS"~) "r- t,,/" B'Rr + 
so thaI; using the fact that 
and the Klein-Gordon equation we have 
NO'll frow equations (19h) and (l9k) vie have 
) 
.... (21 0\) 
.... (, t') 
'\ 
.. "(1., c) 
..• .( 1.1 Ii) 
•· .. ('2\e) 
.... (1.\.f) 
) 
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and from equations (lqg) and (lqj) we have, using equation (22) 
t -. R) £.. ' Q.l.f'\ I P ) -= I.. FL. .... - (er,..... .... ,.. '0")(,"'" B Rr 
'::: - (cr~ )",r '}7<.1A ~ Rr . 
From equations (l'lf) and (l'1q) we have 
[ QRf' 1 "'5Rf'1 
_[ I. (1;;-)1. L) d 
- Qf?, .... I B Rr + \. Me. (o-e. ,..r' dXfA FL,..' ) ) 
R :li.)1.. L l 
::: -~ (err )nr (N -+ ,-M) -+ '-(Me. (je.L)"'e>..*.:xJ!.~(<TrO'2. )t'I",~:xr(N~~f1) 
I ( R) - I ("k)'t t. R R ~ ~ -
::. -"2 0-"2, nC' P -'l. ~c. (O"'e CJ"'r CT'l. ) C'f"\ 5X.e. <)xfA P 
\o!here use has been made of equation (14) of the appendix. So that 
Now using equations (lQ.d) and (l'ln) .... /e have 
C QL.v\ I ") R. 1 
_ . I • (li. )1.( L :2... 
- t QLf'\ I B Rr -\- t. He. O'e. )(",C" axe FLr , J 
:::: -{ (<.r;- O"LR ) %"lc..f" f\ -+ i ( 0'1" R 0' 1.~) 1fr 
-\- \. C~c.. f-( a-t) C'n txe. {t. (0: CT~ O-1.l.)nCA. t)(.1" V""\) -+- ~ (O'l.L)n c. <; 1 
:::: -{ (cT'~crz. R) F\r *?<-t' p., -\- -i q crrR (j ~) ....... ~.A 
I ( L l) ~ (15-)1.. . (.~ ,1. L R L R) ~ d 
-+1. (J"'e c:r7.., rno:>I.E:..C; M(. +1." Mc:..I(cre.O"")} cr'ra;, ("'nQ")tr~1(e~) 
== -i (CTrRCT-z.R)nr{-*"l<.rA -+ (~(J1.txr~} -\-~ '-C<TrR<J~nC' V"r 
J. . (~)"1..« I.. ('2. R 1..) R) ~ ~ 11: 
+ "l. '- w- <Te. ~"\Je. - CTr cr" cr~ (",,, ~xr chC.e ........ 
Here use has been made of equations (q) and (lS) of the appendix. Now 
using the Klein-Gordon equation and equation (\4) of the appendix vIe 
obtain 
(QLn I "5 Rr) 
-= ~ ( <.rrR IT,R) h('" ~f' 
from which equation (l~c) follows. 
NoV! using equations (lQa), (19 t.) and (1'\'3) we obtain 
[Ql..V':R1 
:. [ Q LI"o) (- p-. -\- (.li)'\ -1.:" (-t:: )"1.. 1. \J"p) 1 
Me. Me.. ()x,e '-
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I "L 
::: - 6 L" - (~G) i. (0-:) "r ;~)(fA FR r 
-'2. '- (*c::)'t ~)(.e. ~ e"V {-1. (o-~) "I" Fgr -~ (0-; <S":) "r ~x.y. e'L!' ~ ) 
:::: -SI(..1'\ - i..(1tc.\\O"'!)"r}')(.t4Fftr-+ i.(~c.y(lfrRt ... !'~(.rFRr -+I:)ILn) 
= o. 
Here use has been made of the Klein-Gordon equation. 
Lastly using equations (19b), (lqm) and (lqt) we obtain 
[QRn I RJ 
:::.CQ~" I (-A + (~c.)1.C\ -c.\.~e.Cje'\.lV'v C:;c.f') 1 
:::: - SiR" - i.. (~c..)\o-;: )"r *')(.t' FL(" 
...,. (+- )'2.:£.. e.""{ I ( R) • ( c.. l.) d I 1-
- c..... i=\-c.. ~')I..~ ~ "2 O"e 1'\1" FLr -+ 1: J"r 0"(.. 1'\1" ~"e. B Rr J ) 
__ ") ( I . (~)'2.( L) d 
- L. 13 Rr +... 'Me.. 0"1" V\(' "';i")tr Fl. r) . 
Ive can recognize the supermul tiplet of Proposition 4.3 as a right handed 
j ':. 0 chiral supermul tiplet. (!'he fields are related to the fields of the 
chira1 supermultiplet by choosing 
-
.!. R 
"2- ::: 4-
R 
.... (-n",,) 
Then 1)Rr -,-li (He )1- R .... (2.3b) ':: e. "'\ ~ tf"-i,(' 
P 'Ii. 
-= - e to 'I. (M~) l,t R ... '('23«:) and 
(rhus vIe have the following relationships 
I.rR :::: J. (-1\ -+ (.5. )"<1 - '2. '- ~ VI' (.t \1.. ) ., . (2At\) 2. Me. "Q')c.e. ...... ,.G) ) 
"t~r:::: ei,~ (*J-t (BIRr -+ ;.. (~Gf'( crt)rr,l)(.e. Fl.. r ' ) .... (Zt\t) 
and t R:::: 1. e. .. ~ (!;e.) (N -'t i.. M) .... (2~c) 
Proposi tion 4 • ..4. 
~be set of fields defined by 
P=1.(N-i..M) 
I .1;)'2. R d 
"SLr': BLf" -+ \.. (-MG (0'1'" L-r' :a)<.,.... F Rr ' 
and R :::: - 1\ -1" (t;J'l..c; -+ 'L .. (~J'2.~")(.e l.f~ 
) . ···('2So..) 
.... ('2 S-b) 
.... (2 Sc) 
form an irreducible supermultiplet of the general scalar superfield. 
'I'heir commutation relations are 
(Gkr. ) 1. R ) ':::: -~L.I'\ ) •... ('2. (,,0..) 
[QRn J. RJ 1.. :::: 0 ) '''{2Gb) 
[ Ql..n )Lr) :::: (0"'21.)nr p "'{26c) 
(QRn ) '"Slot" 1 == ( L L) Sl. 'R (S r c:T2, V\ r CJ,}lt" "i. '''-('Z6d) 
[ Q LV"\ , P ) = 0 . '''(2 Ge) 
and (Qftn, P1 ::: (.,..t)"r ~xe. )u- · .. ·{C?G·f) 
Proof 
This is essentially the srune as the proof of Proposition 4.3, so we do 
not include it. 
He can recognize the supermul tiplet of Proposition 4.4 as a left handed 
chiral supermul tiplet wi th j -= O. 'l'he fields here are related to the 
fields of the chiral supermultiplet by choosing 
J. R 
1.. 
-:::: 4-'1. 
Then 
- .1. 
"SLr """ 
- t. ~ ( Me. )'z. L\-, l. 
e. .t; 1.,r 
and p :::: e. ~~ (rl~) '1:..1.. 
'l'hus \-1e have the following relationships 
LYl. :::: -\. (- f\ ..... C*J'1. <; -\-1..~ (~J?:;'X.e. lJ~) ) 
~1ji(~)\( \ '(1:::)"(~) d ) 
e. '" Me.. SLr ...... " "Me. 6'~ r,..' QXe. rRr' 
and - -i e i.1¥. (~~) (i. M - N) . 
Proposition 4~ 
'l'he set of fields defined by 
\ 
'(1:::)" R d ~Lt\ :::: B Ln - r... riG (er'r )nr -::;)xr FR. 
4'~" \ . (!i.)'l.. c..) ~ == BRn -c.. Me. (iJ'r V\r~~Fl.r-
f\r -= '0A (~y.~ ~ -+ tic. Q)(/" -=ax.~ lJe. 
end '"l< -:::::. A. ...... (~J'l.<; 
.... ('21 0.) 
·· .. (21(.) 
·"{'2.1c) 
····('280.) 
.. ··(28{,) 
.. .. ('28e) 
.... ('2qo..) 
· .. ·(~qb) 
·-"(2'\c.) 
.... (,qel) 
form an irreducible supermultiplet of the general scalar superfield. 
Their commutation relations are 
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[ QL" I ct> L,... ) - 0 
C QQ.n I CPl.r ') l( l. L) fd ::: - 2. <T r <Ti V\ r 7ix..JA '"k: -+'2l.Ar~ 
(Q.lhl ctRr 1 __ 1 ( ~ R) [~ - 2.. C1"r a'-z. nf' "'ixr Ie -+ 1.1, A.r 1 
(Gk", f\r ') __ l.~ cp 
- 1. -..xt" Ln .... i.. ( L 1..) ~ f 7. ()r a'e, ",rdX~ LI' 
[Q~n I A.r '] ':::; _i..d c:p ~(L L) 9.. cp "2 ~'}(.f" Rh -T 1: <Te, a"r nl"' axe Rr 
C QL" 1 ,< '] ::: c{:> L 1'\ 
and C Q. g n, 1-': ] = cPR V\ 
Proof 
) 
) 
) 
) 
"'{30~) 
.... (3 O{.) 
.... (3 Oc.) 
., '(3 od.) 
····(30e) 
····(30f) 
"'{30~) 
.... (30h) 
Using equations (19c) and (19p) we find 
C QLI'\ , <Pl.r) 
_ ( , . (-k )"2.( ~ ) d 
- QI,.", BLr - ... Me:. CJ'"r- if' ?>)If'' FRr , J ) 
-= .1. (0-1..) (N-,-M) -+\.(~ )<(T,R) i?_ k (<T~6'R) ~ (N-'fA) 
.q 1. t'r Me. r r~ C)")cf" "'\ e z. n", <1xe .. \ ) 
:::: ~ «()1.L L" (N - \. M) - ~ ( ci"r-R () ~ ()~L )rn (.ft<..) 'L-f>c.r ~I.~ (N - U-1) ) 
\"here we have made use of equation (14) of the appendix. Now making use 
of the Klein-Gordon equation we find that 
(QI..'" , 4>Lr) -=- 0 . 
NO\'1 using equations (1ge) and (19r) we find 
_ _I ( L L) ~ 1\ "( L L 1 ., r-
- 'z lYr 0"1. nr Q/lr"" -1:." "e (), ve, 
_ . (,~ \ 1.( g ) SL f-.!. ( l. R R) -a. ~ R 1.. 
I.. Mc..J (j", ,,,, d)lr 2. ()" O""e,. O"z. '"'''' o,)I.""IJe, .... 1: «(J"'1. }"'O\. C; J ) 
::: .l ( L L ) ~ 1\ ,. (0, L L I \) I ('k )1. ( ~ R ) r 
-2, 0"1"" 0""1- nr~"Jlf" r-. -'2. ... r 0"2,. nr / ..... -"i, f:\c. ITr- °l rnl 
+ ~ (.~c.) 1. (llrl?. lre.L c:r~ crt ) f"f\ 'txt' ~xv Ve ) 
:::: -\ (ITrl..(J"'"tt.)hr'}~r [~-+ C~c.y-q) -{ \. (IT)' a'z.l.)nr 1.fr 
- ~ (~c. y- (( iT;!") ("l. ~e" - IT"\JI.. cr~ )( 1Tz.fl.)) f"f\ ;xr" %'l" 15e. 
Here VIe have made use of equations (q) and (, 5) of the appendix. 'l'hen 
making use of the Klein-Gordon equation we have 
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[ Qf{" , CPLI'" 1 
7.. 
::: -\. (irrl. <Jt.'-) "I'" f~JA (A .... C;;c.) c;. 
from "'lhich equation (30b) follows. 
Now using equations (19f) and (l9q) we have 
So that 
]\JOv' using equations (19d) and (19n) we have 
) 
- .1 ( R R) '<I 1\ .L' ( R R) .... ,.. 
- - 'l. CS"r O"z. nf'" ~:x..r n -+ 1. '- (jr tTl. I'\C'" U r 
_ . (~ )'l.. ( L) 9- [.L ( R L L) 'il "\ 1" ~ (l.) 1. 
I" Me:. C)"e, ('0.. i)')<'e, 1. lSI'" c:1"v 0"2. h'" ?J'x.f" v v .... 1: O'"'l. n", Cl ) . 
Then using equa tiona (q) and (\ 5) of the appendix and the Klein-Gordon 
equa tion \{e have 
( Q .... ,.. I 4>RI" 1 
:= -t (c-rftcTtft)l'\/'" [tr (A .... ~c.)\ - L'-C~c.)'tfxe. -ue. -1. .. Vr J 
from which equation (30c) follows. 
No\,- using equations (l9a) and (19s) \'Ie have 
which gives equation (30g). 
Now using equations (19b) and (l9t) we have 
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[ Q RI'\ If<: J 
::: [Qltl'\ I A -+ (:fu.fC; ") 
'= SIR'" - i.(~c.f·(a-e.l.)I'\I'\' ~"){.e. FR,,' 
vlhich gives ecpa-tion (30h). 
Finally using equation (191) we have 
[QLI'\/ Ar J 
- C Q '\f -+ (~)'LjL Sl ..,r ., 
- 1..1'\ I r "fie. <;;xl'" ~\(.. v e.. .J 
) 
-= -{(cr':)l'\rFRr -~ «ftO"~)nr~c.E! S'Lr 
( -k- )~ ~ ~ f' ( L) ;., R ~ ~ I 7. 
-+ Me. ,,"Xt" '";t)c.e. --Z ire I"\~Rr - '1: (ir~ O""e) "x."\ BLi l 
== --i (irr\")I'\f" FRr - ~ (c:rtc",,,R.)nr ~(.e B't-r 
-1. ("~c.)~«(I"(.2)l'\r*:x.f"%x.e. FR.r -\-~ ~)~r' a'LI'\ 
) 
Here use has been nade of the Klein-Gordon equation. NO\"r making use of 
equa tion (8) of the appendix we find that 
which is equation (30e). 
+ ~ (U"'j)V'\Ci\ (l.. F(?" -+(O"t)o..b ~xe BILG. )) 
..... t (O'r'-o-~)I'\o.. ~')l.<:' cPLCi\ 
Equation (30f) is derived in a similar way. 
''''e can identify the supermul tiplet defined by Proposition 4.5 with the 
supermul tiplet constructed in section 4.5 of Chapter 4 of l'art II and 
given in equation (92); ,dth k= O. But He cannot equate the fields, we 
must first construct super Lorentz invariant fields from the fields of 
Part 11. Thus, by reference to equations (49) and (50) of Chapter 2, we 
R LL L l. 
define the fields '+~~n'lk,V7'\()()' ~l.\l'\jkIYrl(1<.l) 'i)k,m()C.) and '.JrjJ,m6() 
by 
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and 
Since ltT8 are consideJ:ing the general ocalar super.fielli we set k:=:: o. 
These fields then obey the same algebra ~s the fields of equation (92) of 
Chapter 4 of Part II. 
Nov' the explicit relationship betvleen the fields is obtained by 
cj>LI'. ;.. e.;'~ (~y\. ~Ll. +- '"""1.\1"1;0,0 
'I'hen <P Ill' ::: -~" (M ) y--In. e G\ ~"l. ~ 1.1'" i 0, 0 ) 
'K: ::: '1)1. 
0,0 
and P-.r -= 
J. M) _;.u t. 2.(,;;. e 2':Jr ;0,0 
~1US in terms of our original fields we have 
and 
Ll. 
t1.,l"'jO,O 
\rRl. 
1.,l"'jO,O 
'-
'Vo,o 
L. 
JriO,o 
::: -:. ¥l (:t. )1. ( \ . (~)'"( R ~ ) 
e. 1"\(.. B L.I' - l. Me.. lrr) r-I" oxr FRf"' 
.~ 1 
::: eV~ (~Jl. (S\~(" - ~ (*c.)"\~:)rf"'txrFLr\) 
=: A -+ (~<. )?~ 
=: L(~(.) e.~ll(V)A 
Here we have noted that from equations 
- ~ ~:x.1" (\.\-,l. _ ~R) ) 
(24a) and (28a) 
setting 
., '{3'lC\) 
.... (3 2 <.) 
···-(32c) 
"'{'3 '2 el} 
... '(:33<:\) 
.. , '(33{,) 
... (33c.) 
.. , '(3 3c\) 
No\{ consider equations (24), (28) and (33) and invert these expressions 
to obtain the fields of the general scalar superfield in terms of the 
component superfields. \ore obtain 
. '''(34 0.) 
) ····(3~(,) 
, .. ·(3.qc:.) 
) .. ··(34 ci) 
... {34 e) 
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and 
" ····('34-n 
," '(34~) 
.... (3£\ k) 
.... (3~j) 
Itte can now rewrite the general scalar superfield of equation (18) in term 
terms of these fields and then decompose it into its three constituent 
supermultiplets. Thus 
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The first term in this expansion can be identified with a left handed 
scalar chiral supermul tiplet as constructed in Chapter 3, and given in 
equation (41). The second term can be recognized as a right handed 
chiral scalar supermultiplet. The third term is different from either of 
the chiral superrnultiplets, since this is a scalar superfield it can be 
constructed from a j =- -!z. chiral supermul tiplet. We will call this 
superfield an intermediate superfield. 
\'Ie can deduce from this that the general scalar superfield consists of 
three irreducible SUI)ermul tiplets ie. one left handed chiral j -= 0 
supermul tiplet, one right handed chiral j -= 0 supermul tiplet and one j-::~ 
chiral Guperrnul tiplet Itlhich can be taken to be left handed or right 
handed. fJ.'hus there are (4 -+ 4 4- 6) 'I:: '6 linearly indepcnden t field 
components underlying the superfield corresponding to the 16 real 
(Grassman) components of the superfield. 
4.) The General Superfield. 
4.3.1 Left Handed and Hight Handed superfields. 
We call a superfield as defined by equation (1) left handed if it 
transforms as 
L. -\ 
o ( [ f\. \ \: \ "G 1) ~ j I W'r\ (.,c. \ e) 0 ( ( 1\ \ ~ \ "c ') ) 
-;;;: r 0 ) j ( ,,_I) m t'>'\ \ ¢; jim ("?c. -+ t:: + ~ "c. ol ( (f f" C) ol ~ e ~ ) .... ( '?>6) 
eol.
1
rt1((\\).,L\cl.. _ ,):<>1,) 
and we call it right handed if r 0, j is replaced by r,) 10. So that He 
can have left or right handed chiral (left or right handed!) superfields. 
'fo evaluate the field content, and the decomposition, of these 
superfields vIe do not need to do any additional work. vIe just need to 
note that all that happens is the addition of an index j I rf) to each of 
the field componen ts. In this case since j -:j: 0 the general superfield 
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f\ 
92 j, rY\ ('K, e) consis ts of four irreducible supermul tiplets vii th supers pin 
j) j} j-+\ and j-~, the last t",IO being combined into the fields that 
comprise the intermediate superfield of equation (35). 
4.3.2 Fields l'ransforming as a General Representation of the Super 
Lorentz Group. 
Any general superfield can be decomposed into the direct sum of 
superfields that transform as r,hJ(J\-') for j ,j'::: O}~ ,I, so that 
it is sufficient to consider fields of this type. \ole observe that 
.. \ . . \ 
rJ1J (1\-\) -= [',)1°(1\-\) ® r O, J (1\-1)) 
so that ""e can consider a superfield transforming by this representation 
to decompose in a similar \'laY ie. 
fI.'-~jl'"""1 j',i'V'\'(")(., e) 
R. l. 
::::. ~ j ,rY\ ("K) e} ~ j 'I '"'" (")(., e) 
Thus we can deduce the number of independent supermultiplets that 
comprise such a superfield, but to find precise relationships He v,ould 
need to carry out a case by case study. 
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CHAP'l'ER d. 
~AGRANGIAN FUNCTIONS FOR SUPERB'IELDS. 
245 
2.1 Super Poincare Invariant Functions on Superspace. 
'fhe 8,im of this chapter is to discover how to extract a Lagrangian 
function for the component fields from a superspace representation. 'I'he 
resul t for the j: 0 supermul tiplet is of course known. 11'he Lagrangian 
for this "laS given in section 4.4 of Chapter 4 of Part II. The 
Lagrangian can be extracted from the superfield by the normal prescription 
used by Physicists and claimed to be integration on superspace. But this 
is an ad-hoc procedure since there is no justification for taking the 
L:I £\ term of (:1'. L,;1", L, • ;;r.R~R) 
v 0' :lC :L -.. r.;t; as the 'mass' term and the e e e e term of 
:T: t. ~~ R. 
:::r.:r for the 'kinetic energy' term, other than they supply the expected 
resul t. 
\Ve Han t to use the 'theory we have developed sO far in this Thesis to 
deduce, so far as is possible, the result. In this section we consider 
action integrals on superspace in general. 
We assume that the Lagrangian density is constructed from our superfield 
in such a way that it is a scalar function 
.I " e4 t\ 4>EL 
"'-SS" L 
and define the ac tion integral .A. S 50 by 
.A<;,s :::: SvJ:'\<. ~4e{:(ss(:x.le)1 ····(2) 
Here V is some volume in superspace such that fA (V) * 0 ie. it is not 
a null set. In this chapter we use a different terminology to that of 
Chapter 3 of Part 1. There all integrals were over all of superspace, 
here He Han t to consider the func tion ;l5 S defined over all superspace 
and the action as the integral over some arbitrary volume in the space. 
To v/ri te equation (2) in the terminology of Chapter 3 of Part I we would 
define 
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then 
JV d4,(. ~<\e [i<;s 1 = S ~~ ~4e {L\s 1 . 
vie observe that since .(ss is a scalar function ..Ass is invariant. 
NOlo[ .A s s Hill take values in EL and is evaluated usin&,' the prescription 
given by equations (3) and (4) of Chapter 3 of Part I. It thus can be 
considered, under the action of the Lie group ~L equivalent to 
C1 -= (super Poincare group), to be a vector wi th many components, ",hich 
form the basis of a representation of ~L. One crol think of the action 
as on a vector with 2JV components corresponding to the projections, as 
defined by equations (3) and (4) of Chapter 3 of Part 1. But it is 
advan tageous to decompose in a different way, "rhich gives considerably 
more components. 'l'hese components then form the representation space for 
a representation of SL' which will in general be reducible. 'de can 
anticipate that it will reduce into a direct sum of reclucible, but not 
completely reducible representation spaces. 
Any candidate for the ac tion in tegral on lVlinkowslci space mus t be a one 
dimensional space, so that we are looking for one dimensional 
represen ta tion spaces of S L contained in !. s S' or equivalently Ass· 
Now iss mus t be expressible as a scalar 8uperfield sO that it .lill admi t 
a decomposition into the sum of a chiral left handed superfield, a chiral 
right handed superfield and an intermediate superfield, as described in 
Chapter 4. It is thus sufficient to determine the one dimensional 
representation spaces that can be constructed for each of these 
possibilities. \Ve choose to use the real Grassman basis (x,e) 
thrOUGhout this chapter. The left handed (~L. e) and right handed (~~ e) 
bases are not related to the real basis by a group transformation, so 
tha t \-,e avoid them. 'rhey are related by a transformation from the 
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complexi fica tion of the super Poincare group which is the reason that 
they supply the 'correct' result. 
NO\·/ let 
4- ~ ~ e ol e ~ c aL i3 -+,~ ~ e.,J e ~ e 1)" D 0{ t'> 'if 
, 0/.. f-> <f 6 
-+ "\! e e e e EoLt'>lfS .. ··(3) 
'rhat is J.. ss has the same form as the superfield defined by equation (2) 
of Chapter 4, and the action of the supersymmetry genera tors Q.cl. on the 
component fields of Lss is as given by equation (10) of Chapter 4. 
To proceed Vii th the analysis we need the action of the 'nilpotent' 
generators of ~ L expressed as differential opera tors, vie already have 
an expression for PO'" given by equation (68) of Chapter 3 of Part II from 
which viC can cons tru~ t the differential operators of SJ L as follovrs. 
Since 
vTe have 
NOvl from equation (1) of Chapter 4 we have 
\ -+ !jt"v [ ~ .. f'\","v I 'SE (,1., e) 1 
:::: ;;£: ( f',,)l. I e r M ( 1\-')) 
'= ( \ -+ 'jf'v~ ~ (")(. r:~·,«.."" - )<.'" %,«..f" ))( I + 'jfA" gi. ~ eo"(lfr ((v) 1\,). ~ h~~ (.,c., e) I 
where we have used equation (48) of Chapter 2 and a Taylor expansion in 
e. So that 
[e.i...M,..v 1 f()\.,e)) 
::: ( ~ ;"(7<r ~.,t.v -?L", 't't.f") -+ -i ~ .. (7f r If.,, ) <:L ~ $ ~ ~-eq/. ) !E- (')(.1 e) 
=. (~;, ')l. kr ~k ~,)L"" - ~t. ?l./(V ~k ;")(., ... 
-+ 1. (is' r-0'., ).,l f> ~ .. 9 j f j ~ 8 J. ) ~ ( )1. I 9) ) 
::: ('X.l-(JA. ;')t.-J. ,_ - 'X.kv ;)<.1':' L. +1. (irrO'-v).,Lr:le~;B~.) ~b<, e) 
, (..~~ ~~ft r ~ .AJ 
... "(s) 
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Similarly 
C -£ j Qat, ~ ( ,)to) e) 1 
..: (1. (~",,-) oL ~ e ~ }"1,..{ 
Now, motivated by the standard approach, we consider the term in '1.t:.s 
, '1. ~ '\ ( gi ven by e e e e E ?Co), where we have removed the indices for 
convenience. We expand the field E(",,) in terms of the nilpotent 
parameters e-s 
1'hen 
e'e'Z.e'lei'1 EC)\.) 
= e'e!.e~e"t{E(xo) 
····(8) 
show 
that 
is invariant under transformations of the Lie group caL. for each j , k, l... 
and m. 'l'hat is it provides us with a one dimensional representation 
space for the Lie group liIL' 
Now this result is valid for any type of superfield (general, chiral or 
intermediate), but if Lss is a chiral superfield it does not lead to any 
useful solution, since, from equation (43) of Chapter 3, the last term 
can then be written as 
l. e'e~e~a4E('(.) '= e'e~ala" ~xt" ~x.rA(')C..) (~c:.) 
so tha t we are led to the term 
) 
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S J;<. J4S {ej e~ e~ e~ ~X~ -; A(">f.) 1 v 0 :x.or 0 
:::::: f.~-'o\'\..~ ~e (Jo.4xo { ej e~ e~ e: ~x'" ~ A(x o ) 11, \,.':::\ "or J) 
V 
::: o. 
If "Te consider the term constructed, by this procedure from the e e e 
term, He find that it is the integral of a total derivative, so that it 
cannot contribute any useful terms either. It/e are thus led to consider 
the term vii th tHO e's of the chiral superfield. 
If we refer to equation (41) of Chapter 3 'Ire see that there a.re two terms 
to be considered. Consider first the term of the form 
Ro"I( I.. 1..) c..n'jt ( e a-fA' cr;t ,,,,\' e ()")f. fA C ")f. ) 
where C (.,c.) is some scalar field. Following the above procedure we are 
led to 
- 0 
- , 
since \018 are intce;rating a total derivative. 
Novr consider the term of the form (for a. left handed chiral superfield) 
Lt'\ ( c..) t.. .... ' e lit. nt\1 e C("ll.)} 
"lhere C'(,<..) is some scalar field. Following the above procedure vie are 
led to the terms 
S "4 "'t\ [ c.." 1..0'\\ I V J, )<.. c>.. e e j (0-2.1..) 1'\(\1 eke ()t o ) 
which are invariant for each j I k. Vie note that in terms of the 
parameter ~ this would have been the las t term. 
'l'hus , given a candiclate for a Lagrangian densl ty, we can find certain one 
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dimensional representation spaces of the Lie group SL that provide 
candidates for a component Lagrangian density. 
Before completing this section VIe need to consider the units of the 
infinitesimals cl6J and dx1. It is clear that VIe require the 
combinations and e."J.QoI. to be dimensionless, and that the 
combinations ( ~)p and 1-1 c fA. 
, 
(~cJ'i Qo<. are dimensionless. 'I'his implies 
, 
(~c.) and eol in uni ts of (~J~ tha t -x.fA should be measured in units of 
But 
-x. t" - ')(.r' E. + .,c.l~ . ~ . -+ -x.~' e... -+ .•. 
- 0_0 ........ j-I"J ....... J ...... k -"'''j''r< 
wi th L < j <: k.< ...• So that each 'level' in the Grassman algebra must 
be measured in the same units. 1'his suggests that the infinitessimal 
±I A. (t;. ).N' ~locb(,.i.. ':::: d)(. should be in units of He and by a similar argument 
r '!!.f '" (-I::. vl; . .N' \ cA e l. -= c\ e should be in units of LA,. 1 • 'I'his is, of course, 
J -::::. \ "'" 
unsa tisfac tory. \'lha t we can recognise is that if we had chosen to \vork 
1. 
wi th the opera tors (;; (.) 1. Q..,t I (~c..) P r- and (~c:.) nr..J the coordinates 
in superspace could have been made dimensionless and vfe would have had no 
problem. 
'1'0 overcome this problem vie take d:'x.. to be measured in units of (tic) 
r, (-t:; \ ~ 
and d e to be measured in uni ts of Me.)' 
5.2 'rhe construction of 1-55 for a Real Scalar Superfielcl. 
In this section we will consider the most general function that can be 
cons truc ted for !. S S 'rli th the following assumptions: 
Ci).tss is a scalar under the action of the super Poi.ncare group. 
(H) is.s is a quadratic form containing at most t\·ro derivatives. 
Le t (:x:. ,e) be a real scalar superfield and define the (5' 4) dimensional 
supervector by 
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[ 
~x.~ ~ ( "X.) e) J 
P = 92 (x ,e) 
.... 01. 
;e"'\l~(")(..le) 0.. 
Then the mos t general func tion we can cons true t for t. s s is 
'it:' 
t.. ss :. ! f:, JL{;,o.. ~o... 
given by 
wi th .Il. some (S' 4) >< (5 J 4) dimensional superma trix, determined by the 
invariance requirement (1) above. 
For 9 E <; -:::;.. (super Poincare group) suppose the transformation of ~ is 
"'" 
given by 
So that 
rL'he requirement of invariance then demands that 
lSI:- I ~O\. Jl. o.(,,!, :: ·~L>. ACI.(" ! (, 
ie. 
So tha t Jl. mus t sa tis fy 
sl: 
rc') )""c..1 Jl",I{,' r("j)"t -::::. J1...,..4 
.. "(Il;.) 
.... (IS:}) 
tl~1e represen ta tion of the super Poincare group on the vee tor ~ 01.. is 
"'-' 
given by equation (19) of Chapter 2 of Part r, noting that ~ transforms 
as a scalar, as 
o o 
o 
o o 
Now let 
B 
H 
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\<,1 th the rna trix blocks correspondine to those of r (c:»' The s truc ture of 
Jl is then determined by 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o ]fl\-\OiC1 -+C.T t: .... i :rTI:: e""TH 
o O-+FTt: E 
r(/\( c; -:r ,. t: H 
o 
o 
o 
o 
Since this must be true for each gE<; W8 can deduce that 
C;= 0 C=:O and 'j= O. 
Now if we set T=O the invariance requirement becomes 
[ "-'A ,,-,' ,,-'e 
",-'C PCA"'},,] [ A B 
:1 DI\'\C E o :::: 0 E rC(\') C; 1\,1: 0 0 ~ 0 
So that we can deduce that 
D=:O e -= 0 c..:::: 0 and r::::: 0 • \ I '-\ 
Also the matrix A must satisfy 
A - \ A (1\- \ ) t:: -= A. 
so that A A/"" = k 9)..,1-\ \ k IE ELI and E -:= k' 6 E L • 
Thus 
o 
E ·· .. (20) 
o o 
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'rhe most general func tion we can construct for .tss is thus given by 
f..ss :k'9?(')<.19)§Z("~I&) "*k(~-x!" ("}\.le))C~"~r~(')<.\e)) .... ('2\) 
, , 
'vii th k IkE E 1..0' VIe note that since k or 1< can be zero each term is 
an invarian t. 
5.3 'l'he j == 0 Chira1 Superfield - an Example. 
It is easy to see that if vie construct a Lagrangian from just a left 
handed or right handed superfield we will obtain just a Klein-Gordon 
term for each of the component fields. This is precisely what vie would 
expect, and it is certainly not obtained by the normal procedures used by 
physicists. But vIe want to construct a non trivial Lagrangian. He thus 
consider the super field (i: l. -+ !: R) , 'vii th bo th fields cons truc ted from 
the same set of cr.'eation and annihilation operators. (~L -+ 9::'R,) is then 
a real superfild. 1'he mos t general form of .!. s s is thus given by 
equation (21) as 
iss -- ~(~L""'!fR)(!-~-+~R) -+~(t,)t.fA(~L-t~~))(~')<r(3:L-+-g;R)) 
_ k'(3?l.ifl.-+ J:Rl:R+'2.~L~R) :"'('2'2) 
-+ k ((~1{I"±~)(~"Kr~L) -t(~"}\.Y'~R)(~<.r3:R)-+'2.(;)tr'"i~)(~r~R)). 
Here we have noted that 19:1.J.",. lifRI::. o. No\" using equation (43) of 
Chapter 3 VIe have 
~L('){..,e) ~L.(xle) 
-= *LI.\,L - aRf'(a-;<.T1..l..)(,/,"1 eL"\y.-L.~:I\1" tt- L 
+Je eLI'\(lt:tl..) V\f\' e
Ln
' SRI"' (0-/) rr-' eRrl(;'lfA ~"lf" '1-"'-) L\,L 
-+~ eRf'«()~ (J'?-L) rr' eLf" eRn(fSe. <Tz.l..) V'f\' eLnl(~:x.r- ,-\,L )(~& Lt'L) 
- I R lor:) . il .1. -'2.~~lk(t::}2 1.r-'-eLi\I.\'t,n + e t"(~;-O"2.L.)r,.,e (~1,.1.\'1... el.nl..t-\,,,e~(r-~)1. 
-+ e..~ 1i (!'~ ) el.." I.t'tlf\ eL "'4' \. Ii" -\. i~ (t\~ fl.eL ... (!Jzl. )",,' eL"'d~fl1"": \rf" (~\f" tt'~,r)tt'L 
- e\.'i(~) et..neLn'(O",l..)",,' L\'l..';tL 
It is convenient to rearrange this expression so that the terms have, as 
far as possible, common factors in the 0 variables. Consider first the 
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termo in e e i He have 
Consider now the terms in e e e e. VIe have 
Combining these results we have 
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R R V/e can v/ri te dmm the term ~ Sf using the fact that 'vIe have symmetry 
in the interchange of L and R, as 
····(2l) 
Now using the same procedure for I: L 3:;R and making use of the identity 
eRreLI'\ l.. R _I ~r( t. 1..) et "( L L) l. R 
'+'n It'r -1. e C>"rU'z. ,n 0'2. err n',.-' LYJvt\' '+'1\" 
which is proved using equations (81) and (83) of Chapter 4 of Part II, \.,re 
obtain 
Vic note that this equation transforms into itself Ul1der interchange of L 
and R. 
the term 
this expression, and 
CrtxlA!EL(X) e))(~)c. ~R("X.)e») r _ .1. 
= (~)(f~ LYl- )(~xt" 4--«) - et.~(t~r-{ (})(.)A4't.) eRn (%:Jl;-'- *f,n) 
+ (~r ~R) eL"(}~(r ~tln) } 
- ~ eR.r( 0'': O"'LL) rrl eL'{ (~,(r })~~ *'-) (%1C-~lt"Q) - (~xe '1't.)(~xf~~,{J! ~R)} 
+1. e':31 (f~) eRr (tr  <rz.L )rr' 81.1"( ""1."-C>'r-)M1 (~xe. *\ In )(~'I.<:, '-ttl"') 
-.l e..-;.ii (t1!'..)[(:i:t 1..\"'-) eR"'(a:R.) I eRI'\'('il_ \#R) 
2.. ~ ';h(.e. 1. 1'\1'\ ~d)(. <! )... 
-+ (~"X.e. ,+I?) el."'(O",'-).,(\, e~I(~)tt t L )} 
-\-1 eR"( I... "-) eLI'\'{ (~~ 1..) Rr('d R) 2.. (5';-,- cr1. ""I ,<)-,tr"'axe 4' e ~e. I,.f'~ Ii 
- ("txt' ~~ ~R) eL"(~x~ 4'\,I')} 
-+ tl e'-I el..1. e R1 eR'l.. {:Is. (~ ~_ )((';i. t..)(s.t R)) 
1:;; Me. -ax"'" ~'Y'" ., )te 4' ,,;),<.( "t 
-M~7.(~<e. ~L)(~xe. ';t~) -;, (~f"%-,<e. ,+L)(!Kr~Xe. L~R) 
-t -t; Co. (~~:e.) (( r ~'-'" (~x.e.. '+ ) 1 . ····(30) 
Novr comparison of equations (26) to (30) with equation (35) of Chapter 4 
a.nd equation (43) of Cha.pter 3 sho .... m that ~L.:r\ 3:R3:~ (~xr''I:L.)(~''''r±l...) 
are general scalar superfields, which do not decompose 
in the sarno vlay as the general superfield of Chapter 4 but have the 
structure 
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:R ~ R..,.\ 
(Intermediate superfield) ..... e t\(<J1. )"",\ e (Left handed chiral 
. . L,,( L) L",' 
superfield)+ e ut.. M\ e (Right handed chira1 superfield). 
'l'hus in this case Vie can only identify the last term wi th a one 
dimensional subspace. The full list of one dimensional representation 
spaces is given below. In each case we have noted that the IvJ.inkovlski 
space field used to construct a field I.y (x) is given by XCJ' 0) as 
specified by equations (2), (3) and (4) of Chapter 3. 
(i) From equation (26), using equation (13) we obtain 
for each j, k -:.::. \ I '2. I •.. IN. 
(ii)From equation (27), using equation (13) \</e obtain 
for each j, k =- \ ,1., ... I.N· 
(iii) From equation (28), using equation (9) we obtain 
for each j \ k I <. , I'Y\ -= \ I '- I ..• I ..AI'. 
(iv) From equation (29) using equation (13) we obtain 
for ea,ch j. k=-I <") ••• ..N". \ I c. I , 
(v) From equation (29) with L exchanged with R, using equation (13) we 
obtain 
for each J' k :;,. I 2 . . . Jlf I I -, I . 
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(vi) From equation (30) using equation (9) we obtain 
for each j, k". <.. I...... =r 1,2., ... I JJ". 
It is convenient at this point to combine these integrals in such a way 
that we can convert to the Majorana representation for the Dirac matrices. 
Thus from equations (31) and (32), and using the representation of the 
Dirac matrices given in the appendix we obtain 
A Lt'l +.A.. RI1 
ss '>S 
::: k J)i~ l4e {~c."" e1 (eM }o!~ e~ {- tie. 7. ?("): - 211 (.7- XL.~ L. 
-7.. t1c.'l.')L~~rc11 
== k!f ~"\-x.l:'\e{.L (8'. e.:t + (;:} \ e~ - e~ $" - e 7.k e1 {-2. t1c.1.. "R')C. It 
" '"l.c.+:' J k: K J J k "-' 
-"2.Mc..'l.~I.?fL- Mc.l.')2-x: 1J 
No\.,r if we choose some vol1..une in superspace V -::. VoVn, we can integrate 
over the nilpotent part Vn to obtain 
where Q is some real number. 
To change equation (33) to the Najorana representation we simply change 
labels on the els and the Dirac matrices to obtain 
!<:b ') If 1'\4 1'0.4 {H I '2.. 1. 4 { I., Cl-Ass - .:..k J;")<.c\ e ~'l. 8j 6 k 19<19 .... , -ti(;."!. ~ "?tv 
-~ (~ JA ')CI..)(~ -x:R) - ;.,-1:;.:, -)2 «1-Y"':;l ~ X 1,.1. 
n 'Ox 0 <'mor ?. t),,)t.,Jo JJ. 
Here ,ve have noted that the first term does not contribute to the action 
integra.l. Ide observe that this term arises as the last term of the 
'chiral' 811perfields mentioned above that have the form ee(Chiral 
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superfield). Now i.ntegrating we obtain 
\'lhere 0..\ hl some real number, which "till in general be different from £:4.. 
and 
Nm" consider any term in the Lagrangian of the form (~,r..t;; 1\ )(~<."'r B) 
as in equations (40) and (41). Since 
we have 
%x~ ~7«)r (AB) =: C~'t~ ~Dr A) S + 2 (~xf~ A ) (tf.Or B) 
-+ A ('d ~ s) d')\.ti 0)1..0;' 
(~~~ A) (~X""' B) =: 1 (~--.,(t! ~or) A B -1 C:~~ "txO/Af\ ) 8 
-1 A (l'<./~ ~xor e,) . 
But each of these fields must satisfy the Klein-Gordon equation, also the 
first term on the right hand side does not contribute to the action 
integral. So that, He have, essentially 
(}~'b A) (~\.O~" B) "" (~) '1\ ~ 
'l'hus if He put k = k (~j2. in equations (39) and (40) they are, 
respectively, identical to equations (37) and (38). 
No,:! if He put 
xl. 
-= 
Y-~ 
-= 
),CL 
= 
...... 
and ')til ';::: ,...... 
h.(A~~B) 
-h. (f.\ -"B\ 
~(F-':'C.) 
f'l.U::-i.<;) 
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, ... {q ~ 0.) 
·· .. (t:\2{,) 
.. , .(t:\ 2<:.) 
.... (t:\ 2<:\) 
as in equation (14) of Chapter 4 of Part II, we obtain the mass and 
kinetic energy terms for the action given by equations (38) and (39) in 
complete aggrement with those constructed in section 4.4 of Chapter 4 of 
Part II. 
Thus vEe are able to deduce the mass and kinetic energy terms for the 
component fields from the superspace representation. He cannot deduce 
the relationship between the tv/O since they are independent one 
dimensional representation spaces. In addition the relationship "lill 
depend on the volume in supers pace over which we integrate. 
5.4 Concluding Remarks. 
In this chapter we have been able to construct a procedure for determining 
the Lagrangia,n for the componen t fields from a superfield, and shown that 
this procedure does, in fac t, give the required resul t , ... hen applied to a 
chial superfield. 
rrhis prooedure consis ts of three steps (i) cons truc t a sui. table 6uper 
PO:incare invariant quadratic form for the superfield, (li) identify, 
within this quadratic form the one dimensional representation spaces of 
the Lie group equivalent to the super Poincare group, and (iii) integrate 
ovor the nilpotent variables to obtain the component Lagrangian. vie can 
see that the important steps are (1) and (ii). rr11e fact that we integrate 
in step (iii) is really irrelevant, we can just define a projection 
operator for this step. 
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In fact, if tole choose the p:rojection operator PII\2.I\31\4' as given in 
Defini tion ).2 of Chapter 3 of Part I this "Till sufice. \ve observe that 
choosing the projection onto the last component of the Grassman algebra 
does not, in general, give the required result. Since, if L is odd the 
last component is odd. (eg. If L == 5 the highest level element of the 
I<le identify the Berezin integral as a projection operator similar to this 
in the follo\'ling "18,y, \ve first choose the superfield component 
containing our one dimensional represention space, say e ec(x.) or 
eee(7Ebc.) , then IS performs the following operations 
e, { ee C(x) -::> C be. 0) , S c>-1.e 
o..l\ 0 l-I-\ er- t I?r W\ '> -"> 0 
S { eeee E(x) ~ E("K o ) and I c\."e: 
c..l\ och.e.r cerl'Y'S -~ O. 
'l'hiH is clearly what is required, but is only effective if vIe have first 
correctly chosen the representation space. Its action involves rather 
more than s-i;;raightforward integration, if we interpret it in the context 
of our theory as used in the previous section. This is why the attempts 
of De\'1itt (1) and Hogers C50Jappear rather artificial, since they try to 
B 
in terpre t J purely as a theory of in tegra tion. 
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APPENDIX 
l~ General Conventions. 
He use the standard convention that all repeated indices are summed, the 
range of values is usually clear from the context. If this is not so vie 
include the summation explicitly. 
VIe prefer to write all derivatives in full ie. rather than 
use the abbreviation df". 
Our me tric takes the form, in Minko\>lski space t'I\ "\ 
~ ~ ~l o -\ 0 
o 0 \ /",V 
i·1i th r I -v -=:. \ I '2. I "?> \ 4 . 
'vi' use the metric for raising and 10i'fering indioes on both Ninkowslci 
space and superspace variables ie. 9"'''')(." = xl", '3JAv')(.-.J..:, -= ')(. i-r . 
2. The Pauli I1atrices. 
2.1 Basic Definitions. 
'rle use tho definition of the Pauli matrices as given by Cormrell [39J • 
and in addition 
~,~ [: ~] 
~= [~ ~] " "('2) 
A La tin subscript on a (T' matrix, eg. Cli. , is assumed to take the values 
I ) '2. 0,.. '3 and a Greek subscript is assumed to take the values '1'2, '3 or 4-
corresponding to the coordinates of space-time. 
'tie define 
I.. 
crt'" .for r-::o. I \L,3,4 "'{3) CJ'r '::: I 
CJ.R r er, of" r jA,::1.':::1\'2..3 and r - ... +~ ) 
cr'.q .for r = 4 
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Note that 
and 
2.2 Useful Identi ties. 
Vle make use of the follovling identities in the body of this Thesis • 
Proof 
1~is is proved by direct calculation. 
(ii ) 
Froef 
--~ 
L L «. fl, (fr- 0" e. + cr e. OjA 
(j'L. O"'j '+ 0' j 0";. -= '2. ~ i.. j .f 0 r /" I ~ '::: .:. I j "::! I I '2. l 3 
Proof 
--~ 
0" L 0"'4 - 0"4 0",- -::::: 0 .fo~ JA -::: \.. :::-\.'2.,3 
::;. 
0"4 <Tj - 0" j CY'.q ";::: 0 -for- ~ -= j '= \ 1'2...~ 
"40"4 4- 0-"1 0'4 ':::: '2.. .for e":.jA '::. 4 . 
L R l.. R () I'" <J e. -\- {j' e. IS r
- 0"'. IS, - "". (J. "'" -'2, ~, . .for J' i. - I ., ':l 
... J .J L '-J I - • ... I :.> 
o 
- 0""'1 c:1'j -I- CT'j <J4 :::: 0 
cT'.., cr'.q. -\- 0"'1 (J "\ -= '2.. 
= '2. 'jr-e . 
-tor j:::: \ <"\ ') I <.., :> 
( ,) ,I... R l~ L.~ ';;) :LV (l ~ (Jr "v lSe ;;:'-Xr'- ~ ..:t ~x-v 
Proof 
) 
'" (5) 
.... (6) 
... . e,) 
.. .. (8) 
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(v) .... ( \ \) 
Proof 
':::: ( '2. $:-1""" ) 
:::: .q~ Q';}"'"" -"2 a-: er~;)I.(. -'2.. o-"\Il2.a-f~l.<:'" -+4 (J"vQa-~%)(.c.. 
':::::. 
-a 
.q ~:>I,.-V 
(vi) 
Proof 
This is by direct calculation. 
(vii) a-~ <r~'- O""z..'- ': (c:r-;)"* 
Proof 
This is by direct calculation. 
( viii) 
Proof 
From equation (\:.) 
( L L '-) () 1. (S r ul. 1'1 r 
{a-rL(Sz,(')nr ':::: (ul.'- )n,,\ (lS:) r-,,\ 
:::::. (l:J,!cr'l.R.)rl"\· 
(ix) 
for /l>., B, C 0 E '" I I I ::: l Qr R I 
{ L ~f AI SI'" '::::. R) and 7\ B '" ::::: I I 
i4!- 1-\ I B, ... R ':::: L . 
'l'ha t is \-Ie reverse the order of the Greek subscripts and repac8 L by R 
and vice versa. 
'l'his is by repeated use of equation (14). 
~ Fierz Rearrangement~ 
The four Pauli rna trices {cr,M} form a basis for the four dimensional 
vee t.or space of 2. ')< 2. complex matrices. 'l'he set {c:lA {)2 1 form an 
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alternative basis \'lith {O"i.CI'tt synunetric, and 0""40"2. antisymmetric. 
If {f' 1\, f'..": \ I 't. I :\ , 4 l' is a basis for the set of complex 2. 'X 2. matrices 
and {f'A,I\-::::I,'l,'?,4) is a second basis such that for ea,ch A:=I,'l,'?>,4 
(rl\}hr (rA ',.,,\ := (I'l.) 1'"\1'\' 
then the follm.ring formula is valid 
b c~ ~ f.> _ ::.!. (r A)d.. (r ) f!-
a....(;, ;;::;, 2. I:, f" 0\, • 
Of course if VIe set r 1\ -= CJ'A then r A '::: O"A as well. 
2. '].'ho Dirac t1a trices. 
2.1 Basic Definitions. 
Our conventions follo,,, Cormvell (39J Chapter 17. 
'rhe four contravariant Dirac matrices ¥~ satisfy 
They are chosen to be such that 
. 
- (1'1. 
and 
The matrix if 5 is defined by 
i}S _ \. l)''l)'4 0 3'Z(4 
so that (D e; ft:= if S • 
Equation (17) implies that 
«}~)?:: -I4 
and ("0' £\ )'1 -=. (D>;) 1..::: 14 . 
Equations (18) and (19) together with equation (23) imply that 
($r)+ '= if "\ (JfA "'3 4 . 
'l'he four covariant rna trices are defined by 
is )A. 
-.J 
::: 
'Z( ~"Vr 
also (f'5 ::: l. (1', (f z. If':. (f 4 
Thus (j. 
-
- If J .for j ::: I, 'Z. , :, o,.""d. S J 
but 0'4 :::::: iS 4 . 
The charge con,juga tion matrix is defined by 
.,. ·(H3) 
.... (\ q) 
.... (20) 
.. "(2 \) 
.... (2<) 
.. .. (23) 
.... (?.S') 
.... ( '2 6 ) 
. "(7.,) 
.... (28) 
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it is necessarily antisynunetric ie. 
Cl::-= -c. 
and is chosen to be Ullitary ie. 
c..-tc. -=I"l ····(3l) 
For each represen ta tion of the Dirac matrices C is then unique, except 
for a multiplicative constant of the form e.i.'ll) ttt <ii: IR. 
VIe note that if tyro sets of Dirac matrices ({fA and (f'JA are related by 
the similarity transformation 5 ie. 
S ){f"S-I::: 75'lA ) .... (3'2' 
then it follows from equation (28) that the corresponding charge 
conjugation matrices C and C' are related by 
Sc.(S)t= c.' 
modulo a multiplication factor of the form e':'1>1. J 'It ErR. • 
The slx matrices 
(J>'r -= --1 if).. ((I" ).. -::I: )A 
-= -~ ( (f >. I "2f r -:l 
provide a basis of a representation of the Lie algebra of the Lorentz 
group SO ('3, I 'J IR). This is a reducible representation that can be 
transformed by a similarity transformation to the representation 
r()\lL @ r.lj..\o 
).2 Explicit Representations. 
It is convenient to use h/o explicit representations for the Dirac 
ma trices. 
(i) Majorana Representation. 
This is cons truc ted SO tha t (fr .IA. -= I '2. '3 4 is purely imaginary, it 
I I 'I I 
then follows that the six matrices CT'rv of equation (33) are real. vIe 
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take a matrix represen ta tion to be 
(ii) Chiral Representation. 
'lbis is related to the Hajorana representation above by the similarity 
transforma tion 
It is important because the representation of the Lie algebra of the 
Lorentz &roup is in the form of a direct sum rO\\ <P r\\o. The matrix 
representation is given by 
1$ ,G: [ 0 -~,] [-~ :] 0.) +I:'lr j = '12. I :, c. J £('~ -= ) ITj 
····(38) 
:: [~ -~ J 1 c.c,-::, [:' 
-:'J 
This is conveniently "rri tten in terms of the left and right handed Pauli 
matrices as 
If;o[ 0 R 
-:J [""'" ~ 01 ~ ~ fA (J. --\ >'1"" - 1. R L 
- "'r 0 CfA "lA. 
"'{3B) 
< [1 
-:J c<" [~' cr:R] If'5:: 0 -::: 
3.3 Dirac l·la trices as a Basis for the 4- 'X 4 Complex Na trices. 
'1'he space of 4'><4 complex matrices is a 16 dimensional vector space. 
\,le can choose various combinations of the Dirac rna trices as a basis for 
this space. The hro most important are as fol10\O/s. 
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<J\ . (jl 
8.ntil1ermi Han and generating the rotations, then the set 1.P\.:. - L. p;" . 1.. 
I ... J 
generate r ~ \ 0 ( f'..). I t follows that 
(ro).l(/yl))t:::. pJ10(f\) 
and in particular 
Now if vIe choose ,c..JA -= ( 0 I 0 I 0 I M Co) and set (f\")c.)fA -= rIA., vIe can 
use equations (43) and (45) to obtain 
rOI~(J\)"rl r 11 °(K'),..,,- ::: 
Also since 
as can be proved by direct calculation, we have 
~\O() o\~( _I) \ ( "" f1.) r - {\ 1'\('1 r f\ f"'r =: t.{e, P fJ,.... hf' 
.... (41) 
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